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FAILURE INFORMA TION NOTEBOOK
ABSTRACT %
The Failure Information Notebook (FIN) catalogs recorded opera-
tional data in the running time system for major components of the electronic,
electromechanical, and mechanical systems of the Saturn I launch vehicle
and associated ground support equipment.
The total operating time or cycles, qualification tests, failure cat-
egories and frequencies, failure rates, and observed Mean Time Before
Failure (MTBF) are given in this composite reference source. All compo-
nents are indexed to permit a rapid comparison of data from past performance;
this information could also be used in predicting future performance.
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UNUSUAL TERMS
CALENDAR TIME THE DATA REPRESENTS - The calendar time during
which a specific vehicle was either undergoing tests or was ready for
flight. The data includes information for components classed as spares,
shelf items, and components installed in the Saturn vehicle system. Al-
though a component type may have been used on more than one vehicle, the
data is restricted to those vehicles for which time or cycle data is recorded.
Launch dates serve as guidelines to assure uniformity.
COMPONENT - An article which is normally a combination of parts, subas-
semblies, or assemblies and is a self-contained element within a complete
operating equipment.
DOUBLE AMPLITUDE (DA) - The peak-to-peak excursion of the item under
vibration along the axis of vibratory forces.
FAILURE - Unsatisfactory performance of equipment as determined by judg-
ment or measurement showing that the performance is outside proper
operational specification limits.
FAILURE RATE - The number of failures per unit of time or the total number
of failures over the total operating time or cycles (based on assumption of
exponentia 1 dis tr ibutio n).
INSPECTION REPORT (IR) (MSFC Form 31Z) - In the form for the system
used to report results of inspections (including functional) performed at
MSFC for MSFC-produced items and items purchased from contractors.
The following types of inspections are reported through the IR system:
Receiving inspection, manufacturing inspection, part assignment,
stock retest, assembly inspection, pre-static checkout, static and
post-static tests, final checkout, and engine modification.
The IR system is used for such projects as Nova, Centaur, Apollo, Rift,
Saturn I, Saturn IB, and Saturn V. Only Saturn I hardware has been con-
sidered for this report.
MEAN CYCLES BETWEEN FAILURE (MCBF) - The total measured operat-
ing cycles for a population of components divided by the total number of
failures.
V
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MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURE (MTBF) - The total measured operating
time for a population of components divided by the total number of failures.
POINT ESTIMATE o The number of failures divided by the total operating
time.
RUNNING TIME LOGS - A method for recording the operating time or cycles
of time and cycle sensitive components. MSFC Form 1842 is used for re-
cording data on components operated on Saturn vehicles. MSFC Form 14Z7
is used for recording data on components operated during bench tests.
UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION REPORT (UCR) (MSFC Form 233) - The
form for the Unsatisfactory Condition Reporting (UCR) System, which has
two major functions:
io The UCR system is used to ensure a regulated means for reporting
component failures and deficiencies, initiating follow-up action on
these failures and deficiencies, reporting the results analysis, and
initiating and reporting on the final corrective action taken based upon
the failure analysis results.
_o The UCR system also provides a computer magnetic tape file of these
failures and deficiencies and the follow-up actions taken on them. This
magnetic tape file has the capability for automatically grouping the data
in a variety of sequences or arrangements as needed for various stud-
ies and investigations. It is used for such purposes as supplying in-
formation on previous failures to be used in connection with failure
analysis, human factors studies, reports showing repetitive failures,
and various reliability and quality studies.
The UCR system is also used at Kennedy Space Center for reporting
all failures and discrepancies discovered during inspections, tests, check-
outs, and countdowns. This UCR data is continually transmitted between
the two centers. Copies of both the original records and the magnetic tapes
are interchanged and a very active liaison effort is maintained. UCR tapes
and data are also made available to SATURN contractors for their utiliza-
tion in product improvement.
vi
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FAILURE INFORMATION NOTEBOOK
SUMMARY
This notebook is a compilation of failure information related to the
electronic, electromechanical, and mechanical components used in the Saturn
I launch vehicle system and its associated ground support equipment. It is
published as a ready reference for management and engineering personnel to
help in the selection of components for new space vehicles and associated
ground support equipment. It will also be useful to persons performing reli-
ability predictions and other evaluation studies.
The information contained in this notebook is based on data obtained
from Marshall Space Flight Center qualification test reports, running time/
cycle logs, Unsatisfactory Condition Reports (UCR), Inspection Reports (IR),
and contractor time/cycle documents. Supplements to this notebook will be
furnished periodically to provide current data.
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INTRODUC TION
A. PURPOSE
Few data have been compiled on failures and failure rates for
components used in the Saturn launch vehicle systems. Because such data
would clearly be useful in performing reliability predictions and evaluation
studies, and as a means of appraising actual performance in the launch vehi-
cle systems, this Failure Information Notebook (FIN) has been prepared.
This notebook is a compilation of all operational data in the running time sys-
tem for major components of the electronic, electromechanical, and mechan-
ical systems of the Saturn I launch vehicle and associated ground support
equipment.
In addition, FIN includes data for which operating time has been
estimated, based on interviews with personnel involved in incoming and re-
ceiving testing and checkout of various components not included in the running
time system. This notebook will be updated periodically as additional infor-
mation is compiled.
An observed failure rate for a component precludes the necessity
for predicting its failure rate from its parts. The component failure rate can
be used directly in models for reliability predictions for the next higher assem-
bly.
FIN can be used as a guide in selecting components for applica-
tion to new space vehicles and associated ground support equipment. The data
sheets provided in this notebook permit a rapid comparison between performance
of prototype and modified components; summary sheets combine data related
to overall performance of the component type. MSFC drawing numbers are
provided as an identification aid to those who might be interested in the internal
configuration of the component.
B. COMPILATION METHOD
The primary sources of the data included are the MSFC running
time/cycle logs, Unsatisfactory Cor,dition Reports (UCR) Inspection Reports
(IR), and contractor time/cycle documents received from cognizant MSFC
laboratories. These sources are screened and analyzed for pertinent infor-
mation and each component is traced by serial number or other identification
to ensure data completeness.
Failure rates are derived by point estimate for components
which failed one or more times. For those components for which no failures
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are observed during a reported period of operating time, a failure rate is
computed as the reciprocal of the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) re-
sulting from calculations using the chi square (X2) distribution-_ at an arbi-
trary lower confidence limit of 75percent.
The environmental test information for individual components is
furnished by the MSFC laboratory responsible for the design and reliability of
each component. The data sheets cite the environmental test reports by report
number, date, and source.
The purpose of the " FAILURE INDICATION" category on the
data sheets is to show the general types of failure occurrence and is not in-
tended to be a detailed failure description. The indications are taken from
samples of available reports of component failures.
Wherever the following types of information are available, they
are listed on a standard data sheet. Unless shown to be negative, numerical
values are considered to be positive.
Component nomenclature
Component vendor
Component drawing numbers
Component design life estimate
Component failure rate (per hour/per cycle)
Component operating time/cycle (total)
Total number of components represented
Total number of components failed
Environmental qualification tests performed and limits of each
Failure indication and frequency
Data source
Calendar time the data represents
*ARINC Research Corporation, Reliability Engineering, page 173, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964.
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Report number, date, and source of the qualification tests
Description of component function
Electrical requirements for proper operation
Component dimensions and weight
Illustrations: sectional views of components
In addition, FIN contains failure rates and MTBF summaries
for components which are functionally and physically similar.
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SECTIONI
ELECTRONICCOMPONENTS
LIST OF COMPONENTS
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
I. Electronic Components
Amplifier Boxes
ST-90S Amplifier Box
1.1.2 ST-124 Amplifier Box
1.2 Computers
1.2.1 Control
1.2.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.4
1.4.1
1.4.2
Guidance SVGC/ASC-15
Inverter
400 VA
_5o VA
18oo VA
Processors
Control Signal
GSP-24 Guidance Signal
50M21624
8970196
50M22000
10601563
5oM3o8o2
10422000
50M33301
5oM3o58o
50M00906
50M01075
50M03398
10326375
50M3035_
50M31251
10442655
50M32800
10422001
50M30029
5oM32ooo
l.i
LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC s_d
Associated
Drawing Numbers
1.5
i.5 .l
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.6
1.6.1
1.7.2
I .7.3
I .7.4
Program Devices
Programmer XI
Programmer PI
Program Device
Receivers
AN/DRW-13 Command
Stabilization
ST-90S Stabilized Platform
ST-12_ Inertial Platform Assembly
Control Rate Gyros
Control Accelerometer
Telemetry
XO-_ FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
50MI0280
50MI0283
8960186
8968388
50MlO_i8
50M21173
8970195
50M22001
10601562
50M31125
10422022
50M31126
50M31127
50MI0029
50MI0032
50MI0192
50M10031
5OMLOO3O
50MI0033
5oMio189
8968402
8968_04
8968406
8968403
8968405
8968407
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LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
1.8.2
1.8.3
1.8.$
I .8.5
1.8.6
1.8.7
1.8.8
1.8.9
1.8.10
XO-6 PAM/FM/FM Telemetry
Multiplexer
XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
XO-IO Transmitter
X0-11 Transmitter
UHF Transmitter
PCM 270 Transmitter
Transmitter, RF Assy, PI
Transmitter, RF Assy, F-5
(ModelB)
Transmitter, RF Assy, F-6
(ModelA)
50MI0589
50MI0380
50MI0660
50MI0662
50MI0028
50MI0572
50MI0_73
50Mi0152
50MI0155
50MI00_
8968457
8968458
50MI0160
50MI0162
50MI0194
50MI0673
50MI0680
50Mi0156
50M10158
50MlO_71
50M10474
10420614
i0420613
50MI0487
50MI0_88
50M10671
50M10678
50M10679
50M10672
l.iii
LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
1.10.2
I .I0.3
1.1o.4
1.10.5
I .I0.6
I.lO .7
I.Ii
I.ii.i
1.12
1.12 .I
1.12.2
Television
Camera Control
Transponders
AZ USA
Mistram
0DOP
Radar "C" Band
Radar "S" Band
Radar SST-131
UDOP AN/DRN-7 and -Ii
Altimeters
Radar Altimeter
Voltage Supply
Control Voltage Supply
Master Measuring Voltage Supply
50MI0254
50MI0429
50M10455
50M10_8
8968413
50M12266
50MI0123
50M12268
50M12009
50M12181
8961356
50MI0682
50M12261
896o_2
50MI0187
8960300
50MI0006
50MI0317
50M12076
10421910
_0M20002
%0M20881
l.iv
LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
Environmental Control
Temperature Control Assembly
I.V
il
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SUMMARY SHEET
i i i ,,, , , , ,
Nomenclature: ST-90 S Amplifier Box
,, ,, ,
_ Drawing Numbers: 50M21654,
8970196
Saturn I Vehicle
,,,,., ,,, , i,
Vendor: Sperry Farragut
Location: Instrument _Un_t
Estimated Design Life: 1,500 hr.
. ,i ,, , H,
Failure Rate:
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 7
Total Number of
Failures R.e@orted 3
December 1965
MTBF (,_ hour): _5,.3
Total Hours of Operation:
1,336.6
Vehicle ___: X
I .I. I
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_o._,_n..!._tur,'" ST-90 S Amplifier Box
T_:,'_:'U_'P_'" FREQUENCY
,_ VAIL[RE OF FAILURE
'2 ""_ ''_UCF INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
Impedance :
Low
IIlgh
Output :
F,[rtorted
!ir r':,l, i,,
.Nce,_u;! v e Null
F:<ees,% iw_ Roll
!lnwarlted Signal
H i {{h
In Error
]ntermi t tent
Loss of Some Voltages
LoW
Low Sens/tlvity
Low Spee,J
Uo Lock On (Frequency)
_,[01 sy
I'[one
Ose illat ion/Fluetuat ion
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulat ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection an(
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-6 Vehicles (less flight
data)I
I.I.I
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?DaTA
Nomenclature:
Drawln_ Nt_ers:
ST-90 S Amplifier Box
50M2162_ Ivm_o,: Sperry Farragut
i_at1_: InstrUment UnitSaturn I Vehicle
EstlmatedDe._n Life: 1,500 hr.
Fa_lureRite, 1506 x io'6/.r.
Number of C_mponents
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acc e le rat ion:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature: _5°C
T_z._I Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
I_age Rate:
H_l_Ity: 50%
Random NO_se:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratlo.: 5 g, rando m
mmr (i.hou,-_,): 66%.O
To_l Hour, o_ Ope_t_: 6C_t,t. O
Vehicle Equ_ent _ X
Ground Equipment:
-_ .... •
December 1965 I.I.I
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
ST-90 S Amplifier Box
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
E×ce_sive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperstlve
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Ind[eet0rs/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerative
Lamps:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 and SA-6 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .I .I
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_ r'- "
, r
N_menclature:
Drawtn6 Nm_e_:
DATA SmmT
, . .... ,,, . ....
Saturn I Vehicle
_t_t_ _,,_ _: i,5OO hr._
Failure Rate: _ 2972 • _o'6/_.
Number of C_aente
this Data Rsgresents= _'
Number of
Failures Reported:
ERVIRORMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
F_dlo ,Inte_e_m_ce:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temoerature:
L_ Te_erate_e:
Ambient Room _tuee:
T_enmal: ShoeM:
Shock -Impact (Plat Drvp) :
-LeakaSe Rate:
Hu_dity:
Random Boise:
Sine gave Method:
Vibration:
ST-90 S Amplifier Box
. . , . . •.... ,
8970196 ] v_or: Sperry Farragut
]_atl_- Instrument Unit
m_.(m ho.,_)_ 336.5
Total Hours of O_lon:
Vehicle Equilmmn¢: X
_.nd F_u_pmnt:
672.6
No D_ta Available
December 1965 I .I. I
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Nomenclature:ST-90 S Amplifier Box
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Excessive Null
_zcess[ve Roll
Unwsnted Signal
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
B].ows/B]own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2 through SA-4 (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I.I.I
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nent:
8970196 compg-
The ST-90 S Amplifier Box contains the servo loops and
associated electronics for the ST-90 platform.
Power Ra_Ing:_ 75 watts
Weight:
Dimensions_
• 371.8Ib
20 x I_ x 7.5 in,
The three failures were reBorted on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revisit} ]i_l.I
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S_ SHEET
i , ,, i ,
Nc_aenc latuTe:
R
L ,,,
Numbers:: 50M22000,
I I I I _ _ I I I Ill I III _ I I
, , , , , , ,,
Vendor: BendlxE. P.
Estimated Des$ LiTe: !,000 h_.
Failure B_te: 702
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents :9
Total Number of
Failures Reported _2
• I
December 1965 (Revision)
Total Hours _Of Opez_tlon_:
2, 5.5
Vehicle Eq_:_u__. X
_und _o
•Page I of 8
Nomenclature: ST-124 Amplifier Box
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
9
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
gxcessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
LOW
None
Input :
Inoperat lye
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through
data)
SA-IO vehicles (less flight
I .i .2
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=DATA SREET
, f_ , |
_o_enc_ture: ST-12_ Amplifier Box
L , , ,,,
Drawing Numbers: 50M22000 Vendor: Bendix E. P.
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desert Ltfe_ 1,000 hr.
Failu_ .ate, 782z" 1o_r '.
Number of C_mponents
this Data Represents=
Number of
Failures Reported:
7
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIOW TESTS FERFORMED_.
Locatlo_- Instrument Unit
wmF (m hour,)- 1;278.1
_otaz m_n or _,r.ti_, 2,556.2
Vehicle Equipment= X
s_d _F_ut_mm_ ..
Acceleration:
Altlt=de-3.5 X 10 -5 atmosphere
Radio Interference.*
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature: 90°F
Therlaal Shock: 75 to -35°F
Shock I_paet (Flat Drop). _
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
_nd_ .ois_: 3 to 2,000 cps
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration :
December 1965 (Revis_) .I'".2 ....
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Nomenclature: ST-124 Amplifier Box
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
2
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
W,cr_!Ic
F×c_slve Null
Excessive Roll
Unw_mted Signa !
H_gh
In Error
Intermittent
Pressure:
Hl_h
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
.Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not L_xht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Instrumentation and
br io Da a S1 d Ru - 30 April 1964 Air Force
Mlss_e Beve_o_menE Cen_e_ _AF.
I.1.2
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iIJ7,
Nomenclature=
Draw Ing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SmUT
ST-124 Amplifier Box
10601563
Estimated De_ _fe: i,O00 hr.
Failure Rate:
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents:
_807 x lo_/_.
2
Bendix E. P.
Instrument _nit
,emm(i. _,,r,): 208.0
Total Hou. or op_t_ 289.3
Vehicle Equip_: X
Equ_:
Number of
Failures Reported: O
ENVIRONMENTELqGALIFICATI_ TESTS PE_FO_NZD:
Accelerm_ioa:
Alti_="' So5 x 10 -5 atmosphere
Radio -_FJ_te_ererme:
salt Spra_r:
snook=
High Temnerature: 90°F
Ambient Room Temperature: _° F
_._I s_:k: 75 to-SS°F
Shock I_et (Flat _):
Leakage Rate=
Humidity:
_d_ ,oi._: 3 to 2,O00 cps
Sine Rave Meted:
Vibration :
(Revision) 1.1.2
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Nomencl_ture:ST-124 Amplifier Box
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
_,'ratlc
E×ces_ive Null
Ezc,'_s_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In E_'ror
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
LOW
None
InDut:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indlcstors/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not L_zht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Otheri
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-3 and SA-_ vehicle period, not
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:flown until SA-5 (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Instrumentation and
Vibration Data, Sled Run 9-IA. 30 April, 19 4 Air Force
Missile Development Center USAF.
1.1.2
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Additional Information concerning the IO601563,;s_ d .50M220OO
ST-!2_ Amplifler Box qomponent:
The function of the ampllfierbox is identical tO that of
the ST-90 S amplifier box. It contains the servo loops and
associated electronics for the ST-90 platforms
Dimensioms: 12 x 21 x 9.e5 in.
Weight: 50 ib
Both failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revisicm) I.I.2
P--4_ 7 Qf 8
De_c_e_e_ 1965
1.1.2
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., ... ..
.. INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
(Revlsiofi)
%k _ - L / " _-J "
Vendor: Electronics
Communi;cations _Inc.
December 1965(Revi_ion_-_
P_._e- i. of Ii!
Nomenclature:Control Computer
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
i
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
, Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inope rat lye
l_ses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers •
Inoperat ire
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEOA_A _ESENTS: SA-I through SA-IO Vehicle (less flight
data) '_
I .2.1 .....
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DATA
L T , , ,
Nc_enclatu=_: Control Computer
t i _ Ii 1 1 ] _ J
Dr_cm_ _e_: 10/$22000
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desl_l LiCe: . 2,000- _r_.
Failure Rate: 110_ x lO'6/hr.
Number of Com_m_t_
this Data Represents: 8
Number of
Failures Re4mrted :_ I
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORKED:
! ver_or: Electronics
• Communications Inc.
I Locatty: Instrument Unit
• t : ........ ; ................
mmF (_ _, ): 905.2
• otaz _ ot ope_=tl_= 905.2
Vehicle F_lullmentr X
_tl===at=:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock: 3 vert.. 3 hor!z, major and minor,: 18 half-slne
waves, t_O g ' ' '
ai_ Tem,_erature: 4 hr. at 85°C
Low Teaq_erature: _ hr.. at -IO°C
Ambient Room Temperature=
mer--_lShock: 4 hr. at-55°C, 4hr. at 85"C
S_ock Impact (Plat:Darop_,
Leakage-Rate:
Humidity:
at20 p'!,
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration: 10--30 cps at 0.15 in. D.A.. 30-2,000 cps at 7 .g
pe_' /or ,6,'O0 'se6.., '" ' ....... ....
,ecember 1965 (Revls_) ' ' ...... _':,,_.1 " " ....
P_;e 3 _of II
Nomenclature:Control Computer
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Exc,_ssive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Ind[cators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerstive
Lamps:
Will Not LiTht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Othe,_:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I through SA-$ vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Electronics .,
Communications Inc. Report No. 5-1073 March _, 1964.
1.2.1
Page _ of Ii
J •
_.c_-ture: C_ntrol Computer
D_ _: 50M308Q2
, J
Fa_ _" 5T8 z lo_F.r.
Number oT _Camp_ =
this Data Rep_ms_nts: 7
Number of
Failures P_port_ ._
l L .... l . .fl II J l .l _ I . J. ....
i
DA_
_- Electroalc$.
Communlcet io_s Eric.
, J , a_ . . - .
VehJ.ele _ X
or_md
l ......................... _.," : ......
ENVIRONMENTAL QUKLIFICAT!_ _ PEK_K_I_D:
Acceleration:
Aft Itu_e:
Ra@lo _nterfe_en_e:
Salt S_ay:
waves_ _0 _ .................
• 0 @
Ambient Room Te_pe_:
,....... "........ ' .... L .... n . _
_e a_: 2_ ,i'_r.. -at :L:_ psi
Humid_ty._
Random Nolme:
Sine Wave _lle_:
w_t_: xo-_ _ at o.:_5_In.__..A..,,30.-_,_o.-_ _at:___
._ I L, ' a i , ul..r, -- -
Nomenclature: Control Computer
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATYONS
I
Impedance:
Low
H_gh
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Exc'essive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
o_eratlvs
Lamps:
Will Not Li:_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other::
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection sind Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Electonlcs
Communications Inc. Report No. 5-1073 March 6, 1964.
1.2.1
Page 6 of II
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:
Drawlng Numbers:
Saturn I VehiCle
Contr_l Computer
, ,, , L ,,, , ,,
50M33301 Iv_or= Electronics
1 Communications Inc.L_at1_: Instrument Unit
Estlmated Design Li_i:
_, ,, ,.,.., , , , ,,
Failure Rate:
Number of Cc_ponents
this Data Rapresents: 6
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
m-_ (In._.): 623.2
Tetal H_rs of Op_%Im%=
Vehicle Equipm_t: X
Or_md Equ_aen_.
863.2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
AcCeleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temr_rature:
Low _erature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Iwpact (_lat Dry):
Leakage Rate:
Humld_ty:
Random Noise:
_ine Wave Method:
Vlbra_i_:
Reference page B, I. 2. I
ili
Nomenc]ature: Control Computer
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Ex_-_,zsive Null
E×c_ss_ve Roll
Unwante_ Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamns:
Will Not L_Tht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.2 .I
Page 8 of II
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Additional Information concerning Nos. 5OM30802, I0_22000,
50MSBS011components: '
The control computer unit receives control signals from
the platform stabilizer, control rate gyros and control
accelerometers, shapes and sums these signals, amplifies
them and provides DC outputs to drive the control actuators.
The computer's functions are related to the flight time
of the vehicle and are divided into S-1 powered flight (up
to S-I and S-IV stage separation) and the S-IV powered flight
(up to S-IV and payload separation).
Dimensions: 17 in. diam x 20 in. length
We_t: 120 Ib
Both failures occurred during operational checkout during
incomi_ E inspection. Written in Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revlslcm) 1.2.1
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LOCATIONVIEW
f
FLIGHT
/
,.p
Control Computer
50M30802
44
INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLY, TUBE NO. 5 -
December 1965 (Revision)
I .2.1
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Page _ ,_
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L:
c_
DATA S_EET
,_.c_ture: Guidance Computer SVGC/ASC-15
Dr_._ mmbers: 50M30580 Ivendor: IBM
saturnI Vehlele I Locatt_: Instrument. .Unit
Estimated Deslgn Life:
Failure Rate:
Number of Cumponents
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
379 * l°-6/hr.
lO
, J , ,
mm_ (_.hours)- 2,681.9
Tot_1Ho_ of O_eratto.,3,71_.5
Vehicle Equipment: X
Grommd Equlpmemt _"
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS_FORMED:
Acceleration:Forward, 15 g, P+Y 3 g for _3 m_. _
Altitude: 195,000 ft
Radio Interference: 0.00 3 to 0.00025 r
Salt Spray: 3% salt solution, 25eC, 48 hr.
, r
Shock:
High Temperature:
u_ Te_ereture: (75 cfm) 15 ,+- 2°,C
Ambient Boom Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate: •
Humid ity:
20-30 cps at 0.04 g2 2
Rando,..oise: 300_2,000 C_s' at 0.012 g for 15 rain
SineWaveMethod: 2. 5 g ms at 20-100 cps, 3.5 g rms at
100-300 CpS, 5 g at 3_032;0qO cps ....
Vibration :
"December 1965 (Revision)
Page I of
i
Nomenclature: Guidance Computer
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
E,'r_t!c
Ex,,esslve Null
E×"_zs_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
svac/isc-15
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerat%ve
Lamps:
Will Not L_<ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Otheri
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2 through SA-IO (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBE]_, DATE AND SOURCE" IBM 63-373-2565-008,
002. Oll, 005, OOb- 1963 RFI R-ASTR-ND-lb2 March 17,
196_
I .2 .e
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Additional information conce_rnlng the ,50M30580 component:
The guidance computer SVGC/ASC-15 senses attitude and
velocity inputs, determines the position of the vehicle,
determines the amount of deviation between actual and desired
positim_, and generates three outputs to correct roll, yaw,
and pitch errors in vehicle attitude. It also evaluates the
positi_ and velocity data to determine when the vehicle is
ready for engine cut-off, staging engine ignition, and other
discrete operations and then initiates those operations.
Power Rating:
Weight,:
Dimensions:
310 wat-_s
99_b
23 x23 x 13 in. (6877 cu L_)
December 1965 (Ra__) L.2..,2
_e B o_
b_
-.I J
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Nomenclature: 400 VA Inverter
Dra.l.g..xb_: 50M00906 ]Vendor: NASA/MSFC AstrionlosSaturn I Vehicle Locatlun- Instrument Uni_t
Estimated Design _: 2,O_ _r.
Fa_1_e _te: il, 764 x 10"6/_,.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents- "_
Number of
Failures Repox_ed- 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS _ER_OI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altl_e:
Radio Int e_feremee:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Te_eratu_e:
Ambient R_ Te_l_l_t_e. *
Thermal _k:
Leakmge Rate:
Humi_1ty:
Random Noi_e:
_lne Wsve Me_:
m_ mm_ of o_,mt_o.: 118.2
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground F_uipment:
,,.,,
No Data" Available
Vibra_fon:
December 1995
.................. IJ_.l
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
400 VA Inverter
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Ey_e_sive Null
F'_c_sive Roll
Unwahted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Znoperstlve
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
onerative
Lamns:
Will Not L_zht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-3 vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.3.1
Page 2 of 2
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SUMMARY SHEET
I. i TiTalrl ,I J n _ q I, i i
Nomenclature: _50 YA Inverter
] ,r,
Drawing 5,._berlI:
5o_o3398
Saturn I Vehicle
5_oI075, Vendor: Bendix, NASA/MSFC
Astrionics
Locatfon: Instrument Unit
i i i q j L_
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 hr.
Failure Ra_e. 736 X 10"6/hr.
Total Number of Componenf_s
this Data Represents _7
Total Number-_
Failures Rep_r_ 11
December 1965
M_ (in hours): I, 357.5
Total Hours _o_ Operatlon:
I_, 933
Vehicle Egul_ent: X
Ground Equipment:
.... ..... " ......... ,i I i I] [ ii
p_ 1 of 8
Nomenclature: 450 VA Inverter
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
0 CC [TERENCE INDI CATI ONS
2
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
RegulationPoor
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURR_CE
___3
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs,. Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTI_ _BREP_S_TS: SA-_ through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data).,
1.3.2
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k_DATA SHEET
Dra.i_ _,_,_,._ 90_E_i_O_5 NASA/MS?C As i_ui_es
I-_=_,_ Instrumant Unit .
SB turn :I -Veh_m
......._i6.................
Number oT C_s
thls Data "Rapresents.: 3
Number of vehicle F_:i1_: X
G_om_d -,_q_tpmen_f.
Ace e le_tl_::
Altdt ude:
Radio Int erfe-rer_..:
Sa:_Z Spra_:
Sh_k_:
• =
I,,e_ :Pm"a_:
Humi<Y_ty::
SJr_e Wave Methyl::
Vih_ati_:
Nomenclature: 450 VA Inverter
FREQ[_NCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAIL_rRE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Excessive Null
Excecs_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not LIzht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS: SA-_ vehicle only (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.3.2
Page _ of 8
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DATA _EET
N_lat_ _50 Volt Inverter
Saturn I Vehicle
Failure Rate:
Number of Components
this Data Raprssents=
Number of
Failures _o_s_l.- I_
751 _ _xo-6_.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFIC_TI_ TEST_ PE_?O_ZD
....._1_
_i_ I1_%erf_T_mne_
•H_F,h Temperature::
,Low _TemperaT_u_e::
PA_b-ie_t t_n_ ?_er_rre-:
,_ae_mal _:
" ?_u_ om No_se:
(_ _-_h
December 1965 <(Re__)
1,330
IQ.,639
5oMoloT5 page B,
, , L ,
Nomenclature: 450 Volt Inverter
FREQUENCY FREQUENCZ
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
2
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Fzeesslve Null
Eycesslve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Nolsy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation Poor
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
_/_3
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indtcstors/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-10 vehicles (less
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.3.2
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Addltional information c0ncern.ing the 50M01075 and 50M03398
components:
Power Rating: 450 VA Outputs
Weight: 36 Ib
Dimensions: 13.5 x 14 x 4.8 in.
The _50 VA Inverter transforms the 28-volts dc to ll5-volts
ac three phase, for various components requiring this type of
power.
V_
Flve of the eleven failures were reported during incoming
inspection functional checkout. Two of the 5 were inoperative
(would not start), one had poor regulation, one output shorted
and oneno output voltage.
].
The remaining 6 failures were reported on Unsatisfactory
Condi_n Reports.
TWO gave intermittent output, 2 had no output? I was
inope_tive and i gave low output.
NOTE: _alysis of the inverter after one of the "no output"
failures revealed three open and/or shorted power tr_sistors.
The._aU.se was believed to be an output p_e shoTt external
to the_&nverter.
December 1965 (Re_lalon) I-3.2
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DATA SHEET
_.c1_tu_: I. 800 VA Inverter
Orawi,_N_sr,: 10326375
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated DeSign Life: 2_000 h_e
Number of Components
this Data R_presents_
Number of
Failures Reported: 8
13
, ,, ....... , ,
I vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics,
Ford Instrument Co._
_ ati_: Instrument Unit
(i,_): 288.0
• o_1 ._. or _e_: 2,3 04.5 *
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS-P_RMED:
Acceleration: O--lO g_ for I. 5 min._ 3. planes
Altitude:
Radio Int er_erence:
Salt Spray:
Shock: 30 g,. 11 millls:ecu_ds -
Low _,ratu_: IO°C
Ambient Room Temperature:
Therm_l Sh_:
_o_k I,_act (Flat Dry):
Hmaidfty:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
VibratiOn:
,e;emberi965 (Revise) ...................
* Minimum opera.ti_ time,. Serial Nos..
SFJ 1894, J _,. J_,_ sF el,: not _n
time logs.
2 _ for I0 min at I0-30 Cps. 2.5 g for,lO
'rain'_ 30,-55 Cps, 5 g for I0 mln at 30 55
I..3:.-3
Paee• of 3.
Nomenclature:1,800 VA Inverter
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
_×<!,_sslve Null
F×e_,s!_ ive Boll
Unwamted Signal
High
In Error
Inlermlttent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation Poor
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechsn_cal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
ooerative
Lamps:
WIll Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-1 through SA-3 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPO_NTQUAUFICATIONREPORTN_BER, DATEAND SOURCE:MSFC/ASTR No. ll6
(OT), May 28, 1963
1.3.3
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* Inverters were reported as run away.
Ad_tional infozmatlcm concerning the I03263?5 component:
The 1,800 VA I/uverter transforms the 28 volts dc to 115
volts three phase s2 for various components requiring this type
of po_r _
Power Ra _t_:
Weight=
Dimensl_=
1,800 VA Output
Ib
18 x8 x 11.5 In_
Two of the 8 failumes were reported on Inspectio_ Reports.
The remaining 6 failures we-re reported on Unsatlsfactory
Condition Reports.
December 1965 (Re_slon)
k.. l r
SUMMARY SHEET
l n i
Nomenclature: Control Signal Processor
, r , ,
Drawin_ Numbers: 50M30354.
50M31251, I044e644, 50M32800
Saturn I Vehicle
r ,,,
Vendor: MSFC, Electronics
Communications Inc.
Location: S-I and Instrument
Unit
i
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 590 x lO'_/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 15
Total Number of
Failures Reported 1
December 1965 (Revisit)
MTBF (in hours): 1,694.7
Total Hours of Operation:
1,69 .7
Veh_iele Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
, T , i , I
1.4...1
Page I of 12
Nomenclature :
FREQI_NCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCUR RENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_xcesslve Null
Excessive Roll
, Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulat ion
Shorted
....Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
m
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inope rat lye
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperat lye
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-IO vehicles
aat-a)
(less flight
I._.l
Page 2 of 12
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Control Signal Processor
D_i_ _=_ar,- 50M3035_
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: _ ,0OO hr.
Failure timbre: 6,105 x zo-6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
I Vendor: Electronics
I Communications Inc.
_cat1_: S-I and InStrument
_ Unit .
mmF (inho_,)= 163.8
To_I H_rs of _e_ti_: 227.0
Vehicle Equlpment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTSPERPDR_ED:
Acceleration: One minute at 20
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock: 18 half sine waves at40 g
Hi@ T,m_r_ture: _8 hr. at 125°C
Low Temperature: _5eC,, ,
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock: _ hr. each at IO0°C
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate: I hr. at 5.3 psig
Humidity:
Random Noise:
and -55°c
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
10-30 cps at 0.15 in. D.A. for 15 min:,
30-2,000 cps at 7 g for 15 min.
December 1965 (Revlsion) I._.l
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Nomenc]sture:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Control Signal Processor
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Err_tlc
• Excessive Null
E×c_,ssive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Lc,_s of Some Voltages
Low
Low sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
l_put:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanleal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerst!ve
Lamps:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-3 and SA-4 vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE ANDSOURCE: Electronic
Communications Inc. No. G0-30242, December ll, _964.
1.4.1
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[
DATAmum?
,, ,, , , , ,. . ,
N__= Control Signal Processor
Drawing N1_e_=
Saturn I Yei_e_e
E_ _._ _re: 2.000 hr.
, i I. ii , 1 i ,
Communications Inc.
L_ati_: S I and Instrument Unit
F,_ mr,: 1,216 = io_6/_.
Number _f Cmm_n_s
this D_ta R_presents= 6
Number oZ
Failures RepoFted= I
ENVI_ QUALIFIC4LT_ TESTS _:
i
_m_ (m _,): 822-3
_tax mm_ of ot_mttm: 822.3
7ehicle _t_ X
Ground _t,
Acceleration:
Alt_tu_:
One _te at 20 g
..... _i/ ' . -_ .... _ , _
l_dlo Interfe_enue:
Salt Spra_:
s_oc_: 18 _:L" s_e _ves at 40_ g
LOw T_q_eri%ure: 25°C
Ambtm_t Room Temperatures.
__: 2 hr. eac_ at, IOO'_C and -55 '
: ............. L
_: i hr. at 5-3 psi g
SLme E_ve _eti_o_:
i0-30 Cps at 0.15 in. D.A. for 15 rain
vi_ra_t_: 30-2,000 c_s at 7 g for 15 min,. ""
.... w ,, ,, - .............. . .
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Control Signal Processor
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators 
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
LamPs:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
w
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Electronics Commun-
ications Inc., No. G0-30242, December ll, 1964.
I .4 .i
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,rl
E__:
Saturn ! Vehicle
Estimated Desert Lite: _ j 000 hr.
L
Failure Rate: 5,, 000 X IO'6;_hr.
DATA._HEET
Control Signal Processor
J, ,
Vendor:NASA/MSFC Astrionics
_az_i_: S-I and Instrument Unil
Number of Co_po_s
this D_ta Represents: _
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
mmz (i. _)= 200
_otal _rs of Operation- 277._.i
Vehicle F_m_nt: X
Ground F_uipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS _:
Aecelerati_: One minute at 20
Altltude:
Radio Interference.:
Salt Spray:
Shock:18 half sine waves at $0 K
.i_ T_.._.t_.: 48 hr. at 125 _C
Ambient _ Temperature:
_e._1 _._k: 2 hr..each-at IOO@C_ and _-'-_C
_. _t_: i hr. at 5,3 psi_
_Html_t_:
Randc_aNoise:
Mare Method:
Vlbratlm%:
)ecember 1965
lO-300_s at 0_I_ in. D.&. for 15 mln.,30-2. cps 6 for 15 min.
L .... , __,
I ._,_
_a_e _ ,of l_
Nomenclature: Control Signal Processor
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/B_own
Blowers:
Inoperstlve
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
LamPs:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 Vehicle only (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Electronics Commun-
ications Inc. No. G0-30242, December ll, 1964.
1.4 .i
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Nomenc_t_-6a Cont rol
DATA SHEET
4
Signal Processor
Drawir_' N%1mlN_=_ 50M32 8OQ
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Dea_ YA_: 2,000 hr.
Fallure Rate : 3,-760 x Io;6/_.
Number of C_mmm_
this Data Represents: 4
Number of
Failures Repo_ 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TE_TS PERFOPRED:
Acceleration:
Radio Interf eremm_:.:
Salt Spry,:
Shock:
High Temnermture:
Low Te_ez_ture_
Ambient Roum Te_ei_ture:
Themmml Shock:
Humid2tyr
Random _se:
Sine Wa_' Mmtho_:
Vlbretlon:
oece_er 19_5 (Revision).
(i.hour_): 265.9
Total Hours of Operatlan:
Vehicle Equil_: X
Ground Equlpme_t:
Referent e:
I ._ .i
368.3
50M3125_ page 5
-i.4.1:
m_e 9 of _
Nomenclature: Control Signal Processor
FREQUENCY " FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inopermtive
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamus:
W_II Not Ll_ht
Sta_ On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle LoEs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO Vehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .4 .i
Page lO of 12
Additioma_ _nformation concerning the 50M303_,4t 50M3_51_
10D24264A_:, 5OM328oo component :
The Control Signal Processor demodulates the output of
the control rate g_ros and conditions the input sign.s of
the control computer.
Weight: 33 lb.
Dimensions: 16 x 15 x 6.5 in.
The only observed failure occurred during functional
test at incoming inspection. It was reported on an In-
spection Report:.
December 1965 (Revisions _ Z_4.1
_ II_ ef le
.°
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f
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
December 1965 (Revision)
i •
r_
k
........ ,.,. ,,.,
Dra_-.: NUm_a_: 1042:200t,
50M30029_ 50M32OOO
Saturn I _eh_e_e:
%
Vendor:.IBM_and V_PC
_c_,t:_ Instrument Un_
Estimated; Bem_L_ 5.000 hr.
Failure Ratm_ 2,.162 x 10"6/hr .
Total Numb_ o_Cmm_._ntg
t_is _Hepre_s: 20
Failures.'. K_a_
n_cember 1965 (.Revislcm:))
MTBF (_n hours.):: 462.5
Total, Hours of Operation:
5549.¥
P__: i of i_3_
_om_n_l,_tur_: GSP-24 Guidance Signal Processor
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FA ILitRE OF FA I LURE
CCC"_RENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance :
Low
High
Output :
2 D ictorted
_k_!_,__ i.%,e Null
1 _b>ne _._s ive Roll
1 ;_r,:,'._'_e,,Signal
High
In Errol,
i intermittent
Los,'_ of Some Voltages
L0w Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
1 Noisy
None
0sc lllat ion/Fluctuat ion
i out of specs
out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
i Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
Brake Slips
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and U_satiefactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
I .4.2
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SA-2 through SA-10 Vehicle (less flight
data)
=4
!
Nomenc laZ_a_-
D_wln_ N_er.- 10/I-22001
Guidance Signal Processor
vendor: NASA_C Astrionics
Saturn I Vehicle Locaticm: Instmrment Unit
Estimated Deslgn Life: 5,000 hr.
Failure Bate: 1,161 x lO'6/hr.
Number of Cc_ponents
this Data Rapresents: l0
Number of
Failures Reported.: 3
_F (m h_): 860.6
Total Hours of 0peratiou: 2582. I
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equlpmer_c:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOm_ED:
A_celeratlon: 3 and 15 g for 3 min.
Airline: 170,000 ft. at 50°C
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray: 3_ saline 25°C for 48 hr.
Shock:
Hlgh Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
and 140°F
103 and !06°F
Ambie_It Room Temperature:
Therma_ Bh_k:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop)_:
Leakage Rate:
H_d_ty: i0 and 6OQC at 95% for 120 hr.
Ra.do.,ol.e: 0.12 g at 300 - 2000 cpsl 0.04 g at 20 -
300 cps
Slne_v...thod: 3-5 6 rms at i00 - 300 cps, 1050grms at 300 -
Vibration: 2.000 cps; 2.5 _ rms at 25 - cps
December 1965
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Nomenclature:Guidance Signal Processor
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
F._ r .--,t '.,:
Excessive Null
Exe_s_ ve Roll
Unwa:_ted Signal
High
In Error
Interm_ ttent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulat ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pres su re :
}{_gh
Low
None
input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechenlca]:
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indlcators/
Dials Are In-
orerstlve
Lamos:
WIll Not L1zht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log 8, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-6 Vehicles (less
flight data)
CO_0_ QUALIFICATIONREPORTNUM_R, DA= A_ SOURCE: Reports No. 64-373-
512_-006, 007, 010. 011, dated i0 April 1964, 24 April
]96_: ] May ]_96A; R J_]y ]96A; 9 .Tn]y 1965 - IBM-
z .4.2
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Additional information concerning the i0422001t
50M32000 Component:
50M30029,
The Guidance Signal Processor integrates the guidance
computer into the guidance, control, and telemetry systems
of the S-I vehicle. It is an interface component which
allows the functional interconnection of the stabilized
platform, guidance computer, command system, control dis-
tributors and computers, ground support equipment, and the
telemetry systems.
Additional information concernin6 the Guidance Si6nal
Processor GSP-24 (10422001) Components:
Power Rating: 20 watts
Weight: 6.1 lb.
Dimensions: 5 x 6 x 8 in. (240 cu in.)
This component was used on the early Saturn l flights
SA-2 through SA-6 for the sole purpose of processing velocity
information for telemetering.
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision)
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Z_ _ _k
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Nomenc la_u-e:.
DATA SHEET
Guidance Signal Processor
I re.or: NASA/I_FC Astrionics
Saturn I Vehicle Location: Instrument Unit
Estlmat_d Design Life: 5,000 hr.
Dra_ ._,.- 5OM3OO29
Fs ilur_ Rlate_
Number of Components
this Dat_ Rspresents : _
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
9,990 _ _o_/_.
ENVIRON_NTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOP_ED:
wraF(m h_,)- lO0.l
Total Hours of Oper_-i_: 601.6
Vehicle _: - X
Grolmad Equipment _
Acceleratlon:3 an d 151 g for 3 mir_._
"Am_: Z?Os._O0.O'ft,. a_ 5O°.C
Radio Interference :
Salt Spray: 3% saline 1a_125Oc for 48 hr.
SI_Ock:
High Temnerature: 135 to 140°F
Low Temperature: 103 to I06°F
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shomk _.
Shock Impact (F1_t D_):
Leakage Rate=
.u_Idlty:_ I0 and 600C at 95% for 120 hr.
R_ndo_NOiae: 4_ at 20 --300 CpS_ O.12 _ at 300 -2.0OO cps
SineWeve_et_d: 3-5 g rms at i00 -. 300 cps, 5 g rms at 300 -:
2,DDO_cps.;_ _.5 _ rms at 20.- i00 cps:
Vibratio_:
December 1965
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Nomenclature: Guidance Signal Processor
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
2
1
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Exc,_ssive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlca]:
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Wl]l Not L_,_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 Vehicle Only (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Reports No. 64-373-
5125-O06, 007, 009, OlO Oll, dated 10 April 1964, 24
_A__! !cgh I M_y 196A ;'8 July 1964. __ July 1964. - IBM.
i .4.2
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kAdditional info_mat_Um concernin 6 the 50M30029 Component:
Po_er - 180 w_tts
Weight - 92 i_.
Dimenslcms - 18.7 x 18.6 x 9 in. (3,130 cu. in.)
This ComponenZ is essentially the
for the guidance computer.
/
! I
/.I\
fjui_ce
Signal
processor
5oN3oo29
Six failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revlsi_) 1.4.2
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DATA SaEET
N_enc_t_: Guidance Signal Processor
o_ m=_.,: 50M32000
Saturn I Vehicle
E,t_t,d D,s_mXe: 5,000 hr.
F_i1_, _t,- 1,268 x Io-6/_.
Number of Cameramen, s
this Da_ RepreBent_." 8
Number of
F allttres _po_: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FERPORRED:
mmr(_ hour): 788.7
_o_a Hou_ or __- 2366.0
VehiCle Equipm_t: X
Ground Equipment:
-__: 3 and 15 6 for 3 mln.
Ai_,- 170,000 ft. at .50°C
_ad_ _n%er_erenee:
_°_-_: 3% sa,_ne _t 25°c for 48 hr.
S_o_k=
m@ _e_: 135 to i_$07
_o._._; 103 to .i106°_
_i_:_ i0 and 60°C at.,,95% for 120 hr.
m._o..olee: _ g at 20 - 300 Cps, 12 6 at 300- 2,000 cps
3.5 g rms at 100-300 cps, 5 g rms at 300 -
s_.,w_ve.ethos:2,000 cps; 2.5 g rms at 20-100 cps.
Vibration:
)ecember 1965 (Revis ion ) I._.2
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
Guidance Signal Processor
FREQUENCY
FAILURE OF
INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
Impedance :
1
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
E_rst_c
Exc_slve Null
Ezcesslve Roll
Unw,_nted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlv_.ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TN-DICATIONS
Pressure:
H 1_h
LOW
None
Input :
Inoperatl ve
Fuses :
B ] ows/B] own
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermlttent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Ind icators/
Dia]s Are In
Error
Ind!.cetors/
Disls Are In-
oDerat! ve
Lamp s :
Wi II Not I,_ _ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
Brake Slips
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-6 through SA-IO Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT Q_ALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Reports No.. 64-373-
5125-006,007,009,010,011, date lO April 1964, 24 April
1964. 1 May 1964.8 July 1964, 9 July 1964 - IBM
I .4.2
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Addltlonal information concerning the 50M32000 Component:
Power Rating - 670 watts
Weight - llO lb.
Dimensions - 27.5 x 19.1 x 9.87 in. (5, 184 eu. in.)
This component is used on missiles SA-6 through SA-IO,
and performs the same function as the MSFC-built GSP-2_,
Eleven failures were reported on Inspection Reports
and one failure was reported on an Unsatisfactory Condition
Report.
December 1965 (Re.alma,)
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7,
Nomenc_tu_e:
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estlma_ed Design Life=
DATA SREET
Programmer X1
, i , ,.
50M10280 ve.dor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
noeati,_: Instrument Un:IA;
6,000 hr.
2,377 _ io'6/_.Fa ilume Rate:
Number of Gumponents
this Data R_resents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Alt1%u_e:
-Radio In£er f_cm4 " '_
Salt _y:
Shock:
High Tem_e_rm_ure:
Low Tempereture:
Ambient _ Tuq_e_re:
Therlal S_ck:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Me_:
December 1965
wz_ .{_ h_.-,)- It21.O
Total mm,, o_ o_,_t_n: 1262.0
Vehicle Equipment: X
oro.nd Equipment:
No Data Available
Nomenclature: Programmer X1
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
2
Impedance:
Low
HIzh
Output:
Distorted
_rra_!c
Exc_sive Null
E_e,_:slve Roll
Unw_nLed Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_h
Low
None
Input;
Ino_,erative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
In4icators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
oDerst!ve
Lamps:
Wil] Not L_,_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported ms
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA- 5 and SA-6 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .5.1
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Additional information concerning the 50M10280 Component:
The E1 Programmer is a time base device which delivers
planned time function-s to the control computers, flight
sequencers, and the flight sequencer slave component:
Power Rating:. 28 watts
Weight: 12.25 lb.
Dimensions: lO x 9.5 x 6.5 in.
Two failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and one failure was reported on an Inspection Report
during incoming functional checkout.
December 1965 (Revision) 1.5.1
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DATA _
N_.c_: Programmer PI
D_wl_ _: 50N10283 ! vendor" Not available
Saturn I .Vehicle I_.ti_: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life| i, 000 hr.
F_n_ _te: 17,857 _ Io_r.
Number of Cm_aponents
this Data Rmpresents:
Number of
F ailuree _orted: 0
, irr "_ t
Total Hours of Operation: 7 8 .5
Vehicle EquJgmLwlt: X
Ground Equlpmen_:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED: NO Data Available
_rat ion:
_a_o interference:
• a_tt. :Spray:
High Tem.erature:
I_W _erature:
:_ie_nt Ro_ TemperatureS.
_I ShocK:
Leakage _:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Nethod-
Vibration:
19653ecembe-r
Page Z _f 3
Nomenclature: Programmer P1
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Excessive Null
Exc_sslve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
InD,,t:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/B]own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechenlca]:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
DiaLs Are In
Error
Ind(cators/
DisCs Are In-
onerstlve
Lamns:
Will Not Li'_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 Vehicle Only (less flight data)
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .5.2
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Addi__ information concerning the 50M10283 Component:
The PI Programmer is a time base device which delivers
planned time functions to the control computers, flight
sequencers, and the flight sequencer slave component.
!
\
4--
._c_: Program Device
ora._ _: 8960186 ve.dor: Ford Instrument Co.
Satur_ I Vehicle Location: Instrument Unit
_t_ _,t_ Ufe- I00, OO0 cycles
_tl=. -_: 20 _ 10_ley. _BF (i, eye1_): 47,663
Number ef Components
t_hls D_ Represents _ 5
Number of
F_i1_e, m_or_ed: 4
Tot.1Cyole.oZ Op.r.tlo,-190. 655*
Vehicle Equipm_nt: X
Ground Equi_nent:
ZNvlRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORRED:
Acceleration :
Alt_t_e:
R_d_o Int erferenet_.
Smlt Sp _a_:
S_ocE:.
High Te_atu_er
Low Te._era_are:_
Amblem_ Rmmm Tmm_-a_u_m: _
Therm_1 Sh_cM:
Humldlt?_,_..
Rem_m_ _e:
S_ne. _We _et_lud_.
V_Ora_
* _nlmum oper_tlon.
cycle I_K_:._ . ,
_ecembc _ I_ -
No Data Available
Serial No._ SNJ-156-0 not shown in
Page I of _,
FREQUENCY
OF
_CCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
4
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Meehanl cal :
Bind_n£:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Runtured :
Defective: SDrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other: Tape tension
too lax to initiate
microswitch: (2)
Fails to _ive zero
indication: (2)
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_NDAR TIME DATAREPRESENTS: Not indicated (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT h"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.5.3
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/A d_lltnlf_ _rmat!on concerning the 8960186 Component-
The Program Device is a time base device which delivers
pl_ t_me ft_qctions to the control computers, flight
se_? and the flight seque_%eer slave c_nt.
Thr_e _ailmres were reported on Inspectiom Reports;
one was r.ep_or,%ed _em 'an Unsatisfactory Condition Report.
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DATA SREET
N_e._.: AN/DRW-13 Command Destruct Receiver
D_ m_,,: 8968388**
50_I0_18"*
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated De_m Ltf_: 200 hr.
Psn=, a,t,: 2,395 x Io'6/_.
Number of C_mponents
this Data Represents: 4_
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
v_ Motorola
_ati_: S-I Stage and S-IV
Sta_e
_(Inh_._): 417.5
_t_ H_= _ti_: 2505.5 *
Vehiele_t: X
@round Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_:
Aeeelerati_: 3 mutually perpendicular axes 50 g
Altitude: _ altitude unlimited
Ramie I_te_ere_-e_
_It spry: 5% solution _48 hr.
s_k: 5.5 milliseconds 18 shocks at 50 g
_mblent Roam Temperature:
" _ I_q_ct (mat Drop): _ in.
Leakage R_te:
6 hr. - 50°C _5% (For a total of 2_0 hr.)
Htmidlty: 16 hr. - _8 C 85_
Randm_ Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
vlb_tlon: 20 to 2_000 cycles at 20 _ peak for 20 rain.
_ece_.r _965 (Revision) 1.6.1
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* Minimum operating t_. Following serial numbers are not
shown in time logs: 160, i_,5, 17_4,16_,366, 368.
** Part No. difference is change from old numbering system to new.
Nomenclsture:AN/DRW-13 CommandReceiver
_REQ_mNCY FREQUENC_
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
}.'r_iic
F×e_sive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
Hiah
In Error
[ntermlttent
Loss of Some Voltages
I,ow
Low Sensitivity
Low SFeed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Ino! _rative
Fuse s :
Blows/B] own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlca]:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Ind!calors _
Dis{s Are In-
oDerat! ve
Lamns:
Will Not L] "<ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
*SA-1 through SA-IO Vehicle
CALENDARTI_ DATAREPRESENTS: (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Astrlonics Division
MSFC/NASA (no date) _itle "Check-out Procedure & Test
Record for AN/DIn^T-13"
* S-I stage, SA-I through SA-IO; S-IV stage, SA-5 through SA-10
I .6.1
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A__ information concernin_ the 50M10_18 Component:
The command destruct receiver, upon receipt of a coded
sig_l fr_mthegroand, provides the output signal that actuates
the ar_ and flight termination systems. The unit is a
solld-stateU_FMrecelver, consisting af a eavlty-type
preselector and IF section, decoder-driver sectlon_ and
decoder section., all in one case. The decoder section con-
tains ten channels, and series combinations of the ten channels
provide a capability of six simultaneous output signals.
(For S-IV STAGG)
i. Vendor -G_EPart No. AN/D_g-13
2. Location - Forward interstage assembly, beside the access
door .
3. Service - Electrical
_. Operating Temperature - 65°F to 200°F
5. Electrical Characteristics - Power requirements:
a. 28 volts dc
h. 18 volts dc (unregulated)
c. i8 volts dc (regulated)
d. 6 volts dc
6. Weight - 3 Ibs. max.
7. Dimenslens - 2.828 x 5.993 x 3.07 in. (58 cu. in.)
Four failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports, two were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) 1.6.1
Pa_e S of
Three of the four "out of specs" were sensitivity com-
plaints:
i - There was a change in sensitivity.
2 - Threshold sensitivity would not meet specs.
3 - Receiver sensitivity did not meet procedural
requirements.
December 1965 (Revision)
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SUMNAHY SHEET
_IA_: ST-90S Stabilized Platform
_rmmlmg __s_ 50M21173,
8970 95
Saturn I _ele
Vendor: Sperry Farragut
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated I_sign Life: 300 hr.
Failure Rate: 7_8 x 10-6/hr.
this Dat_ Repres_nts_ 7
Total _ of
Failures _ 1
December 1965 (Revision))
MTBF (in hours ): 1336.5
Total Hours of Operation:
1336.5
1.7 .i
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Nom_ctatur-: ST-90S Stabilized Platform
FREOUENCY FREQUENCY
O] FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRET'_C E INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Imp_ulance :
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
51rr _t[c
_ces,_.Je Null
Exces_ve Roll
]_ru_;_ted Signal
High
In Error
]intermittent
Less of Some Voltages
LOW
LOW Sens_tivlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluetuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_AR TI_ DATAREPRESENTS:SA'I through SA-6 Vehicles (less flight
data)
I .7 .i
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DATA SmElT
N_.c_..e: ST-90S Stabilized Platform
D_wl.S ._s: 50M21173 Ve,_or: Sperry Farragut
Saturn I Ve_icle
. ,, _H_ J ,
Estimated Deai_n Li£e_ 300 hr.
1,883 
Number of C_
this Data Represents=
Number of
Failures Beported_: I
Instrument Unit
mmF (m .=u_}:
Tof_l Hours of 0petition:
Vehicle Eq_
GFolmd Equ_
531.3
531.3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FERFORKED:
Accele_tlon:
Altitude:
Radio Int eT_e_e:
Salt Sp_:
Shock:
High Temr_ra_ure:
Low Temperatume_
_m_i_at Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
_ck _a_t [F_t _):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity=
Random _olae=
Sine Wave Mete:
Wb_t_o_: 1.5 g ranem
December 1965 l .T.I
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Nomenclature:ST-90S Stabilized Platform
FREQ_TENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
Output:
Distorted
i_rr_t_c
_:×_sslve Null
Ex-:_sive Roll
Unw_nted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
P res SU re :
High
Low
Ncne
Input:
Inoperative
Fllses:
B]ows/B]own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlca]:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dta_s Are In
Error
Ind_cstors /
DIs]s Are In-
ooerative
Lamps:
Will Not L!'[ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5_ SA-6 Vehicle
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight
I .7 .i
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[Addltlon_! inform_tlon concernln_ the 50M211_3_ 8970195
The ST-90S S_abil±zed Platform performs four basic func-
t&ons_
.1. It _s_abllshes a set of iner_lally stabilized navl-
gation eoo_Ina_es.
2. It measures vehicle attitude deviations about the
navigation coordluates, and generates voltage analogue of
the an_ar deviations and supplies •these guidance parameters
to the guidance and control system fGr vehicle attitude
co_trQl.
3_ I_ measures vehicle :accelerate.on _alor_. eaeh :of the
X_ _ and Z-navi_tlon coordlnates mad s_pl:ies .an analogue
of _hese parameters _o the :guidance and control system for
the nav_ion T_ei_i_.
4. I% ear,h-fixes the na_gat1_n coordinate system
until _sh_e llft-off, thereby establlshlr_, the zero po_t
referee 9or the guidance and navigation functions.
Power Rating:
_s_ons::
i00 watts
._'/20_!h.
3 ft.. diameter sphere
:One :failure was reported on an Inspection Report.
!_ i ¸
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DATA SHEET
N=enc_t_: ST-90S Stabilized Platform
Drawing._mbera: 8970195 IVe_or: Sperry Farragut
J
Saturn I Vehicle | Location: Instrument Unit
J
Estimated Design Life: 300 hr.
Fsilure_te: 1,721 _ 10"6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Alt|tude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hl_h Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbration:
WrSF (Inhours): 581.0
Total Hours of Operation: 805 .2
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
)
December 1965
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Nomenclature:ST-90S Stabilized Platform
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
E_?esslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
Hig_l
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses DireCtion
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperst_ve
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperstlve
Intermittent
Mechanleal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators /
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
o[_erat_ ve
LamPs:
Will Not Li,<ht
Stay On
Miscellaneol*s:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-1 through SA-4 Vehicle (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .7 .i
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INSTRU]_ENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLy, TUBE NO. 1
December 1965, (Revision)
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Nomenc latttre:
Drawin_ Numbers:
1O601562
Saturn I Vehicle
SUMMARY SHEET
ST-124 Inertial Platform Assy
50M22 001, Vendor: Bendix
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
,i,i , .....
Failure Rate: 820 x lO-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 9
Total_umber of
l_llmresReported 3_
December 1965 (Revision)
MTBF (in hours): 1219.4
Total Hours of Operation:
3658.1
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.7.2
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Nomenclature:ST-124 Inertial Platform Assy
FREQUenCY FRmU_CY
OF FA I LURE OF FA I LURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
I_cess[ve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_AR TIME DATAREPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
I .7.2
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: ST-124 Inertial
nr_.g _,r,: 50M22001
Saturt_ I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: i, OO0 hr.
Failure Rate: 317
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
x lO'6/hr.
Platform Assy
Unit
mmF (inhours)" 3156-9
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
3156.9
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
Acceie_ation:
_: 3.5 X 10 "5 Atmosphere
Fmdlo'Interference:
Salt Spray:
High Tem,_erature:
Low Temperature:
Data not available
gm_ent Room Temperature:
•_I Shock: 75 to -35°F
_ Impact (Flat Drop)_
_age Rate:
_,_dom_olse: 3 to 2,000 cps
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration: Data not available
December I'965 (Revision) 1.7.2
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Nomenclature: ST-124 Inertial Platform Assy
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF' FAILURE OF FA rr _ RF
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE _:',T,I CA'F_i 01,_?
1
Impedance:
Low
H _ _h
Output :
DI st,-,rted
]',':':' <
EW"_-'. S lYe Null
T::,_ ',:'L_ive Roll
Unw:_qted Signal
Ir. Error
[ m _ _ t'rr; [ t,t ent
Loss off Some Vo]tar_es
Low
Low Sensitivi ty
L,_w S F_,e,t
Nc Lock On (Frequency)
No ! sy
Ncne
Ossl llation/Fluetustion
/)ut off Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regu 1 a t ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarlty
Reverses Dlrection
H i _,h
[<!w
[!l:,!,p rat ]:,-
J;_lI S ;_ !:' :
_! i{,WS /B: owr_
B ; OWO FS :
Pins S},or t _:_I
Tnd : _:'_! ,)rs
Dia:s Ar_ In
_f'For
I,amns :
Will Ned T,! q'=l
Stay On
Miscellan_ol,s:
Reported as
Burns _ Farts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Uns&tisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE. Instrumentation and
Vibration Data, Sled Run 9-1A, 30 April 1964 Air Force
Missile Development Center USAF.
1.7.2
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DATA SHEET
N_enclature: ST-124 Inertial Platform Assy
DrawinE NumberS: 10601562 I vendor: BendixSaturn] I Vehicle Location: I strument Unit
Estimated Des!gn Life: I, 000 hr.
Failure Rate: 3, 992 _ lO'6/_.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents: 2
Number of
Failures Reported:
MTBF (in hours ): 250.6
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
501.2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude: 3.5 x 10-5 Atmosphere
Data not availableRadio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Tem,_erature: 90°F
LOW Temperature: -35 °F
Ambient Room Temperature: 75 to -35 °F
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
a_do_ Noise: 3 to 2_000 cps
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
)ecember 1965
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
w
ST-124 Inertial
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Exc@sslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Platform Assy
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamos:
Will Not LIzht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-3 and SA-_ Vehicles (Not flown
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: until SA-5)
COMPONENT.QUALIFiCAtION R_P.ORT.Ni_BER, DATKAND aouRCm. InstrLkmentation and
Vibration ua_a, _leG dun _-IA, _O _pril 1964 Air Force
Missile Development Center USAF.
1.7.2
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Additional information concerning the 50M22001, 10601562
Comp onent:
The Inertial Platform Assembly performs four basic func-
tions:
1. It establishes a set of inertially stabilized navi-
gation coordinates.
2. It measures vehicle attitude deviations about the
navigation coordinates and generates voltage analogue of the
angular deviations and supplies these guidance parameters to
the guidance and control system for vehicle attitude control.
3. It measures vehicle acceleration along each of the
X, Y, and Z nay coordinates and supplies an analogue
of these parameters t_ the guidance and control system for
the navigationfuncZien.
4. Earth fixes the navigation coordinate system until
vehicle llft-off, thereby establishing the zero point reference
for the guidance and navigation functions.
Weight: 107 lb
Dimensions: 22 in. diameter
Three failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) 1.7.2
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
o
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Nomenclature:
.. ,,.
SUMMARY SHEET
Control Rate Gyro
Drawing Numbers: 50M31125,
10422022
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 3,691 x lO'6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 19
Total Number of
Failures Reported 4
Vendor: Honeywell
Location: Instrument Unit
MTBF (in hours): 270.9
Total Hours of Operation:
lO83.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
)ecember 1965 (Revision) 1.7.3
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Nomenclature: Control Rate Gyro
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:!
Distorted
Err_tln
_cesstve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blow s/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory ConditionReports
SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
I .7.3
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DATA SHEET
Nomenc_ture: Control Rate Oyro
Drawin E Numbers: 50M31125
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: i, 000 hr.
Failure Rate: 17,953 * 10-6/hr.
Vendor:
Location:
Honeywell
Instrument Unit
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
_IVBF (in hours): 55 -7
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
I!i .3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
lO g for 18 minutes (3 minutes each for
Acceleration: 3 mutual perpendicular axes)
Altitude: 6002000 ft. for 2 min.
Radio Interference:
SaltSpray: 5% salt solution for 50 hr.
lO0 = for ll milliseconds, 1/2 sine shock pulse
Shock: 3 times in each direction of 30rthogonal Axes.
• High Temnerature:160°F for 48 hr.
Low Temperature- 2 oF
_b_t RoomTemperature:60°F to 95°F
Relative Humidity
90% or less
T.o_ Shock:160 and 2°F for 6 hr. each
:Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity: 95% at 160°F for 1.5 hr.
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
i0 - 40 cps at 20 in. D.A, 40 - 2,000 at 17 g
Vibration:
lO-2tO00 to i0 cps for 15 min. 1 full sweep in
Dee_ber 1965 (Revision) 1.7.3
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Nomenclature:Control Rate Gyro
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONf
1
I
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
_ _cr,_sive Null
Unw'_nted Signal
H i Fh
In Error
]ntermI ttent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltiv| ty
Low SF_ed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out nf Synchronization
Over Modulatlon
Overspeed
Regular ion
Shorted
Reverses Po]arlty
Reverses Direction
res su re :
[.OW
None
Iij_ut :
Inop," r':_t i ve
F_ise s :
B]ows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoper_t I w_
Interm]ttent
Mechan I eal :
Pins Shorted
Ind ;_a tots /
Dials Are In
Errcr
In rl',':_ i,ors '
Dials Are In-
or_r,_ti ve
Lamps :
W_i] rqot LI <ht
Stay On
MJsce] 1 aneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-6 through SA-9 (less flight data
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Minneapolis-Honeywell
Report No. N-H-EPA 20820, Dec. 28, 1962.
I .7.3
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Control Rate Gyro
Drawing Numbers: 10422022
Ssturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: i, 000 hr.
T
I Vendor: HoneywellLocation Instrument Unit
;allure_e: 2,057 x 10"6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 15
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_4ED:
MTBF(In hours): 486. i
Total Hours of Operation: 972 •1
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equlpment_
i0 g for 18 minutes (3 minutes each for
Acceleration: 3 mutually perpendicular axes)
Altitude:600_000 ft. for 2 minutes
Radio Interference :
Salt Spray: 5% salt solution for 50 hr.
i00 g for ii milliseconds_ 1/2 sine shock pulse
Shock:3 times in each direction of 3 0rthogonal Axes.
High Tem,',erature: 160°F for 48 hr.
Low Temperature: 2 OF
Ambient Room Temperature: 60°F to 95°F,
Relative Humidity
90% or less
_er_1 Shock:160°F and 2°F for 6 hr. each
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity: 95% at 160°F for 1.5 hr.
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Meted:
10-40 cps at 0.20 inch D.A. 40-2t000 at 17 g
Vibration: p e ak
TU-Eo 2,000 to lO cps for 15 min. 1 full sweep
in each of 3 mutually perpendicular axes
)ecember1965 (Revision) 1.7 3
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Nomenclature: Control Rate Gyro
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
H_Kh
Output:
Distorted
_xc_sive Nu]l
E_-_ive Roll
Ur;w;mted Signal
In Error
Ini_rmittent
Loss of Some Voltazes
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Nol.sy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Re_ulatlon
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
Pressure:
H]}_h
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators, /
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Conditlon Reports
SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Minneap oli s-Honeywe ii
Report No. M-H-EPA 20820, Dec. 28, 1962.
I .7.3
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Additional information concernin_ the 50M31125_ 10422022
C omp onent :
The Control Rate Gyro senses the rate of angular move-
ment in the vehicle's pitch, yaw, and roll planes. Gives
rate stabilization to vehicle control systems.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimensions:
15 watts
i0.5 lb.
7 x 7 x 3.5 in.
Three failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and 1 failure was reported on an Inspection Report.
Note - The nnmbers 50M31125 and 50C31125 represent the
same part; the "M" represents a Marshall part Num-
ber, and the "C" represents a Chrysler part Num-
ber.
December 1965(Revision) 1.7.3
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: Control Accelerometer
Drawing Numbers: 50M31126,
50M31127
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Statham Instrument Co.
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated'Design Life:
Failure Rate: 1851 x 10-_/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 6
Total Number of
Failures Reported O
December 1965
I
MTBF (in hours): 540.1
Total Hours of Operation:
748.0
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment :
I .7.4
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Nomenclature:Control Accelerometer
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FA ILURE OF FA I LURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance :
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Err_ti_
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnte_ Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
•Os c i llat ion/Fluc tuat ion
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulat ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_NDAR TIMEDATAREP_SENTS: SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data)
I .7.4
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Control Accelerometer - Yaw
Dra,_ _er,: 50M31127 Ivendor:Statham instrument Co.
Saturn I Vehicle I Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life:
Failure_te: 4,666
Number of Components
this Data R_presents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
x lO'6/hr. MTBF (in hours): 214.3
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Groumd Equipment:
296.8
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOratED:
Acceleration: I0 g - 3 perpendicular planes
Altitude:1 X 10 -5 mm of Hg for 30 rain.
Radio Interference: Reference : MIL-I-6181 D
Saltspray:5% solution for 48 hr.
Shock: 1/2 sine at 50 g for 4 milliseconds
High Tem,_erature: 71 °C
Low Temperature: __9°C
Ambient Room Temperature:
_e_l Shock: 71°C for 2 hr.; in 2 mln. down to -29°C for
2 hr.
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakag_ Rate:
_umldi_y: 27 to 71°C humidity increased to 95% in 0.4 hr.
maintained for 1.2 hr. decreased to 25°C in 3.2 hr.
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:See page 7
December 1965 1.7.4
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Nomenclsture:Control Accelerometer - Yaw
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE T_ICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Excitative Null
Pressure:
H_h
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
E_'. _sive Roll
Unwar,*ed Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Blows/B]own
Blowers:
Inoperative
IntermLttent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Ind!cators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
ooerAt!ve
Lamns:
Will Not Li ,:hi
Stay On
Miseel]aneo_s:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_ENBARTZMEDATAREr_ESENTS:SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Wyle Laboratories
Report No. E-5013-11-1, 5-14-64
I .7.4
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclatu_: Control Accelerometer - Pitch
Drawing ms_ers: 50M31126 vendor:Statham Instrument Co.
Saturn I Vehicle u_atlon- Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life:
Failure Rate: 3,069
Number of Components
this DataRepresents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
x lO'6/hr. MTBF (in hours): 325.8
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
451.2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock=
High Temr,erature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient. R_Temperature:
Thermal S_ockl
Shook Im_m_t (_ Drop):
Leakage Ra_e:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Same as Page 3, 1.7.4
_ •irl_
_k
!
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Nomenclature:Control Accelerometer - Pitch
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Er, r_::i. _
Excessive Null
E×c_ss_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low S_eed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Plows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dia]s Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Wi]] Not Li _ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
OALENDARTIMEDA_AREPRESENTS:___h_h_._ SA-IO vehicles <less
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .7.4
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Additional information concerning the 50_31127 component:
This component measures acceleration from minus I g to
plus 1 g.
NOTE:
Page 3
Vibration:
Y and Z axes 20-2000-CPS-4-sec. 21-G RMS-0.23-G2/CPS
Y and Z axes 20-2000-CPS-8-sec. 12-G RMS-O.O77-G2/CPS
X axis 100-2000-CPS-4-sec. 21-GRMS 0.23 G2/CPS
X axis IO0-2000-CPS-180-sec. 12-GRMS 0.077 G2/CPS
1.7.4
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Control Accelerometer
50M31127
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: XO-4 FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
Drawln_ Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 6,902 x lO'U/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 36
Total Number of
Failures Reported_
50MI0029, 50MI0032, 50Mi0192,
50MIO0_I, 5@410030, 50MI0033,
50MI0189, 8968402, 8968404,
8968406, 8968403, 8968405,
89684o?
* Minimum operating time. Serial
No. P0880 not in Time Logs.
i
December 1965 (Revision)
Vendor: Vector, Motorola
Location: Instrument Unit
MTBF (in hours): 144.8
Total Hours of Operation:
2,173.5"
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.8 .i
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Nomenclature:XO-4 FM/FM/PAMTransmitter
FREO UENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
¢CCUEEENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
2
2
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_ce_ive Null
Excessive Roll
Unplanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
1
1
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATA REPRESENTS:SA-i through SA-5 vehicles (less flight data)
I .8 .i
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Telemetry XO-4 FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
Drawin__ers: 8968402,
8968404, 8968406, 8968403
8968405, 8968407**
Saturn I Vehicle IVendor: Vector Mfg. Co._cati_ Instrument Unit
EstimatedDesi6nLife: 1,000 hr. minimum
Failure Rate: 5,226 x lO-6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents: 14
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temoerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
S_ock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
MTBF(inhours):191.3
_otalH_r, or _erati_: 574 .2*
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
December 1965
* Minimum operating time. Sec No. P0880 not in 1.8.1
Time Logs. Page 3 of 7
** Drawing number differences are only to identify
the TM links
Nomenclature:Telemetry XO-4 FM/FN/PAM Transmitter
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
1
1
Impedance:
Lcw
H_gh
Output:
Distorted
]!i_'r_![c
Excessive Null
E>cess_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
In[ermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlvity
"Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of SFnchronizatlon
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators i
D[sls Are In-
o_erst_ve
Lamps:
W_]I Not Li _ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-I and SA-2 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8 .i
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclatur.:XO-4 FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
Drawing Numbers: 50MI0029, I
50M10032, 50MI0192, 50MlO031,1
50MIOO30,5OMIOO33,5OMI0189" I
Saturn I Vehlele ]
Estimated Design L_e: i, 0OO hr
Vendor: Vector, Motorola
Locatlon:Instrument Unit
Fail_e _te : 7,009
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 22
Number of
Failures Reported: 12
x lO'6/hr. mmF (inhours):142.6
Total Hours of Operation:1,712.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient l_)amTemperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
* Drawing number differences
identify _4 links.
No Data Available
T
are only to
I .8 .i
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Nomenclature: XO-4 FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
2
2
Impedance:
Low
Hlgh
Output:
Distorted
E_:_.sstve Null
Ey<'_,ssive Roll
Unw_t_ted Signal
Hi.i<n
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivlty
Low Speed
No Lock on (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/F1uctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
H i g,h
Low
None
Input :
Inoperat[ve
Fuses:
B] ows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermi ttent
Mechanica] :
Pins Shorted
Ind !cators/
DiaLs Are In
Error
Indicators x
Dials Are In-
or_erat _ ve
Lamps:
Will Not L] _h_
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
1 Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-3 through SA-5 Vehicles (less
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:flight data) PN 50MI0189, 50MI0192
SA-5 only.
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8 .i
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclat_: X0-4 FM/FM/PAM Transmitter
!
Drawln__er,: 50MI0029, I
50M10032, 50M10192, 50MlO031, I
50MIOO30,50MIOO33,50MI0189* I
Saturn I Vehicle |
].
Estimated Design Life: i, 000 hr
Vendor: Vector, Motorola
Location:Instrument Unit
tenure _te: 7,009
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 22
Number of
Failures Reported: 12
X lO-6/hr. wn_ (_nhours):142.6
Total HOURS of Operation: 1,712.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature=
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No Data Available
December 1965
* Drawing number differences
identify TM links.
are only to
I .8 .i
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_omeno_ture:XO-4 FM/FM/PAMTransmitter
FREQUENCY EREQ_NCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
2
2
Impedance:
Low
H_gh
Output:
Distorted
!ii!'rEiti _"
Excessive Null
Ezcoss_ve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
1
1
Pressure :
High
Low
None
input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
B£owers:
Inoperative
intermittent
Mechanlca]:
Pins Shorte_
Indicators'
Dials Are In
Error
Ind_cntors "
Dla]s Are In-
operati ve
Lamps:
Will Not I,i _h!
Stay On
Misce]Isneo_s:
Reported as
Burned Psrts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-3 through SA-5 Vehicles (less
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:flight data) PN 50MI01_9, 5OMi0192
SA-5 only.
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8 .i
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Additional information concerning the 8968402, 8968404 t 8968406_
8968403 t _96_405, _966407 compBhent :
The XO-4 Telemetry Transmitter transmits vehicle instrument
readings and environmental conditions to remote ground stations
by means of SS/FM and PAM/FM/FM operation.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimens ions:
6 amps
29 ib
12 x 8.5 x 8.75 in.
i
r
E
_b
%
g}
:/-
NOTE: This component uses conventional vacuum tubes.
Eight failures were reported on Inspection Reports and
seven failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
Telemeter _--
50MIO189
/ .
December 1965 (Revision) 1.8 .I
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: Telemetry Multiplexer X0-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
Drawing Numbers: 50MI0489,
50M10380, 50M10660, 50M10662,
50M10028, 50MI0472, 50MI0473
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Electro Mechanical Research
International Data Systems
Location: S-1 Stage
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr
Failure Rate: 10,152 x 10-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 33
Total Number of
Failures Reported 51
Additional drawin6 numbers:
50MI0152, 50MI0154, 50MI004
* Minimum operating time.
PN 50M10473, Serial No. 101, not
shown in Time Logs.
December 1965 (Revision)
MTBF (in hours ): 98.5
Total Hours of Operation:
5022.4 *
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment :
I .8.2
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Nomenclature: Telemetry Multiplexer XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQ[_NCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
FREQUENCY
OF FA ILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
4 Inoperative
Fuses:
i Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
1 Impedance, None
Impedance :
1 _ow
i High
OutPut :
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnted Signal
High
2 In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
1 Noisy
2 None
2 Osc illat ion/Fluctuat ion
12 Out of Specs
2 Out of Synchronization
Over Modulat ion
Overspeed
Regulat ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
i Reverses Direction
iDATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATA REPRESENTS:SA-3 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data )
1.8.2
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iDATA SHEET
Nomenclature:XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
Drawing Numbers: 50MI0489 Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: i_000 hr.
Fsil_ Rat,: 4,255 _ 10"6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Rspresents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference :
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat i on:
WrSF(inh_r,): 235.0
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Grolmd Equipment:
No Data Available
326.0
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Nomenclature: XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OP FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE T_CATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Err:_b_c
Exe_sive Null
Ei_ssive Roll
Unwsmted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Sveed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure :
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechen_cal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooeratJve
Lamps:
Will Not L_ _ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTs:SA-3 and SA-4 (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8.2
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
D_w_ Numbers:50MI0380
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Ve_or: Electro Mechanical
Research
_cati_: S-I Stage
Failure_te: 5,133 x 10"6/hr.
Number of Ccmponents
this Data Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 4
mmF (inhour,): 194.8
TotalHoursof Operation:779.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference=
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hl_ Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock=
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No Data Available
December 1965 (Revision) 1.8.2
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQUENCY
FAILURE OF
INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
1
Impedance:
Low
HiKh
0utFut:
Disterted
_zcesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Ur_w_nted Signal
}ji_h
In Error
intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
H]_h
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Ind/estors/
Dials Are In-
ooerat!ve
Lamns:
Will Not L_ ,ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-7 through SA-9 Vehicles (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8.2
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DATA SHEET
_omenczature=X0-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
Drawin6 Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
I
50MI0660, [vendor:NASA/MSFC Astrionics
50MI0662" I AVC0Locatlo.:S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: I, 000 hr.
Failure Rate: 8 488 x lO'6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data R_presents: i0
Number of
Failures Reported: 20
_mF (inhours):117.8
Total.oursor Operation.2356.5
Vehicle Equipment: X
GroUnd Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIOn TESTS PERFORMY_D:
Acceleration:
Altitude :
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature :
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Te_erature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop-)_
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No Data Available
December 1965 R vlsi
* Drawing _m_er _ferences only to identify
the TM links
1.8.2
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Nomenclature: XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
_REQ_NCY FREQ_N_
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
1
3
1
1
m
6
2
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
_zcessive Null
E×c<_sl ve Roll
Un_,n ted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
lq,_s of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltivlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
InDut :
1 Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechen_ cal :
Pins Shorted
Ind_ cators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerstlve
Lsm_ s :
Will Not L_ _,ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
1 Impedance,
None
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATA REPRESENTs:SA--7 through SA-9 Vehicles (less
flight dat_)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
1.8.2
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J2
DATA SHEET
N_e.c_ture- XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
Drawlngmmbera: 50MI0028
Saturn I Vehicle Ver_or: International Data
Systems Incorporated
Location:S-I Stage
Estimated Desi6n L_[fe_ i, 000 hr.
Failure Rate:
, T
24,450  o'6 r.
Number of C_ponents
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: lO
wn_(in hour,): 40.9
Total Hours of Operation: _08._*
Vehicle Equlpment_ X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat DrOp)_
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No Data Available
December 1965 (Revision
" ) I
* Minimum operating time. Seria No. 9
not shown in Time Logs.
1.8.2
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Nomenclature: XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
2
1
6
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
F, ratlc
Exeesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitlv|ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
ReGulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
6
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/B:own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not L_zht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
q
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:A-3 and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
1.8.2
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: XO--6 PAM/F_FM 270 Channel
Drawin6 Numbers: 50MIO472,50MI0473, ]Vendor:NASA/MSFC AstrionicsSaturn I Vehicl LoclttlorL:S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: I, O00 hr.
Failure_te: 13,966
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 9
x lO-6/hr. m_F (inhours): 71.6
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
645.0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No Data Available
Decemb.r 1965 (Revision
* Drawing humber diYference only to identify
the TM links.
1.8.2
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Nomenclature,XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
1
"T-
1
2
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
• j,,
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Errstic
ExCessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerative
Lamns:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC' Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-6 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
r .8.2
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LDATA SHEET
Nomenclature: XO-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel .
50MI0152, Iverldor:NASA/q_SFC Astrionic s
|
50MI0 54" ILocation:S-I Stage
DrawinE Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Ltfe: i, 000 hr.
FailureRate: 11,467 x iO-6/,r.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 5
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOPI_D:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
WmF (i.ho_s ): 87 •2
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment_
No Data Available
Vibration:
436.4
December1965 (Revision)
* Drawing dumber difference only to identify
the TM Link.
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
2
1
v, . •
X0-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Excessive Null
Exce_}ve Roll
Unwa_ted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltiv_ty
Low Sueed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
InpUt:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators,/
D_als Are In-
oDeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not L_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTI_ DATAREPRESENTS:SA-5 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .8.2
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Nomenc lature:
DATA SHEET
X0-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
i
I
:!1 vendor- International Data
Systems Incorporated
_atlon: S-I St ge
Drawln_ Numbers: 5OMI00024
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure_te : 42,918 _ iO'_/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 1
Number of
Failures Reported:
wn_ (inhours): 23.3
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
70.4
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop]:
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise: .
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965 (Revlsion)
No Data Available
1.8.2
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
w
1
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
X0-6 PAM/FM/FM 270 Channel
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
H I _h
Output :
Distorted
Er'rat,_c
Excessive Null
z..._s.,ive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
LOW
None
Input:
Tnoperstive
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluetuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
/
1.8.2
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Additional information concerning the 50MI0489_ 50MI0380. 50MI0660.
5OMI0662, 50MI002_, 50MIO472,1 5OMI0473, 50M10152, 50MI0154, 50M100_ _
component =
The X0-6 Telemetry Multiplexer transmits vehicle instrument
readings and environmental conditions to remote ground stations
by means of SS/FM and PAM/FM/FM operation.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimensions:
I.i amp 28 volts
22 1/2 lb
9.25 x iO x 14.5 in.
NOTE: This component is basically the same as X0-4 but uses
transistors in place of vacuum tubes.
Thirty-five failures were reported on Inspection Reports
and sixteen were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
NOTE • Six failures which are designated as "out of spec" failures
on the data sheets for parts 50M10660 and 50M10380 appeared
to be the result of sub-carrier oscillator mismating.
December 1965 (Revislon) 1.8.2
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LSUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
Drawing Numbers: 8968457, 8968458
50}410100, 50MI0162, 50M10194,
50M1067 3, 50MI0680
Saturn I Vehicle
Brown Engineering Co ,
Vendor: NASA/_SFC Astrionics_
Dynatronics, Inc.,
Ortronix Inc.
Location: S-I Stage and
Instrument Unit Section
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate : 5,980 x 10-_/hr.
Total N_mber of Components
this Data Represents 47
Total Number of
Failures Reported 22
December 1965 (Revision)
MTBF (in hours): 167.2
Total Hours of Operation:
3,678.8
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.8:3
Page I of 13
J
[
Nomenclature: XO- 7 SS/F_ Transmitter
FRF,Q'TENCY
O [' FA I LURE
("<....RRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
w
1
1
2
w
12
n
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_kces_;ive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermit tent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperat lye
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Misc e llaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-I through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
I .8.3
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_f
_L
No_nc_ture: XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
Drawing N1m_ers:
Saturn I Vehicle
8968_57,
896845 
vendor:Ortronix Inc.
_ati_: S-I Stage
Estimated DesIKn Life:. 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate:
Number of Components
this Data R_presents:
Number of
Failures Reported: I
810 x zo'6_r.
17
wr_ (_nhour_): 1,234.3
TotalH_r, or Ope_tlon: 1,234.3
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOrmED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spry:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Tewperature_-
Ambient Roo_ Temperature:
Thermml Si_mk:
Shock Impact (Fiat Drop):
Lea_a_e l_te_
Humldlt_
Random Nolse:
Sine Weve,Met/_od:
Vibration:
December 1965 (Revislon) '
No Data Available
L
1.8.3
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Nomenclature: XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Out;,ut:
Distorted
}_r'r_,t[c
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
' Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Meehanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators,/
Dials Are In-
o_erstlve
Lamos:
Will Not Li_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-1 through SA-4 Vehicles (less
CALENDARZI_ DATAREPRESENTS:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8.3
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
Drawing Numbers: 50MI0160,
50MI0162"
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: !j 000 hr.
Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrlonics
Dynatronics,
Ortronix Inc.
T.ocati_: S-I Stage
FaiZure Rate: 7,163 x lO'6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 20
Number of
Failures Reported: 12
mm_(m hours): 139.6
Total Hours of Operatiom:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1675.5
J
No Data AvailableENVIRONMENTAL QI_ALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature=
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat D_op):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat ion:
*DecemberD1-raw-ngZ965 n&_erVlS_erence is only to identify 1.8.3Pa e 5 Qf
TM links.
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Nomenclature:XO- 7 SS/FM Transmitter
_REQUENCY FREQUENC_
OF FAILURE OF FAILLE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCUR_NCE T_ICATIONS
1
_/_3
1
7___
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
F×cossive Null
_,xe_ssive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Btows/B]own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
ooerative
LamPs:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 and SA-9 Vehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8.3
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DATA SHEET
Nomenc_tu_-_XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
Draw Ing Nl_bers: 5 i019 
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated De$ig_ Life: l, O00 hr.
Fa_l=,_te: 7,385 _ lO'6_r.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported_: 5
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_4ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio InterferenCe:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Tee_erature:
Low _ Te_erature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock I_act (Flat D_op'):_
Leakage Ra_:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
Vendor: Dynatronics
Ortronix Ine.
l U_attou: Instrument Unit
wrap(_nhour,): 135.4
TotalHour,of Opemtlm: 677 .i
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No' Data Available
Page 7 of 13
Nomenclature:XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
_REQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
3_/_
Impedance:
Low
H_h
Output:
Distorted
_fr:,,[c
Fzcessive Null
E×cessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
in Error
Intermittent
Lo_s of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Sveed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_gh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamns:
Will Not Ll_<ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
I .8.3
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DATA SHEET
N_enc_tU_- XO'7 SS/FM Transmitter
Drawing Numbers:50MI0673 Ire.or:Saturn I Vehicle Loc_ti0_:
Estimated Design Lii'e. _ 1,000 hr.
i
F_n_e _t,: 99009 x. io'6/__.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresen_s:
Number Of
Failures Report_/ O:
2
Not Available
ins trument _ unit
(i.h_e)- I0.I
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipments X
Ground Equipmer_t:
14.0
mw_aommmr_A_._Tio, r_sTs_m_o_: No Data Available
.. ._._:!!_::::,_'_
Altltu_:
Shock:
Hl_ ,_eeatuTe':
Ambien-_- _ Te_erature_
Shock I_pa_t (Flat V_p):
Leakage Rate:
Ran_om NO_se:
Sine Wave MethOd_
Vibratlc_:
December 1965 " ....................
:Z.8 .S
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N°menclature:XO--? SS/FM Transmitter
FREQUENCY FREQ_SNCY
OP FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Fxc_ssive Null
Fxceszive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
Hlgh
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerstlve
Lamps:
Will Not Li:_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-8 and SA-IO Vehicles
data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight
1.8.3
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J
. _T^ sm_..r
Nomenclature: XO,7 SS/FM Transmitter
Vendor:
DrawinE Numbers: 50MI0680
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: _ l,O00 hr.
, ,, , , ,,
Dynatronlcs Inc.,
Brown Engineering Co.
T.ocati_: Instrument Unit
Failure _te: 51,282 x lo'6mr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION _ST_ PERFO_:
MTBF ( in hours ), 19 •5
_otal Hours Of Opera'riot1:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipmn_:
77.9
No Data Available
Acceleratlon:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hi gh Temner&ture:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature _.
Humidity:
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
-'- : - ,'• ..... "• , T " - 1 - , ,, ,
I-.8,.3
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
1
1
1
........
XO-7 SS/FM Transmitter
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
_rrat[_
E×r-essive Null
Excessive Roll
[_wsnted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
0ut of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Re_ulatlon
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
Hiah
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
B]ows/B_own
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerat_ve
LemDs:
Will Not L_:,ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-10 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.3
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J
dditlon_l information concerning the 8968457_ 8968458, 50MI0160,
OMlO162_ 50MIOi74: 5C_10673_ 50MlOOSO component:
The XO-7 Transmitter transmits vehicle instrument readings
and environmental conditions to remote ground stations by means
of SS_ and P_FM op6ratlon.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimensions:
1.5 amp
22 Ib
11.80 x 11.55 x 8.5 in.
Fifteen failures were reported on Inspection Reports and
seven were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
DecemBer 1965 (Revision) I_,,8,,,3
_e 13 of 13
DATA SHEET
Nomene_tu_: Telemetry X0-10 Transmitter PAM/FM 30 Channel.
Drawing Numbers: Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Saturn I Vehicle
50}410156,
50MI0158"
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
FailureRate: 20,161 x lO=6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 6
Number of
Failures Reported: 19
_ati_z Instrument Unit
w_ (m hours): 49.6
Total Hc_rs of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Grotmd Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIOW TESTS FEBI_m4ED: NO Data Available
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Ro_Temperature:
Thermal Shock=
_ock Impact (Flat Ilrop)!
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965 (Revlsion)) " ce ....
* Drawing _umber differen iS, only to
identify TM links ..
i_8_._
PA_elof3
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
2
Telemetry XO-lO Transmitter PAM/FM 30
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
H_gh
OutpSt:
Distorted
Ex_'esslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitiv_ty
Low Sl'eed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulstlon
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Channel
FAILURE
T.NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDerst_.ve
Lamns:
Will Not L1,_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other
DATA SOURCE: MSFO Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles
CALENDARTI_ DATAREPRESENTS:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less
T .8.4
Page 2 of 3
Additional inform_t_ concerning the 50M10156, 50MI0158 component_
The Telemetry XO-IO Transmitter transmits _vehicle instrument
readings a_ environmental conditions to remote ground stations by
means of SS/FM and PAM/F_ operation.
Power Ratlr_:
Weight :
Dimensions:
1.5 amp
23 lb
9.5 x i0 x 9.5 in.
Nine of the failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
Ten failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
Four of the fifteen "out of specs" category were the result of
the zero level pedestal being too high. Three were concerned
with sub-carrler oscillatlng frequency: two were too high, one
was too low.
+
December 1965 (Revision)
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DATA SHEET
N_enc_t_: Telemetry XO-II Transmitter FM_
!
D_w_ mm_rs= 50M10_71, Iv_n_or: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
50_0_7_* ISaturn I Vehicle Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design IAfe: I_O0 _.
Failure_te. 3,028 _ lo_/_.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reporte_:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTs _ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Tzm_Rerature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shoe_:
Shock I_pact (Flat Dr_p)=
Leakage Rate=
Humidity=
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
m_ (_nh_=,}: 330.2
_otal Hours of Ope_tlon: 660.4
Vehicle F._i_t; X
Ground Equtp_eat:
December1965 (Revision_ _ ..'_.........
The different n.u_bers are ,_o ._z.fr.e_n_za_e
between links: 471 is F5 link; 47_ is
F6 llnk.
No Data Available
1,8o5
Pa_e I of.3
Nomenclature:Telemetry XO-ll Transmitter FM/FM/FM
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
2
Impedance:
Low
HIKh
Output:
Distorted
F_:_!-_slve Nul_
Exr_,nslve Roll
Un_arited Signal
H_gh
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltlv_ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
H_h
Low
None
Inoperetive
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperatlve
Intermittent
Mechan_cal:
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indi.cators /
Dials Are In-
ooeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Ll_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-6 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: None Available
1.8.5
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Additional information concernlngthe 50MI0471, 50MI0474
component: '
The XO-ll telemetry transmitter transmits vehicle instrument
readings and environmental conditions to remote ground stations
by means of SS/F_ and PAM/FM/FM:operation.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimensions:
1.5 amp
16..5 Ib
10.5 x 7.75 x 5 in.
Both failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports.
I.
2_
The 52.5 KC subcarrier oscillator had pre-emphasis
15% hlgh_
The 9.3 KC subcarrler, or the 5_.5 KC maln suhcarrle_,
was 8% low in frequency at the low frequency band edge!,
December 1965 (Revision.) L8.5:
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Nomenclature:
DATA SHEET
Telemetry UHF Transmitter
Drawing Numbers=
Saturn I Vehicle
Io42o614 Vendor: Mierodot, Inc.
Location:
Estimated Des_ Life:
Failure Rate: 72
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures RepoSed: 6
3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
_oek Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965 (Revision:)
NTNF (in hours): 13'.8
Total Hours of Operation: 82.9
Vehicle Equipment: X
Grotu%d Equipment:
No Data Available
Page i of 3
Nomenclature: Telemetry UHF Transmitter
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
1
1
2
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal . .
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
NoiSy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
1
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperatlve
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oneratlve
Lamps:
Will Not LIzht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATAREPRESENTS: SA_)and SA-4 vehicles (less flight
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.6
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Additional information concerning the 10420614 component:
The UHF telemetry transmitter transmits vehicle instrument
readings and environmental conditions to remote ground stations
by means of SS/FM and PAM/FM/FM operation.
Four of the failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
Two failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
The noisy category complaint was "Becomes noisy after
extended run time beyond ten minutes".
Erratic category "Very erratic output after 20 minutes
run time".
L December 1965 (Revision) 1.8.6
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._.cl_tu_: PCM 270 Telemetry Transmitter
Drawing Numbers: 10420613 Vendor: Dynatronics, Inc.
Saturn I Vehicle Lommtlun-
_st_at_ _a_m Life, 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 5,395 • i0"6/_.
Number of C_nentm
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
3
m_ (m h_.._: 185.3
TOI_I Hours of _rLti_:
vehicle _Z: X
Qroumd Bquil_m_m_:
556.5
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFO]_ED: NO Data Available
Acceleratlon:
Altitude:
Radio Ynterference_
Salt Spry:
Shock:
High Tem.erature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Te_ra_ure:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impae_ (Flat _):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method-_
Vibration:
December 1965
l_.a_e 1 ef 3
Nomenclsture:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
2
PCM 270 Telemetry Transmitter
FA I LURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Nuii
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oneratlve
Lamps:
will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-_ vehicle (less flight data)
i .
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.7
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Additional inf_0rmatlon concerning the i0420613 component:
The PCM 2?0 telemetry transmitter transmits vehicle
instrument readings and environmental conditions to remote
ground stations by means of SS/FM and PAM/FM/FM operation.
Two failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and one was reported on an Inspection Report.
One "in error" category failure was later found to be a
mismatch of transistors in Beta parameters. Replacement with
matched pairs corrected the discrepancy.
E_
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: Transmitter, RF Assembly P-I
Drawing Numbers: 50MI0487,
5OMI0488
Saturn I Vehicle
rr.... - ,i..
Estimated Design Life: I,O00 hr.
lO-6/hFailure Rate: 92,592x r.
Vendor: United
Electrodynamics
Location: Instrument Unit
MTBF (in hours ): I0.8
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 5
Total Number Of _!
Failures Re__ _!_
December 1965
Total Hours of Operation: 43.2
Vehicle EquSmen_ X
Ground Equipment:
I  8.8
Page I of ?
Nomenclaturo:
FREO_TENCY
OV
¢CCUHRENCE
1
2
1
Transmitter
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
RF Assembly P-I
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance :
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Errst ic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermlttent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Os c illat ion/Fluctuat ion
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers.
Inoperat lye
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indlcators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operat lye
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATA REPRESENTS: SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data)
1.8,8
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Nomenclature- Transmitter,
Draw_na_mber.: 50MI0_87
Saturn I Vehlcle
Estimated Design Life: 1 9000 _Lr.
Fail_ _te: 76,335 x lo-e/a,.
Number of Components
this Data Repreae_,_: 2
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
DATA
RF Assembly P-I
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATICf TESTS FgRFORmED:
Acceleratlon "_
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray_
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Ro_m Temperature:
Thermal _k_
Shock I_paCt (Flat Drop]:
Leakage, P.a'te:_
flumidity:
Random No_er
Sine Wave ' Netl_d:
Vtbratlon:
December 1965
Vendor.. United
Electrodynamics
L_ati_, Instrument Unit
_r_ (m hour), 13.1
_ax Hour.or o_,ratlon-_ 18. I
Vehicle Equipmm_t z X
Grmmd Eq_tpmen_:
No Data Available
..... ,-,
I.S.8
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Transmitter,
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
RF Assembly P-I
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
E_cesslve NUll
Excessive Roll
UnwsntedSignal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermlttent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerative
Lamps:
Will Not Lizht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Lo_ s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-IO vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT Nt_BER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.8 ................
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DATA S_ZT
, .. , , ,
s_nclature: Transmitter, RF Assembly P-I
, , L •
Drawi_ Numbers: 50MIO_88 I Vendor: Un it ed
i
Electrodynamic s
Saturn I Vehicle Locatlonz Instrument Unit
Estimated Desi_m Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate:
N_nnber of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported:
158,730_ lO-6/hr.
3
wrsF(inhour,)..6.3
Total Hours of Oper_tl_:
Vehlcle F_i_ • X
Oround Equi_t:
25.1
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS _: NO Data Available
Acce_
Altlt_e:
Radio I_eference:
Salt _pr_y:
Shock:
Amblent RoOm Temperature:
m_o_:_t (Flat Drop):
Y._e._aSe. JRmte:
Humidity:
Random N01se:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratl_:
December 1965
, J
I,:8_8
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Nomenclsture: Transmitter, RF Assembly P-I
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
2
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null •
Excessive Roll
Uhwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDerstive
Lamns:
Will Not L_zht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I .8.8.
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Additional information concerning the 50MI0587, 50MI0_88
component:
Three failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and one on an lnspection Report.
PCM/DDAS Assembly
5oMIo_87
December 1965 (Revision) 1.8.8
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SUMMARY SHEET
i
Nomenclature: Transmitter, Model B RF Assembly E5
DrawinK Numbers: 50MI0671,
50MI0678
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionlcs
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: I,O00 hr.
Failure Rate: 27,027 x 10-_/h r.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 6
Total Number of
Failures Reported S r
December 1965
i ,'
MTBF (in hours ): 37.0
Total Hours of Operation:
III .2
Vehicle Eq_ilmmemt: X
Ground Equlpmemt:
I,.8.9
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Nomenclature:Transmitter, Model B RF Assembly E5
FREOI._NCY FREQUENCY
OT. FA ILURE OF FA ILURE
OCt! 'RR_'_NCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
2
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_kcesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure |
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blow s/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and D'nsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATAREPRESENTS:SA/8 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data)
1.8.9
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x_nc_ture: Transmitter,
D_,._..: 5OMI0671
Saturn I Vehicle
DAT_ SmUT
, J, , • _
Model B RF Assembly E5
Locatlou,Instrument Unit
Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Estimated Desi_ Life" IsO_O hr,
Failure Rate: 58,_9 x lO-6/hr.
Number of Cu_uonenta
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
Total Hours of 0peraticm:
Vehicle EquApmont: X
Qro_d Eq_ipmen%:
17.I
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFON4ED:
Acce le_at_: /
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray: _.
Shock:
High Temu eratture_
Low TImperatuze:
Ambient RoOm Te_erature:
The_l
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Ra_e:
Humidity: _-
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
No Data Available
,,, , . _ J ....
3
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
Transmitter,
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Model B RF Assembly E5
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null'
Excessive Roll
UnwsntedSignal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
o_eratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.9 .........
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Nomenclature"
Drawin6 Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Transmitter, Model B RF Assembly F5
50M10678 t venaor: NASA/I_FC Astrionics_tt_, Instrument Unit
L . _
EstimatedDesignLife= 1,000 hr.
Failu_ _te: "21,231 x lO_/hr.
Number of Ccmponer_ts
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported:
NTBF (In hours ): ;%7. I
Total Hours of Operatic: 9;%.1
Vehicle Equipment- X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_tED:
4
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio i_ere_ce: .< "
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambte_t Room Te_eratmre:
Thermal Shoek_
Shock Impact (Flat DROP):
Leakage Rate=
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
No Data Available
_I.8.9
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Nomenclature:Telemetry,
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
J
Model A RF Assembly F6
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
Hlg_
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
ExceSsiVe Null •
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
mILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pre88ure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lam_s :
Will Net Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
0the r:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and UnsatisfactoryCondition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT Nt_BER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.1o ,.
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Additional information concerning the 50MIO671 , 5OM10678
components:
The three failures were reported on Unsatisfactory
Condition Reports.
14
Telemeter Assembly F5
50MI0678
I
FLIGHT
RF Assembly F5
50Mio671
N
/
!
|
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Nomenclature: Telemetry, Model A RF Assembly F6
Drawing Numbers: 5OM10679,
50MI0672
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 7,473 x lO-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Repres, ents 8
Total Number of
Failures Reported 4
December 1965
MTBF (in hours): 133.8
Total Hours of Operation:
535.0
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.8.10
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Nomenclature: Telemetry, Model A RF Assembly F6
F_EQ[_NCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
©CCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_xeesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Ind ica tors/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other: I
10% roll-off on the
trailing edge of th_
master pulse
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTI_ _TA _PKESENTS: SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data)
I .8.10
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DATA SHEET
N_enc_ture: Telemetry, Model
. i
Dra.ing.umbe_: 50MI0672
Saturn I Vehicle
A RF Assembly F6
] Vendor: NASA/MSFC Astrionics
I u_ation: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 82,987 _ lO'6,%r.
Number of Camponents
this Data Rmpresents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 19@5
MTBF (in hours): 12.05
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
24.1
No Data Available
1.8. I0
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Nomenclature: Telemetry, Model A RF Assembly F6
FREQUENCY . FREQUENCY
OF FAI LURE OF FA I LURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted.
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
MeChanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamu s :
Will Not LiKht
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other: 1
10% roll-off
the trailing
edge of the
master pulse
on
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-IO vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.8.1o
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DATA Salt
,, , ,,
N_n_lature; Tel_eme/try. Model A RF Assembly F6
Dr_n_ _rA_j. 5_0679 ".... I .e_r .NASA_FC As_rionic s
sat_n I ve._c, Ie. . " t Lo_at_oR_ Instrument Unit
1 ,i i
Estimated Dea_ tAf_ 1,0OO hr.
Failure Rate: 3,913 • "o-6L.
_ /Dr
Number of C_
thls Data Rapresm_ts_
Number of
Failures Rel_rte_=_
To_ _r, or _t_t 510.9
v_le F_u_mnZ, X
Ground Equl_ =
,, , 1
_VIRO_ _CAmIO_ _S _Za_O_Zg: No Data Available
Accele_ioa:
Altitude:
Radio Int erfere_ce:
Salt Spray:
Sho_k:
High Temneratur_:
Low Telperature_.
Thermal _=k.:.:
Leakage Na.l;e: _
Humidity.:
Random N_i_e-.
Sine Wave Met,_od_:.
Vlbratton:.
December i_ 1.8.10
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Nomenclature:Telemetry,
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
Model A RF Assembly F6
. i
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Erratic
Exc_si_e Null • :
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High -'
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCT
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lam_s:
Will Not Ll_ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA'8 through SA-IO
CA_a_AR Tm_ _ATA_P=SZ_S, flight data)
. . H i
<
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT Nt_BER, DATm AID 8OURGEI
vehicles (less
, , ,L. ,, i
T.8.10.
Page 6 of 7
l
_L_
Additional information concerning the5OMIO672, 50MI0679
component: _ _'_ l.,. l _ _ . . ,.l _ ......,
%
Three failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and one on an Inspection Report.
Telemeter Assembly F6
5oMIo679
RF Assembly F6
5OMI0672
W
r
|
V _ Ps e7 oc
SUMMARY SHEET
, l
Nomencl&t_: TV Camera Control
Drawin_ Numbers- 5OM10254,
50MI0429, 50MI0_55
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 500 hr.
Failure Rate: 1_177 x 10-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represen_ts 9,
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 0
December 1965
i , , r
Vendor: Lear Siegler
Location: S-I Stage
MTBF (in hours): 849.0
Total Hours of _eratlon:
1,17_._
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment :
Lg. 1
Page 1 of 9
Nomenclature: TV Camera Control
FREOUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance :
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0s e i 1fat Ion/Flue tuat ion
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspsed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operat ire
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATAREPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-7 vehicles (less flight
data)
1.9.1
Page 2 of 9
i+
r__:
F!: "
':!
it
i!
.+
DATA _
w_,_t..re: TVC_mera Control
, , ,,. ,t , ,.
D_,,,_ m,,,b...:50M10_54
Saturn I Vehicle
, ,, ,,
Estimated Design Life: 500 hr.
• t
FaiZure t_e: 12,500 z 10"6/_r.
Number of Components
this Data Represents-
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
, J
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
_,_tto.: 5, to, 20 6
Atrium+e: 250.000, 'ft ,
. +, + , ,, ,
Ivemd_,: Lear Siegler
_=tlo S-I ta e
L I
, L
(m hom-.): 80.0
Total Hours of 0peraticm:
Vehicle Equipment= X
Grotmd Equipment=
ili.7
Radio Int • r ferenc e:
Salt 4_mPay:
High Temnerature: 80°0
LOW Temperature: _20oc
Ambient Room Temperature=
Thermal Shock:
Shock_ _mpact (Flat +Drop):
Hu_d_ty:
woise: to 20 ,g
s_um,+Weve, t_.1: 0. to 2.,000 cps "
Vibration:
December 1965
. + ,
, , ,+ _+.
I+9.1
Page 3of9
Nomenclature: TV Camera Control
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE _.'
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excesslve Roll
Unwanted,Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/CycleLoga, Inspectlonand Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CAIm_ARTIHEDATA_P_s_rs: SA-5 vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMRER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC temperature,r
reportVibrati°n'n_m_er)daltitude laboratory notebooks .(n° title o
1.9.1
Page _ of"9
......... t_.
- ;s _7-
F
DATA
Nomenclature:TV Camera Control
Dra.ln6 Nmlbers: 50_0_29
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated DesJ4_ Life|_
Failure Rate: 19,_93
Number Qf Components
this Data Represents: 1
Number of
Failures Reported: O
50O ¸ hr.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_GD:
Accelerati_: 5 to _ g
Altitude: 250,00_ _if_,t
• Radio InterHerence:
80 °C
.20°C
to, 2og
0 to- 2.,000- eps
Salt Spray:
_k:
High Temnerature:
Low. Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
ahoek _act (Flat D_op):
Humidity:
Random.Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
- , . ,,
v_or: Lear Siegler_atzon: S-I Stag
_(m hours): 51.3
Total Hours of Opemtl_l 71.2
Vehicle Equipment- X
Ground Equipment:
I I+ 911 _ ,"
P_e =5_ Of+ 9+
r,
Nomenclature: WV Camera Control
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High .....
Output:
Distorted z '
Erratlc
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signa!
High '_
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lambs:
Will Not Li_t
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Lo6s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CAZa_ARTim DATAREP_SE.WS:SA-5 vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC temperature
vibration and altitude laboratory notebooks (no title'
report number)
1.9.1 ................
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DATA SHEET
._mnclature:TV Camera Control
D_.i.g _ere: 5OMI0455 Vendor: Lear Siegler
Saturn I Vehlcle
EstimatedDeslSnZAee: 500 hr.
F_ilureRata: 1,398 x i0"6/_r.
Locati_: S-I Stage
wesF(m hour,)- 715 •0
Number of Ccmpgnents
this Data Represents: 4
Number of
Failures Repol%ed z 0
Total Hours of Operatinn:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
991.4
_r
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOFG4ED:
o
Acceleration:, 5 to 2Og
AirLt.de 250,,0100 ft
Radio Interference:
Salt Spra@,.
Shock:
High Tee_erature:
Low Temperature:
80°0
-20°C
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Sh_k:
Shock Impact (Flat Dl, op)*.
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
to 20 g
0 to 2,000cps
December 1965
Nomenclature:TV Camera Control
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted.
Erratic
E_cessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fumes:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lam_s:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Lo6s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-6 and SA-7 vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC temperature
vibration and altitude laboratory notebooks (no title'
or report number)
1.9.1
Page 8 of 9 "
iAdditional informatlon concern lng the 50M10254, 50MI0_29,
50MI0#55 component:'
The camera control (television) is comprised of power
converter, power supplies, sweep generators, sync generator,
blanking generator, video amplifier, sync adder, and the output
divider. It is the control for the TV camera head.
Power Rating:
Weight :
Dimensions:
i_ watts
7 ib
9 x 6.25 x 3.75 in.
December 1965 (Revision) 1.9.1
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: AZUSA Transponder
DreMin_ Numbers • 50MI0_2%8,
8968413, 50M12266
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: General Dynamics/
Astronautics
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: IOO hr.
,T
Failure Rate: 6,337 x 10-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 16
Total Number of
Failures Reported 2
December 1965
MTBF (in hours): 157.8
Total Hours of Operation:
315.6
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment :
1I. •
Page I of I0
Nomenclature: AZUSA Transponder
FFd_QUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENOE INDICATIONS
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Senslt[vity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperat lye
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_NDAR TI_TA REP_S_TS: SA-2 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data) "
I.lO.l
Page 2 of I0
k -
5=
k_
r.
_i,_
_TA m_T
N_.c_ture: AZUSA Transponder
......... r r, ..
Drawing NumBers: 50M10_8
Saturn. I Vehicle
Est_ated Dee_n _te= 100hr.
L
Vendor:Location:
, j
General Dynamics
Instrument Unit
,, ,,,
FailUre Rate:
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
(_nho,r,)- 41.5
Total Ho_rm of Operati_: 58.1
Vehicle Equipment| X
Orot_d Equipment:
Acc,zer=tio_- 20 g for one minute in each direction along
each 3 mutually perpendicular axes
Azt_.t,_.: 200._ feet
Radio InterfeFe_e:
saltspray: Solution of 5% NCL by weight and 95% H20 by
weigh_ for _R_ hours
Shock :
High Temnerature: IO0°F
Low Temperature: -60°C
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat DrOp):
_ Rate:
Humidity:
Random Nol6e:
, 8 0 , ,!6 hr. 3 C., 85% (minimum), 6 hr..5o°c, 95%
S_e Nave _et_od:
Vibration:
_ece.her_9_ (Revision): ...... I.lO.l
Pa_e 3 of I0
Nomenclature: AZUSA Transponder
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE ....
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSPC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-6 and SA-7 vehicles (less flight
CALmmAR TI_ DATA_PRESE_S: data)
co_o_r QUALInCATIO._PORT m_m_R,_A_ A,D S0_C_: MSFC/R-ASTR Te_t
Data and Convair Report No. 27A671R, August 23, 19bO
I.lO.l .........
Page 4 of I0
i_ .... +, + + • +
h_
Ncmenclature:
Drawing Nm_bers:
DATA
. . . ....
AZUSA Transponder
r
50M12266 ]Vendor: General DynamicsLocation:I strument Unit
+ +,
I00 hr.
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
Failure Rate: 8,576 _ io'6_.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
(i.hour,): 116.6
Total Hours of Oper_tionl
7ehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
116.6
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperm_:
Ambient Ro_T_erature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (F_at Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random N6ise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
+
_ecember 1965
No Data Available
• +
I.lO.l
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Nomenclature:AZUSATransponder
FREQUENCY ._
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
Hi_
Output:
Distorted , .
Erratic
Excessive Null ._
Excesslve Roll
Unwanted Signal -
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
RePorted as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER,-DATE AND SOURCE:
1.10.1 ........................
Page 6 of i0
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature. _ZU_A Transponder
Drawlng_,r,: 8968_13
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated DesiKn Life- I00 hr.
vendor. General Dynamics/
Astronautics
Locati_: I strument Unit
Failure Rate:
Number of Components
this Data R_presents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
7,097 _ 10-e_r.
8
(inhon_): 140.9
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
I_o.9
o
L
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Accel'eratIQn:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Si_e Wave Method:
Vibrat ion:
December 1965 (Revision)
No Data Available
I.lO.l
Page 7 of I0
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
AZUSA Transponder
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
Hlgh
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excesslve Null
Excessive Roll
UnwamSed Signal
Hlgh "
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDYCATYONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
F1/ses:
B]ows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators /
Dials Are In-
o_eratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Lizht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2 through SA-5 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, bATE AND SOURCE:
I .I0.I
Page 8 of I0
Z,
4 .
I
Additional information concerning the 50MI04_8, 896841B,
.5"dM12266 component:
The AZUSA Transponder provides a means to obtain real
time position and velocity information. It allows for a
prediction of the impact point and receives ground signals
and retransmits signal to ground at offset frequency.
Drawing No. 8968_iB
Power Rating: IB_ watts (5,000 megacycles at 28-volt
 put, 15.5 amp)
Weight: 42 Ib
Dimensions: 10.5 in diameter x 11.75 in length
Drawing No. 50M10_48
Power Rating: 28-volt input
Dimensions: 9.05 x 9.025 _ 4.60 in
The two failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) I. i0.I
Page 9 Of I0
oDecember 1965
1.10.1
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES =
(Revision') ..
i:_o:.....
December 1965
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: Mistram Transponder
Drawin_ Numbers: 50M10123
50M12268
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 500 hr.
Vendor: General Electric
Location: Instrument Unit
Failure Rate: 3_,364 x 10"6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 13
Total Number of
Failures Reported i0
MTBF (In hours ): 29.1
Total Hours of Operation:
290.5
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.10.2
Page I of 8
Nomenclature: Mistram Transponder •
FREOUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
L
1
2
1
2
n
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
E,-ratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pre a sure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperat lye
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanicals
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indlcators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC T_me/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition ReportR
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
1.10.2
Page 2 of 8
SA-5 through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data) "
rL- -
Nomenc l_ture,
Drawlr_ Numbers:
DATA
Mistrs_n Transponder
50MI0123 _re.or, General Electric
Isatur.I vehlcle _atlon- Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: 500 hr.
Failure _te: 23,_3 x lo'6/hr.
Number of C_mponents
this Data Rapresents_ 8
Nmnber of
Failures Reported: 5
(m hour,)- 41.8
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
0round Equipment •
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_ED:
- 20 g for one minute
Accelerati°n:/-:{.il-3 ortho_onal axes
Altitude:
208.7
in each direction of
Radio Interference:
solution at 35°C for 48 hr.
Shock:
High Teemera%_re:
Lo. _re:
Ambient Room Temperature:
• /-q
S_oek _aet: (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity: -2;40 hr. at 95% which included temperature
....cycling fr_ ,b_ to 122_F
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat ion:
December 1965 (Revision) I.I0.2
Page 3 of 8
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
1
1
r • -
Mistram Transponder
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted •
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High ' :_
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock Dn (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Li_t
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TI_ _TA _P_SEHS: flight data)
CO_O_ QUALIFICATION _PORT NUM_R, DA_ AND SO_CE: General Electric
Report LMED-REQN-47601, June 6, 1962
I.I0.2 .....................................
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i :
DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:
Saturn I _Vehlcle
Estimated Design Life:
Mistram Transponder
"!Dr_ H_eru: 5OM12268 vendor: General Electricz_a_on: _strument Unit
500 hr.
Failu_ Rate- 61,3_9 * 10"6/h,.
Number of C_o_onenta
this Data Rspresentsz 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 5
_(m hour,), 16.3
Total Hours of Operatlc_:
Vehicle Equipment:
Oround Equipment:
81.7
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATI_ TESTS PERFORMED: NO Data Available
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock YJapaet (Plat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
I.lO.2
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Nomenclature: Mistram Transponder
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
2
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Exce_sive_Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted• Signal
High •
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as-
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logp, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, _ATE AND SOURCE:
I.lO.2 .....
Page 6 of 8
Additional information concernin6 the 50MI0123, 50MI_268
c,omp'onent': ' ' '
The Mistram Transponder provides an independent precision
measuring system to determine the position and velocity of the
vehicle. It receives signals from ground stations, amplifies
and shifts these in frequency and retransmits them back to the
ground stations.
Power Rating:
Dimensions:
145 watts, 28 vdc
12.o3 x 5.35 x 8.88 in.
Seven failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports, and three failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) 1.10.2
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
(Revision)
±
December 1965
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: ODOP Transponder
Drawing Numbers: 501t12009,
50]412181
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 10,952 x 10-V/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 7
Total Number of
Failures Reported 0
Vendor: Motorola
Location: Instrument Unit
"_TBF (in hours): 91.3
Total Hours of Operation:
126.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Grotmd Equipment:
Z.lO. 3
Page 1 of 8
Nomenclature:ODOPTransponder
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FA I LURE OF FA I LURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blow s/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5_through SA-IO vehicles (less flight
data)
I.I0.3
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rE
DATA SHEET
N_uenc lature z ODOP Transponder*
D_,in¢ ._b_,.- 50M12009,
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: ljO_ hr.
Failure Rate: 13,175 x _0"6/_.
N_ber of C_m_nents
this Data Rapresents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERPDRMED
Acceleration:
Altitude:
v_orz .M°t°r°la
_atl_.. Instrument Unit
(inh_): 75.9
Tof_l H_z_ of 0pe_ti_:
Vehicle F_t: X
Ground Equipment;
105.1
20 g, for, one mlnute, in each, plane
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
;4.0_ for ii milliseconds (2 directions in each of
Sh_k: 3 m_tually perpendicular _es)
High Temperature: 85oc
Low Temperature: _50oC
Aubie_t _ Temperature:
Thermal ShOck:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
12 gfor 180 sec, 21.6 for 4 sec, 7.5 g for
Ra,_omwo,.e: 410 sec '(in' each of 3 mutually perpendicular
S_neWa,e,ot,o_: planes )
Vibration:
D_._,, I_ .... i •IO. 3
• 960 megacycle power amplifier not included Page 3 of 8
Nomenclature: 0DOP Transponder
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5, 6, 7 and .9 vehicles (less
CALmmaR TIMEDATAREPRESZ_rS:flight data)
C0_ONENT QUALIFICATION R_0RT NUMBER, _ AND SO_CE: MSFC Report M-ASTR-
IN-63-5, 1963
I.i0.3 .....
Page _ of 8
naTAm
ODOP Transponder
Saturn I VehiCle
_t_t_ Dee_. '-'fezI_000 hr.
, , . ,'
Fsilure_te- 6_,935 ,'1o'6/hr.
Nom.clature_
....... Iveto, ....
Drawing _mmbers- 5OM12i81 : Motorola
.... " '! _cat_m, Instrument Unit
J m, , ,
_(m _): 15.4
Number of Components
this Data Representsz 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
Total K_rs of 0perati_- 21.3
Vehicle F_tuipment: X
Ground Equipment*
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION _S PERFORMED:
,Acc'elerat lon:
• Alti%_e:
Radio Interference:
Salt .._R_ray:
Shock:
HIEh Temperature:
Low.stature:
Ambient Ro_ Temperature_
T_e_l Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat D_op):
Leakage Rate:
l_n_k_ Noise:
S_Ue Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 196_ ' " "
,,, _ L
I.I0.3
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
0DOP Transponder
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output: . ......
Distorted • _,
Erratic
Excessive Null _
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal :
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/F1uctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lambs:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SDURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 s_nd SA-IO. vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER,'DATE AND SOURCE:
1.10.3 .......
Page, 6 of 8
Additional information concerping the 50M12009, 50M12181
component:
The ODOP Transponder is used for vehicle tracking. It
receives a continuous ground signal at a frequency of 890 cps,
offsets the input signal by 70 cps, amplifies and retransmlts
it to ground at a frequency of 960 cps.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Dimensions:
28 volts, 0.4 amp
19.75 Ib
9.31 x 8 x 5.56 in.
December 1965 (Revision)
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SUMMARYSHEET
Nomenclature: Radar Transponder "C" Band
Drawin_ N_mbers: 8961356,
50MI0682, 50M12261
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Motorol_AmerlcanCar and Foundry (Electronics
Division)
Location: Instrument Unit
i ,,, | i
Estimated Design Life: i00 hr.
Failure Rate: 33,784x 10"6/hr.
Total Nt_mber of Components
this Data Represents 16
Total Number of
Failures Reported ll
December 1965
MTBF (in hours): 29.6
Total Hours of Operation:
325.4
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.10.4
Page I of io
Nomenclature:Radar Transponder
FREQUENCY
OF FA ILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
6
2
1
m
1
"C" Band
Impedance:
Low /
High
OUtput:
Distorted
Erratlc '
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operativ e
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned P_rts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfaotory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
,L
SAil through BA-10 vehicles
data)
(less flight
I.I0.4 .......................................
Page 2 of .I0
..... :L
._e.clature: Radar Transponder '"C" Band RT 473/DPN55
D_,,_ ,.._.- 8961356"
Saturn I Vehicle
Esttmated DesJ_n Life: lO0hr.
FailureRate: 35,971 . 1o'6/hr.
Number of Component8
this Data Rapresents: 1_
Nt_0er of
Failures Reported: 9
L. .... I -" -° "
Vendor:Amerlcan Car and
Foundry (Electronies
• _ Division) .....
ocati_: Instrument Unit
_m_ (m hour,): 27.8
_t.l,o.n o_ _._ti=: 250.9
Vehicle Equipment s X
Grotmd Equipment:
ERVIR_ QUALIFICATION TESTS PERYORMED:
°
Acceler&Zion:
. . ._ _ :_
Altll_ade:
m_it 9 _ta_aZF_mce:
Salt 8pl_V:
Shock:
High Eem_rst, m_e:
LOw Temperature=
Ambient Roma Te_erature:
. Tmm_l 8hOek=_
Leeka_e. Ra_e**
Humidity:
R.._. ,oi._: 5 g for 60 _sec
• " ' r
S_'te. _,wo .Method: ......................
Vlb ro._on:
_ec,._,r_'(Revlsi6n) ' "
Page 3 Of I0
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Radar
5
2
1
1
Transponder L"C" Band RT _73/DPN55
_ FAILURE
INDICATIONS
/
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
DiStorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High .
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
LamDs:
Will Not LiKht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log.s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I through SA-7 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DA_E AND SOURCE: M_FC Transponder
Ls2b. Verbal Information
I.I0.4 . . .
Page 4 _of_.lO • "
F-
i-
D_win_ Numbere:
Radar Transponder
..... ,, j, ,
5OMIO_2 "
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
F,_I_, _te- 39,
Number of C_ponentS
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported:
I00 hr.
062 x lo-6/h,;
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED
Acceleration:.
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
_b_ent Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
ShOck _act (Flat nr_)
" Leek_e Rate:. _
Humidity:
n_d_ Woise- Same as ps_e
Sine Wave Mete-;
Vlbraticm:
D-eeember 1965'
DATA
j- . , T_ _ • m
"U" Band
_atloa, Instrument Unit
wn_ (in_ur,b 25.6
Total Hcazrs of Oper_ticm, 2 5 .6
Vehicle F_lulpment 8
Orom,,d Equlp_ea_:
.
.....
Page 5 of I0
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
Radar Transponder
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High'
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
T_C" Band
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
PreSsure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
LamDs:
Will Not Ll._ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-9 vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I-I0.64,Page o9 ][0 ......."- .............
, i ill'i'I
_,_!L_:¸ •
ii.....
Nomenclature:
DATA SHEET
Radar Transponder
_ I_er,: 50M12261
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desi_n Life:
"C" Band
[ Wador: Motorola_ati_: Instrument Unit
Failure Rate- 20,4/$9 z IO_/_.
Number of Cumponents
this Data Rapresents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
(inho=,): 48.9
Total Hours of Operation:
VehicleEqullment: X
Ground Equipments
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED
48.9
°
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Te_erature:
Low Te_erature:
Ambiemt Roaa Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
a_d_ Wolse: 'Same as page 3 -_
f
Sine Wive Method: ...................
Vibration:
December 1965" I_10.'4 '
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Nomenclature:Radar Transponder !'cVV
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages.
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Band
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
o_eratlve
Lar_s:
Will Not Ll._ht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSPC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-lO-vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT @UALIFICATION REPORT _¢MBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I.i0.4 ,.,
Page 8 of I0
i
Additional information concerning the 8961356, 50MI0682
50M12261 component:
The "C" Band Radar Transponder acts in response to pulse
interrogations from ground transmitters. It extends the range
of gro.und tracking stations. It receives coded or uncoded
pulses from ground and transmits tracking pulse to ground in
response.
Power Rating:
Dimensions:
28 vdc
9.66 x 7.14 x 4.38 in.
Eight failures were reported on Inspection Reports and
three were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) I.I0._
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
(Revision)
• ° ....
DATA
Namenclature:Radar Transponder "S" Band
_ -
Saturn I Vehicle
°
Estimated Deai_ r-ire1 lO0 h_.
Failure Rate:
__ J
27,777. ,o'e/_.
Number of Cceponents
this Data Represents: 2
Nt_ber of
Failures Reported: 0
ESVlRO_F_AL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERPO_D:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
J ......
ven_r: NASA/_SFC Astrionics
_t*on: Instrument Unit
(m h_a ).- 36 • 0
Total Hc_rs of Oper_ticn: 50. I
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:"
Shock:
High Temuerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room _emperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Rsndom Nolae:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibrati_:
December 196_"
Page I of 3
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Radar Transponder "S"
IFAILUEE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted _
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss Of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
• Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Band
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamns:
Will Not Li_t
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I and SA-2 vehicles (less flight
CA_ARTI_ DAm _PRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I. i0.5.
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Additional information concerning the 89604_2 component:
The "S" Band Radar Transponder acts in response to pulse
interrogations from ground transmitters. It extends the range
of ground tracking stations; receives coded or uncoded pulses
from the ground and transmits tracking pulse to the ground in
re sponse.
L
December 1965 (Revision) 1.10.5
Pa_e S of 3
7,t,
DATA SaET
....... , .L
N_no_tu_s Radar Transponder _ SST-131
, n, , ........ . .... " "
D._ m_be_.. 50MI0187 .... ,." [ veneor- MotorolaSaturn I Vehicle
Estimated Des_n Life:
_atlm- Instrument Unit
Ioo hr.
F.ll_,-e Rate. 32,258 z lo_/_r.
Number of Components
this Data R8presentet 3
Number of
Failures Reported-
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIOW TESTS PERPORNED:
_m_ (m _,), 31.0
Total HOUZl of 0peratlamz 31.0
Vehicle Equipments X
Ground Equipnent z
No Data Available
° .
Aceeleratic_:
Altitude:
Radio Interference_
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Te_erature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Te_eratura:
Thermal 8h_k:
Shock I_pact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate: ........
Humidity:
Random Noise:
i
Sine. Wa.ve.N_tl_od: .... -
Vlbratiml_
D_o,_erI'_ _ _
, , L, ,,u 06I.l .
Page i of 3
Nomenclature: Radar Transponder SST-I31
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
i
Impedance:
Low
High
.Output:
Distorted _
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Nolsy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TRDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_AR Tim DATA_PRESE_rS: SA-5 Vehicle or_ly (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I.I0.6
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Additional information concerning the 50MI0187 component:
The SST-131 Radar Transponder is used in conjunction with
the FPS-16 radar ground station to provide one source of real
time trajectory to the range safety officer. It also provides
data for post flight analysis.
One failure was reported on an Unsatisfactory Condition
Report.
December 1_5 (Revision) T.10.6
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature: UDOP Transponder AN/DRN-? AN/DRN-11
Drawir_ Nmnbers: 8960300,
50MI0006, 50MI0317
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: MSFC, Motorola,
GilfillanBrothers l
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: i00 hr.
Failure Rate: 2,976 x lO-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this DataRepresents 12
Total Number of
Failures Reported 1
December 1965-; (Revislon)
MTBF (in hours): 336.0
Total Hours of Operation:
336.0
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1.Io.7
Page I of 11
_7 i_ _
Nomenclature: UDOP Transponder, AN/DRN'7, AN/DRN-II
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
m
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_xcesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
'High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization "
.Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses DireCtion
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatlsf&ctory Condition Reports
l
_"ALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-1 through SA-7 Vehicles
data)
(less flight
I .I0.7
Page 2 of II
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¸
DATA _T . _
,_nc_ure- UDOP Transponder.
,, j ,,
D_.,_ _.: 8960300
Satur_I Veh£cXe
Estimated Desi_ Life; I00 hr.
Failure Rate: 15,873 * 10-6/_r.
Number of Com_o_mnts
this Data Representsz
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
vendor: Gilfillan Brothers,
• .+
co_atlm: Instrument Unit
MSFC
(inh_--): 63.0
Total Houz_ of Operation_" 88. I
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equiplent t
m_R_ _aLX_CaTIO_ reSTSP_-_ma_ No Data Available
aece!er_um:
Aft Itude:
Radio Interference:
S_lt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat lh_p): ........
Leakage Rats: "
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave. Method:
Vibratlon:
December 1++_5
r
:r -
- • • + ........ .6 . ._
, . , _ .
!' . •
1.10.7 '"
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Nomenclature: UDOP Transponder,
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
AN/D -7
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent •
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I and SA-2 V.ehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.10.7 .........
Page _ of ii
Additional information concernin_ the 8960300 component:
Power Rating: 115 volts, _00 cps, 3 phase, 200 watts,
P_m power output 20 watts
Band width - 2.80 kc
Sensitivity - (1/2 power) 5 my
Frequency:
input - ._50 megacycles
output - 900 megacycles
Weight: 50 Ib
Dimensions: 12.625 x 14.875 x 7.75 in.
December 1965 (Revision) I,I0.7
Page. 5 of 11
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature-UDOP Transponder AN
Drawing Numbers: 50MI00O6
3
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated DesiKn Life: I00 hr.
F,II_e _te: 20,]-1-50 . 10"6_r.
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
/DRN-II
ver_or:Motorola
I_atim: Instrument Unit
wrsr(m hm_,),
Total Hours of Operation:
Vehicle Equlpment - X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
• 15 g for 5 minute in each direction alonK
Acceleration: each of its 3 mutuall_ perpendicular axes
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
20 g for II milliseconds, square wave 12Shock: directions on each o# the 3 m 4or axes
High Temnerature: 2 hr. at 160°F
Low Temperature: 2 hr. at -IO°F
Ambient Room Te_rature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock I_act (Flat Drop):
Not to exceed one psi/hr.Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration :
10-30 cps at 0.2 in. D.A. (in each of 3
perpendicular axes) 30-1,O00 cps at 6 g
(peak), 1,OOO,2.OOO cps at IO5
I .I0.7
Page
December 1965
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Nomenclature: UDOP Transponder AN/DRN-II
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance: Pressure:
Low High
High Low
Output: None
Distorted Input:
Erratic Inoperative
'_Excessive Null .• Fuses:
Excessive Roll Blows/Blown
Unwanted Signal ' Blowers:
High " ' .' Inoperative
In Error Intermittent
Intermittent Mechanical:
Loss of Some Voltages Pins Shorted
Low • Indicators/
Dials Are In
Low Sensitivity Error
Indicators/
Low Speed Dials Are In-
operatlve
No Lock On (Frequency)
Lamps:
Noisy
Will Not LIzht
l , None
-- Stay On
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Out of Synchronization Burned Parts
Over Modulation Other:
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-3 and SA-4 _ehicles (less flight
data)
CO_O_ Q_LIFICAT_NREPORT'NUMB_R, DA_ANDSO_CE: Army Ballistic
Missile Agency Report,DG-_4_16.60, April 6, 1960
i.io.7 , "
Page 8 of ii
DATA SHEET
N_aenclatur,:UDOP Transponder AN/DRN-II
Dra._ngW_ber,: 50MI0317 Vendor: Motorola
Saturn I Vehicle
_at_on: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: I00 hr.
Failure Rate: 5,571 x 10"6/hr.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
w_ (inhoura), 179.5
Total Hours of Operation: 198.9
Vehicle EquipRent: X
Ground Equipment:
i |.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
15 g for 5 minutes on each direction along
Acceleration: each of it's 3 mutually perpendicular axes
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
20 _ for ii milliseconds, square wave 12Shock: directions on each of the 3 ma_or axes
High Temnerature: _ hr.
Low Temperature: _ hr.
Ambient Room -£_q)erature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leaka_ Ra_e:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
at 160OF
at -lO°F
Not to exceed I psi/hr.
I0 to 30 cps at 0.2 in. D.A.(In each 3
perpendicular"axes) _0 to 1,O00 cps at
g (pe_). 1,000 to'_,O00 cps at 10g
, , , , ,
I.I0.7
Page 9 of 11
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
UDOP Transponder AN/DRN-II
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
.Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
NO Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Li_t
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Army Ballistic
Missile Agency Report DG-TM-16-60, April b, 1960
I.I0.7
Page I0 of Ii ...........
Additional information concerning the 50MI0006, 50MI0317
co_nent: .......
The LrI_P Transponder receives C_ carrier from ground
stations, doubles the received frequency and re-radiates it
back to the ground stations. It provides data for accurately
tracking the missile.
Power Rating: 28 vdc, 80 watts
Weight: lO. 25 lb
Dimensions: 4.6 x 4.6 x 8.6 in.
RF power output - 3 watts
Bandwidth - 150 kc
Sensitivity (1/2 power) - 3 mv
Frequency
input - 450 megacycles
output - 900 megacycles
December 1965 (Revision) I
ll
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DATA aREET
_e_t._= Radar Altimeter
n_._._ _._er,: 50M12076
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Lifes
Failure Rate:
. . ,. , , - .
Ivmmor, Ryan AeronauticalLoc_tla.: Instrument Unit
185,185 z 1o'6/hr, m (i.hour.), 5.4
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 3
Number of
Failures Reported= 7
Total Hours of Operation: 37.5
Vehicle Equipment= X
Ground Equil_aent _
.... I.II.I
Page I Of ;4
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS P_MED:
°
Ao_e_.rat,o.= 15 g for 5 minutes on X, y, Z axes
Altitude:
Radio Interference: per MIL-I-26600
Salt Spray:
Shock :
High Temnerature: 75°C
Low Telperatare: ._O°C
A_imt R¢_ Temperature:
Thermal _I
Leakage Bate=
Humidity:
Random N_lee :
20 _ for 8 milliseconds (sine wave)
at 20 psi not more than 0.1 psi pe r hr.
ambient to 80% relative
Sine _ave Met
_-50 c--s at 2 = 50-IIO cDs at 0.16 in. D.A.
....a"-- IiO-2._ cps at I0 g. _O-_5 Cps at 1 g. _5
YXUr 6A%ma : _ 0 ' . _ '95 cps at O. I in, D.A.. 95-2,bOO cps at 5 g
December 1965 " - '
. l,r T .-.
Nomenclature: Radar Altimeter
FRE-QUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
2
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted • :
Erratic
Exce'ss_ve Null _'':'_
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal _,
High '_ ."
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
1
2
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blowa/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
,J
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Loga, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 and SA-IO V.ehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIHCATION REPORT _R, Ik%TE AND 80URCE:
Report No. 52065-2A Feb. 1962
_ . ,, J,nl , . _. • .
I.ll.l . ................
Page•2 of
(less flight
Ryan Electronics
F_
Additional information concerning the 50M12076 component:
Four failures were reported on Inspection Reports, three
were reported on Unsatifactory Condition Reports.
L
E
E
E
E
F_
?
December 1965 (Revision) I.II.I
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INSTRUMENT UNIT GROUP ASSEMBLIES -
(Revision)
DATA SHEET
_nc_t_: Control Voltage Supply
i I "Dra.ma _: I0_21910 . _ re.or, NASA/MSFC Astrionics
Saturn I Vehicle | _ati_: instrument Unit
l
Estimated Design Life: I, 000 hr.
Failur,_e: 866 x i0"6/_.
Number of Cci_onents
this Data Rspresents: 13
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
mm_ (m h_rs): I15_.0
TotalHou, of Operatic: 1599.2
Vehicle F4bttpment: X
Gro_d Equip_n_-
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
. 20 g along each of three main axes for 20
Acceleration:minutes each plane
20 minutes at constant atmospheric pressure
Altitude: between Sea level and I/3 sea level value
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
2 shocks of 30 g for 11 milliseconds in each
Shock: direction of the main axes
High Temnerature: 50°C
Low Temperature: -20°C
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock _aet (Flat Drop):
Leakage Pate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method: I0 to 2,000 cps
Vlbratlo.: 0.125 in. D.A. displacement
q
at I0 to 55 cps
December 1965 1.12.1
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Control Voltage Supply
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted:Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I through SA_7 Vehicles (less
CALENDARTI_DATA_PRESEHS: flight data)
CO_0_ Q_LIFICATION _PORT NUM_R, DAS A_ SO_CE: MSFC Report
#40M39505, January 28, 1964
1.12.1
Page 2 of 3
Additional information concerning the 10;4-21910 component:
The Control Voltage Supply provides 60 vdc to energize
angle-to-attack transducers and the actuator potentiometers on
each engine.
Power Rating:
Input Frequency:
Weight:
Dimensions:
60 vdc output, 115 vac rms input
398 to 402 cps
lO.6 Ib
11.25 x 7.125 x 4.75 (294 cu in.)
December 1965 (Revision) 1.12.1
Page3 Of 3
ISUMMARY SHEET
| , ,
Nomenclature: Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
, , j
Drawin_ Numbers: _0M20002,
40M21881
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor= Gulton Industries
Location: Instrument Unit
Estimated Design Life: 3,000 hr.
Failure Rate: 423 x 10-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
MTBF (in hours): 2,360
Total Hours of Operation:
this Data Represents
Total Number of
Failures Reported 4
December 1965
27
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment :
1.12_2
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Nomenclature:Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
m
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Row
Low sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation Poor
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
1
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-I through SA-IO Vehicles
data)
(less flight
i ,Y2.2.............................................
Page 2 of 7
Nomenclature:
r
Draw_ F_abera:
Saturn. I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
iI'
_0M20002 vendor: Gulton Industries
Locatio.-Instrument Unit
Est_ted De._ reX.: 3,000 hr.
Failure Rate:
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported:
J
557 _ _o_.
2O
wn_ (m hour,): 1,795.2
Totalm_ of Operatic: 7,180.7
Vehicle Equ_m_nt_ X
Qrouud Equipment _
ERVIRORMERTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration: 3 mutually perpendicular
^Itltud_: 35 minutes at 1.9 x
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Teznerature:
Low Temperature:
85°C
-50°C
Ambient Roca Temperature:
ThermalS hock:
ShoCk_mpsct (Flat Drop):
_Rate:
Hwnidity:
RandolNoise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibrat_on:
December 1965
axes,.20 rain, 20 g
10 -5 atmospheres
10-55 cycles at 20 _, 55-2,000 cycles at 20 g,
60 minutes
J
I. 12.2
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Nomenclature:"Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
FREQUENCY ! . .
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
1
1
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Exc@ssive Null
Excessive Roll
unwanted. Signal '
High •
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
1
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamn s :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I through SA-7 plus SA-9 Vehicles
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS,(less flight data)
COMPONENTQUA_InCATIONreSORTm_mmR, DATZ_m SOURCE: MSFC-ASTR-IN-63-15
1.12.2
Page 4 Of ?
N_enc lature:
Dr_ing_ers:
Sat_ I VehiCle
DATA
Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
_....
_0M20881 v_aor: Iton Industries
'I_at1_: InStr_ent Unit
Estimated Design Life: 3,oo0 hr.
Failure Rate: 613 x Io'6/_.
Number of CO_oonents
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures R_ported: O
m_ (i,hour,): 1,631.3
Total Hour, o_ _e_ti_ 2,259.3
Vehicle Equipment- X
Gro_d EquSment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED. •
Accelerat1_:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt SpraY:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Te_erature:
Ambient Room Te_rkture=
Therml ShOck:
ShOck _act (Fiat _)1
Leakage_te: ....
H_idity:
Random Noise:
s_e Wi,e,et_a_ .........
Vlbrat_6_!
f
No Data Available
Page 5 Of 7
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Nomenclature:Master Measuring Voltage Supply (5 vps)
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
Hig_
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE 7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDeratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: M_FC Time/Cycle Lo@s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-8 through SA-IO Vehicles (less
CALm_AR Tn_ _ATAREPRESSES:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMHER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.12.2 ............
Page 6 of ?
i
_r
Additional information concerning, the )-1.0M20002
co on t:'
, 40M20881
The Master Measuring Voltage Supply is a dc to dc converter
used to convert 24 to 36 volts input to a precise 5 volts output.
The output is used as a reference voltage for the telemetry
transducers.
Power Rating:
Weight:
Input 24 to 36 volts
1.5 ib
, Output 5 volts
Dimensions: 5.875 x 3.281 x 8.062 in.
Three failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports, one was reported on an Inspection Report.
I
F
k
December 1965 (Revis!Qn)
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenc latur$: Temperature Control Assembly
DrawinK Numbers: 20M40061,
20M 01 7
o
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 200 hr.
Failure Rate: 3,704 x 10"6/hr.
Vendor: Barber Co]man Co.
Location: Instrument Unit
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 8
Total Nua_erof
Failures ,Reported 0
December 1965
MTBF (in hours): 270
Total Hour_ of Operation:
374
Vehicle Equipment: X
_round Equipment:
1.13.1
Page I of 8
Nomenclature: Temperature Control Assembly
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FA ILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Erratic
EXcessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwsnted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inoperat ire
Fuses :
Blows/Blown
Blowers :
Inop e rat iv e
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection a_d Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATAREPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight
data)
1.13.1
Page 2 of 8
DATA
, , ,
N_no_tur,: Temperature Control Assembly
Dra._ng_ers- -OM_O14. vendor, Barber Colman Co.
FLocatlo,:Instrument UnitSaturn. I Vehicle
Estimated DemOn Life: 200 hr.
Failure Rate: 19,011 X lO'6/hr.
Number of Cm_l_aents
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TF_T8 PERFOIIGD:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Te_erature:
Low Temperatu_:
Ambient RoCa Te_erature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
• Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Rando_ Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
mmr (_ ho.r,): 52.6
Total Hours of Operatic: 72.9
v_lcie _u_nnent: X
Qround Equilment:
No Data Available
1.13.1
Page 3 of 8
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
, , , ¢ r •
Temperature Control Assembly
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
,High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oneratlve
Lamps:
Will Not Lizht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA- T Vehicles (less
CALmmARTIMEDATAREPRES_.NTS:flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
1.13.1 ................
Page _ of 8
__,. t_ _
DATA 8REET
_,._,tur,: Temperature Control Assembly
Saturn _I Vehicte
_st_t_ DestSn Li_- 200 hr.
FaUu_, _, ;4,590 x I0"6/_,.
Number oT Ccmp_ents
thi_ _)&ta Represents:
Number of
Fa_iIures R_por_ed: _O
_qvI_om_T_ QUXLD_CATICmTDTS P_O_:
" t Yendor: Barber Colman Co.
ILocat_: Instrument Unit
mm_ (inho_-,), 217.4
_i m_r, or o_mti_, 301.1
Vehicle _t" X
Ormmd remit:
No Data Aval_able
Acce'leratlo_:
Altitude:
Radio Interference':
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature :
Low Temperature:
ambt_t Room Tea_era_ure:
Thermal _ck:
ShOek Y_q_et (Flat Drop):
Le_ Irate:
Humldlt_I
Randem No_Je:
S_e Wave _t_d:
•
Nomenclature: Temperature
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Control Assembly
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excesslve Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, _nspectlon and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
CALm_OART_m DATA_FRESm_S: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I.!3.1 ...........
Ps4_e 6 Of 8
iL
L
Additional information concerning the 20M@0061 and 20M_0147
co_p0nen t:
The temperature control assembly iJ used in conjunction
with the temperature sensor to control the opening of the iris
n_xi_g valve.
1, Vendor - Barber Colman Co., Part No. SYLZ8_34
2. Location - Tube No. 2 of instrument unit
3. Temperature - Operating: 0°F to plus 125°F
_. Electrical Characteristics -
a. Insulation resistance: 250-volt megger test
from each connector pin to chassis; 50 megohms
minimum
b. Voltage operating: 22 to 32 vdc with 28 vdc
nominal and a maximum of 400 millivolts ripple
k
December 1965 (Revisial) 1.13.1
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LOCATION VIEW
FLIGHT '"
S PA,'4EL ASSY,
10M2041_-1
TEMPERA TURE CON T ROL. ASSEkl P,L,Y,
INSTALLATION VIEW
.'01_i400o1 -
December 1965
1.13.I
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FSECTION II
ELECTROMECHANICAL COMPONENT_
J
LIST OF COMPONENTS
Nanent _ture
II, Eiectromechanical Components
MSFC and
Associated
Drawlng Numbers
II.l
II.l.l
II.l.2
II.2
I1.2.1
?
II.3
II.3.1
¢
II.3.2
I1.4
i_.4 .i
I1.4.2
I1.5
I1.5 .i
iI.6
II.6.1
II,7
II_7,i
LOX
Fuel
Va!ve, Ignltlon Mon_ttor
Engine
Valve, coo!injK
Cooling
Pre-Coollng
Valve± Fill, and Drain
Fill and Drain (LOX)
Fill and Drain (Fuel)
Valve _ Mixing
Irls
Valve t Fill and Vent
Fill and Vent (Bottle)
Valve, Pre-Valve
LOX
and (sphere)
403835
405224 ......
554838
2 0M40OOe
10;417068 _
2oM4o2o5
10414002
i0414352
10417100
10481703
i0414030
20M30131
IO414005
20M30042
60C27830
II. i
LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section
II .7.2
I1.8.4
I1.9
II .9 .i
I1.9.2
II .i0
II .i0 .I
II .II
II .Ii .i
II. ii .2
II .I1.3
II. 12
II. 12.1
Nomenclature
Fuel
Valve_ Vent
Solenoid Vent
Cooler Vent
Fuel Vent
LOX Vent
Valve_ Shutoff
Shutoff 1/2 Inch
Shutoff i Inch
Valve_ Sequence
Fuel Igniter
Valve_ Pur6e
Camera Lens
Calorimeter Control
LOX, SOX
Valve, Multi-Application
Multi-Application
MSFC and
Associated
Drawin_ Numbers
10414024
20M30043
20M30416
20M30488
20M40072
i0414021
20M30000
io414OOl
20M30122
10417001
i0481705
4O352O
20M30419
i0414093
20M30160
60C27927
io414o2[
20M3012_
20M30380
II.ii
Ar_
k_
Section
LIST OF COMPONENTS (Continued)
Nomenclature
J J , ,,
MSFC and
Assoc iated
. Drawing Numbers
_r
i-
1I .13
II.13 .I
II.15
I1.15.1
12.15.2
II.15.3
II.15.4
11.16
I1.16.1
II.16.2
II.16.3
II.I7
II.17 .i
II.i7.Z
IX.17.3
Valve_ Re_lenlshlng
LOX
Valve...and Orifice Ass[
Assy
Valve, Pressurizatlo n
, , J i r
Control
Fuel
Fuel Level
Fuel Safety
Switch, Limlt_
LOX Level
Fuel Level
Limit Assy
Switch,_pressure
Low OK
Fuel Control
LOX Control
io4i4oo3
20M30045
io4143io
io4i4o91
io4i4355
io4i43o8
io4i4_2
20M30171
io4i4358
io4i4o55
io4i4o39
20M30020
io414o95
i04i4o96
i04io747
10414 092
20M30i59
i04i4338
20M30i84
i04i4340
2@430185
II.lii
LIST OF COMPONENTS (Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
II. 17.4
II .17.5
II. 17.6
If. 17.7 •
I1.17.8
I1.17.9
II .18
II .18.1
II.19
II.19.1
II.20
II.20.1
Step Pressure (LOX)
Pressure
High Pressure
Step Pressure (Fuel)
Thrust OK Pressure
Absolute Pressure
Accumulators
Reservoir
Additive Blender Unit
Fuel
Motor
Hydraulic
10414068
20M30144
i0414042
20M30135
10414029
20M30130
i0414081
20M30154
10480716
20M50830
20M50242
60C27818
60C20278
10414086
20M30415
10415898
20M85008
20M85062
454075
10415248
2oM85oo6
20M85065
II.iv
TNomenclature :
DATA
DrDin6 e_ber_:
Saturn I Vehlele
Valve (Main L0X
u
403835
Estimated Deslgn Life: 1p000 Cy.
F,uu_ _,te: 4,995 x i0"6/_y.
Nm_er of Components
this Ds.ta Represents: _3
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
z_vIRORMZRTAL Q_tLIFICATION TESTS PE_:
Aceeleratlsm:
Altitude:
Radio Interference: "
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
...... Ambient Room Temperature:
T_.r_i Shock:
gn_ook Imp_t (Fiat Drop):
Leakage Rate';
I_aidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_N,_,,bo- 1_5 (Revision)
Vemdor: North American
Aviation
_t_@n, S-I Stage
(m c_Ios]: 200.2
Total C_clea of Operatla._: I • 201
Vehicle Equipme_t: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
II .I.I
Page i of 3
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
___5
FAILURE
INDI CATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
011/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
IndicatorShows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA'4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: 'No qualification data
• available
II.i.I
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Additional informatlon concernlng the 403835 valve:
Admits LOX to the thrust chamber and gas generator, opens
and closes the main L0X valve uslng high pressure fuel as the
medium.
Operating pressure:
Weight:
NOTE: This component is purchased with a sequence fuel
igniter valve NO. 403520 installed/mounted on the
403835 valve, thus increasing its actual weight.
Six failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.1.1
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.oaenclature:Valve
D_i_ _ers: 405224
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
(Main el)
I Vendor- Rocketdyne Corp.Lo_tlo.: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 1,000 cy.
Failure_ate: 4,011 x 1o'6/_y.
NUmber of Components
this D_ta Represents: 3_
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Accalcrktion:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature=
Low Temperature:
Ambient Rosa Temperature:
Thermal Shook:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat ion:
.c_ (m c_cle,): 249.3
Total Cycles of Operation: 7_8"
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
_C_b0"l_5 (Revision)
Minimum operation time. Serial No.
not shown in cycle logs.
R-01F
11.1.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen -
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
0vet-Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Bind_n£:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured :
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Dead spot on
potentiometer
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II .i .2
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_Additional information concerning the 405224 valve:
Three failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision)
II .I .2
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MAIN FUEL VALVE, PART NO. 405224
The butterfly type, normally closed, main fuel valve controls
the flow of fuel to the thrust chamber. When the fuel igniter valve
is actuated it allows fuel pressure to flow to the ignition monitor
valve (I_9/). When a pressure of 28 psig is reached in the fuel
injector manifold, fuel flows through the IMV into the opening
port of the main fuel valve.
1. Vendor - Rocketdyne Division, North American Aviation,
Inc., Part No. 405224
2. Location - Station 91
3. ° Service - RP-1 fuel
4. Pressure -
a. _Valve actuation: 300 +-10 psig
b. Cracking: 155 _30 psig
5. Lubrication -
a. Lubricate packings, 0-rings, and gaskets with
FS1280 grease per RA0112-O02
b. Lubricate pin 9512-48427, pin 400334, and bearing
19-401130 with MIL-L-4343 grease
6. Leakage
a. Gate lip seal: 5 scim maximum at 30 to 500 psig
b. Shaft seals: 1 sclm maximum at 300 psig
c. Actuator packings: 1 sclm maximum at 500 _+50 psig
at each port successively
7. Electrical Characteristics - Potentiometer and connector:
a. Resistance across pins A and C with valve closed
(i) Minimum: 45 ohms
(2) Maximum: 55 ohms
b. Resistance across pins A and C with valve open
• (i) Minimum: None
(2) Maximum: 2200 ohms
c. Resistance across,plns B and C
(i) Minimum: 1800 ohms
(2) Maximum: 2200 ohms
II .i .2
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SECTIONB-B
MAIN FUEL VALVE, 405ZZ4 - SECTIONAL VIEW
II .I .2
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DATA SHEET
Valve (Engine Ignition Monitor)
554838 re.dot: North American Aviatlo_
Marotta Inc.
Rocketdyne Inc.
Loc.tlo.: S-I Stage
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
Failure Rate: 14,970 x lO'6/ey.
_c_ (m cy_le,): 66.8
Number of Components
this Dmta Represents: lO0
Number of
Failures Reported: _4
Total Cycles of Operation: 1 _ 607 _
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equil_aent:
ENvIRONMK_TAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Alti_ude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
The rmal _Shoek:
S_ock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Rand_a Noise:
Sine Mave Method:
Vibration :
Deactuation 5 sccm max. at vent port; actu-
-ation 2 sccm max. at vent port. No external
leakage allowed at dlaphra@n cap'.
Deeembc- 1965
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
4
ll
6
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
, Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Binding :
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Ruptured :
Defective: Swring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other :
Incomplete shuttle
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-8 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
21 February 62, MSFC
11.2.1
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Additional information concernin G the I_lition Monitor Valve,
Part No. 554838
The ignition monitor valve, a three-way, pressure actuated
valve, monitors satisfactory ignition before directing actuation
pressure to open the main fuel valve. Pressure buildup sensed
at the thrust chamber fuel injector manifold opens the ignition
monitor valve allowing fuel pressure to open the main fuel valve.
1. Vendor - Rocketdyne Division, North American Aviation,
Inc., Part No. 554838
2. Location - Attached to the main fuel valve at Station
88 on each engine
3. Service - RP-1 fuel
4. Pressure -
a. Actuation: 15 ±0.5 psig
b. "Proof: 1600 _50 psig
5. Lubrication - Lubricate all 0-rings per RA0206-086 with
DC-55 grease (Dow Coming). Lubricate fitting 554845
and screw threads NAS6OSCS-H-IO per RAOll2-O02 with
DC-55 grease (Dow Coming)
6. Leakage -
a. Deactuation: 5 standard cubic centimeters per
minute maximum at vent port
b. Actuation:
(1) 2 standard cubic centimeters per minute
maximum at vent port
(2) No external leakage allowed at diaphragm cap
Twenty-two failures were reported on Inspection Reports,
two were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) 11.2.1
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FLOW
t DRAIN
VALVE
FUELCONTROLINE
FROMSEQUENCEVALVE
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SECTIONA-A/
FLOW
IGNITION MONITOR VALVE, 554838 - SECTIONAL VIEW
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oDATA SHEET
.umenclature:Valve (Cooling 4" )
Drawir_ _era: 20M40002
Saturn I Vehicle
,,, ,
Estimated Deslgn Life: 5,000 Cy.
2 _ 010 x 10-6/cy.Failure Rate:
Vendor: Whittaker ControlsLo_tio.: Instrument Unit
Number of Ccunponents
this D_ta Represents: 25
Number of
Failures Reported : 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
MCBF (in cycles): 4_-5
•o_i _clea of operatlon: 689
Vehicle Equipment:
Ground Equipment: X
AcCeleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
saltspray:20% salt solution for 168 hours minimum
ShoCk:
High Temperature: 4 hours at 160@F
Low Temperature: 4 hours at O°F
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock: - . .
ShoCk_act (FlatDrop): 6 shocks at 20 6 for I0 milliseconds
a _ cycles with upstream pressure of 1.08T
Leakage R te: _,36 psi 6 at _-Iow rate of 60 ppm
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration: 20 to 2000 cps for iOmlnt 'from 2 to i0 g
_ce.bo- t_ (Revislbn)
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
IDtermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
• Operation
_luggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: S_rlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT R"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report 62-806 May 18,
Whittaker COntrols and Guidance
(Division of Telecomputlng Corp. )
I1.3 .i
Page 2 of AS
1962,
i ii!_:_:: • _
Additional information concernin_ the 4" cooling valve component:
_ D raw_ Number 2_40_02
L
ii.
Environmental Qualification Tests Performed:
Proof Pressure: 22 pslg for lOmin
Actuation: 2 cycles of open and close at 1.O psig applied to the
inlet port with downstream restricted flow of 60 ppm
Insulation Resistance: at 500 vdc, results less than specs of
Sand and Dust:
50 megohms minimum
Density of dust and sand at O.1 to 0.5 grams
per cubic foot at maximum humidity of 30%
Life Cycle: 5000 c[cle s
Burst Pressure: 45 psig for 10m in
The valve is a motor actuated, butterfly shutoff valve for
i
a 4-inch tube size system. The valve is used in the space
environmental control system to modulate the flow of conditioned
air into the guidance and control compartment.
Requires a 28-volt power supply.
!•
u
•i
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Valve, (Pre-Coollng)
Drawing Numbers : 10417068,
eoM4oeo5
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: NASA/MSFC
Location: G.S.E.
Estimated Design Life: 150 cy.
Failure Rate: 6,578 x 10-6/_y.=-
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 6
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 1
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles ): 152
Total Cycles of Operation:
152
Vehicle Equipment:
Ground Equipment: X
......... Jl ,,
II.3.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperat lye
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturat ion
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure :
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
ocCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data
II.3.2
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_T
4.
Nceaenelature: Valve
+ j_ J ...... Lu u L
Dr_ _,. i0_17068
DATA SHEET
L , i i.
(pre-cool )
v_or: NASA/MSFC
Sat_zrn I Vehicle
Est_ted Desi4_ Life: 150 Cy,
•,u_o _te." 55 , l0 ,_,.
NUmbez of Ccm_m_ents
this D_a Re@_eseflts:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
Aeeeleratiom;
Altitude:
Radio Interfereue_:
Salt Sprs_w:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Te_era_ure:
• _._r_l Shock:
.m_ck Impact (Flat Drop):
Leaka_ Rate- ....
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Dece.bo "- 196"5 (_V i S ioni)
Locst_.: G.S.E.
J
mmm,(in e_lem): 18
_ota_ c, cle, of _erat_: 26
Vehicle Equ_t:
• _a_n_: X
No Data Avallabie
i
II L,3 ._
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, 'Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I1.3.2
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DATA
, , L, , , ,,,
No_nclat_e: Valve (Pre-Cooling)
Drums _ers: 20M40205...... , i v_or: Not Available
_t_, G.S.E.
, , L • .
(_,c_le,)- 126
Sat rn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 150 cy.
Feiz,_ R,t,, 7,936 : zo4/_.
N_ber of Ccaponents
this D_ta Represents: 4
Total %lee of 0peration_ 126
Number of Vehicle Eq_lzmmt:
Failures Reported_ 1 Ground F_LIz_ntl X
' "' _vI_E_A_ QUA_CAT_OWrkSTS _m_m_: NO Data Available
Acceleration|
Altitude:
Radio Interference|
Salt Sprayt
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low _r&_re:
Ambient Rome Temperature:
Thermal Sho_k:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Ratez
Humidity:
Random Nolle:
Sine Wave Method :
V1_ratlon:
Decembe- 1965 H.3.z
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCUBRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-3 and SA-4 Vehicles
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT N'JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight data)
II.3.2
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Valve (fill and drain) LOX
!,, |.
Drawln_ NUmbers.• 10414002 V,,do,: NASA/MSFC
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2,0OO Cy.
FaUu_ Rite: 28,248 x io'6/cy.
_cat_,, S-I Stage
rrl
(m cycles): 35.4
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 22
Number of
wilures Reporte_: 41
2 g, f_ilil minute,
Acceleration: ,_ _ f.O'r"_ minute
Altitude:
_=i cyclo,of op._t1_: 1,455"
Vmhicle EquIpmen_: X
Ground Equlpmeat:
16 _ for 1 minute,
Radio InterfrA-mnoe:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature: ...185 ° for 2 hours
LOW Temperature: 00 for 2 hours
Ambient" Roam Temperature:
_ Shock: 35 .g for I0 milliseconds (triangle
wave )-or 35 _ for lO milliseconds
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):wave ) or 35 g fbr b milliseconds
(squ_re wave) .......
Leakage Rate: _ _
Hualdtty:
Rsndem Noise:
sme w,veMethod: 20 to 2000 CPS for i0 min
• 20 - 55 cps at 5. 3, 3.8, 4.5, 5.3, and 6 6 ]
_bratio,. 55- 100 cps at 0.03, 0.()'2,. 0.024 t 0.029, 0.034 !and 0.039 h " I .....
IOO - 2000 cps at 2.0, I0, 12.5, 15 and 17.5 g
_c_bo- 1_5 (Revision) . II .4. i
* Minimum cycle. Thre_ components not shown
in cycle logs (SN i_2, 220, and 173). Page I of 8
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
3JL_
1
1
1
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Bindlng:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Chrysler Report
MEP-M-37, June 28, 1961
I1.4 .i
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Additional information concernin6 the 10414002 valve:
Environmental Qualification Tests Performed:
Burst Pressure: 1,125 psig for 5 minutes
F6rty-one failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
Leakage data showed the following:
24 failures where no leakage is allowed in the specs.
4 failures were from 2 to 50 tim above specs.
3 failures were from 60 to lO0 cim above specs.
6 failures were more than i00 c lm above specs.
p ....
i//•k
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10414002 LOX FILL AND DRAIN VALVE ASSEMBLY
1 _ 4
1. DESCIIPTION.
The LOX fill and drain valve assembly 10414002 is a dual purpose normally
closed poppet valve. The valve is opened for both the filling and draining
operations by using its pneumatic override feature. The valve assembly is
installed on the expansion joint in LOX container L3 as shown in the
tion view. The various functional characteristics of the valve are as
follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Override Characteristics. The pneumatic override feature is
ground controlled to open the valve poppet for either filling or drain-
ing the LOX container. When the valve poppet is fully open, the elec-
trical circuit of the indicator switch is opened to indicate to the
blockhouse that the valve has opened. The pneumatic override feature
of the valve is capable of performing as follows:
a. Minimum operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g.
c. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i. 8. (CAUTION:
only for destt-active acceptance testing.)
e.. Operating temperature range: Minus 320 ° to plus 125 ° F,
f.
gl
Use
Leakage past control cylinder: 50 c.i.m, maximum of helium at a
pressure of 750 ± 5 p.s.i.g.
Poppet travel: 1.552-inches minimum.
1.2 Poppet Seat and Switch Connector Leakage Requirements. The poppet seat
pneumatic and liquid and the switch connector liquid leakage require-
merits are as follows:
a. Poppet seat pneumatic leakage: 100 s.c.i.m, maximum as measured
downstream of the poppet with the valve
pressurized to 80 _ 1 p.s.t.g, of helium at the
retainer end of the poppet.
b. Poppet seat and retainer liquid leakage: No leakage with valve
closed and 80 _ 1 p.s.i.g, liquid nitrogen pressure
applied to the external side of the poppet.
c. Switch connector liquid leakage: No leakage, as evidenced by the
= presence of liquid or frost/ng at the connector,
• with valve poppet openand 80 _ I p.s.l.g, liquid
!" nitrogen flow.
1.3 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The switch assembly indicates
t_tthe valve is closed when the poppet is within O.070-inchmaximum
and O.O05-inch minimum of its seated position. A continuity check
bet-_een electrical connector pins "_' and "B", pin "_' and the valve
body, and pin "B" and the valve body with the valve in the closed posi-
tion must indicate less than 15 ohms resistance. With the valve in the
open position the insulation resistance between electrical connector pin
"_' and the valve body, pin "B" and the valve body, and pins "_' and "B"
must be a minimum of 50megolums.
k
_ "_ _Gont inued on Page 4)tPR 1962 -. O0 2
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INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
J 10414002
i. MS20995C41
2. 8944184
_, 8944192
4. 8944189
5, 8944182
6. 8944181
10_14238
7. 8944200
S. 8944207
9. 8945450
i0, 8944075
[I. I0_14589
12. 10414591
1J. 20M00420-4
14. 8942983
15. 20M00_20-6
16. 10414327
17. 20H00_20-8
RN m ®
KEY ("A" R_V.)
PEZ_O_D _^CKZ_ (O-RI_) _ ®
POPPET ("S" REV. b tO-l)
DEFLECTOR ("A" REV.)
LOX FILL AND DRAIN VALVE BODY
ASSEMBLY ("B" _V. & EO-38)
POPPET SEAT ("A" BEY. & EO-1)
POPPET SEAT SEAL ("A" REV. & EO-[)
BODY ("B" REV, & EO-1)
EDNHINO ("A" REV.)
STOD (ROSAN INC. SFI21-128M-25A)
LSC_NG (ROEAN INC. RL-33-SM-9)
K-SEAL (HARRISON I_FG. CO. EI_K,
CAL_F, 12100CR4) _
REDUCER ("N' REV.)
K-SEAL (HARRISON I_G. CO. BURBANK,
CALIF. 12LOOCR6)
CONNECTOR (CANNON ELECTRIC CO.
SP GS-02-1OSL-4P-301, DWG
17041-175) _ _ (_) %
K-SEAL (HARRISON I_G._O, BUR_,
CALIF. 12 IOOCR8 )
UF_NND
18. ANSI4-SDL SCREW TIR%EAD PLUG Ab_ BLEEDER @ @
19, 8941661 SVEING ("C" REV.)
20. 8944179 SHAFT ("C" REV.)
21 . 10414924 PISTON _._
22. M$28778-6 I'_EFORI_D PACKIt_ _-RING) _23. 10414325 _/ITCH ASSEI_LY
24. 8944043 LIPSEAL ("B" REV.)
25, 6944187 CYLINDER ("B" RE_) @6. 8944265 _R T(Eo-1>
27. 8944188 NUT (_ (_)
28. 10414330 SEAL SUPPORT
29. 8945339 C I_IVROH SEAL
SO. 8945334 SEAL RETAINES
@31, 8944189 L(_I_T H(_
32, 10614332 SPECIAL TRERMOCOUPLE GLAND
(EO-IA & -2A) (CONAX CORP.
AN-MT_- S C EL
33. ELECTRICAL WIRIH_ (STRANDED
COFFER AWG NO. 20, HIL 3861,
TYPE 8, CLASS O, COATED)
34. 10414260 T1)BIND (SCPRENANT I_G. CO. NO.
W-8) I_)
_ _o'pEs _
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC AND
NONmeTALLIC SERFACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
_) ALL MATERIALS O'IHER THAN SEALANTS MUST
MEET THF _EQUIREMENYS FOR COMPATIBILITY
WITH LOX IN ACCORDANCE WITH MSFC-SPEC-I06.
IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH
MIL-STD- 130.
STAMP THE CORE DATE OF THE OLDEST
pREFORMED RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509311.
LUBRICATE ALL SLIDING SURFACES AND SEALS
WITH ALPHA MOLYKOTE CORP. , MOLYKOTE
TYPE Z pOWDER OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
BLOW OFF EXCESS LUBRICANT WITH DRY
NITROGEN GAS.
LOCKWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MS33540.
TO_QRE 225 to 250 ll_-POtrlll_
APPLY AN-IF FIT_IND 8EAI_ CK£ASE TO
FIRST TI_E RE_IUB_AL TI_tF_S ONLY.
LUBRICATE B<Y_H SIDES WITH M. W. RELLOC_
CO. REL-F-IO POLYI_K OIL OR APPROVED
EQUIVALFNT.
I _ ORAPTROVEDHC_VALE_'T.(_ TORQUE 1,800 TO 2,400 DICE-POUNDS.
_) TORQ_ 130 TO 180 INCH-FOUWDS.
• {_) TORQUE 365 TO 479 It4CK-POUNDS.
SOLDER T_ WI_E IN BLACK TUBING TO TI_
"H" TEN4DIIAL _@ _ O0_qECTOR,
SOLDRE WIRE IN WlIITE TUHINC TO TNN
"A" TI_O4ZL _L. 9OLDEIt _ CONtqECTIOHE
IH A_CORDAH_ WITH SPECIFICATION
D_NtWI_ 10509300 WITH SOLDER CONFORM-
IND TO SPEC. QQ-S-571C/SH60. ALTER
SOLDERING. TKIM TOHIND 10414260 AS
CLOSE TO COI_ECTO_ AS POSSIBLE,
TORQUE 500 TO 700 IHC_-POUNDS.
IF THE INDECATIND SWETCR IN THE piSTON
DOES NOT INDICATE THAT T_ VALVE IS
CLOSED W_EH T_E POPPET IS WITHIN
O.070-INCH (HAX_H_) AND O.O05-INCR
(MIND_) OF ITS SEATED POSITION,
CO_RIPERBONE THE PISTON S_FICIENTLY
TO BKING THE VALVE WITHIN LIHITS.
TORQUE 200 TO 500 INCR-_Ot_DS.
COVER WITH AR-LF.
Tm_C_ 150 TO 2O0 INEE-POUNDS.
TOI_OE 375 TO 425 INDR-POUNDS,
TORQUE 140 TO 165 INCH-POUNDS.
BEFORE INSERTING INTO GLAND ASSEMELY,
TIN T_ SWITCH WIRES FOR A SUFFICIENT
LENDTH TO ALLOW T_ GLAND GASKET TO
REST IN A COMPLETELY TINNED AREA, THE
TIeD A_ OF T}_ WIRE MUST HAVE A
SMOOTH SORFACE,
DRAWN IY:
PLANNER:
WRITER:
AFIq_OVED BY:
II .4 .i
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DATE OF
THIS PAGE
_ 9 Feb 1962
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NOTES:
L SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414002 LOX FILL AND
DRAIN VALVE ASIIEMNLY EFFECTIVITY.
E, THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS OF THE
VALVE ASSEMllLY A#IE 13.71il BY 11.50 iNCRLrL
_L THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT I$ ItSO ROUNDN.
I
14
rllSWMOm i:
L , Hi • I
Mm_ rmst zlS1-1 (]bee |HL/
v FIAE-EPI40- 411PN)04i400_
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CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destruction test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, sixshocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major
axes.
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude d_splacement, and
i00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419929 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specificatlons:
Federal - _-S-571/5N60
NASA -MSFC-SPEC-106
Military -M_L-Q-9858
3.2 Standards:
Milltary - HIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
M533540
M533586
Army Balllstlc Missile Agency
AMBA-STD-18
ABMA-STD-41
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - I0419929
10509300
10509305
VEHICLE
I SA-T
SA-I
5A-2
3
SA-4
SPARES
EFFECTIVITY
IIEVlSlONS
"C" Rev. and EO-3 and -4
"C" Rev. and EO-3
"C" Rev. and EO-3 and -4
"C" Rev. and EO-3 and -4
"C" Rev. and EO-3 and -4
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414002
J
T.I .4 .z
l_:_ge8 of 8
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I REVI_ DATE
I 9 FEB. 1962
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._enclature-Valve (fill and drain ) Fuel
Drawing _e_.: i0414352
Saturn I Vehicle
- • r
Estimlted Des_ Life: _000 Cyg
| m, r m
Fai:.  te: 7,288 =
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 20
N_mber of
Failures Reported:
i-, , ,, ,, r , , _ i
.[. ver_or, NASA/MSFC
_,tlo.= S-I Stage
• , , ,1 ,- m
r ,, i
(in clcze,): 137.2
Total _cles of Operation: 686
Vehicle EqUilment: X
Ground Equlplent:
,i, ', , , .....
EWVZXOWME_T^L QUALI_CATIOW TESTS 'PZRFODIED:
2 g for 1 m.inutet 16 g for 1 mi.nute_
^¢c_:_ratio,:. 8 g for. 1 minute ....
Altitude:
Radto Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hi6h TeEperature: 185 ° for 2 hours
_ow_eratu_: 0 ° for 2 hours
Ambient Room Temperature:
1_ermal_ock: . .
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
wS5 g. for I0 milliseconds (trl_le [
ave) or 35 g for I0 milllseConds ...../
(sine wave )or 35 g for 6"miilisecond_
(square wa_e )' .... '[
R_n_on Noise:
Sine Wave Method: 20 tO 2000 CpS for i0 rain . I
20 - 55 CTS at 5, 3, 3._, it:_,5, 5,3, and 6 g .
" .... '.
"Z00 -2000. cps at 20,. lO, .,12.5,_ i5 __. 17,5 g
(Revi_i°n)_ ' !_X,_ .2
_Pa_e 1 of 8
)
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
2
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Chrysler Report
MEP-M-37, June 28, 1961
.4.2
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Additional information concerning,, the I0414S52 valve:
r
S
The valve has a switch assembly indicating valve closure
when the poppet is within O.040-in. maximum and O.O05-in.
minimum ef its seated position.
Environmental Qualification Tests Performed:
Burst Pressure: 1,125 psig for 5 min
The five failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
E
u
December 1965 (Revision) II .4.2
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1. DESCRIPTION.
The fuel fill and drain valve assembly 10414352 is a dual purpose normally
closed poppet type valve. The valve is opened for both the filling and
draining operation by using its pneumatic override feature. The valve
assembly is installed between the fuel fill and transfer elbow and the flex
line in container F1 as shown in the installation view. The various func-
tinnal characteristics of the valve are as follows:
I.I Pneumatic Override Characteristics. The pneumatic override feature is
ground controlled to open the valve poppet for either filling or drain-
ing the fuel container. When the valve poppet is fully open, the
electrical circuit of the valve position indicator switch is opened to
indicate to the blockhouse that the valve has opened. The pneumatic
override feature of the valve is capable of performing as follows:
a. Minimum operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pres sure.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c: Proof opera elng pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure,
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 1,875 p.s.i.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CADTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
test ing. )
e. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +125 ° F.
f. Leakage past control piston assembly: 5 s.c.i.m, with 750 p.s.l.g.
internal pneumatic pressure applied.
1.2
!
Flow Chamber Characteristics.
as follows :
a. Operating medium: RP-1 fuel.
b. Proof operating pressure: 100 p.s.i.g, minimum.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 65 p.s.i.g, minimum.
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 165 p.s.l.g, mlnlmmn,
The fl_w chamber characteristics are
(CAUTION:
Use only for destructive acceptance testing.):
e. Leakagepast poppet seat: 10 s.c.i.m, maximum when the retainer
end of the poppet is pressurized to 65 p.s.i.g, with pneumatic
pressure.
f. External leakage from the flow chamber with 65 p.s.i.g, pneumatic
pressure applied: None.
1.3 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The switch assembly indicates
that the valve is closed when the poppet is within 0.040-inch maximum
and O.O05-inch minimum of its seated position. A continuity check
between electrical connector pins "A" and "W' with the valve in the
closed position must indicate less than 15 ohms resistance. With the
valve in the open position the insulation resistance between eleetrical
connector pin "A" and the valve body, pin"B" and the valve body, and
pins "A" and "B" must be a minimum of 50 meBohms.
On
MSFC
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_ LE_RD_
10414352 FUEL FILL AND DRAIN VA_Iril _!llEl_._ll,i(RO-IA,-Z & -_) (6) _ C(_
8_22_ _ou ll_ _" IR_.) (_)Ill20995C41 LOCRWiR[
8944223 KEY i
MS29513=212 FBEI_D PACKING (O-RDIG) (_) (_)
8944238 FUlL FI_L AND DRAIN VALVE ?OPliff
ASSE_¥ ("A" REV._,
8944171 FOPPI_'B" R_q#,)
8964237 SEAL _)
I0414583 FUEL FILL AND DRAIN VALVE BODY
10414541, RD-1)
(_ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL I_ALLIC A_ NON-
_TALLIC SURFACES IN EC_E WI'EH
SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
_B_ IDENTIFY BY HARKING IN ACCORDANCEWITH
v
MIL-STD-130.
STAMP THE CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST PREF01_D
RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFi-
CATION DRAWING 1050931L.
TORQUE 225 L_{ -POUl_S.TO 250
LOCKWlRE IN ACCORDANCE WI_ll HS33_40.
OR APPROVED _QUTEALEIrI.
_) LUBRICATE WITH DO_ CORH_NG CORP. rI.iR.IEo-
SILICONE CREASE) QC-2-00261 HE APPROt_D
EQUIVA_T,
_I_Z_Y INSPECT PRIOE TO _IRI;N_
v
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ABMA-STD'41i GRADE El.
MOLD AND CUE.E IN PLACE (RUBBERi MIL-R-3065R)
GRABE SE'7iE, AIRIE 5 _ H).
(_ _TATX_Y TEST THE FLOW _K
AT 75 P.S.Z.G. BOTH BEFORD _D £FfER
MA_IINIRG. R_rNATZCALLY TEST AT 25
P.B.I.G, !/NDER WATER. THE BPPIIIA.I_E
OF ANY BUBBLES DOE TO CASFING II_ER-
_l_ COHETITUTES CAUSE
U3_CTIO_,
DRAWN IY:
PI_NNtR:
WRITER:
APPIIOVED RYI
MSt'C - F_'m 1151-1 (June 19(
I
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] _ioc._u,e EP-140
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
_') DY_.Q3TATZCALLy TImT TBE OIINI
y
C_LI AT I)125 F.I.Z.G.) _i_
F_ImlilC_l_Y TEIT AT 750 F.E.Z.G.
BOIIILER M TO CAITII_ li_Ii'IcTlIR_
¢OITrfU_ CAHEE _O| li_ICTi_i.
_ (CON.)
lo_i_31 _suiNc (SEEEO-l-l_145_l) G)
]_29512-8 liD Pt_KING _O-ll) _
10414577 BIT_BING (EO-1A) (_
mitst2_ eRDmlllo eAC=Z_IO-RIN_) (_) I_)
10614294 GASXRT ( T08 MANHATTAN INC. )
K-68)
894,4216 COl_ (".%" _V.)(CANNO_ ELECTRIC
CO.. GS0=-Z=L-4?-Zn) (2) ®
MliogIEC20 _ P(_Klli,_l=-_ _luo_l¢_ zl_ (O-RII_I)(ERE
IO- 1.A-1114352) "_
ANBI4-6DL BCRIW TIUUIAD PLUG AND _LEEDER (SEE
• EoiLE-zo41_3si)® _..
10411,560 01l#ICE ION ASSEM_.Y
20. 10414544 IFI_ I! i RtO_"ANBIE-_C)
21. I0416326 _II IIFIC!
22. 10416592 I_l_i (lll_ _ AN8334D)
23. 10_13826-258 Ttr_ ISIY ("1_' EIV. AMO RD-4) (_
24. 8941,221 SPaI_ ("A" HV,)
25. I29513-21E PREFOe!_ FACKI= _R_) @26. 8944222 SRAF_ (l'_'_V.)
27. 10414328 SWITCH ASSEI_LY (lO-1)
28. 129512-20 PREFOI/ID FACKI_G (O-RING) _ (_
29. 10414580 _ (HAKE FROM 8944227, "B" HEY.) (_)
30. 10414332 SPECLqL TT_OCOgPLE GIAND (EO-IA & 2A)
(COHAX CORP. AN-I, EG-$FEczAL_ DWG.
R,. sn4) ® ®
31. I29513-21 THll/llllO F_ (O-RING) _
32. l_l_s76 _ _usiNc
33. 10_16593 0_II (llu= noH 8964360 "l" REV.
I_lI(_ll IN _ _ ANeiS-4D)
34. ELECTRICAL VINING (CTRAIIDZD COPTER
CLUE O, COkTHD) (_
_t81rLZG_ _ - _ IRTH?ING (X_LY
8945476 GAS1WT (2 li_JiNID)
106,14581 _IIPPING GUARD (EO*IA)
MS35226-97 II (6 RRQUINED)
I20365-$24 _ (4 U_UZUD)
v
8944238 AT 270 P.$,Z.G. _ 30 I_
FLENGI O_Ly, NO I /_
IN VE_SI m-_,
COOL TO _ 250 ° TO I _ 1. lml
i THII! ANSI$ _ M
I_ TOI_R 70 TO 120 IN_ I
IN _ Tnll_ _ TI R I TII
I TO IM_ _14 $71C_
• . )
_) TCEQ_E 315 TO /.75 INCII-FOUNDS.
(_) TOE_UE 135 TO 150 IBOH-POUI_S.
(_) T0_QUE _ ASHRI_LY NUTS 70 Co 120
INC_-!.
(_) HALCOHIZE AS REQUIRED.
(_ TOR0_E 16,0 TO 150 INCH-I AND
TO BOUSING RIB.
(_ TORQVE 140 TO 165 INCH-POU'NDS.
(_ TORQUE 70 TO 80 IE_-POUtI_.
O HEBORE INSWRTIHG LqFO THEIR RESPECTIVE
INSULATION TURIN(; (MIL-I-7_,_,, TYPE
III). TIN THE WIRES FOR A SUYFICINHT
LEI_,'TH TO _ THAT TI_ GLARD GASI_T
REHTS ][11 A C096_ETELY TINHED AREA.
T_ TINIq_D AIEA OF _ WlRD HUST HAVE
A SMOOTH SORFACE.
mlwli_ 10414352
ill ll,II
-1A, '2, and-3
_lai t_lell. NO.
"" " liktl-tllil, 45'1".3
........ " J . _11
UVlSlON
DATEOF
Tills PAGi
27 Apr 196;
i17 _/i
NOT[: SI[E PM£ 4 I:OR THE
FUEl. FILL AND DRAIN VALVE
ASSEMBLY IrFFI[GTIVlTY.
\
ram. ox_. .-,, ,_ 4o._ I_
• .... - Form 1151o2 (]_me ISqJl)
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_ PROCEDUREoP 4 EP- 140
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed only
at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major
axes :
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-miliiseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions :
20 to 55 c°p.s, at 3 g's,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
NASA
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419937
and Packaging and.Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications.
Federal - QQ-S-571/SN60
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-I-7444
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-R-3065B
MIL-W-3861
3.3 Drawings.
Ordnance Corps
3.2
10419937 10509305
10509300 10509311
Standards.
Military - MIL-STD-18
MIL-STD-41
MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS29512
MS33540
MS33586
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVlSlONS
SA-T E0-1A and-2
SA-I EO-IA and -2
SA-2 EO-IA and -2
EO-IA, -2, and -3
J SA-34
SPARES
10414352 I
EO-IA, -2, and-3
Before installin_ modlfv to latest confi=uration
.Ev,s,o. O._T_27 A P R 1962
_,_SFC - Yorm ilSl-I (June Igul)
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Valve (Iris Mixing)
Drawing Numbers : 10417100,
.i0481703
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
Vendor: Lundy Corp.
Location: S-I Stage
2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 5,770 x iO-_/my. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 40
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 6
December 1965 (Revision)
MCBF (in cycles): 173.3
Total Cycles of Operation:
lO4O
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment: X
11.5.1
Page I of 15
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
w
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of'Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
'Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 vehicles (less flight data)
II .5.1
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N_encl_t._.=MIX_ Valve ¸
SatUrn I Vehicle
Estlmatsd, Des_m _._ _ 000 cy.
Number of C_ _,
this D_ta Represents=,
Number of.
Failures Reported** ]_
ENVIRONMENTRL 0//ALIFICATIq_ _ _=
Accelera_fort:,
AltltUde_:
Radfo Interred.-
Salt Spre4F:
_:
H_ Temt_ea_u_-
Low _Bmpea_t_re:
• _b_ent Ram Temperate:
Sheek Impact (Flat DropS:
Luka_e Rate:
Humidity:
Ran4om Noise:
DATA J
(Iris)
v._: Lund_ corp.
m,c,_._: D_mb_lieal Cord
C_ oyol.): ;458
Vehicle Equlpment _
Ground Equipment: X
Sine Wave Method_
2 g at 20 . _.O'cpsj..lO g at ii0 - 2000 cps,
_"_'_ 9.o16 in. I_ a_ 50 110 cp_ ....
Deee_- _ge_ _ II _ _
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPO_ QUALIFICATION _PORT N_BER, DA_ANDSOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-E-62-5
January 21, 1962
II.5.1
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Ii DES_ON.
The 4.00_inch iris mixing valve is a motor operated modulating valve. The
mixing valve is a component of the external cooling system and is uHd tO
vary the air flow within the external cooling package from full cooling to
full by-pass, or to an intermediate position, as required to maintain a
stable temperature. The mixing valve is located on the external cooling
package bracket assembly 10481718 in the external cooling package assembly
10417098 moua_ted atop the tall cable mast as shown in the installation view.
The various _unctional characteristics of the mixing valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The mixing valve is capable of
performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 18 inches of H20.
c. Proof pressure: 36 inches of H20.
d. Burst pressure (without bursttnE): 72 inches of H20 (CAI_IX_: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing,)
e. Operating _emperature range: -65 ° to +125 ° F.
f. Storage temperatm: - 80 ° to +125 ° F.
g. Flow rate: 24 lb, _n. of air at 15 inches of H20 through each
h. Actuation time: Valve is capable of full traverse in either
direct_lon (open _o by-pass or by-pass to open) in 11 + 2 seconds.
Time is measured from signal on to signal off.
i. l_stance from edge of iris blades to center post rubber washer:
.04 --+ .01 dimension must be met, as shown in detail "A" on pape 2.
J. External leakage (outlet ports capped): 4.5 s.c.f.m, maximum when
pressurized through the inlet port with air or CN2 to 27 inches
of H20.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The mixing valve is capable of
performing electrically as follows:
a. Operating voltage range: 18 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Maximum operating current of actuator: 2 a. at 27 v.d.c.
c. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimmn at 500 v.d.c, between
each pin and the valve housing.
d. Potentiometer resistance: Port "A" open -0 to 200 ohms between
pi_s "A" and "B", 4,750 to 5,050 ohms between pins "B" and "C".
Port "B" open - 4,750 to 5,050 ohms between pins "A" and '_" 0
to 200 ohms between pins "B" and "C".
e. Potentiometer resolution: 1/2 percent minimum.
f. Potent£ometer overshoot: 2 percent (I00 ohms) maximu_ allowable.
g. The wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
Life Cycle. The mixi.ng valve is capable of completing 5,000 cycles
mlnimm, w_th an internal temperature of -65 o F. without damaae or Impair-
ment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
(Continued on page 4) "".,
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INSTALLATION VIEW - FRECOOLING
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F:
_ .04 +_.o_
i i TYR 2 PLACES
_<IRIS BLADE EDGE (REF)
CENTER POST
RUBBERWASHER--_ _
G£NERAL LOCATION
---s_HOTES _
_) IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MIL*STD- i30.
_) STAMP T_ CURE DATE OF TRE OLDEST
PREFOR_D RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORD-
ANCE _;ITH 5FECIFICATION DRAWINC
10509311.
(_ CARE M_ST _E TAKEN TO P_EVENT CON-
TA_NATION DURING ASSK_LY.
(_ OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
CLEA_ AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC"
A_ NOb_TALLIC SUP,_ACES IN
ACCORDANCE WZTE SRECIFZCATION
DRAWING 10509305.
(_ LU3RICATE O-RINGS W_TH ALPHA 'MOLYKOTE
CORP., _)LYKOTE TY_E Z OR APPROVED
£QUZVALENT.
WRITER: )__AlqqtovllD BY:
MH_C - _orm llSl-I (J_N lSBl)
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DETAIL A-MIXING BLADES ADJUSTMENT
(TYPICAL FOR BOTH PORTS"A"&"B")
10417100
EN_INMRIN_ REVISION
_w_ 10417100
Eo's
: ART _._NTROL 140.
-,,Jli'LE GE KD'_."
&.OO-INCH 1R$S MIXING VALVE ('A" REV.)
(LU_Y MANDFACTURINO CORP.. It:A-M-44F-3)
®®©®®®
,o
.. - °
M-ME-EPI40-753
• i
NASA
RllVlSK_
DAN OF
THiS PA_E
PORT "_"
POnT "g"
NOTES:
I . SEE _ 4 _ THE 104tTIO0 4.00-iNCH
IRIS MiXiNG VALVE EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS OF THE
MIXING VALVI[ ARE I2.90 BY 8.52 BY 6.'tO INCl'l(t
3. THE _MATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 82.0 _S.
4. EXPLOOED ANO CUT_IIAY VIEWS ARE NOT SHOWN
DUE TO LACK OF INFORMATION.
"-- 1i
From 11|1o2 _ INI)
CONNECTOR
PTOT-P-3P
- --.----,,., J}O4!_rioo
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1.4 Shock Withstandin_ Capability. Th_ is designed to with- J
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one
of the following durations and wave forms at 20 g's in each of the
three major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vib_atlon Withstandln_ Capability. The mixing valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each
resonant frequency for i0 minutes duration in each of the three major
axes under the following conditions:
20 to 45 c.p.s, at one g,
45 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.01-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 5 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the mixing valve are outlined in Qualification Test Specification
10481643 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Speclfications: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-7272
MIL-Q-9858
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10481643
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistic Missile Agency -
ABMA-STD-29
EFFECTIVITY
VlINICUE REVISIONS
SA -T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
Not Applicable
"A" Rev. (Applies to the nonflight precoollng package only)
"A" Rev. (Applies to the nonfli_ht precooling package only)
"A" Rev. (Applies to the nonfllght precoolin_ packase only)
"_' Rev. (Applies to the nonfli_ht precooling package only)
Before installin8 modify to latest configuration
10417100 _ '
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DATA SHEET
Nome,c_ture- Mixing Valve (Irls)
Dr_,In_N_er,. 10481703 vendor-
Decembo _ 1965
Saturn I Vehicle
Est_a_ed Desi6n Life:
Failure_te- 8,741
Number of Ccaponents
%hls D_ta Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 5
2,000 cy.
x 10"6/cy.
17
Lundy Corp.
Locatlo.: S-I Stage
No_ (Incycle,): 114.4
Total Cycles of Operation: 572
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al_Ituae:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Sh_k _pact (FlatD._):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
2 K at 20 -50 cps, I0 _ at ii0 - 2000 eps.
Vibration: 0.0161 in. D.A. at 5° - II0 cps_
i!.5.i
: Page 9 Of 15
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Bindlng:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
CO_O_ QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-E-62-5
January 21, 1962
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Additional information concernin_ the 10481703 valve:
All five failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
L
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, DESCRIPTION.
The 4.00-inch iris mixing valve is a motor operated modulating valve. The
mixing valve is a component of the preflight instrument containers cooling
system. A mixing valve is used in instrument containers 13, 14, 15, and 16
to vary the air flow within the container from full cooling to full by-pass
or to an intermediate position, as required to maintain a stable temperature.
The mixing valve is installed in instrument containers 13, 14, 15, and 16 as
shown in the installation view. The various functional characteristics of
the mixing valve are as follows:
I.i Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The mixing valve is capable of
performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 18 inches of H20.
c. Proof pressure: 36 inches of H20.
d. :Burst pressure (without bursting): 72 inches of H20. (CAUTION:
Use only for destructive acceptance testing.)
e. Operatln$ temperature range: -65 ° to +125 ° F.
f. Storage temperature:-80 ° to +160 ° F.
g. Flow rate: 24 Ib./min. of air at 15 inches of H20 through each
opening.
h. Actuation time: The mixing valve is capable of full traverse, in
either direction (open to by-pass or by-pass to open) in II _ 2
seconds. Time measured from signal on to signal off.
i. Distance from edge of iris blades to center post rubber washer:
.04 + .01 dimension must be met, as shown in detail "A" on page 2
J. External leakage (outlet ports capped): 4.5 s.c.f.m, maximum when
pressurized through the inlet port with air or GN 2 to 27 inches o
H20 •
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The mixing valve is capable of
performing electrically as follows:
a. Operating voltage range: 18 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Maximum operating current of actuator: 2 a. at 27 v.d.c.
c. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum at 500 v.d.c, between
each pin and the valve housing.
d. Potentiometer resistance: Port "A" open - O to 200 ohms between
pins "A" and "B", 4,750 to 5,050 ohms between pins "B" and "C".
Port "B" open - 4,750 to 5,050 ohms between pins "A" and "B", O
to 200 ohms between pins "B" and "C".
e. Potentlometer resolution: 1/2 percent minimum.
f. Potentiometer overshoot: 2 percent (100 ohms) maximum allowable.
g. The wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
1.3 Life Cycle. The mixing valve is capable of completing 5,000 cycles
minimum with an internal temperature of -65 ° F. without damage or
impairment of performance.
a. i , !
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NOTES:
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10481703 4.00-INCH
IRIS MIXING VALVE EFFECTIVITY.
E. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL OIMENSIONS OF THE
MIXING VALVE ARE 1_90 BY 8.52 BY 6.70 INCHES.
S. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 8.20 POUNDS.
4. EX_D AND CUTAWAY VIEWS ARE NOT SHOWN
DUE TO LACK OF INFORMATION.
PORT"A'OPEN 4,750 TO 5,050 OHMS
CONNECTOR
PTO7-P-SP_ _ /RES TANC BETWEEN
PORT'_'OPEN
OPEN PORT "A" r ....
OPEN PORT "B" _...'l__ -_
CONNECTOR
PT07- P-14-SP WIRING DIAGRAMS
m.. I
}
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CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are preformed
only at the option of thc procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The mixing valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks on one of
the following durations and wave forms at 20 8's in each of the three
major axes :
lO-milliseconds duration- triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstandin A Capability. The mixing valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, v_bration at each
resonant frequency for 10 minutes duration in each of the three major
axes under the following conditions :
20 to 45 c.p.s, at one g,
45 to 95 c.p.s, at O.Ol-inch double amplitude displacement, an_
95 to 2,000 c.p.a, at 5 gls.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery Of the _xlr_ valve are outlined in Qualification Test Specification
10481643 and Packaging and Pkcking Specification 10509302,
REFERENCES.
3.1 Speciftcatio,n_,: •
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
3.2 Standards :
Military - MIL-STD-130
HIL-STD-643
RS33586
Army Ballistics Missile Agency -
A_A-STD-29
3.3 Drawings :
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10481643
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
vi_e
SA.T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPJUtOS
i i
"A" Rev.
' "A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
I
"A" Itev,
"A" Rev.
Before inetsllinR modify to l_tes_ confilura_i0n ...........
r/
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Valve, Fill and Vent
, , m .
Drawing N,n_bers :
Saturn I Vehicle
10414030,
20M30131
Vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate - 6,993 x 10"6/_
• y.
Location: S-I Stage
,,, , , ,,
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 29
Total Number of
Failure's Reported: 9
December 1965 (Revision
MCBF (in cycles): 143
Total Cycles of Operation:
1,287
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
11.6 .I
Page I of 18
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
8
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
011/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data)
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve, Fill and Vent
!
Drawln__r,: I0414030 I vendor: Marotta Valve
Saturn I Vehicle I Location: S-I Stage
Corp.
Estilm}ted Design Life: 2,000 ey.
Failure_te: 24,390 x lo'6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 14
Number of
Fallures Reported: 7
._ (_ cycles): _i
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
287
E_!IRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al_Itude: :
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature: ..
Amblent Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Sh0hk ImpaCt (Flat Drop):
Leaksgel_te:
Humidity:
Ran4om_ile:
Sine Wave Method:
5 g at 20 - 55 cps. 20 _ at 140 -
vlbratlo,:D.O3 in. D.A. at 5_ - 140 cps
2000 cps _,,
Decembe r 1965 (R&vision) I1.6.1
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
6
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Ino_eratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Ou_ of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-E-62-5
January 21, 1962
II .6 .i
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Additional information concernin_ the Fill and Vent Valve No.
10414030
All seven failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.6.1
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1. DESCRIPTION.
The bottle fill and vent valve 10414030 is a normally closed solenoid
operated vent valve that incorporates system,-g&_, gage, and vent ports.
The vent valve Ls a component of the control pressure system, The valve
is used to fill and vent the control pressure system high pressure storage
spheres with GN2 and is designed to operate by electrical solenoid action.
The valve is in'tailed on the high pressure storage sphere assembly
10413938 in the aft end of container F2 as shown in the installation view.
The various functional characteristics of the valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanlcal Performance Characteristics. The valve is capable of
performing mechanlcally as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helinm.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 3,000 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Proof pressure: 4,500 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 7,500 p.s,i.g, internal
hydrostatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing.)
e. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
f. Leakage past main seat: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with an internal
pneumatic pressure of 3,000 p.s.i.g, applied through the fill
port throughout the operating temperature range.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics.
performing electrlcally as follows:
The valve is capable of
a. Solenoid coil resistance: 17 to 19 ohms at 68 ° F.
b. Operating current for continuous solenoid: 1.3 a. maximum at
24 v.d.c.
c. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum between each isolated
terminal and valve body with application of 500 v.d.c, to
terminals.
d. Solenoid operating voltage with 3000 p.s.i.g, applied to the
valve: Actuation - 18 v.d.c. Deactuation - 10 v.d.c, maximum
to one v.d.c, minimum.
CAUT ION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 cons t itute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
/
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INSTALL_TZC_ _ - LO(XlNG FORI_RD
• 10414030 BOTTLE PILL /d_D VENT VALVE f'U" N_V.)
OttROTTA VALVE CORP. 213834)
,. %%
2. lUlI2-ER1 SET SCriM LOCKING SLUG (3 PLACES)
3. 1350S2 CAGE
4. 135061 , _ SC_SlI'
3. 121902-19 SlIDI WAgWIR (A8 I_qUIItZD) {_)
, 6. 113601 POPPET PETUH SPRZI_
7. 108141-10 RACIKIp l_ll
8. JIOOA|O POPPET PHpORMED PACKING (O-RiNG) _) _)
7. 1395'62-1 VALVE POPPET
10, 12986|-1 POPPET _ZAT
ll. 129872-1 B, tT SUPPONT
• lml NOTll $ _lP
. 12. J200£14 8SAT PPEYOPIID P_KINO (O-RING) _) _)
13. 135034 VALVE BODY
14. 135872-1321 I_ECEPTACUE INSULAT0S
_) CLEAN AHD CONDITION ALL _TALLIC AND NCHM_TALLIC SUIIFACES 15. Ji0OSll3 SEClIPTACIZ PSEFONMED PACKING (O-NING) " (_) _)
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION N_dlNG 10509305. 16. H|3IO_-IOSL-&p NtCEPTACI_ (_KNDIX #10-69211) (_
17. /d_36A4 BGE9TACLE VASI_N (4 PLACES)
IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-STD-130, 18. AH515C4-5 RECEPTACL_ 8_W (4 PLACES)
19. )m20995C- 20 LOCI_4I_
(_) sTAre'_ CU_ DATeo_THE O_C_ P_rem4_o P_RIm 20. JIOOA30 _r_R PlqzP_meo9ac,,n_ (o-Rz_) (_ _)
RUBBER SEAL IH ACCORDANCE WlT_ SPECIFICATION DRAWING 21, J2OOAl8 BODY PBI_IO_D PACKI_ (O-NI_) _
10509311. 22. J2OOAl7 BODY PPEPOlU4NU PACKING (O-RING) _) _)
13. Ji4Al SOCSZT BAD 1411_Hnl NCRRW (2 PLACI_S_ (_
I_) OR _ RquIVALF4_T. ' 14. NU35337-79 LOCK WASBR (2 PlacES) --
29. 155073 BODY ADAPTIIR
_) CARE 14UST BE TIM TO PNIVEN? CONTMIINATION DIntING ASSEllLY. 26. XS35337-79 LOCI gAS_! (3 PZACEll)
It. JIl_t.1 SOCRZT BAD NACHI_ scm (3 PLACES) (_
(_) TORQUE 500 TO 700 INCH-POUNDS. 28. Ji00AIO COYER PONPOINID PACKING (GORING) (_ _)
29. 213312-1311 COIL MID C0_ ABmeMBLY
LUBRICATE WIT_ IX_-COI_ING CORP. D.C. 55 ON ADPROV_D B_%VALI_T. 30. 203031-1 AgMATONE AND GUIDE AISEI_Ly
31. 10'/261 LOCK NUT
I_ LOCKWZ_ It_ AccoaDaNcz wz_ I!335_1. 32. 107331 FLAT llASBI
33. 107291 LOClO_I J0Z 8C1_
(_ TOIQ_E 4 TO 6 INCH-POUNDS. 3&. 101201 /dt144TLrl_ LOCK NUT
39. 102961 COVIR BoIqfl/ (i pI,.II_S)-
TORQUE 8 TO I0 INCN-t,_UNDS. 36. 135172-1 COIL COaX
DRAWN IYi i -
Iq.ANNERt
WRITER:
M BY:
i
Mi_C - Fmu IISI-I (lllno iHli
10414030 DATSOF
THIS PA_
J_u4.,..-683-A ;'7 Apr 1962
i ii i
--' II.6.1
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NOTES:
I . SEE PA6E 4 FOR TIE 10414030 BOTTLE
FILL AND VENT _tLVE EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMEtlIImNS
OF THE _4LVE ARE 520BY3.42 BY2.'_INGHE$.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 2.0
POUNOIL
JI.J ....
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NASA
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1.3 Shock'Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
major axes :
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration -sine wave, or
6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the followlng conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g's.
55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement.
i00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The qualification and acceptance tests and the preparation for delivery
if the valve are outlined in Performance Spacification 10419911 and Packag-
ing and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1
3.3
Specificat ion.
Military - MIL-E-5272
Drawings.
Ordnance Corps - 10419911
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
3.2 Standards.
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-1 t'B" Rev.
SA-2 "B t. Rev.
SA-3 "B" Rev.
SA-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
'tBt' Rev.
ttBtt Rev.
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414 0301
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J REVISION DATE
DATA
Nomenclature : Valve (Sphere,
Dra,_ ._ere: 20M30131
Saturn I Vehicle
Fill and Vent )
re.or- Marotta Valve Corp.
_t_.- S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
FeUu_ _te- 2,0OO x lO_/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 15
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
MCBF (in cycles): 500
Tote/ Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
1,000
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al1:l_de: "
Radio Interferenee:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room _emperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop);
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Reference page 3,
II.6.1
Decembo- 1965 (Revis ion ) I1.6.1
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
0u% of Specs
011/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Ciose
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.6.1
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iAdditional information concernin 6 the Bottle Fill and Vent
Valve I Part No. 20M3013!:
The two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
NOTE: Valves 10414030 and 20M30131 are identical, physically
and functionally.
December 1965 (RevisiOn) ._I!.6.1
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20M30131 BOTTLE FILL AND VElqrr VALVE
, . N_l_ _
1 _ 4
i
1.2
DESCnTPTIOH.
The bottle fill and vent valve 20H30131 is a normally closed, solenoid
operated, 2-way, 2-position, control valve that incorporates system, fill,
gas e, and vent ports. The vent valve is a component of the control pres-
sure s_stem and the camera ejection system. The valve is used to fill and
vent the control pressure system and the camera ejection system high pres-
sure CN2 storase spheres. The valve ts controlled by electrical sisnal
that enersises the valve solenoid. The valve used in the control pressure
system is located on the hish pressure sphere assemblies located in the
rear skirt of container F3 as shown in the lnsta_lation view. The valve
used in the camera ejection system is located on the hiKh pressure sphere
assembly located on the fin II side of the radial beam between fins I and
II On the spider beam Just forward of container LC as shown in the installa-
tion view. The various functional characteristics of the valve are as
fo 1 lows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The valve ts capable of
performin8 mechanicaliy as follows:
a." o at'i ,die: air. saseousnitrogen,or heliam.
b. Nominal operatin 8 pressure: 3,000 p.s.i. K. internal pnetmatic
Pressure. ....... _':_:
c. Proof pressure: 4,500 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic pressure.
d. Burst pressure (withou_ bursting): 7,500 p.s.i. 8. internal
hydrostatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testlns. )
e. Operating temperature ranse" -65 ° to +165 ° F.
f. Leakase past main seat: 5 s.c.i.m, maxlmmn wlth an internal
pneumatic pressure of 3,000 .+20 p.s.i. 8, applied through the
fill port throughout the operatin S temperature range.
8. External leakage- 2 s.c.l.n, maximum w_en pressurised to 3,000
+20 p.s.i, 8.
Electrical Performanc.e Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the valve ere as follows=
a. Solenoid operacinK voltese: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d;c, nominal.
b. Solenoid coil resistance: 17 to 19 ohms at 66 ° It.
c. Solenoid operating current: 1.8 a. maximm at tile nominal supply
voltage of 28 v.d.c,
d. Insulation resistance: 50 masohms mln/mum between each Isolated
terminal and valve body with application of 500 v.d.c, to
terminals.
e. Solenoid operatins voltage with 3,000 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure
applied to the inlet port of the valve: Actuation - 18 v.d.c.
maximm. Deactuation -.10 v.dxc, maximum to one v.d.c, minimum,
f. Solenoid voltage endurance: 28 .+_ v.d.c, applied to the coil
continuously for a minlnum of 4 hours.
(Continued on page 4)
Iml_ - hm 11Sl (]km 1NIL) ' " . "
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1.3 Life Cycle. The valve is capable of 2,000 actuating and deactuattng
operations of the solenoid with the fill port pressurized to 3,000
20 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstandin B Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks (three in each
direction) of one of the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's
in each of the three major axes with the inlet port pressurized to 3,000
20 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure:
10-mllllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wa,,e.
1.5 Vibration Wtthstandin 8 Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions:
i0 to 55 c.p.s, at 8 g's,
55 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.03-inch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 15 gWs.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The qualification and acceptance tests and the preparation for delivery of
the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10M01149 and Packaging
and Packing Specification 10509302.
o
3, REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2
Military - HIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
| NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
3,3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302 10509311
10509303 10M0!149
Standards:
Military - IdlL-STD- 130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABNA- STD- 18
VEHICLE
EFFECTIVITY
SA-5
SA-6
SA- 7
SA-8
SA-9
SA- I0
Spares
L"
20M 1'011'1"i -"
- Pills llll-I _ IIII)
I1.6.1
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REVISIONS
Before l_stallinamodify to latest confiRuration
l_m_,_. _m JO .JUt.1962
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Pre-Valve (LOX)
Drawing Numbers: i(9414005,
20M30042,
60C278B0
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: North American Aviation
Parker Aircraft Co.
Location: S-1 Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
K
Failure Rate: 4,494 x lO-_/_y. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 1SO
Total Number of
Failures Reported: lO1
December 1965 (Revislon)
MCBF (in cycles): 222.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
22,481
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
n,,
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
3_!_
4
62
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Burned Out
Erratic •
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermitte_:t
Inoperative
Leaking
7_5
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
011/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCUR_CE INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
4 No Open
5 _ No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pine/Connections
Shorted:
6 Other:
Reference individual
drawln_ sheets
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-I through SA-IO (less flight data)
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Nomenclature:
Drawin6 Numbers:
Pre-valve
DATA SHEET
I ve.dor: North American Aviation" Location: S-I Stage
,u
_0414oo5
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy o
• Failure Rate: 2,915 z 10-6/C_.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: _9
Number of
Failures Reported: _)l
._ (io_ycle,):343
Total Cycles of 0peratic_:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
7,2 03*
ENVIRONMERTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration •.
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock=
High Temperature: 140@F
Low Temperature:
Ambient _ Temperature:
Teermal _k:
Impact (Flat Drop):
_aka_e_a,_e, Main seal 25 scim I shaft seal 20 scim at
'
Humidity;
#
Randmm Noise:
Sine Wave Nethod:
0.03 in. D.A. at 55 - ii0 cps,
Vlbr&tion,_ _ ,_ 20--5_. CPS,' '2.0L_ at "ii0 - 2000 .cps
* Minimum otals erl&l R-Ig8-V, not
shown on @ycle I_M._ i :I
• II.7.1
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
___3
__?
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
"Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low .
High
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Indlcator Shows:
4 No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Bindln_:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Runtured :
Defective: S_rlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
1 Thermostat improper
op erat ion
I Blanket heater open
circuit
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-I through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, DATE ANDSOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-E-62-5
January 21, 1962
II .7 .I
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Additional information concerning the 10414005 valve unit:
Four failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and seventeen on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision)
11.7.1
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"" SATURN COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY I_0CEDt_E
10414005 LOX PRELIMINARY VALVE ASSEMBLY
1. DESCRIPTION.
EERING SION NASA
li&Ti--" - _ I "
The _ preliminary valve assembly 10414005 is a normally closed pneuma-
mechanically operated gate type valve. The valve assembly is opened when the
solenoid in the fuel and L0X MV-74V control valve 10414027 is energized to
allow CN2 from the control Pressure system to pressurize the control port of
the valve assembly. The valve is closed only in case of an emergency such
as suction line failure or engine malfunction. A valve assembly is used in
each of the eight IEX suction lines. Two LOX suction line_ are located in
the rear skirt of each 70-1nch LOX container. The two valve assemblies in
the rear skirt of container LI are installed in the LOX suction lines of
engines No. 4 end No. 5. The two valve assemblies in the rear skirt of con-
tainer L2 are installed in the LOX suction lines of engines No. I and No. 6.
The two valve assemblies in the rear skirt of container L3 are installed in
the LOX suction lines of engines No. 2 and No. 7. The two remaining valve
assemblies in the rear skirt of container [4 are installed in the LOX suction
lines of engines No. 3 and No. 8. The location of the valve assemblles are
shown in the installation view. The various functional characteristics of
the valve assembly are as follows:
1.1 Mechanicalj Performance Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable
of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Line pressure: 25 p.s.i.g, minimum to 150 p.s,i.g, maxiRum,
b. Gate play: 1° maximum.
c. Parallelism between the surface of the closed gate and the flat
machined surface of valve housing: -+ 0 ° 30'
d. Service: LOX
e. Intez_al leakage with 75 p.s.i.g, pressure in the line end the gate
in both the open and closed positions alternately:
Shaft seals - 20 s.c.i.m, maximum.
Gate pin seals - 2 s.c.t.m, maximum.
Main seat - 25 s.c.i.m, maximum (applies only with gate in the
closed Position).
f. External leakage: No leakage allowed.
1.2 Pneumatic Operatin_ Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Control cylinder operating temperature range: +70 ° to +140 ° F.
b, Min_ operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i.g, internal pneu-
matic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testlng. )
f. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
g. Leakage past the control cylinder: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with 750
p. s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure applied.
1.3 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance requir_
ment s of the valve assembly are as follows.- ,
. O+ 0 'a. Switch actuation. At 1 . 0 30 before the gate is in its
¢C_Inu_ _ .a_-'-_-etely open ?r closed position.." '_ iO4140QS-
im_. Jb-- m] Cfu.,_) II .7, I " *
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MSFC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
2 o, 4 ] ,,oc.u. EP-140,
"" "'" ", . I NAJ679AOEW HUT (4 PLACES)t _,, ..,,., -., 0_, _t;o1:_,, N,g.0"S AL'4 "."C">® _":'%" l: :lL,,
". . I "_'! "" _'_'_'" I _" _ _ 4. 4df623OR22 P_F(_O PACKIHG (O-RING)
"-. ::'" 0. _.-....,_..,h;.._ t ' 5. xs:'o995_o LOC_ZU _)
• "'_.... /","', t?/,'- ........ I_'_'- i' I 6. ,_HIOR NOLT
_ "" .**. "'. " "'. " '%; .. " I 7. 2W_8-_16 WASHER
"',, ..-:::'::',,, " _'_k ....,' ,' ',#, ,,1,-,6,,, vALVE_*_.--,,..LT
"',, ,'" "-t,..,,,'-.",,, "_il _", ",. // 6. m-_-7 PIN
%_ "_._% "'-. ;_ _. | _}_. "_ d_ _ 9. 9512-48425-3 AJO4
_q_ -._%q ./" _ * ; \ ;'/ 9512-46429 SWISH ASS LY
"', _ "-;',_L .,_'. _. X 11. _so_z-zo sc_ (_ P_RE) (L)
%% |1_ }.'%_. ""_p_%_ x'. 12. 2HIC6-6-16 WASPS (4 PLACES) --
%% L _. "'. "_%** "'_, "'_', 13. 2836 MICRO SWITCH (I_RO SWITCH CORP• )
LT)
..... o / % ,
.. ..-" ",_s t4. _-1 ACXC_TOR (mCR_',?_ZTCH co_. )
"" ........... _---' (2 PL_CtS)
15. INSULATION TUBING
16. tLZCTEICAL W_NG
17. TYING CORD (M)
XNSTAILATIOH VINW - LOOKING FC_WARD 16• 9615-48066 t(_(
19. 10-40650-10 OAS_T (BENDIX AVIATION CORP• ) _._
(TYPICAL OH CO_TAINZRE L1, L2, L3, AND /.4) 20. ' AN3102HIOSL3P CONNECTOR (BENDIX AVIATION CORP._
21. RD191-4002-0001 LUG (REPLACES PART [40. g2-1-1) (F]-
• 22. 2_18-6 WAS_ (3 PLACES) _ --
_3. _oo_-6 scm (4 fLOORS) (.H)
24. AN122676 PIN --
25. 9612-48422 SETSCtEW (2 PLAC_
26. MO_.O-6 NUT (2 PLACES) _r)
27. 2_1AL17-20-62 WASREH_,.{2 P I2_CES)" (q_
• _11OlII S'_L" 211. NAR679AkW HUT _ --
,9. .1s-_so_o --AS.T..
_o. 9_1_-_6_. Pin
t_
CLEAN AND COHDXTIOR ALL _TALLIC AND %_/ PRIOR TO INSTALLTNG 2q_ VALVE GATE Am' 32 9112°_8426 LEVER
NO_TALLIC SUI_ACtS IN ACCORDANCE SHAFT. PLACE THIS BRAL tLARg IN T_ ' R _...%
33 _J20995N51 EOO_IRE
WITH SPECI_ICATIOR DRAWING 10509305. CASTING 9615-48013-9 ARE RETAIN _ 34' A
IgTAn_R 61 • ARS- 12 BOLT9 S-48024. WITH tOl_
ALL MATEgiALS _ THAN S_oJKqTE MUST JL_LVKS TOG_I_KI, lmm_..Cg_ TOOL 365-798 33. HA8679AS HUT
)_NT TH_ REqUXlUI¢INTN _ CCI_ATIBILZT'Y TEROUGH TI_ _ tI,_HR TO FO_4 THE BRAL. 36. 9312-48431 SHATT
WITH LOX IN ACCOBDAI_E WITR NS_C=SPtC-I06. Itml_g _ TOOL Am HAL _G|TI_R • 37. 9611-48024 RETAINER
INSTALL Tim NHAFT AND ELIP Th_ FOHD - u_)• 38. A.tK,-_k BOLT (2 PIJ_CHS)
P ItANgl IN ACCOgl)ANCE N 'L'R 39. 9615-48269 WASTERZ0THTZT6_ ._ Z RE*ZPROR_a TOOL_oTeas.uT Ev _0. 961._-_80_ s_
MIL-STO-130. USZHG THE ILIr_AImt 9615-48026 _-/ _'
• 41. MI_-IIA BOLT (2 PT_OES)
ST/tl4_ TI_ CUIU[ DATE Of THE OLDtBT _ LUBRICATE I/ZTH ALPHA 14OLYIU}TE O0_P
AR5-32A BOLT (_ PlACeS)
•' 9615-48013-51 PISTON HOUSING AS_LLYPIU_0m_D RUBBER PACKING SIL_L IN ho'-LYKOT_ _ Z P01_ Im OR APEROVgD 43 I_
ACCORDANCE WITH SPRCI_ICATIOff ORAl- EqUZVALENT. BLOH GrP KXC.9 LUBICANT .' L1;46 1 6
6 1 RING (2 PCACES)
ING 10509311 WITH DRY NITROGSN GAS . - - INSNHT (2 PLACNS)/._V_
• ' &$. 9615-&806B STUD (_ PLACES) _Y)'_
46. 9615-46013-9 CANTING --
HUNT BE TAKEN TO PREVENT CONTAKINATION _ TOBqq/_ TO 63 INCH-_NDS .........
nlmT_, a_lo4_r.y _l. _,_yo STUD (6 PLACES)
................ 68 10614501 PIN
OR*_m=VEDs_._v._ST ® TmC_ 2_TO_o Inca-eOmmN. _9_ lO_1_soo .ZPPL_(_
• (_ 50. )(820993C32 LOCI_XREz -.L_jTON.q4_ 130 TO 1S0 INCH-I_OONDS.
...... ,o,--.-----N _ ,I. 961,-_,66 t,HinG?._
................ 2_'- ' $ • 9112-68432 LINK
ADJ'UBT SO T_T _ T_ PISTON IN IN 53 MI6227HI3 __ H_.__ _ /-
LUBRICATE WITH DOW-CORNING CGRP. D.C. 55 _ CLOUD POSITION _ GATE IS . • ....... PRIW0_D PACKING (O-lING) FL_ _
OR APPR(_ED grmIV_ _v _,^0_ _. _.._. _ aq, _umz_tmo PIU_INa_O PACKING (O-RING) (E_(H_
ns_ _A_awv_. _ _ _ mm • X5133-31]_' tXNG _LDES KOHINOOR INC,) "_"
......... '''" "_ "_ _* 56. 9112-48014 PZN _-_
h0CI_dIBR IN •_,.C_0_[g_'CE WITH KS33560. T&CH Or _ GATg It0USZNG WrL_IN PLUS
_. . Z HO O_BRES _0 MINU_RN
....... 58 9 3226, 11 SPRINGTO_U_oTO70z.c.-eo_s • " "
• r_ _9. _oa6s6 C_LI"NCLCCAP
TGItqU_ 15 TO 18 IHCH _UHD$ _/ _ 50 TO $$ INCH-I_tI_DN. 60. 402657 EO_T C_
" " _ 2 61. m_cegiNn _INI" (_)
TORQO_ 0 'L'O25 INO! POUNDS I
62 30N30382 TAPNE PIN (MAKE PROW _S24692 ISSO)SPOT-TIE TI_ ELECTRICAL WIRES AT 3-1NCU " " • "
ZNTLqVALS. WIRE RING TO HO_S_NG I'qlO PLACgE AS (RHPLACES THE VENDOR 1_2RNISHEO PIN
BR_IILED AN385AHIOP7)
T OR 6 TO 8 INCH POUNDS _ ' 63 9627-48_97 OARWT
" " t_ TOSQUE TO 83 INCH-N$ )ULXII411M " 9512-48&11 HOUSING ARSE)fl_LY
TOROOR 10 TO 12 INCB-I_UI_S _/ ' 64. IU.lSSN-9 HINt; (2 PLACES)
" ' _--_ LAC IT]_St ll_ll]_LY I P S 65 RD206SB'6"SL INSERT (2, PLACES')
INSTALL UIq_R TBR NUT PLACID _ N_D HOUSING A$SIB'_LY AS /tl_UIll_. 66. 9512=48411 HOUSING
OR TI_ OPPOSITE SIDK OR TH_ _ 67, R206_B-8 INSERT (4 PLACES) _F)
INSTALL WARieR 2U18-416 URDtR _B IMO 68, IL1L&28SB-8 RING (_ PLACES)
N/DMINING INTS. 69. 9512-68_24 _q_SHER
70, 9615-&8591-3 GATE
TOSq4_ 50 TO 70 INCH-POUI_N. ' 71. 9619-48074-3 WASHER..__.
72. AR3R3A BOLT
PO_ITIOR THIS LJN|t 80 THAT TI_ SPLINt 73• 9615-&8107 SEAL
INDEX SORXBR _ 16 In LINg W%TETI_ 74. 9512-48413 XZ_
PUIICH _ SRO_N OR Y_t S_T 75. BR20995H91 LOCI_IRF. _
• 76. 9512-40360 GASKET
TORq_ 1oo TO 14o INCH-POUIm8 77 9615-48020 PIN (_
• 78. AREIISA BOLT (4 PLACSS)
TORQUE TO 50 IHCH-PQUN_ ' 79 _d16-516 WAteR (4 PLACES)
• 60. NAR679k5 HUT (4 PLACES) (_)
81. 9113-6,8A30 IU[ATNR ASSNI_LY
i 82. tRASS WIKE(HIL-QQ-W-321 ,COI_'. A)
REVm,ONTO: I041400_
EO's
"6A, "7A, -89 and -9
ART CONTROLNO. H-F&a.E-EP140-476,A
REVISION
DATE OF
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1.3 Electrical Performance Requirements (con.)
b. The heater and switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Acceptance Test Requirements 10414105
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MBFC-SPEC-I06
Rocketdyne - RAOII3-O01
3.2 Standards:
Mllitary - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10414105
10419909
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414005
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
Spares
REVIS IONS
"C" Rev._ EO-6A_ -7A_ -8_ and -9
"C" Rev. I EO-6A, -7A_ -8_ and -9
"C" Rev. i EO'6AI "7Ai "81 and -9
"C" Rev. _ EO-6A, -TA, -8_ and -9
"C" Rev. I EO-6A i -7A i -8_ and -9
Before installing modify to latest configuration
!0414005 I ,
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IREVISION DATE 8_)EC. 1961
Saturn I Vehicle
J
Estimated Deel_ Life:
Fallur6 Rate: 4,399 * lO'_/eY'
Number of Ccmponents
this Data Represents: _0
Number of
FailUres Reported_ 41
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOIq_ED:
(m c_le,): 227.3
Tot_ cycle,or Ope,_uo,- 9,318"
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
^_c,1,,at_o_:,,55to 93
Altltude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
.i@ T_e.tu_: 4 hours at 165°F
Low Temperature:
Ambient Rc_m Temperature:
Ther_l S_ck:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop _ 9 triangle waves
'"_lilis econds
Lelka_e Ra_e:
at 35 g fo,r...!O
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method=
5.0 g ate20 - 55 cps, 2,0 g at 110 - 2000 cps,
Vlbra_i_---3.0 g at 20 5_ cpS_ IO.O_ at 110 - 2000 cps,
"102 in. Din. at 5_" 109 Cps, O.O_ in . D.A. at
_eembo- 1965
* Minimum cycles: Serial No. i_, I_, IIJ.!
i_5, 139 not in cycle lo_s. Page ii of 25
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
33__
2
I
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
_luggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
w
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Swring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Unspecified
Valve had to be
recycled several
times before
closed light came
on
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight data)CA_NDAR _ME DA_ REPRESENTS:
C0_O_ QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, _TEANDSOURCE: Report F61QO017, Feb. i,
1962, Parker Aircraft Co.
II.7.1
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Additional information concerning the LOX Pre-Valve No. 20M30042
Component:
FortM-one failures were reported on Inspection Reports,
LJH
December 1965 (Revlsion) II .? .i
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DATE
PAGE
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
9 May 1963 ....J MPI-2000
_._-_-"" _..vcx_ I "---------
I. DESCRIPTION.
The LOX ball rotor shut-off valve 20M30042 is a normally closed, spring
loaded valve that is opened pneumatlcally by an integral control piston
assembly. The valve is a component of the LOX suction llne system and the
LOX fill and drain system. One valve is used in each of the eight LOX
suction lines and another is used in the LOX flZl and drain llne. In the
LOX suction Zlne system, the shut-off valve is opened when the solenoid in
the fuel and LOX MV-74V control valve 20M30128 is energized to allow GN 2
from the control pressure system to pressurize the control port of the
integral control piston assembly. The shut-off valve is closed only in
case of an emergency such as suction llne failure or engine malfunction.
In the LOX fill and drain system, the shut-off valve is opened when ground
source GN 2 pressurization admitted through the i/4-1nch quick disconnect
coupling nipple 20M30390 is allowed to pressurize the control port of the
integral control piston assembly. Two shut-off valves are located in the
rear skirt of contalners LI, L2, L3, and L4 in the LOX suction lines as
shown in the Installatlon view. An additional shut-off valve is located
in the rear skirt of container L3 in the LOX fill and drain llne as shown.
The various functional characteristics of the shut-off valve are as
follows:
I.I Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The shut-off valve is
capable of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Flow chamber operating media: LOX or LN 2.
b. Control piston assembly operating media: Gaseous nitrogen,
helium, or air.
C.
d.
Gate opening method: Pneumatic pressurization.
Gate closing methods: Primary - spring force. Alternate A -
spring force and pneumatic pressurization. Alternate B -
pneumatic pressurization solely. (NOTE: Selection of the
operation method is possible by performing only minor
modifications when the shut-off valve is installed.)
e. Flow chamber operating pressure: 150 p.s.l.g, minimum internal
pressure.
f. Control piston assembly operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g, nominal
wleh 500 p.s.i.g, minimum.
g. Flow chamber proof operating pressure: 225 p.s.i.g, minimum
internal pressure.
II .7 .i
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J 20M30042 J
• • N
h.
t.
J.
k.
me
n.
o.
p.
q@
ro
s.
t@
u@
C_ntrol piston assembly proof operating pressure= 1,125 p.s.i.g.
minimum Internal pneumatic pressure.
Flow chamber burst pressure (without rupture)- 375 p.s.i.g.
mln/mum Internal hydrostatic pressure.
Control piston assembly burst pressure (without rupture): 1,875
p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressure.
Surge pressure vithstandlng capabillty: 100 surge pressure
cycles from 0 to 300 to 0 p.s.i.8.
Operating temperature range: Liquid nitrogen temperature
stabilised in the flow ctmmber to +165" F.
Temperature shock withstanding capability- 5 shock cycles from
+165 ° F. to IN 2 temperature.
Pressure drop through, flow chamber with a I_X flow race of 3,250
g.p.m, at a density of 71.38 pounds per cubic foot: 1.5 p.s.i.
max/mum.
Flow chamber gate seal liquid leakage: No liquid leakage, as
evidenced by the foremtion of test medium droplets, with the
preliminary valve inlet port pressurized from 0 to 150 p.s.i.g.
with either LGX or IN 2.
Flow chamber gate seal gaseous leakage: $ s,c.i.m, maximum
gaseous leakage with the preliminary valve inlet port pres._r-
ised from 0 to 150 p.s.i.g, with CN2.
Flow control gate shaft seal leakage: 5 s.c.i.m, maximua with
the flow chamber gate fully open and with the flow chamber
pressurized from 0 to 150 p.s.i.g, with LOX, IN2, or CH2.
Control piston assembly _leakage: 1.0 s.c.i.m, max/_m from either
the opening or closing portion when they are pressurised from
0 to 750 p.s.i.g, with CN2.
External flow chamber leakage: None when pressurised from 0 to
150 P'8.i.8. with LGX or CM2. (NOTE: Flow from bleeds or
vents is not considered leakage.)
External control piston assembly leakage: None from either the
opening or closing portion when they are pressurised from 0 to
750 p.8.i.g, wlth @N2.
Closing response time (measured from the open position switch
indication to the closed position switch indication when the
control pressure is vented and the gate is moved to the closed
position by spring force): 300 _+ 100 milliseconds when the
flow chamber i8 pressurised to I00 p.s.i.g, with L(X or IM2
under static or nominal flow conditions.
, i
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INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
(TYFIDAL 01 COMTAZgHES LI, 12, L3, MID /..4)
.... FILL _D HRAIH VALVE LOCATED
ON CONTAINS L30NL?
NOTES
C,P2/BRAL LOCATE _t
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL HETALLIC AND
NONmeTALLIC SURFACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MSFC=SFEC-166 FOR LOX OR
PNE_L4TIC S_RVICE AS APPLICABLE.
ALL MATERIALS OTHER THAN SEALANTS
MUST MEET THE REQUIRE/4ENTS FOR
COMPATIBILITY WITH LOX IH ACCORD.
ANCE WITH NSFC-SPEC-I06.
IDENTIFY BY NANKING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH HIL-STH- [3Oo
STAMP TifF. CUE_ DATE OF THE OLDEST
PREFORMED .RUBBER PACKING SEAL IN
TEE CONTROL ASSEMBLY I14 ACCORD-
ANCE WITH HSFC-STD-[05.
(_ CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT CON-
TAH_HATION {H3RING ASSEMBLY.
(_ UR APPRHVED EQUIVALENT.
_) ANODIZE THE AL_IHDM SURFACES OF
THE CONTROL PISTON ASSEMBLY GRAY
AND THE FLOW CHAN_ER GREEN IN
ACCORDANCE _4ITH HIL-A-8625_
TYPE I I •
LOCHWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MS33_40
AHD APBLY 3/8-1NOE D_AN_TIER SEAL
AFTER TESTING.
LUBSICATH THREADS _TE AR-[.F
ANTISEIZE COHPOUNO OR APPROVED
EQUIVALENT*
USING THE TORQUE SEQUENCE SHO_ IN
_TAIL A, TORQUE IN STEPS TO 50,
qO, KND FINALLY ZOO INCH-POUNDS°
_AKE AT 160 ° _. F(_ 3 HOUIts, LET
COOL TO HOOM 1_N_E_ATEHE, AND RE-
TO_UE 11 8 NO_EEHE BOLTS IN
T_ ORDER SHO_ AND THE 16 REMAINING
_OLTS IN CLOCKWISE OItDHR TO I00
INCH=POUnDS •
F_OH SUHPACESsusT BRPROTECTHH
nON suN*TO_s D_ ASS_m_V.
(_) _S_LL IN ACCO_C_ _TH MSa36_,
cLAss:m. RUtOWTANGAFTER
ANOOIZXY_ T_ F_.
AFTER INSTALLING DO MOT IIOTATH HALL
"PAST TI_ FULLY CLOSED OR I_LLY
OPEN POSll"Zt_q..
DO NOT LU_ICATH.
@ USE BALL ASS_LY HEIELO TOOL 10
PHOTECT THE HALL D_tINO ASSSMBLY°
BEFORE INSTALLING lIENS 6.1 THRU
6,8, BURNISH _/ITH A TEFLON RING
OF 6.25 I.D. HAVING AFPHOXIHATELY
O.OIS x 65 ° CHAMFER ON I"_E I.O,
APPLY A LOAD OF APPROXIMATELY
200 TO 250 TOUGHS AND ACTUATE
THE _ALL FRC_ OPEN TO CLOSED TO
OPEN I0¢ TENES* REHOVE THE
TEFLON BURNISHING RINC AND THE
LOOSE T_FLON PARTICLES FROM THE
VALVE •
INHERT INTO BALL (ITEM 6.11) t_TTb
TABS _AOE IN SLOTS AN0 GROOVE.
THEN ROTATE UNTIL THE ._MALL HOLE
NATHS WITH THE PROJECTION ON THE
LOWER HSAHINO SUPPORT (ZTEM 6.15).
_) FLOW PATH IH TUBE (ITEM 6.12) HUST
BE COHC_HTHIC I_TH BODY (IT_
6.Z8.2) OUTLET PORT WITHIN O.O1S-
INCH. USE THE -3 SPACINC HIND
TO OBTAIN THE I"NITIAL BALL
POSITION° "J_IE ANOTHER DASH
NUMBER PART. IF REQUIRED, FOR
ALINEMENT. THE LONGITUDINAL
I_ZCKNESS OF THE SPACING RING
INCREASES BY O,O125-IHCH WITH
EACH IH_,REASE IN ,%%,_HNLRdHER.
USING THE TORQUING SEQUENCE SHOWd
IN DETAIL H, TORQUE IN STEPS TO
$0, 90, AND BINALLY tOO INCH-
POUNDS. BANE AT 160" F. FOR 3
HOURS, LET OOOL TO HaHN TEMPER-
AIN_, AND HETORQUE IH THE ORDER
S_O_ IS DETAIL B TO 100 INCH-
POUNDS •
INSTALL ZS AOCOROANCE W/IN MS33646
AND REMOVE TANO.
INSTALL IN ACCORDANCE WITH WS33646,
OLAHE 25, AND RENOVE TANG.
(_ 't'o_uE 60 TO 85 _OHoPODNDS AHD
INSTALl. THE LOOKINO KEY WITH
TOP SUN,ACE OF _ _'IJD SDOULr_H
0.0tO- TO O.030*IgCH HELOW _U_BACE
OF THB IIODY.
L0_KWIHE IN ACCORDANCE _TH MS33540.
HEL_CT T_ SPLINE AND OEAR TOOTH
COMBINATION REQUIHED TO ALINE
THE FLOE PASSAGE TO WITHIN -+ 1 °
OF THB CBNTEHLINE OF _ BODY AND
_LANOB WITH THE CONTROL ASS_BLY
IH .1"I_ OF_H BOSITYON.
INSTALL IH ACCORDANCE WITH MS33646,
CLASS 2, AND REMOVE TANG.
LUBRICATE BY APPLYIHG A THIH FTL_
OF DOW-CORNING COSP. CREASE
FS-1281 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
_-_ APPLY _VERLUSE CORP. EVERLUBE #811
AND B_RNISH TO O.OUO2- TO 0.0004-
INCH THICKNESS.
___ AFTEE INSTALLING, FLARE THE CYLIN-
DRICAL EHD TO O.15-TNCH DIANETER.
A_ HEFOEE INSTALLING THE BEANIHO (ITEM
10.6) AND PEEFORMSD PACKINO (1TEM
IO.7), PILL THE OHOOVE TD tO'/.
PACK WITH DOW-CDRHING COEP.
GHEASE FS-1281. EEHOVE EXCES$1V_
LUBRICANT AFTEN INSTALLING ITEHS
J 10.6 AND [0.7.
INSTALL THE -1 FORPART INITIAL
CALIBHATIOH, THEN DETERHINE BY
TESTING THS DASH DUNDER PART
HEQUIRED. THE -! PART IS COLOR
CODED BED, THE -2 PART GREEN. THE
-3 PART BLUE, AND THE -4 PAHT
GOLD. THE ORIFICE DIAHETER IS
0.O61 :+ 0.002, 0.072 :_ 0.002,
0.080 4 0.002, OR 0.086
0.002 INCH FOH THE -1, -2, -3,
OR -4 PART, RESPECTIVELY.
COMPRESS THE SPRINGS WITH SPRINC
cOMPRESSOR TOOL UNTIL THE EDGE
OF THE SP_ING PLATE (ITEM tO.12)
IS WITHIN 0.O6-INCH OF REIHG
FLUSH WITH THE HOUSING.
INSTALL WITH INTERNAL GROOVE IN
THE UP POSITION.
POSZTION TSE SWZTON SNAFT TO
PNOVIHE ELEC_ICAL CONTIHDITY
mu_I_/HEH CONNECTOE PINS "A 't AND
"B" WITH THE VALVS IH THE
CLOSBD TOSITIOH. ARROW ON
SWISH S_AFT _A}ST POIHT TOWAHD
C_ECTOR.
_--_ STAKE S£TAIN •TO
_ INSYALL A_H 1_STING.
DO_rE_E 1_IR_ING 1/4 TO 1/2 TUBN
A_E FLA_E _TAOTS ITS
HATINO F_HFACE •
_', _ EVENLY AND GEADUALLY TO
tOO INcH-F_OS •
TO_ 130 TO 180 IHCH-PO_DS,
WRITER:
API_OVEO BY:
I1.7 .i
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rd_EERING • REVISION TO:
011AWING
RELEASE
IO'S
B
ART CONTROL NO,
20M30042
-3
M-ME-E- 1185- A
Ill'VISION
DATE OF
Tills PAGE
31 May 1963
92_430042
1 • 14_09_5_:32
2. _500AD6`-4
3o /de_OCT_
4. F61C152?-1
5.
6. 2631603
6.1 P61C!$41
6.2 F61CI6W
6.3 2631_89
6 • 3 • | NF_ 13Q&-F6o 15
6.3.2 2_316`69-1
6.4 P61CI$32
6.5 F61C_q)99
6.6 1r61C1552
6.7 F61C1528
6.0 F61C1483
6.9 F61CIS$7
6.10 P6ICLSO4
6.11 F61C1514
6.12 F61C1526
6.13 I_ IC 152.50( )
6_!4 F61C1534-- I
6.15 F61C!524
6° 16 F6101692
6.17 NS9061..06
• .18 r61C1476.1
6.18.1 NS2 lz_06-1e•. I0
6*18.2 F61¢15510!
6.18.3 NS212OI-IrS*L5
6.18.4 F61¢150S*1
6.19 F61C1535
6.20 F61C1536
6.21 F61C1534-2
6.22 F61CIS_[_
6.23 _31089
6 • 24 r61C!_
6.25 I_ICIMi-I
6 • 20 Y61C15_19
6.27 ImlC1$33
6.28
7. P&li:_L$6
8. MICl$a_t
9. lqd_1315
10.
lO.l.t FOI4_U_301
IO. 1 .;t Mg_l_OG.ina_t0
10.2 I_ICJ_JO
10.3 I1829511_130
IO./_ IqJ2¢i1_)
IO.S _31599
10.5.1 Ir6tcl_ *
10.$._ _S_1.q4.5
10.5.3 N,3100_
10.6 2631004
_ lld.L 1_1_8 SHDT*(XrF _
('_" _ZV. L £O-3) _ AZlt*
CRAFT CO., LOS _IG_S, C_L1LF..
PART MQ. Ie61COOITMI)
®®(_®®®©
XaNEPLAYl_
LOX VALIq_ ASSOflI_Y
F_ AS_UMI.y ®
INS_itT (18 PIJ.CES) _)
FLANGE (14&Bg IqtCt4 UIOMCHI_ED
I_!C 16`66`) _
SPItlN_ (36 PLACES)
_®
SHE.4R R][NG
2-_)/16 O. 0o BY 1-13116 ][*O. N
VEWDOR_ FAPNTR BIEAR_0G CO.,
IUtlTAI_, 00181.. PMUg NO,
AK2_)B3-£8216,. _H_ ILEY.}
C_S_T (_LCE)
_1_ SUPI_tT (PU_DE PITON
F61C|_)
• ODY N N _e6101475)
(_ _S) (_)
SI_D/Jl_lI,Y (111_1_8 DIGIT CO.,
d_GS_ES 3, CALIT.. PJdtT NO.
• *_ (_0 na_s) (_)
sptnl_
Slqt_ SI_JWDIIG ItIIIl_
GAJiZET
Ul_q_ BP.JIJ_IG SUPIP_T
S/MIeT SEAL (RACQ USG_ISI_DIG SANTA
'J[men-r M_18_
08I_ SIMTr (Wdm _ Y6102_,17)
JSTAIleUt _ _ _1C2,e_7)
,misc.) ® ®
L_Sm ummaelw oa_n
immta_w
m Dlmtd_8
BOOY (Mdd_ PlIW8 1_61C1512)
(4 PI,d_Z•) (_)
rIP81 RZJSO
10.7
10.8
lO.q
10.10
IO.11
10.12
10.13
10.16`
10.1_J
IO.16
10.17
I0.16
10. I9
10.20
10.21
10.22
10.5'3
10.2•
10.25
10.26
11.
12.
13.
1•.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
1_1.
20.
21.
22.
22.
24.
25.
26.
i v
|
7 5
3 4
DETLTL & . 26` H0_LZ 805.T PATfli_I I_MqO1]IG SKQgmK_
F6Ogl 1171Gh10
P6OWI 117PO37
1'_1C15=1
t_1C1543.( )
F•1C1876
F61CIS.f_
Y61C1_55
F62C12_
F61C156,7
F61C1.qS_J
LITYO,kl
1_1C15_8
F61_1550
_61CI?L_
F61CI_iO
IqlO_l llTlql_g
r61C1542
F61C160_
_501S010*6
MS29513_24"
r61C1503
MS33672.6
r61C1693
MISOI_DIO-6
1_1C1556
Y6LC1692
F61C1533
F51C1696
NS295U-6
F62C1534
Y61C1978-2
A85QI_DIO-6
M.5_5C32
tquwom_n _.,tmnm (o.._mc)
08_CE
SPA_R
HOUSIMG IU_AIX'ER SING _)
PTNTON _ _ (M_
CO., W[V I[ITgDI.._CaUI.. PJRT HO.
^_6,lUe..es36o._
P_zcu CE_ _0
PINION Itg&81NO SUPt_K_
scnv (2 m_c_s) (_
emm,m_ era:urn (o-e.m) ®
s_cE inc.. _o3_)
CEoo_n eue (2 eL_S)
_t (2 PLACES)
SCEe, (2 e_c_s) (_
vz_ ea_. ( - - uz2u
BUT (10 el,a_s) (a)(_
GRTASE _ TAG
vAsmm (6, I'Lk_S)
scEra (• e;ACES) (_)
_CEVmZ (_)
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VIi Opening response time (measured from the closed position switch
indication to the open position switch indication when controI
pressure of 500 p.s.i.g, is applied to the control piston
assembly): 200 +_ 100 milliseconds when the flow chamber is
pressurized to 100 p.s.i.g, with _ or I2_2 under static or
nominal flow conditions.
w. Life cycle performance capability: 1,000 cycles (closed to open
to closed) of operation.
X. Flow chamber relief dlfferentlal pressure: 50 p.s.i, maximum at
a CH2 rellef rate of 18 c.f.m. The GN2 temperature range is
-290" to -270 ° F.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the shut-off valve are as follows:
a. Position indicating switch circuit resistance: 0.5 ohms maximum
between the connector pins when their respective circuits are
fully closed.
be Position indicating switch insulation resistance: 50 magohms
minimum with 500 v.d.c, applled between each electrical
connector terminal and the assembly housing or between any two
termlnals when their respective circuits are fully open.
C. Position indicating switch closing actuation and deactuatlon
positions: Actuation (possess continuity between electrlcal
connector terminals "A n and "B") - 3 ° ± 1 ° before the closing
gate reaches its fully closed position. Deactuatlon (break
continuity between electrical connector terminals "A n and "B n) -
11 ° maxlmem after the opening gate rotates from its fully closed
position.
d@ Position indicating switch opening actuation and deactuation
positions: Actuation (possess continuity between electrical
connector terminals "B n and nC") - 5 ° ± 3 ° before the opening
gate reaches its fully open position. Deactuation (break con-
tinuity between electrical connector terminals "B" and ecn) -
14" maximum after the closing gate rotates from its fully open
position.
e. The indication switch wtring diagram is shown on page 2.
CAlrrloH: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Wlthstandin a Capability, The shut-off valve is designed to
withstmnd, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave
forms at 50 g*s in each of the three major axes.
rl [:,
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NASA
1.3 (COn,)
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-mIlllseconds duration - half slne wave, or
5-mllllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The shut-off valve Is designed
to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration
at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 76 c.p.s, at 2.0 gls,
76 to 190 c.p.s, at O.0067-1nch double amplitude displacement,
190 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 12.5 _Is, and
20 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 0.I0 gg per c.p.s, random vibration.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the shut-off valve are outlined in Performance Specification
lOMOlO67and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
MSFC-SPEC-164
Military - MIL-E-5272
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
NASA - MSFC-STD-I05
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
MSFC - 10419909
IOM01067
VlMICLII
SA- 5
SA- 6
SA- 7
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA-IO
SPARES
EFFECTIVITY
IEVISIONS
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
. JSom:°04:l
II.7.1
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DATA SHEET
.omenclature:Pre-Valve (IDX)
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
6oc27830
Estimated Design Life- 2,000 Cy.
Vendor: Parker Aircraft Co.
Lo_tlo.: S-I Stage
F,il_ _te: 6,544 x I0"6/c_.
Number of C_ents
this D_taRepresents: 41
Number of
Failures Reported: 39
xc_ (m c_cle,):152.8
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
59 60*
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION _TS PERFORMED:. Sa_1_e as Page ii,
Aoe elerat Idn:
Altitude:
Radio Interference: .....
Salt _ra_:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Bate:
Humidity:
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratien:
I1,7 •I
D_embe- 1965
* Minimum operation time. Serial Nos. 149,
152, 158, 159, 225 and 226 do _not appear
in time/cycle logs, "
I1.7 .i
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
4
28
w
4
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows :
No Open
2 No Close
Mechanical :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/RuDtur ed :
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
1 Other :
Light indicates
only part ial
openin5
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-8 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
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Additional information concerning the LOX Ball Rotor Shutoff
_alve_ Part No. 60C27_30
The LOX ball rotor valve is utilized in the LOX fill and
drain line and in each of the eight LOX suction lines. It is
installed as the LOX fill and drain valve between the _ tanks
and the ground system LOX supply. This normally closed valve
is pneumatically actuated with GN 2 through the LOX fill and drain
control line to allow filling or draining of the LOX lines. Where
the LOX ball rotor valve is used in the suction lines, these valves
are designated as LOX prevalves and are pneumatically actuated
with GN 2 by the LOX and fuel prevalve control valves. The normally
closed LOX prevalves provide a means of shutting off flow in any
one or all of the eight suction lines.
I. Vendor - Parker Aircraft Corp., Part No. F61COOI?MI
2. Location -
a. Prevalve: Station 192, each L0X suction line
b. Fill and drain valve: Station 217, L0X tank No. 3
3. Service -
a. Flow chamber: LOX
b. Control piston: Helium, air, and GN 2
4. Temperature - Operating: Minus 320°F to plus 165°F
5. Pressure - Flow Chamber:
a. Operating: 150 psig
b. Proof: 225 psig
c. Burst: 375 psig
d. Surge: 300 psig in 50 milliseconds, for 100 cycles
6. Pressure - Control piston:
a. Operating: Nominal 750 psig, minimum 500 psig
b. Proof: 1125 psig
c. Burst : 1875 pslg
7 • Lubrlcat ion -
a. Flow chamber: Bearings, seals, and sliding surfaces
with Molykote Z (Alpha Molykote)
b. Control piston assembly: Seals and sliding surfaces
with FS-1281 grease (Dow Corning)
I1.7 .I
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WARNING
This grease is toxic. Hands should be
washed thoroughly in soap and water
after contact and before eating or
smoking•
•
..
i0.
Leakage -
a. Flow chamber gate: No liquid.
b •
C.
d.
Gas limited to
20 scim
Shaft seal: 5 scim, maximum
Control piston seals: I scim at 750 psig
External leakage: None
Response Time -
a. Closing time: 400 milliseconds at minus 320°F
against I00 psig hydrostatic pressure
b. Opening time: 300 milliseconds at minus 320°F
against a pneumatic pressure of 500 psig
Electrical Characteristics - Switch:
a. Contact resistance: 0.5 ohm maximum at 68°F
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms
c. Closed position: "Valve closed" switch shall
actuate when gate is within 3 (plus 1.0, minus
2.0) degrees of fully closed position•
d. Open position: "Valve open" switch shall actuate
when gate is within 5 _ 3 degrees of fully open
position•
Thirty-eight failures were reported on Inspection Reports
and one was reported on an Unsatisfactory Condition Report.
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LOX BALL ROTOR SHUTOFF VALVE, 60C_7830-!
SECTIOMAL VIEW"
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Pre-Valve (Fuel)
Drawing Numbers : 10414024,
2_30043
Saturn I Vehicle
, , • - , , ,
Vendor: Parker Aircraft Co.
North American Aviation
Rocketdyne Div.
Location: S-1 Stage
Estimated DeslgnLife: 2,000 cy.
,i
Failure Rate: 1,393 x 10-6/my. _
TotalNumber of Components
this Data Represents: 122
MCBF (in cycles): 718.1
Total Cycles of Operation:
22,261
TotaiNumber of :
Failures Reported:
December 1965
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.7.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
2
16
5
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic'
Foreign Material
Frozen
'Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
011/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_NDAR TI_ DATA _PRES_TS: SA-I through SA-IO Vehicles (less .flight
data)
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F
._e,czat.r,:Pre-Valve (Fuel)
Dr_,_'__.r.: 10414024
Saturn I"Vehicle
Estimated De,14_n Life: 2,000 C_T.
Failure"ate: 2,128 x zo-6/cy.
N_ber of Cm_ponents
this Data Represents: 43
Number of
Failures Reported: 15 "
DATA SHEET
ve_or: North American Aviatiol
Rocketdyne Corp.
_eet_n: S-I Stage
.c_ (_ c_Ze.): 469.8
_z c,cZe_o_ opo_ti_. 7,048*
Vehicle Equipment: X
G_d Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
AcceleratiVe:
Altitude:
Radio In_erfmTmmee:
Salt Spray:
ShocM:
 mtu : 300QF
z_. T_era_r.- -65°F
i
Ambient Room Temperature:
The rlml BhoeM:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Lea_age _ - - :
Humidity:
Random Nolee!
Sine Wave Method:
_*br.tlo..50,.go3a_-_0D.A_Sa_'_5 -20110gatcpsllO - 2000 cps,
, , , rr
Dee'_'*MinimumR_122.V,1965 t _t _ _ ___e nroI%1 s nN°_n C_0 31_Rll 017oJ;, Pa,eII'?'23of 2 0
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
3
2
6
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
_luggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Bindlng:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: S_ring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition. Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-I through SA-4 vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC report IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
dated 1962
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Additional information concernin 6 the 10414024 valve:
The fifteen failures were reported on the Inspection
Reports.
L
_i¸'i_...._
L
December 1965 (Revision) I1.7.2
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(Intentionally Left Blank)
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MSFC " FABelCATION AMID ASSEMBLY ENGINEERINg 0nvns0oN "NAIA '
MANUFACTURING PLAN
S_ _S ASSDIBLY I_DCEDUB5 I September 196_ EP-140
app.t_mA p-
10414024 FIlL PREL_qAKY VALVE ASSEMBLY . _._.GI " .ass 1 -- _
r . J
DESCRIPTIaq.
The fuel preliminary valve assembly 10414024 is a normally closed pne_a-
mechanically operated K_te type valve. The valve assembly is opened when
the solenoid in the fuel and L_ MV-74V control valve 10414027 is energized
to allow GN2 from the control pressure sydtem to pressurize the control port
of the valve assembly. The valve is closed only in case of an eaerKency
such as suction line failure or enKine melftmction. A valve assembly ii
used in each of the eight fuel suction lines. Two fuel suction lines axe
located in the rear skirt o£ each 70-inch £uel container. The t_o valve
assemblies in the rear skirt o£ container F1 are installed in the fuel
suction lines of enKine8 No. I and" No_. 5. The two valve assemblies in the
rear skirt o£ c_er F2 are installed in the fuel suction lines o£ Mine|
No. 2 and He. 6. The t_o valve assemblies £n the rear skirt of container F3
are installed in the fuel suction lines of en$ines No. 3 and No. 7. The two
remain£us valve assemblies in the rear skirt of container F4 are installed in
the fuel suction lines of casinos No, 4 and No. 8. The location .of the_'valva
asseablies are shown in the installation view. The various functimwl
characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
1.1 _-n4_a_ hrf_e C:haracte:tstics. The valve assembl7 £s capable
_pa__ _bantcally as follo_:
a .... LinL_sure: 45p,s.t.8. uutmm.
o. the o! the closed sad
_ld I_L_Ka O_ ValVe h0Ult_8| _ 0 0 30 O,
d. _.: 11_-1 Fuel.
s, Xa_maal lasheSe with 45 p,s,i.8, presst_e in the line and the Sara
in both the o_on _d closed pos£tinne alto=_atoly:
II_lgt seals - 20 s.o.i,m, maxtm_,
0ate pin seals = 2 S.Ooi.U. amdam.
' " li_in i_mt: - 35 s.c,i.m, nazism (applies only vith pro in the
elo_d position).
1.2 1__-----_ n,_,ae_u _teristl_s. The valve assembly is oepable d
opera, in8 pmmaat£ull7 as follou:
S. _ op_s_ pr_s_ro: $00 p.s.i.S, internal pmma_
proS_rs.
b. ,Be_nal ,opmtJ_ll pressure8 750 p.s.£.8, internal pneug£tie . '
pressure. '
c. Proof operati_ pressures 1,125 p.s.£,8, lntorul pummattC
pz_Jssurs,
d, Burst pressure (wLthout burstine): 1,875 p.s,£,8, internal h_dto-
stat£_ pressure. (CAI]TIO8: Use only for destructive acoeptJnc-
testins.)
e. Operatin8 _d£a: _t_, lesoO_S nitroesu, or hells.
f. L_k88o put the control cylinder: 5 s.e.i.m, naxiuua vith 750
p.So£.8. £nternal _t_ pressure applied,
1.3 _£eal oo . - . The electrical psrfoma_e requiR
me_tS __ VO&sS .-y are Be J_ollogsl _ .
a. 0_i_h utuations4t 1° _ 0030 ' balers the 8ate £e td i_ onple_ozy
open or oloud position. ' ..
• _._._
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CLEAN AND CO_ITI_ ALL METALLIC AND
NOIMETALLIC SURFACES IN ACC5RDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
(_) ALL MATERIALS OTI_R THAN SEALANTS MUST
HEST THE REQUIN_S FOR C0MPATISILITY
WITH LOX IN ACCORDANCE WITH MSTC-SPEC-104.
mzmrn,Y BYNAHEI_INACC_S WITH
MIL-STD- 130.
Q STAMP T_ CURE DATE _@ T_ OLDESTPREFOm_D RUBBER PACKING SEAL IN
ACCO_S kITH SPECIFICATI(_
DRAWING 10509311.
CARE HUST BE TALON TO PREVSNT CONTAMIMATXUB
_RZblG ASSI_4BLY. (_
(_ OH APPROVSD S_IVALENT.
TORQUE 1S TO 20 Z_CH-pOtr_s.
LUBRICATE WITH DGW-CORNING C0_P. O.C, 55
OR APPRONSD EQUIVALENT.
LOC_IRE IN ACCORDANCS WITH NS33540.
TORQUE 50 TO 70 INCH-POUNDS.
TORQUE 15 TO 18 SNCH-POUNDS.
(_) SP(_-TXE T_ ELECTRICAL WIRES AT 3-INCH
INTERVALS,
TORQUE 6 TO 8 INCH-RXR_DS.
TORQUE I0 TO 12 INCHoPOUND8.
INSTALL UNDER THE I_T PLACED laiRS A_
ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE ON Tw BOX.
INSTALL WASHER 2W18-414 _KR TiE
TWO REMAINING NUTS.
TORQUE 50 TO 70 INCH-POUNDS.
POSITI_ THIS LEVER SO THAT THE SPLIHE
INDEX SCRIBE MARK IS IN LIR WITH THE
PUNCH MARK SHOWN ON THE S_NtFT,
TORQUE 1SO TO 140 INCHoPO_S.
TORQUE TO 50' INGH-PoIrNDs,
DRAWN BY :
PLANNER :
WRITER:
APPROVED BY:#
II .7.2
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GENERAL LOCATION
m -----
LEGEND
10414024 FUEL PHELIMINAR¥ VALVE ASSE_LY ("C" REV. &
EO-5)(NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION IHC.,9512-48_o-.)® ® ® ® ®
.... l. 8oo-o15-8 _cx-o-sEAL(_P_SS) (_)
_. 9512-480_s cooKE
..... • _.
5 HSIUBiSH40 (_)
6. AN4NIOA BOLT
7. IWI8-416 WASHER
""_ , 9512-4S425 VALVE SWITCH
ASS_I_¥
9. 9512-48425-3 AI_4
9512-48425 SNITCH ASS LY
10. AHS95N20 LOCI_IRE
11. ANS00A2- I0 SCHEW (4 8S) L(_J
r.'::'_" "_'_'_ 12. 2WLC6-8-16 WASHER (4 PLACES)
13. 2SE6 MICRO SWITCH (M/I_RO SNITCH CORP. )
(2 PLACSS) tPJ
INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING POP.WARD 14. JE-I ACTOATON (HICR_r_WITCH CORP, )
(2 pLACES)
(TYPICAL ON CONTAINERS F1, F2, F3, & F4) 15. INSULATION TUBING
16. ELECTRICAL WI_NG
17. TYING CORD
18. 9615-48066 BOX
19. 1.0-40450-10 GASKET (BENDIX AVIATION CORP.)
20. MS3102SIOSL3P CO_ECTOR (KEPLACSS TiE VS}_OR
FURNISHED ANSlO2SIOSL3P CONNECTS)
PRIOR TO INSTALLING T_ VALVE GATE AND 21. RD191-4002-0001 LOC (REPLACES PART NO. R2-1-1) _J
5IL_FT, pIJtCE THIS SEAL BLANK _N THE 22. 2W18-4 WASHER (3 PLACSS)
CASTI_ 9615-48013-9 AI_ RETAIN WITH 23. ANSOOA4-6 SCREW (4 PLACES)
THE KETAIHER 9415-48024. WITH SOTS 24. AN122674
_ALVSS TOCST_R, FORCE T_ TOOL 25. 9612-48422
365-758 THEOUCH THE SEAL BLANK TO 26. AN340-6
FORM T_ SEAL. RI_OPS THE TOOL 27. 2WlAL17-20-62
AND SEAL TONET_R. INSTALL T_ 28. HAS67EM*W
SHA.r'EAND SLIP _ FO_D SEAL ICSOM 29. 9615-48030
T_ TOOL TO THE SHAFT BY USING THE 30. 9615-48427
RETAINER 5615-48024. 31. AN622739
32. 9512-48425
TORQUE TO 43 I_CN-PO_S. 33. MS2osgsN51
34. AN5o12A
TORQUE 22 TO 30 INCH-?O_S. 35. DAS679A5
36. 9512-48431
T0aQUE 130 TO ].50 INCN-POLrRDS. 37. 96|5-48024
58. _-SA
ADJUST SO THAT Wl_ ¥_ PISTON IN IN 39. 9615-48265
THE CLOSED POSlTXUN THE DATE IS 40. 9615-48062
COtt_THLY CLOSED - TOP 5UNFACS OF 41. kl_-llA
TI_ DATE PARALLEL WITH THE TOP SOItFACH 42. ANS-32A
or T_ GATE HOUSING WXTRIN PLUS Oil 9615-48013-51
KINU5 ZERO DEGREES 30 HX_ITES. 43. KE-6ol
44. L1246-1-6
50 TO 55 INCH-POUNDS.TOlU;NS 45. 5615-48068
46. 9615-48013-9
l"ON_ INCH-1_S. 47. 40049620 TO 25
48. 10_14501
HIKE RING TO HOUSING TWO PLACE5 A5 49. 10414500
KEquIRED.
50. MS20995C32
I TO 85 INCHosoUNDS MAX,(OH. 51. 9615-48266
52. 9512-48452
53. AN6227813
_, AN6230S6
55. X5133-311_
56. 9512-48014
57. 402658
58. 5-3224-11
S9. 402656
60. 402657
61 • MS20955H32
m 62. 201430382
63. 9627-48497
9512-4_11
64. RL28SS-8
65. RD206SB-6- 5L
64. 9512-48411
67. R20_SB-5
"68. RLR28SH-8
69. 9512-48424
70. 9615-48591-3
71. 9615-48074-3
72. AN3R3A
73. g615-48107
74. 9512-48415
75. MS20995N91
74, 9512-48360
77. 9615-48020
78, AN4HSA
79. 21J18-516
80. NAS679A5
ENGINEERING REVISION 70:10414024
DRAWING
RE'.SEEO', -s
PIN
SETSCREW (2 PLACE_
mrr (2 PLACES)(P),..,
WASHER (2 PLACES)"_)
DAsHE
PIN_®
PHEFO PACKING (O-RI_) @ @
LE'VSR
LOC
N_T
RETAINER
HOLT (2 PLACES)
MASKER -
BOLT (2 PLACES) (_
BOLT (4 PLACES)
PIS_ _SII_ AS_L'LY
RING (2 PLACES) (F_.-._
INSERT (2 PLACSS)_..-'I_I
5Tm)(4PLAcRs)x_
CASTING
STUB (e eLACSS) (_)
PIN
HIPPIE (HEPLACSS THE VENDOR
•0RMINHE"..(_I6-4C NIPPLE) @
SUSNIHG
LINK
PHE,o_ PACRISO(o-_ING>_
PRm,Om_DPACKING(o-ai_)(PI..[")
N_m _,k_Rs,0_._ONIRc.)" (,5"--
;ll,o_TssRMsL¥®
SPRING
CYLINUB CAP
.LT_ @
TAPER PIN (MAKE FROM MS25492-ISSD)
(HEPLACRS ItlS _ON PDHEISHED PIN
AN385ktI10P7)
GASKET
HOUSING ASSEMBLY
RiNG (" pLACES) (_
INSERT (2 PLACSS) _)
HOUSI_
INSERT (4 PLACES) _)
RING (4 PLACES) ®
WASHES
GATE
WASHER
SEAL
lING
LDCR_IHE (_
wASHEI (4 PLACES)
MUr (4 ,n._:RS)
M-F&AE-EPI40-516-A
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
B Dec.1961
i:!-
E
L
, --
i ..r
\
\
i
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FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
I _eocE.un EP- 140
b. The switch wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designe_ to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for five minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's
55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
100 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Acceptance Test Requirements 10414124
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
o
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
Rocketdyne - RA0113-001
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10414124
10419909
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414024
VEHICLE REVISIONS
"C" Rev. and EO-5SA-T
SA-1 "C" Rev. and EO-5
SA-2 "C" Rev. and EO-5
SA-3 -"C" Rev. and EO-5
SA-4 "C" Rev. and EO-5
Spares Before installing modify to latest configuration
|0414024 I
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EVISION DATE 8DEC,.1961
DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Pre-valve
m_._ _ers: 20M30043
Saturn I Vehicle
(fuel)
I Ve_or: Parker Aircraft Co.
_t_.: S-I Stage
EstinRted Desfgn Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 1, 052 x 10"6/¢¥.
Number of C_entm
this D_taRepTesents: 79
Number of
Failures Reported: 16
ENVIRONMENTAL O]JALIFICATION TESTSPERFORMED:
MCBF (In.cycles): 950.8
Total Cycles of Oper_tlon:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
"15,213
Ac_elerat_un:
_ 55 to 93
Altitude:_
Rad_Q _erence:
Shock:
.i_ _at_re: 4 hr. at 165°F
LOw' Temperature: _320OF
AmbianZ _ Temperature:
s_._ _t (mat Drop): 9 triangle waves
:_ milliseconds
__:
at 35 g for i0
Homi_Ity:
Random Nc_se:
Sine Wave th d:
_._ g at 20-55 cps, 2.0 g at ii0 2,000 cps, 3.0
v_bratl_._ at 20-54 cps t iO.O g at Ii0-2,000 cps t 102 in.
D.A. at 55-109 c_s t 0.03 in.D.A, at 55-110 cps (each
for 5 mlnutes duration)
_°eMl_n_m _eeV#_n# time. Serial numbers 231 II.7.2
23_, 229, 2_i, 249, 292, 274, 280 do not Page ii of 20
appear ir_ time/cycle logs
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
i0
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPO_NTQUALIFICATIONREPORT rJMBER, DA_ANDSOURCE: Report F61QO017 Feb. i,
1962, Parker Aircraft Co.
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Additional information concerning the Pre-valve (fuel) No
20M300_3 Component:
All sixteen failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
E
L
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MSFC MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
] PROCEDURE
J 1 _ 4
I. DE SCRIPTION.
The fuel ball rotor shut-off valve 20M30043 is a normally closed, spring
loaded valve that Is opened pneumatically by an integral control piston
assembly. The valve is a component of the fuel suction line system and
the fuel fill and drain system. One valve is used in each of the eight
fuel suction lines and another is used in the fuel fill and drain llne.
In the fuel suction llne system, the shut-off valve is opened when the
solenoid in the fuel and LOX MV-74V control valve 20M30128 is energized
to allow GN2 from the control pressure system to pressurize the control
port of the integral control piston assembly. The shut-off valve Is
closed only in case of an emergency such as suction llne failure or engine
malfunction. In the fuel fill and drain system, the shut-off valve is
opened when ground source GN2 pressurization admitted through the
1/4-1nch quick disconnect coupling nipple 20M30136 is allowed to pressur-
ize the control port of the integral control piston assembly. Two shut-
off valves are located in the rear skirt of containers FI, F2t F3, and
F4 in the fuel suction lines as shown in the installation view. An
additional shut-off valve is located in the rear skirt of container FI
in the fuel fill and drain llne as shown. The various functional
characteristics of the shut-off valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The shut-off valve is
capable of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Flow chamber operating media: RP-I fuel.
b. Control piston assembly operating media: Gaseous nitrogen,
helium, or air.
c. Gate opening method: Pneumatic pressurization.
d. Gate closing methods: Primary - spring force. Alternate A -
spring force and pneumatic pressurization, Alternate B -
pneumatic pressurization solely. (NOTE: Selection of the
operation method is possible by performing only minor modl-
flcations when the shut-off valve is installed.)
e. Flow chamber operating pressure: 150 p.s.l.g, minimum internal
pressure.
f. Control piston assembly operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, nomlnal
with 500 p.s.i.g, minimum.
K. Flow chamber proof operating pressure: 225 p.s.i. K. minimum
internal pressure.
h. Control piston assembly proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i,g.
minimum internal pnetmmtlc pressure.
II .7.2
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i. Flow chamber burst pressure (without rupture): 375 p.s.l.g.
minimum internal hydrostatic pressure.
J. Control piston assembly burst pressure (without rupture): 1,875
p.s.l.g, mlnimm internal pressure.
k. Surge pressure withstanding capability: 100 surge pressure
cycles freak. 0 to 300 to 0 p.s.l.g.
I. Operating temperature range: -65" to +165 ° F.
me Pressure drop through £1owchamber with RP-1 fuel flow rate of
3,250 g.p.m, at 8 density of 50.45 pounds per cubic foot: 1.0
p.s.i, maxlm1_.
no Flow chamber gate seal llquld leakage: No llquld leakage, as
evidenced by the. formation of test medium droplets, with the
preii_Lnsry valve inlet port pressurized from0 to 150 p.s.l.g.
with either RP-1 fuel or an approved substitute.
O. Flow, chamber "Kate seal gaseous leakage: § s.c.i.m, maximum
Base.us leakage with the preliminary valve inlet port pressur-
Lw_l from 0 to 150 p.s.i.g, with G'_2.
p. Flow control gate shaft seal leakage: 1.0 s._.i.m, maximum with
the flow chamber Kate fully open and with the flow chamber
pressurized from 0 to 150 p.s.i.$, with CM2.
q. Control piston assembly leakage: 1.Os.c.i.m. maximum from
either the opening or closingportion when they are pressurised
from 0 to 750 p.s.i.g, with CN2.
r. External flow clmmber leakage: None when pressurized from 0 to
150 p.s.i.8, with RP-1 fuel or CN2. (NOTE: Flow from bleeds
or vents is not considered leakage.)
So
to
External control piston assembly leakage: None from either the
opening or closing portion when they are pressurized frmnO to
750 p.s.l.g, with CM2.
Closin8 response time (measured. from the open position switch
indication to the closedl_, position switch indicationwhen the
control pressure is vented and the gate is moved to the closed
position by spring force): 200 ± lOOmilliseconds when the
flow chamber is pressurized to I00 p.s.i.g, with RP-I fuel or
an approved substitute under static or nominal flow conditions.
U. Opening response time (measured from the closed position switch
indication to the open-position switch indication when control
pressure of §00 p.s.i.g, is applied to the control piston
assembly): 150± $0milliseconds when the glow chamber is
pressurized to 100 p.s.i.g, with RP-I fuel or an approved
substitute under static or nominal glow conditions.
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p,c_ 2 _ 4 l N_u_' MPI-2000
GENERA_ LOCATION
CLEAN AND C(_4DITION ALL METaLLiC AND
v
NOHNETALLIC SURFACES IN ACC_DANCE
WITH NSPCoSPBC-166 I_q PURL
PHE_TIC EREV_CE AS APPLICAJLE.
I_NTIPY _Y NA/_ING IN ACCORDANCE WITH
NIL4TD*ISO.
_e_ ST_ THE C_TE DATE OF THE OL_S_ PH*
v
I_N4ED BUDDEN FA_ING _L IN TEE
CONTROL ASSENBLY IN ACCORDANCE _T_
NREC*STD* lOS.
CANE _FST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT COHTAM-
v
IILqTION DUROC ASSEMBLY.
O_ APPROVED Z_VALENT.
_) ANODIZE THK AI_4INUM S_RFACES 0P THE
CONTROL PINT(N4 ASE_4_LY GRAY AND
FLOg CRANBRR RED _q ACDOSDANCE
WIT_ NZL-A-0625_ TYPE II.
_) LDOKb_RE IN ACCORDANCE VITH gS335_O
Alto APPLY 31|-INOR DIANETER _L
AFTER TESTING.
LUBRICATE THREADS WITH AN-loP ANTISEZIN
CCNPOt_D ON APPROVED E(_IVAI_NT.
(_) USING_ _t_uE s_uEMczsNGwIN
_TAIL A_ TORQUE IN _/_PR TO _0_
90, AND FII_LLY IDO INC_-POUNDS.
AT 160" Y. FOR 3 HOURS_ LET
COG_ TO DDON T_PERATUP_. AND RE-
TOI_Ug THE 8 NUNI_RND BOLTS IN TI_
OF.URN SY_m AND T_ [6 Itl_4AINING
BOLTS IN CLOCK_ ORDER TO IO0
TNCN-POUHDS.
(_ FLANGE SURFACES HUST DE PROTECTED
PITON SCRATCHES DURING ASSIU_LY.
INSTALL _N AC_ WITH NS356_6.
CLASS SB* itl_OV_ TANG AFTER
ANODIZING THK FLANGE.
AFTE_ INNTALLING DO NOT ROTATE _LL
PAST TH]_ S_LLY D_SED OR FULLY
OPRE POSI_OR •
_) DO NOT UJBRICATE.
USE IkqLL ASSU4BLY SHIELD TOOL TO PRO°
TECT lq_ BALL _ING A$s_q_LY.
BEFORE INSTALLING ITEMS 6._ TRRU 6.8.
BURNISH _TE A TEFL_4 RING OR 6.25
I.D. HAVIRG APPROXlNAT£LY 0.015 X
_$* CRAJ_ER ON THE I.D. APPLY A
LOAD OF ApPI_OX_4ATELY 200 TO 250
PONDS AND ACTOATE THE DALL FRON
OPEN TO CLOSED TO OPEN |DO TIMES.
Ela4OVE TRE TEPLUH BI_NISHING
DIN_ AND TH_ LUONE TEFLON PARTI-
CLES _ON T_E VALVE.
INSEHT INTO BALL (ITEM 6.1l) UNTIL
TANS ENG_G_ IN SLOTS AND DHOOVE.
THEN ROTATE UNTIL T_ S_qLL HOLE
RATES W_TH THE PROJECTiON OR THE
LOWER BEARING SUPPUDT (ITS4 6.L$).
TLOW PATH IN TU_ (STAR 6.12) )lUST
DE COHCDNTItlC WITH BOOY (ITla4
6.L8.2) QUTLET PORT _TTHIN O.OtS-
INCH. U_g THE -S SPACING ItiNG TO
OBTAIN T_ INITIAL DALL POSITION.
USE ANOTRED DASN RUII_ER PART. IF
IUtq4_[UD, _ &LINEMERT. THE
LO_IT_II_L THICKNESS OP THE
EFACZNG RING INCREASSS BY 0.0125-
IN_d WITE _CN THOF.EASE IN DASH
NUI4BER,
USING THE TOP_JING SEQUENCE SI40_ IN
_TAIL D| T_Q_E IR STHPS TO 50_
90, AND FINALLy 100 INCR-P(_NDS.
IMgg AT 160' F. YON 3 HOURS, LET
COQL TO DO_4 T_4PDRAT_E. AND
HETOSQUZ IN T_ ON_D SHOWN
BRTAIL B TO 100 INCH-POUNDS.
INNT_LL IN ACDOI_ANCR _TH N_36_6
AID ItI_4OVE TAN_.
INSTALL IN ACCO_OARCE _TH NB33666,
CLASS 2DR AND D_I4OVE TANG.
_) TORQUE 60 TO $5 INCN.PO_NDS AND
INSTALL THE LO_(ZNG _ NTTH
TOP SORTACE OP THE STUD SHO_LDRE
O.0IO- TO O.0S0-1NCN BI'LO_ 8_WAOR
OP TH HODY.
LUCKVlEN IN _CCOHDANCZ WITH XD$35_0.
S_LUDT T_ EPL_Ig AND GZAIt
CG_INATIOR REQUTRED TO ALZ_$ TY_
PLQW pASSAGE TO WITHIN f 10 OP
OR]rrRELINE or TH$ loop AND TL_OR
IFLTH TNg CGS_ROL ARE_Im_Y IN TE|
o_m po_zTim.
INSTALL IN ACDOBOANRE WITll N8336_d_,
CLASS l, AND IliNO_ TANG.
LUBRICATE DY APPL_NC A THIN PIU4 OF
DOW-CORNING CORP. GREASE PS-1281
OD APPROVED E(_JIVALRNT.
(_ APPLY EVERLUBE CORP. $VERLUBE #811
AND SUENISR TO 0.00_2- TO 0.0004.
INCH THIC_I4RSS •
A_T_D INSTALLING. FLARE THE CYLIN-
DRICAL END TO O,IS-INCR DIAMETER.
IE_QRE INSTALLING THE _ING (ITEN
8.6) AND PREpOiU4DD PACKING (ITEM
8.7), FILL THD GROOVE TO IC_
PACK WITH SOW-CONNING CORP. GREASE
FS-1281. REMOVE EXCESSIVE LUBDIo
CANT AFTER INSTALLING IT.S 8.6
AND S.7.
INSTALL THE -1 PANT PON INITZAL
CALIBRATION_ THEN D_TEN4TNE DY
TESTING THE DASH NUt4DRR pART
R_IRED. TRE -I PART IS COLOR
COORD RED, THE -2 PANT GREEN,
THE -3 PANT BLU_, AND THE 04 PANT
GOLD. TH8 OalTICE DIANETER IS
O.061 -+ 0.002, 0.072 +- 0.OO2,
0.060 -+ O.DO2, OR 0.086 +- 0.002
INCH FOR lq_ -1, -2, -3, OR -A
PANT, RESPECTIVELY.
COHPRESS THE SREINGS WIT_ SPRING
COHPDESSOD TOOL UNTIL T_ EDgE 07
TY_ SPRING PLATE (ITEN 10o12) Is
WITHIN O.06-INCH OF BEING FLEER
WIT_ _ HOUSING.
INSTALL WITH IWr_RNAL GROQVE IN T_
UP POSITION.
POSITION THE EWITCN S_FT TO PROVIDE
ELECTRICAL CONTINUITY DETWI_EN
COHNECTOR PINS "A _ AND "D" WITH
TI_ VALVE IN THE CLOSED POSITION.
ARROW OK S_ZTCH S_AFT MUST POINT
TOgAItD Tt_ CONNECTOR.
_TAI_ TO RETAIN.
(_ INSTALL AFTILq TESTING.
(_ ccr/_NuR TIJENIHO l/_, TO 112
AFTER 7LANOE COq4TACTS ITS HATING
9_IU_ACI_ •
(_ TQIK_ |VSNLY AND (_tADUALLy TO 100
INC_.POt_DS.
(_ TOItQUI_ 130 TO 180 IHCNoPO_4DS.
"DRAWNJYI
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1.1
1,2
1.3
r
r
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(cone)
v. Life cycle performance capability: 1,000 cycles (closed to open
to closed) of operation.
w. Flow chamber relief differential pressure: 50 p.s.i, mximum at
a GN2 relief race of 18 c.f.m. The GN2 temperature range is
-290 ° to.-270 ° F.
Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the shut-off valve are as follows:
ae Position indicating switch circuit resistance: 0.5 ohms maximum
between the connector pins when their respective circuits are
fully closed.
b. Position indicating switch insulation resistance: 50megohms
minimumwith 500 v.d.c, applied between each electrical
connector terminal and the assembly housing or between any
two terminals when their respective circuits are fully open.
Ce Position indicating switch closing actuation and deactuatton
positions: Actuation (possess continuity between electrical
connector terminals nan and t_,) . 3o ± 1 o before the closing
gate reachesits gully closed position, Deactuation (break
continuity between electrical connector terminals '_" and "B")
11 ° maximum after the opening gate rotates from its fully
closed position.
de Position indicating switch opening actuation and deactuation
positions: Actuation (possess continuity between electrical
connector terminals "B" and "C") - 5o ± 30 before the opening
gate reaches its fully open position. Deactuation (break
continuity between electrical connector terminals "B" and
"C") - 14 ° maximum after the closing sate rotates from its
fully open position.
e. The indicating switchwiring diagram is shown on page 2.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 andl.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
Shock Withstanding Capability. The shut-off valve Is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the followinE durations and wave
forms at 50 Sis in each of the three major axes:
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
B-milliseconds duration - half sine wave, or
5-milliseconds duration - square wave.
i i , i ji
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1.4 Vibration Wlthstandin_ Capability. The shut-off valve is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vlbrationat
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions.
20 to 76 c.p.s, at 2.0 gWs,
76 to 190 c.p.s, at 0.0067-1nch double amplitude displacement,
190 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 12.5 _ts, and
20 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 0.I0 g2 per c.p.s, random vibration.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation
for delivery of the shut-off valve are outlined in Performance Specification
IOM01067 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
Military - MIL-E-5272
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
NASA - MSFC-STD-105
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
MSFC - 10419909
IOM01067
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-5
SA- 6
SA- 7
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA'I0
SPARES
REVISIONS
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B It Rev. and EO-3
"_,' l_v, and EO-3
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
J 20M30043 1
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J REVISION DATE
,oMen_tur,- Valve (solenold
m-_._ m,_e_,s 20M30;%88
-, L
DATA
vent
Vendor:
Saturn I Vehicle
EstlmteeDe.i_mLife: 2,000 cy.
Failur_'Rate:35,714 _ 1o_/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 1
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
E_vI_om_wTaLQUA_FIC^_O. rESTS_aFO_m:
Ac_eleratiSn:
A1titu_e:
Radio Interference."
Salt SprR_:
S_k:
High Tempel-ature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Tempera1_d_e.:
Thermal Shock:
_lock I_pact (Flat DrOp):
Leakage Pate:
Humidity.:
Pandora Noime:
Sine Wa_e ltethod:
Vibration:
mc.embc_ 1965
Calmec Corp.
Instrument Unit
_'_ (ln c_les): 28
Total 0ycles of Operation: 39
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No data available
tI. 8. i.I
Page i of
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoueratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
• Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
"Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-7 Vehicle (less
f
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
flight data)
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SOLENOID VALVE, PART NO. 20M30488
The solenoid valve, in conjunction with the absolute-
pressure switch, is used in inflight cooling to relieve ex-
cessive pressure caused by liquid boil.off of the nitrogen.
The excess GN 2 is bled into the interstage compartment of the
instrument unit.
IB
2.
3.
4.
5.
1
.
VENDOR - CAI2_C MFG. CORP., PART NO. 468
LOCATION - Tube No. 3
SERVICE - Air and GN2
TEMPERATURE - Operating: 165 to-65_F
PRESSURE-
a. Operating: 17 psia
b. Proof: 25 pslg
c. Burst : 45 psig
LUBRICATION- Lubricate seals and sliding surfaces
with DC-55 grease (Dow Coming)
LEAKAGE-
a. External:
b. Internal:
No leakage allowed at operating pressure
5 scimmaximum at operating pressure
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-
a4 ¸ Operating voltage: 22 to 32 vdc with 28 vdc
nomln&l
(I) 18 vdc maximum for poppet valve to open
(2) 5 vdc minimum for poppet valve to close
b • Insulation resistance:
50 megohms minimum
500-volt megger test;
December 1965 (Revision) ii.8.1.1
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' PORT
A-A
INLET PORT
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SOLENOID VALVE, 20M30488 - SECTIONAL VIEW
kDATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve (solenoid) Vent
!
Drying mmbere: 20M30_16 J vendor: Valcor Eng. Corp.
• " ,- , , . Location: Instm/ment Unit
, Saturn I Vehicle I ....
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
 te:  7',472 10-6/o,.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 5
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED: NO
Accelerati6n:
AIt 1tude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random _olse:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat ion:
* Minimum total.
logs.
1965 (Revision)
Serial No. 8,
_ (_ cycle,): 36.4
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
182"
data available.
and 13 not shown in cycle
11.8.1.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
4
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
"Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 and SA-6 Vehicles (less flight
CA_NDAR _ DATA REP_SENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT N'JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II .8.1.2
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kAdditional information concerning the 20M30416
This valve is usedto vent excessive pressure in the
instrument compartment.
All five failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.8.L2
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SOLENOID VALVE_ PART NO. 20M30416
The solenoid valve, in conjunction with the absolute-
pressure switch, is used in inflight cooling to relieve ex-
cessive pressure caused by liquid boil-off of the nitrogen.
The excess GN 2 is bled into the interstage compartment of the
instrument unit.
1. VENDOR - VALCOR ENGINEERING CORP., PART NO. V-44800
2. LOCATION - Outer side of tube No. 3
3. SERVICE - Air and GN 2
4. TEMPERATURE - Operating: 165 to - 65°F
5. PRESSURE -
a. Operating: 17 psia
b. Proof: 25 psig
c. Burst: 42 psig
6. LUBRICATION - Lubricate seals and sliding surfaces
with DC-55 grease (Dow Coming)
•
o
LEAKAGE -
a. External:
b. Internal:
No leakage allowed at operating
pressure
5 scim maximum at operating pressure
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS -
a. Operating voltage: 22 to 32 vdc with 28 vdc
nominal
(1) 18 vdc maximum for poppet valve to open
(2) 5 vdc minimum for poppet valve to close
b. Insulation resistance: 500-volt megger test;
50 megohms minimum
II.8.1,2
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Nomenclature :
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desi_ Life:
Fail_e Rate: 3,875
Number of C_aponents
this D_ta Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
DATA S_mET
Valve (cooler vent)
20M/_0072 I vendor: ValCOrcorp.EngineeringLocat _., Instrument. Unit
5,O00 cy.
X lO'6/cy,
6
ENVIRONM_aTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al%itude: •
Radio Interference=
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
a
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock _t (FI,_.DRY.}z
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration.
. . _ ,
Deee.b=," 196_ (Revision)/
(_ cycles):258
Tots/ Cycles of Operatic: 516
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
No data available
,r
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
i'
No Open
No Close
Mechanical::
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:. data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II. 8_. 2--- .....
Page 2 of 8
Additional information concerning the 20M40072 valve
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
r
[-:
J
December 1965 (Revision)
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SATURN I C(MPO_ENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
6 April 1963 MPI-2000
20M40072 LN 2 COOLER VENT VALVE 1 o, 4
DESCRIPTION.
The 2-way, 2-positlon, normally closed, solenoid operated, LN2 cooler vent
valve 20M40072 is a component .of the in-flight operation instrument unit coo]
ing system. The normally closed rellef valve is opened when the thermistor
located in the external fill llne at the bypass valve indicates that the
transfer line is sufflclently chllled to transfer liquid phase nitrogen.
Simultaneously, the bypass valve is switched to the open position. LN2 then
begins to enter and f111 the reservoir in the in-fllght cooler assembly
201_0010. The vent valve is held in the open position to relieve LN2 boll-
off, when the reservoir Is filling, by an override circuit untll the in-fll
cooling system is energized by the automatic sequencer. When the presence
of llquld in the reservoir is sensed by either or both upper level thermistor
assemblies 20H_0130, the external LN2 f111 valve is slgnalled to return to
the bypass position and the vent valve is closed. The I_ 2 supply is re-
plenlshed as described above when the lower level thermistor assembly 20_013:
indicates the absence of LN2 in the reservoir. The vent valve is located _i
in the 154-Inch-diameter instrument unit assembly as shown in the installa-
tion view. The various functional characteristics of the vent valve are as
fo I lows:
i.1 Mech__nlcal Performance Characteristics. The vent valve is capable of
performing mechanically as fo 1lows
a. Service media: LN 2 or (_I 2.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 30 p.s.i.g, internal pressure.
c. Proof operating pressure: 45 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressure.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 75 p.s.i.g, minimum internal
pressure. (CAUTION| Use only for destructive acceptance
testing. )
e. Operating temperature ranges= Internal - -320 ° to +125 ° F.
External - 0 ° to +125 ° F.
f. Flow capacity equivalent" A sharp-edged orifice of 0.85-inch
minimum diameter.
g. External leakage: None allowed with an internal pressure of 45
p.soi.g, applied.
h. Seat leakage= Liquid - None with an inlet LN2 pressure of 45
p.s.l.g, applied. Caseous - 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with an inlet
pressure of 45 p.s.i.g, applied.
i. Life cycle" 5,000 minimum operating cycles without damage or im-
pairment of performance.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics of the vent valve are as follows:
a. Operating voltage: 24 to 30 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Maximum operating current with 50 p.s.i.g, pressure applied to the
inlet port and a supply voltage of 30 v.d.c. : To open - 7.5 a.
To remain open - 2.0 a.
c. Solenoi d continuous duty performance requirements: 4 hours with
28 .+_ v.d.c, applied.
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum with 250 v.d.c, applied
between each isolated electrical connector terminal and the valve
body or between the terminals of the electrical connector when
the internal circuits are fully open.
II_ --[-- i I' _ .8.2 ,-
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INSTALLATION VISW - INSTR_SNT UNIT .
ASSEMBLY 101420000
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC AND 20M40072 LN2 COO_,ER VENT VALVE ("A" SEV.)
NO_TALLIC SURFACBS IN ACCORDANCE (VALCOR ENGINEERING COR_*, KEN_LLMURTH,
MI"MMS"_-S,EC-,,. _,,="-,,,O0-O,,_ ®®0
ID_'NTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCOP_ANCE WITH t. V-41615-02 SO[_'MO_D AS_.MBLY [P)
MZL.STD-13O, 1.1 M820995C20 LOCIL_ZKE (C)
1.2 ANSO0_'-_ SC_W (e_-_'_ (4 P;.*CES) (_
S_IVaLE_T. 1.3 r'IO3R.I4.SP RKCRI'T_LR (aDmix coRP.) "_(:_ (_)OR APPROVED
1,6 S1OIALI9 PEMPOI_IED PACKING (O-RING) _{_:._ (,L_
CARE MUST RE TAKEN TO PREVENT CONTAMINA- 2, V-41604 PLt_GER SPRING
TIOM DURING ASSJ'-qRLY, 3. V-41653 PM,qlGER p_,
4, V-41603 PLUISOER
STAMP THE CU_ DATE OF TME OLDEST PER- S. V-416LO-02 BODY (MADE PROM PART V-41600) (_
PORKED R_BSZR KEAL IN ACCORDanCE WITH 6. v-4161l SEAT
MS_C-STD-105. 7. V-41659 RRTA_MDR
O. V-SOlS-02 SDAL DISC SP_NG
COMPONENT PARTS OF THIS ASSEMBLY AKE 9, V-41SO2 SEAL DISC
MATCMED, DISASSEMBLY AND SUBSTITUTION
OF COMPONENTS MAY IMPAIR PERPOSMANCE.
LDCKWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH HS33540,
TORQUE 6 TO 6 INCH-PO_DS,
Lo_*_W.IT,HE,O,_A,INTHsPOsiTIoH
ASCERTAIN THAT BENDIX GASKET PART
'_'4:_'_;'."ININSTALLEDINT,IN
LUSRICATE wITH ALPHA MOLYKOTE CORP,,
I,'IOLY_OTE TYPE Z |=ORDER OR APPROVED
EQUIVALENT.
IKERT GAS WELD TO RODY.
INCNNII_ING REVISION TO:
_u,w_ 20M40072 _,_s_
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1.2 e. Minimum operating voltage with 50 p.s.i.g, inlet pressure applied:
To fully open with increasing voltage - 18 v.d.c, maximum. To
return to the fully closed posltion on decreasing voltage - 3
v.d.c, minimum.
f. Response time (opening or closing) with 28 v.d.c, applied: 100-
milliseconds maximum.
g. Position switch indication: Indicates that the valve is in the open
position by showing electrical continuity between connector pins
"B" and "D" with a Circuit resistance of not greater than 0.5 ohm.
h. The wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 constitute destructive test items
that are performed only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capabillty. The vent valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks (three in each
direction) of one of the following durations and wave forms at 20 g's
in each of the three major axes with the valve deenergized and the inlet
port pressurized to 30 p.s.i.g, with iN2:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or 8 milliseconds dura-
tion - half sine wave, or 6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Wlthstandln$ Capabilit 7. The vent valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each
resonant frequency for I0 minutes duration in each of the three major
axes with the valve deenergized and the inlet port pressurized to 30
p.s.l.g, with LN 2 _nder the following conditions:
20 to 45 ¢.p.s. at 1.0 g's, 45 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.Of-inch double
amplitude displacement, and 95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 5.0 g's.
1.5 Acceleration Withstanding Capab_llty. The valve is designed .to withstand
acceleration loading, without damage or impairment of performance, while
deenerglzed and with the inlet port pressurized to 30 p.s.i.g, with LN2
as follows: 2 gts along each major lateral axis (in both dlrectlons),
and 8 gls along the longitudinal axis (in flight direction only).
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the vent valve are outlined in Performance Spaciflcation 10M01211
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2 Standards:
3.3
Military - MIL-E-5272, & MIL-I-618
NASA - MSFC-PROC-158, &-SPEC-164 NASA
Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302; MSFC - 10MOI211
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SA- 5
REVISIONS
'VA" Rev.
SA- 6 'VA'VRev.
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SUMMARY SHEET
• ,, , ,
Valves, Fuel Vent
Drawing Numbers : i0_i4021,
20M30000
Saturn I V._icle
Estimated Design L_fe: 2,000 cy
-6/_Failure Rate: 1459 x i0 y.
Vendor: Chrysler
Location:
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Total Number of
Failures Reportedl._:in
S-I Stage
December 1965
3O
Total Cycles of Operation:
7535
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
TI.8.3
Page I of Ii
MCBF (in cycles): 685
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
3
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
ForelgnMaterlal
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
5
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
II .8.3
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DATA S_EET
.om.cl=ture: Valves, Fuel Vent
Dra.mg _ersz. i041g021 ] v,neor:Saturn I Vehicle Loc_tion:
Chrysler
S-I Stage
• i " k L,
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
_l_,,,P_te: 535 _ I°'6/cY•
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Nu_er of
F=ilures Reported: I
I0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOrmED:
(m cy_le,): i, 866
Total Cycles Of Operation1:
I, 866
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature: 165 _F
Low Temperature: --65 .__
Ambient Room Te_aperature:
Thermal Shoeg:
ShOCk Impact (Flat Drop):
_&k_e Rate:
Sine Wave Method:
20-55 CpS at .5 g, 55-ii0 eps at
Vibration: ' ' ..... '
iI0-_000 _pS at 20 g.
0.016 in. D.A'.d
LL . .
_eembc-1965 II.8:S
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
21 Jan. 62, NASA/MSFC
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Nomencl_ture:
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
DATA SIIEET
Valves, Fuel Vent
20M30000
J,
V_or: ChryslerLocat_n: S'I Stage
2,000 cy.
Fail_re Rate: 1,763 x lO-6/cy. ]
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 20
Number of
Failures Reported: lO
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION 'TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
(_ _yc_e,): 566.9
Total Cycles of Oper_tlon:
Vehicle EqUipment: X
Ground Equipment:
5669
Al_itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt '_ray:
Sm_k: (See page 7)
Hl_ Temperature: 160 OF
Low Temperature: O OF
Ambient Room _T_Fe:
Thermal Shock:
Huaidtty:
Randma _olu:
Sine Wave Method:
vlbr._,_, (See pa_e.7)
l)eeemb_- 1965 II.8.3
Page 5 of Ii
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
2
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated •
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, D_TE AND SOURCE:
ME-M194-SI77, 23 September 1963
Chrysler Report No.
I1.8.3
Page 6 of ii
kAdditional information concernin_ Fuel Vent Valve 20M30000:
Six failures were reported on Inspection Reports and
five were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
Environmental Tests:
Shock: Six shocks in each axis (3 in each direction
half sine pulse of 35 g magnitude and 8 milli-
seconds duration).
Leakage Rate: Control cylinder pressure leakage at 750
psig, 5 scim max., cracking pressure leakage 19 +
0.5 psig, 150 sclm minimum. Reseat pressure 17
psig minimum with 20 scim maximum leakage.
Vibration: te sweep in each axis at 20-30 cps
at 0,2 _. D.A. displacement. 38-220 cps
at 15 gpeak. 220-400 cps at 0.0062 in. D.A.
displacement. 400-2,000 cps at 50 g peak ( 5
minutes vibration at each resonant frequency at
1/2 the sine sweep level.
December 1965 I1.8.3
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TITLE
MSFC
SATURN I COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
20M30000 FUEL VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY
i. DESCRIPTION.
I
k_'_"OA_20 UL 1962
The fuel vent valve assembly 20M30000 is a dual purpose normally closed
pneumatic override and pressure operated poppet valve. The valves pneu-
matiG override feature is ground controlled to open the valve poppet during
both the filling and draining operations. The pressure actuated feature of
the valve is used to relieve overpressurization of the fuel container during
flight or at any time that the valve poppet is not held open by its pneu-
matic override feature. The valve assembly is installed on fuel containers
F3 and F4 in the 4-1nch vent assembly as shown in the installation view.
The various functional characteristics of the fuel vent valve are as follows:
i.i Ventln_ Characteristics. When the fuel container is pressurized with
gaseous nftrogen to 30 p.s.f.g., the flow of gaseous nitrogen through
the valve is a minimum of 2 pounds per second at an ambient temperature
of 50 degrees F. The valve vents at a maximum rate of 150 s.c.i.m.
when a pressure of 19 plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g, is applied to the
valve housing. The poppet reseats when the pressure is decreased to
17 plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g, with a maximum leakage of 20 s.c.i.m, at
the reseating pressure. The venting feature is capable of performing
as follows:
a. Temperature range: 0° to +160 ° F.
b. Service medium: RP-I fuel vapor and gaseous nitrogen.
c. Housing operating pressure: 40 p.s.i.g, static internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Housing proof operating pressure: 60 p.s.i.g, static internal
pneumatic pressure.
e. Housing burst pressure (without bursting): 100 p.s.i.g, internal
hydrostatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing.)
1.2 Pneumatic Override Characteristics. The pneumatic override feature
is capable of performing as follows:
a. Service medium: Gaseous nitrogen.
b. Minimum operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, without leakage.
d. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.l.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
f. Leakage past control piston and electrical connector: 5 s.c.i.m.
maximum with 750 p.s.i.g, on control cylinder. 4
1.3 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The switch assembly indicates
that the valve is closed when the poppet is within a range of 0.010- to
0.100-_nch of its fully closed position. A continuity check between
electrical connector pins "_' and "B" with the valve in the closed
position must indicate less than 0.5 ohms resistance. With the valve
poppet in. the fully open pos%tion the insulation resistance between
electrical connector pin "B" and the yalve body and pins "A" and "B"
must be a minimum of 50 megohms.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
(Continued on page 4) , [2OM3OOOO
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NOTES:
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 20MSO000
FUI[L VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY
EFFECTIVTY,
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE
ASSEMBLY ARE 5.50 BY 6,45
BY 12,15 INCHES•
3, THE APPROXIMATE UNIT
WEIGHT IS 7,15 POUNDS.
8 9
7 • •
.
3.
Shock Withsta_Int CaDabili_. The valveis designedtowithstand, _
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the fo11_
Ing duratlonsand rave forms of 35 g's in each of the three major axes:
10-milllsecomdsduratlon- triangular wave, or
8-_Llliseconds duration - sLne wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the followi_q_ conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to lO0c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 S's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS:
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve is outlined in Performance Specification IOM01068 and
Packagins"and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-R-3065B
MIL-W.II_I78
NASA - MSFC-SPEC*I64
MSFC-P_0C.158
3.3 Drawlngs:
Ordnance Corps - 10414121
10419909
10509302
10509303
10509311
10)1)1068
3,2 Standards: _:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33540
MS33586
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ASNA- SID- 18
ABMA- STD-41
EFFECTMTY
.4A/I • •
SA-6
SA-?
SA-8
SA-9
SA-10
SPARH
i
_i_p¸¸ k • • m
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Valve, LOX Vent
Drawing Numbers: i0_I_001,
2 0M30122
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: North American
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy
'. L
Failure Rate: 17,452 x iO-6/_y.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 35
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 81o
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 57.3
Total Cycles of Operation:
4,638
Vehicle Equipment= X
Ground Equipment:
II.8.4
Page 1 of 18
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign. Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
lO Inoperative
34 Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operatl on
S] uggish
2 Out of Specs
Oil_1oisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
2 Would Not Close
Pressure:
1 None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-1 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
II .8.4
Page 2 of 18
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Nomenclature: Valve,
Draw Ir_ Numbers:
DATA SHEET
, , , ,,
L0X Vent
io_i4ooi
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Des_ Life: 2,000 cy.
FeliureRate: 16,286 x lo'6/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents : 1)4
Number of
Failures Reported: 2 9
ENVIROI_MERTAL QUALIFICATION"TESTS PEIhVORMED:
Vendor:Location:
North American
S-I Stage
MCBF(I. cycles): 61.4
Total Cycles of Operation: 1,780
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Accelerati_:
Radio In_e_Terence:
Salt Sprayi
Shock-.
High Temperature: 1;40OF
LowT,_,-a'm,.,,= -65 _F
Amb1_t _ Temperature:
Th_ zlmt_ gR_ock:
Sh_Ipact (Flat Drop):
_e_mte: Main seal 25 sc£m, shaft seal
150 psig
Huatdl_y:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
vibration: 22-55 cps at 5 g. 55-110 cps at
110-2, O00-cps at 20+ g.
20 scim at
0.03 in. D.A.d
+__+ -+
_ ++-
• +
Decembo _ 1965 II .8.4
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FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
3 Frozen
Improper Seating
1 Intermittent
Inooeratlve
19 Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
i Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
i None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Binding :
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Ruptured :
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other: Failed to
close 2
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-I through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATIONREPORT _"JMBER,DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
Jan. 21, 1962, NASA/MSFC
II .8 .)4
Page )4 of 18
Additional informatio n concernin_ the LOX Vent Valve component
1041_OO1:
Twenty-two failures were reported on Inspection Reports,
and seven were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
December 1965 II.8. 
Page 5 of 18
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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SATURN C-I COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE _ _ _ _c_
10414001 LOX VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY //_,
V- 1
I. DESCRIPTION.
The LOX vent valve assembly 10414001 is a normally closed pneuma-mechanical
operated gate type valve. The valve assembly is opened when the 10414000
LOX relief valve No. I fails to relieve sufficient C_i2 or COX to prevent
overpressurization of the LOX container. Therefore, _nen the If)X container
pressure reaches 65 p.s.i.a, the LOX vent emergency switch assembly 10414341
calibrated by a three-way needle valve 10414087 supplies energy to the
solenoid of the MV-74V control valve 10414027 that allows GN2 from the
control pressure system to pressurize the control port of the valve assembly.
The valve assembly is used in the 7-inch vent assembly in the forward skirt
of container L3 as shown in the installation view. The valve assembly is
used in the 7-inch LOX vent valve and spacer assembly 10438146. The various
functional characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
I.I Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable
of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating line pressure: 65 p.s.l.a.
b. Gate play: I ° maximum.
c. Parallelism between the surface of the closed gate and the flat -
machined surface of valve housing: + 0° 30'
d. Service: GOX
e. Nominal vent gate operating time, switch to switch:
To open - 150 milliseconds.
To close - 300 milliseconds.
f. Internal leakage with 60 p.s.l.g, pressure in the line and the gate
in both the open and closed positions alternately:
Shaft seals - 20 s.c.i.m, maximum.
Gate pin seals - 2 s.c.l.m, maximum.
Main seat - 25 s.c.i.m, maximum (applies only with Rate in the
closed position).
g. Venting chamber operating temperature range: -150 ° to +165 ° F.
1.2 Pneumatic Operatin_ Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
operating pne_matlcally as follows:
a. Control cylinder operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
b. Minimum operating pressure: 500 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
pressure •
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.l.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing. )
f. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
g. Leakage past the control cylinder: 5 s.c.l.m, maximum with 750
p.s.l.g. Internal pneumatic pressure applied,
1.3 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the valve assembly are as follows:
oAm J "Conr, inued on 10414001
_r_ - ro_.,,_,.-.,,6,_ II. 8.4
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b
ZNSTALL_TXON VIEW * _XNG
::
GENERAL LOCATION
LEGEND (cON.)
CLEAN AND CONDITXON ALL HETALLIC AND
v
NON_TALLIC SURFACES IN ACCOKEANCE
WITH MSFC- SPEC- 164.
(_ ALL MATERI^LS OTHRE THAN SEALANTS
_ST _EE_ TUE EEQ_IKE_£ST_ FOE
CO_ATIOILITY biTH LOX IN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH HSFC-SPEC-IOb.
(_ IUENTIFY SY HARKING IR ACCORDANCE
biTH _It_STD- 130.
F STANP THE CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST
PSSPUN/_D RL_DER PACKING SEAL IN
ACCORDANCE "WITH NSFC.$TO-105.
(_ CARE ]'lUST RE TAKEN TO PREVENT C_-
TAMINATION DURING ASS_LY.
(_ OR APPROVED RQUIVALENT.
(_ TORQUE 16 TO 20 _NCR-POUSDS.
(_ LUBRICATE biTR DUN-CORNING CORP. D.C.
55 OR APPROVED SQDIVALI_.
Q t_KbiRE _R ACCORDANCE WITH _33540.
(_) TORQUE 50 TO 70 I_T_-POUNOS.
Q TORQUE 15 TO tS INCH-POUEDS.
(_ SPOT-TIE THE EL_RICAL WIRES AT
S-I_H INTERVALS.
(_ TORQUE 6 TO 8 I_H-POUEDS.
(_ I_)RqUE I0 TO 12 INCD-POUNDS.
@ INSTALL U]CUSS THE NUT PLACED HElOt AND
OH THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF T_ IOX.
INSTALL WASHES 2M18-416 t_ THE
TM0 e£_INTNG W_S.
(_ TORQUE 50 TO ?0 INCH-POUNE$.
POEITIUN THIS LEVER SO THAT 1_[ SPLI_
IN_X SCRIBE NA_K IS IS LINE MITE
THE PUNCH W_ SNOM_ ON THE SNA_T*
(_ TOaQUE 100 TO 140 INCH-POUnDS.
(_ I_QUE TO 50 INCH-POUNDS.
(_) PRIOR I"O INSTALLING THE VALVE GATE AND
USArr, _t_R TMIS SeJ_L RL_4_ IN l_E
CASTX_ _X$-_dlOlS-9 AND _AIN MII_
THE e£_AINRS 9615-48024. VITE I_TE
HALVES TO.USE, FORCE TEL TOOL 36%
?RE I_OUUN THE SEAL ELA_ TO
TUS S_L. aEN_VE THE TO0_ AND SEAL
_I_RS. IN.ALL THE SILaFT AND
SLiP TEE POnD S_aL nuN 1_R TOOt
TO THE SHAFT BY USING THE WffAINRE
qEi_-ABO24.
®
17.
18. 9615-68066
19. |0-40650-10
20. MS3 lO2EIO$1_P
21. RDI9 I- _002-0001
22. 2VlE-4
23. _W50046- 6
24. ANt 22676
25. 96 |2-_dl622
26. AIOA0- 6
27. 2WIALX?- 20-D2
28. NAE67944W
29. 9615-48030
30* 96 _5-64S627
31. dW6227119
32. 9512-_8426
33. NS20995NSI
34. ANS- 12A
35. HAS679A5
36. 9512-48431
37. 9615-6_026
38. AI146- 5A
LUBRICATE bITH ALPHA MOLYKOTE COI_P., 39. 96_5-68269
HOLYKOTE TYPE Z FO_U[R OR APPROVED 60. 9512-68062
EQUIVALENT. SLOW OFF EXCESS Lt_RI- 41, AN&-IIA
CANT WITH DRY NZTROCA_ GAS* 42. ANS-32A
® TORQUE TO 63 INCH-POt_DS. 43. 9615-6801_-51y_.6°1
® TOSQUE 22 TO 30 INCH-POUNDS. 64, L1246-1-6
® TORQUE 70 TO 120 INCR*POUNDS. 45,
9615-48068
46. 9615.68013-9
ADJUST SO THAT _dAEN TH_ RTSTOH IS IN 67. 400696
THE CLOSED POSITION TIIR GATE IS 4E* 14S20913-ID
CO_4PUCTICLY CLOSED - TOP SUIL_AGR OF
THE CATS PARALLEL bITH TI_ TOP Sbq_
FACE OF TKE GATE HOUSING bITHIN PLUS 4g* m20995C32
OR WINUS ZSIO DEGKI_S SO PrJ[Nl._['EE, SO, 9615-48266
El* 9512-684S2
TORQUE 50 TO $$ INCH-POUNDS. 52. AH6227BI3
(_) TORQUE 20 TO 25 INCH-POUNDS. 53. AN623GB6
54. XSI_3-31NF
WI_ RING TO EOUSING Tl_ PLACRE AS $5. 9512-48016k
V
IJ_UZRED. $6. /_02658
@ ,o,_UETO,,INCR-POUSDS._,,_. I If: ,-,.A-._,.
LACE HRATER ASSF.I_LV RLA/m_T TO pISTON 59. 402657
HOUSIHG ASS_J_y AS REqU2UD. 60. _B20995N32
APPLIES ONLy TO V_HICLE SA-4. 61. 20)00382
J (_ DICO_OLaTE W.A,R. S-;t718Oil VI_ICL *_4.4, 62. 9627-68697
9_12-4_411
_USIqlD _" 63 • _L28SE- 8
64. _D206UB-6- SL
10414001 L_ V_NT V_LUS 65. 9512-68411
A_E_Y ("D" 66. R2GESB- S
REV. k SO-7 & 67. RI..R28UB°6
-8 CE4 $4-I, -2, 6D. 9512-68424
k -3i he" IBY. 6g. g615-6.8591-S
& EO-9 US SA-S 70. 9615-48076-3
0_Y) (_OE_ 71. _3_A
_12CAII AV_A- T2. IUA$ASUB
T_m DIG. NO.
$ 2- 0-61 73. 9512-_8413
76. m2099SNDIt* N_S_Tq_@V 11 7S. 9512-68S00
2. e00-OIS-8 _0C_* O- SEAL 76. 961S-48Ol0
(4 PLACES)
77, /d#4HSA
76. 2VIE-S163 • 9512-_JO65 CORDS
(O*R_I_) SO* 9512-_8430
6. An_dltOA BOLT _5_
7. 2MI8-416 VAUSIW 81 •
e$12-&8625 VALVE EVE?OH _ E2. )020_20
ASSI[NBLY 20)00427
8. 2P_ 7- 7 PIN
g* 9512-_J425-3 AiLN
g512-_29 SWI_ ASR_LYtO. ANe95N20 LOCKED
II, AN_OOA_.IO ECII/_ (E PLACES) 83. S2-$6NC-O*IE7$
8A. 2D1_0136 "
12* _tMIC_-I_I_ MAEKLR (A P_ACES)
13. _SE6 IEtC I¢1 SV_TCR
(WCBO II_TCH
CUN_. ) (_
_'_ 85. _-_C*O.43TPIJ_ES)
14. ,I.-I ACTUATO_ (NICBO_ IN_.
87. _0K30671.2Sb_l_ COEP. ..l
(2. PLACES) (_)
I% INEUIAT1OII TUNING
16. EL_rESCA_ Vrf RING
TYISG CORD _)
BOX
CASKET (EENDIX AVIATION CORP.) (_
CONNECTOR (REPLACES TR _' VENDOR
FUR.qISRED ANSIO2EIOS_SP CONNECTOR)
LUG (REPLACES PART NO. R2-1*I) (_
_ASHSR (3 PLACES)
SCUS_ (6 PLACES) _)
PIN
SETSCREI_ (2 PLACES)
_(Ft (2 PLACES) (_
WASHIER (2 PLACES) ®
.u,®
GASKET
PIN (_
P_m_O_DPACEI,G(D-K_NG)_ ®
LEVER
SOLT
SHAPT
RETAI_ISE
BOLT (2 PLACES) (_
VASRES
Es,_ ® ®
BOLT (2 PLACES) ®
BOLT (4 PLACES)
PISTON ROUSING ASS S_ USLY
RIKG (2 PLACES) (_
INSERT (2 PLACES) _)
STDD (4 PLACES)
CASTING
STUD (S PLACES) (_
S(_.tq/_ HEAD PIPE THREAD PLUG
(REPLACES THE VENDOR FUIUAISRED
ANSIE-EC NIPPLE) ®
I,(X:KWIRE
,uE.iNc ® (_
LINK ®
PRETOIU4EU PACKING (O"RING) _11_) _
PUSFOJU'ED PACKING (O-RING)
/lEG (MALES R,ONINOOR INC.)
PIN (_
PISTUN ASSE/_LY ®
SPRISC
CYLIN_._ GAP
BOLT
LDOKk_RE
TAPES PIN (NAGS PROH _26692-155D)
(REPLACES TR£ VENDOR FURHISH_D
PIN AN385_R |OP7 )
GAS_
HOGSIRG ASSEP_LY
RING (2 pLACES)
INSSK_ (2 PLACES) ®
BOUSIRG
INSERT (4 PLACES) (_)
RING (6 PLACES)
NASSER
GATE
bi_Re._
BOLT p,A,(_SI_LIPS PI,_ES THE VI_4DOS
pUI_ISSED g615-4S107 SEAL) ®
RING
LOCKbiEN
GASKET
PIN ®
BOLT (4 PLACES)
NAUSEa (4 rt_cZS)
I_TER ASSAY (REN_VR TI_
AN310OEI6-gP COle_ECTOE JdIO
USpLACE bITH NSSIOOEI6-DP)
RICE? II_qD Sb_TCH AS_LY - sin;
IJ_rlr RAND SbITCH ASSJD_LY 20)00426
- OPPOSITE (USED TO REPLACE TEE
VT_DOE YUlWIS_ED _TGN A,qD
ATTACHING ]L4 R.I_AR_
Born 1_ P_U)
RZGh"T U_n st_Pt EV_ (BO-I) (tin_s
LNSTN_ INC. AT2$-I) * 8NOEMI
LEFT ILMIO SR_t 81f_ 2_100335, BO-I
COmicaL Loc£ t_s_E (_ r,_:_s) q_)
svrruN NOUtt_]_G PLATR (lilt StluNII);
SWITCH NOtaTING PLATE 20NSOA?I-I (I,ll
ol_rrE) (uPt._zs TttE vtatS_S. _
ruuNzRitm_ Nnut_rlOlO I,_TE)
iI-
26 Oct 1962
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a. Switch actuation: At 1 ° Jr 0 o 30 t before the gate is in it
completely open or closed position, for vehicles SA-I, -2 and
-3. At 2 ° + 1 ° before the gate is in its completely open or
closed position, for vehicle SA-4.
b. The heater and switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstandln 8 Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major
axes :
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milllsecoDds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstandin 8 Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for five minutes duration in each of the three major axes
under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three gts,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
i00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419910 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
I
VEHICLE
SA -T
SA-1
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-I06
MSFC-SPEC-164
Rocketdyne - RAOII3-O01
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - i0509302, 10509303
MSFC - 10419909, 10419910
EFFECTIVITY
3.2 Standards:
Milltary - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
NASA - MSFC-STD-I05
I I I
I
REVISIONS
"D" Rev. and EO-7 & -8
"D" Rev. and EO-7 & -8
"D" Rev. and EO-7 & -8
"D" Rev. and EO-7 & -8
"E" Rev. and EO-9
I
.Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414001, J .; _" , , j m"_ "A*_6. OCT 1962
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=Nomenc lature:
Draw lr_ Numbers=
DATA
Valve, L0X Vent
, ,,, ,
20M30122 I
2,000 cy
18,182 x zo'6/c,.
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Destgn Life:
Failure Rate:
Nmnber of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported:
21
52
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Vendor- North American
Location: S-I Stage
Total Cycles of Operation:
2,858*
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Acceleration:
Al_Itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
ShOck:
Hi6h Temperature:
_owTe=pera_r,; -250 ?
Ambient Room Te_er&ture:
Thermal Shock:
35 g sawt.ooth w&ve fo.rm; long.: 3.7 M
ShoCkImpact (Flat Drop):sec.;B axis: 3:0 M Sec.,A aXis. 4.2 M
sec.
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random NoiSe:
Sine Wave Method_
)ecembo- 1965
* Minimum operat_g cyci@ data; ser_ai
nos. Co 32, C_6 _ n0t included on
time and cycle iog-
II ,8.4
Page II of 18
tFREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
4
17
5
3
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE:
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows :
2 No Open
ii No Close
Mechanical :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured :
Defective: S_ring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
6 Shorted:
Other: 1 valve had
to be cycled 5
before indicator
a
showed that the
_ valve was closed
i
i
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
through SA-10 Vehicles (less flight
CO_O_ QUALIFICATION REPORT _"JMBER, _ AND SOURS:
December 27, 1963
Chrysler ME-MI99-SI82,
II.8.4 •
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A dditional info,r_..tion concerning, the, LOX Vent Valve 20M30122
comp onent:
Forty-three failures were reported on Inspection Reports,
nine were reported on Unsatisfactory COndition Reports.
Vibration Qualification test:
Sweep:
20-37 cps at 0.2" D.A.
37-300 cps at 14.0 g
300-510 cps at 0.003" D.A.
510-2,000 cps at $0.0 g
iO minutes, all 3 axes
Re sonanc e:
20-37 cps at 0.i" D.A.
37-B00 cps at 7.0 g
300-510 cps at o.0015" D.A.
510-2,000 cps at 20.0 g
5 mln. each major resonant point in all 3 axes.
December 1965 (Revised) II.8. 
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SATURN C-1 CONPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
201430122 LOX VENT VALVE ASSEMBLY
1. DESCRIFrION.
December
APPItOViO
NASA
NOCil)U61 _
MPI-2000
The LOX vent valve assembly 20N30122 is a normally closed pneuma-mechsnlcal
operated gate type valve. The valve assembly is opened when the 20H30121
LOX relief valve No. 2 fails to relieve sufficient CN 2 or COX to prevent
overpressur£zatloQ of the LOX container. Therefore, when the LOX container
pressure reaches 65 p.s. i,a. the LOX vent emergency switch assembly 20N30186
callbrated by a three-way needle valve 10614087 supplles energy to the sole-
noid of the valve and orifice assembly 201430172 that allows CN2 fram the
control pressure system to pressurize the control port of the valve assembly.i
The valve assembly is used In the 7-inch vent assembly in the f_rd skirt
of container L1 as shown in the Installatlon view, The valve assembly is
used in the 7-inch LOX vent valve and spacer assembly 20)100873. The various
functlonal characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Ch_racterlstics. The valve assembly is capable
of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating line pressure: 150 p.s.J..g.
b. Proof operating llne pressure: 225 p.s.i.g.
c. Burst llne pressure (wlthout bursting): 375 p.s,l.g. (CAUTION: Use/
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
d. Gate play: 1 ° max/mum. :_i
e. Paralle1ism between the surface of the closed gate and the f'fat
machined surface of valve housing: + 0 o 30 _
f. Service: COX
g. Nominal vent gate operating time, switch to switch:
To open - 75 milliseconds.
To close - 200 milliseconds.
h. Internal leakage with 60 p.s.i.g, pressure in the line and the gate
in both the open and closed positions alternately:
Shaft seals - 20 s.c.i.m, maximum.
Gate pin seals - 2 s.c.i.m, maximum.
Main seat - 25 s.c.i.m, maximum _applies only with gate in the
closed positicm).
i. Venting chamber operating temperature range: -250 ° £o +250 ° F.
1.2 Pneumatic Operating Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Control cylinder operating temperature range: -250 ° to +250 o F.
b. Minimum operating pressure: 300 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,87§ p.s.i.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing. ) -
f. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or heliuL
g. Leakage past the ccatrol cylinder: 1 s.c.i.m. ,max/mmwlth 750
p, s. i.g. internal pneumatic pressure applied.
1.3 Electr_ca_ Perf _;_M-_ R_qu£_-_tT. The electrical perfonumcs raquirt
ments of the valve assembly are as follows:
,o i i _
.- _" " , (Continued on._a_e 4) -" |_O_0_8
[I1.8.g
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INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING APT
N(YI'EB
(_ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALl. METAl,DIG AN]; (_
NOHMI_TALLIC SURFACES IN AC(_ORUANCE
WITH HSFC-SPEC- ]64. (_
ALl, NAT_']HIALH OTIIER TIIAR SEALANTS MUST (_
MNET TIlE REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPATIBILITY
WITH LOX IN ACCORDANCE btlTll HHFC-SPEC-IOB. _A_
II)_NTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORIIANCS WITB
N1 L- HTD- 130,
_'_ HI',_HI' TIlE CI'/E UATE OF Tile OI,UEHT
i
PRKFOHMHI) RUBBER PA(;,KIN(; SEAl, IN
A£f'I1HIIANCE '#ITii HPFCIFII:ArION UMAWING
I!)$1i_ l I I.
_(_ (:ARE HUST BE TAKEN TO PREVKNT CONTAMINA-
TION IHIRING ASSEMBLY. (_
(_ OR APPROUEU EQUIVALENT.
(_ TORliI'H II_ TO 20 INClt-POL_I)5.
LIrHRI(A'I'E 'VITll UOW-CORHING CORP. O.C,
t5 OR APPROVED EQtlIVALENT.
LOCKWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MSIISRO.
_) TOHQDE 511 TO 7D INCH-POrOUS.
_) TORQUE 15 TO lR INCU-POUND_.
_) P;F_}T=TIE TIlE ELECTRICAL WIRES AT
I. INCll INTERVALS.
TORQUE 5 TO R INCH-POUNUS.
TORQUE I0 TO 12 INCH-POUNDS,
(_ INSTALl. UNUER THE NUT PLACED HERE AND
ON THE OPPOSITE HIUE OF TEE BOX.
INHTALL WASIIER 2W18-416 URDER THE
TWO REMAINING HL_S.
TORI_UE 50 TO 70 INCH-POUNDS, _,
2.
FO_ITION TRIS LEVER SO TIIAT TIIF SPLINE
INDEX SCRIRE HARK IS IN LINE WITH THF 3.
tLrNCll HARK SHOWN ON THE SHAFT. 4,
_-_ TORQUE 100 TO lAO INCR-_IrNDS. S.
S.
@ TORQUE TO 50 INCH-POUNDS. 7.
8.
V_ PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE VALVE GATE ANU
SUAFT, PLACE THIS SEAL BLANK IN TRE R.l
CASTING 9b15-48013-9 AND RETAIN WITH 8.2
TIlE NETAINER qt)|S-48024, WITR SOTH g,
HALVEN TOOETHBR, FORCE THE TOOL 165.7q8 9. i
THROUCN THE SEAL BLAHK TO rORH TRE SEAL. 9,2
RgHOVS TRE TOOL AND SEAL TOCETRER.
IR.¢rALL THE SRAFT ANU SLIP THE PORUED
SEAL FROM TH£ TOOL TO THE SHAFT SY
US1ND "rile RETAINER 9SI$-46024.
_) LUBRICATE WITH ALPHA V_)LYKOTE CORP.,
V_)LYKOTE TYPE E POWDHE OR APPROVED
EQUIVALENT. SLOW OFF EXCESS _i.2.I
LUBRICANT WITH DRY NITROCEN GAS.
9.2.2
9.2.3
9.2.4
l 9.2.S
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.B
9.9
g.lO
TORQUE TO 43 INCH-POUNDS. 9,II
9.12
iO.
TORQUE 22 TO 30 INCH-POUNDS. 11,
12,
TORQUE 70 TO 120 IUEH-POUNDS, 1.3.
14.
ADJUST SO THAT WHEN THE PISTON IS IN I_.
THE CLOSED _SITION THE GATE IS 16,
COHPLETELY CLOSED - TOP SURFACE OF
THE GATE PARALLEL WITH TR£ TOF SUR- 17,
18.
FACE OF THE GATE HOUSING WITHIN PLUS
OR NINbS ZERO OEGKFES 30 MINUTES. L9.
_'0,
TORQUE 50 TO 55 INCH-F_)UNDS, 21.
22.
TOBQUF 20 TO 25 3NCR-FOUNDS. 23.
WIRE RING TO HOUSING TWO PLACES AS _S,
26.
REQUIRED. 27.
28.
(_ APPLY k THIN FILM OF "LOX SAFE" 28.1
SEALANT TO BOTR SURFACES 1N 25,2
ACCORDANCE WITH _RETDVNE 29.3
SPECIFICATION RS0 L40-005. 2E,6
(_ TOBQU£ TO 85 INCR-POUNDS _XIH_. 29.
LACE HEATER ASSE_LY ELANKST TO
PISTON HOUSING ASSE_LY AS 30.
REQUIRED. 31,
32.
(_ SOLDER IH ACCORDANCE WITH NSTC- 33.
39,
36.
38,
20MI0122 LOX VENt VALVE ASSFM- 39.
SLY ("A" RSV.) 60.
(NOeTH AHERICAN 61.
AVI/_IOH INC. NO, li_i.
_t2-_ldO-6| )I_) 43.RAss,DAo.RNt "
_i.I,
BOO-01$-B MXR-O-SSAL
(t RLAC_S) (_) 14.S64.39512- 4806 _ COVER
APG23OB22 44'4P_d_FOPd_4_D FAC ING
(O-RXNC) :_ ® _.s
NsIog95NAO L0_ KW1 R_ _ 49,
ANAHIOA BOLT _ 46,
2WIE-41S WASHER 67,
9512-4S42S VALVE E_TCN ARH _'
ASREHBLV 4_ '
2P9-7- 7 PIN
9S12-4S425-3 ARM SO.
9212-4RR29 _ 51,
SWITCH ASSE LY
MS2Og9_C20 L_KNI _E 52.
201430427 SIGHT NA_I) SWITCH $3.
ASS_H_LY . SHOWMi 54.
LEFT HAND SWITCH $$'
ASSENllLy 20H30_6 $6.
_7.
-OPFOSITE (REPLACES
TNE VENDOR F_ISHED
SWI_HFS AND ATTAEN-
IMG HNRDWARE ) SE.
2-56HC-,1S7_ SCREW (4 PLACES)
1
LI
F4 i
GENERAL LOCATION
_LECEND (CON.)_"
20M30336 RIGHT HAND SPDT SWITCH (EO-2)
(TEX&S ]NSTRLrHENT INC. AT2S-
l) - SHO_ LEFt HAND S_T
SWITCH 2OM30335, EO-2 (TRY.AS
INSTRUMEHT INC. AT2S-2) -
OPPOS ITS ®
#2-56RC-0.437 FLAT HEAD SCREW (4 PLACES)
CONICAL lOCK WASHER (4 PLACES)
ZOH30471-2 SWITCH _K)UKtINO Iq,ATE (RH SKOWN);
SWITCH MOUNTINO PLqTE 20M30471-1
(LH OPPOSITE) (REPLACES THE
VENDOR FUiO_ISEED H_rNTINO PLATE)
INSULATION TUBING
ELECTRICAL WIRING (HIL-W-16878
TYPE BE-20) _)
TYING CORD
961_-48066 SON
[O-4O&SO-IO GASKET (BENDIX AVIATION CORP.) ®
MS3102EIUSL3P CONNECTOR (REPLACES THE VENDOR
FURNISHED ANILO2EIOSLIP CONNECTOR)
lDl91-AOO2-OOOl LUG (REPLACES PART NO. R2*l-t)
2WIS-4 WASHER (3 PLACES)
AN$OOAA*6 SCREW (4 PLACES) (_
AN122676 PIN
9612-48422 ENTSCnEW (2 FLACE_.)
AN_O-6 NUT (Z M.._._EE) (_)
2WlALIT-20-62 WAS_H (Z _IACES) (_
HAS679A_W NUT (_
9615-48030 (L_SUET
961.S-4BL_27 9IN i_,Ul(_
AN6//IE9 IlO PACKII_ (O-E2HG) _'_ ®
9512-4U426 MWlIll _
MS10993NSI NNIE_
AN$-I2A BOLT
NAS679AS NVT (_
9512-48_31 SHAFT
9615-48024 RETAINER
/dl4-$A BOLT (2 ?_ES) (_)
961_-48269 WA_I_H
9si2-_so. s_ ® @
_-I_ BOLT(2,_Es) ®
=_-3_ BOLt(+_=Es)
9615-68013-51 pISTON HOUSING AS LSJL_mL1
K_-6-1 RING (2 _LACES)
L1246-1-6 INSERT (2 PLACES)_(._)
9619-48068 Sitl_ (4 r..,ACES)
9615-48013-9 CASTING
600496 S1'_ (6 PLACES) (_)
llEiO913-LD _ _ PII_ _ PLUG
(MPLACES TI_ V]mD¢_ FU1_INUED
9S15-48266 EUIg(Z_,,.,, _ (_
9512-48432 LZmC
_i=,EiS _ ,,z_ (o-HxNG)_®_ ®
_iioms _o 9Acl¢im (O-alto) Q_)_Q.I_
X5133-3110' IINO ¢_AX_ES HOltZ_E iNC.)
9912-48014 PIN _)
40261 lZll_ ASSEt_LY (_)
9-3224-11 liqliNO
401696 C_LI_I_C _
602957 _OL_
MsioggsM32 LOCI_/
20_(3_81 "PZN (H_Q[ FROK MS24692-153D) (IU_M,ACES
VgNDOM FUININ_D PIN A/43ESAHIOP7)
9627-48497 DA_DT
95L2-48411 HOUIIZNG ASSI_LELY
HZaSEH-8 alto (i _tACEE) (_
KD2OSE_o6-$L INlill (2 llll) t_)
9S12-41411 Hollll
llOSlll-! nlEUl (4 9i#t_El) ®
llll-I lING (4 PlaiCES) (_
9512-4S_.24 WARIER
9615-48591-3 GA'E_
961S-48074-3 WASE_R
AH3H3A BOLT (_
20M30285 LI_J_L (_pLACES _ VENDOR
Iq,T_INI_D n61S-48107 IIRA,_)
9512-48413 lliN_
MSZO_9SZ_Z v=em_z_.. (_)
9.2-,.so _=@_961_1-_E020
AI_.MSA BOLT (4 PLACES) _)
2WI8-516 WAII@JI (4 Pt._ES_.._
MAS679A5 _ (4 PLACEE)
9512-48430 IEA111t ANOmaLY (IUI)tOVE TI
A_31OOEIb-gP COHREC_OH A_D
RIPLACE WITH H$IIOOEIS-gP)
B_ WINE OIIL-q_-W-S21, CONP, A)
APPROVE9 _Y: #
M_tFC - Felnm 1151-1 (Jun_ lilil
II o8 °4
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a. Switch actuation: At 1 ° + 0 ° or -30' before the gate is in its
completely open position. At 2 ° + 1 ° or -0 ° before the gate
is in its completely closed position.
b. The heater and switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
c. }{eater operating range: Energize, 70 ° F minimum. Deenergize,
145 ° F. maximum.
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms between each terminal and the
valve body.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand, with-
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the follow.
ing durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration WithstandinK Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for five minutes duration in each of the three major axes
under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to I00 c.p.s, at 0.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
100 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification IOM01154 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES..
I
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
Rocketdyne - RA0113-001
RBOI40-005
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10509302
10509303
10509311
IOM01154
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVISIONS
"A" Rev.
I SA-5
SA-6
SA-7
SA-8
SA-9
SA- i0
Spares
I1.8.4
Page 18, of 18
"A" Rev,
"A" Rev,
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
Before installin _ modify to latest c0nfiguration ,
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rL
,omenciatu_,. Valve (shutoff)
Drawt_ mm_e_,: 10417001
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
°IT " ,,,--
11 •I _
re.or: Gulton Industries
Hydromatics InC.
L_cat_n: Instrument Unit
, , FI,
Estimated Deslgn Life: 5, O00 cy.
_s_l_ _t,- 14,598 x 10-6/_y.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 9
Number of
Fail_es Reported: 6
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
, l.,,
(m oyc1,,),68.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
_11
Vehicle EquipmE_t _ X
Ground Equipment:
Accele rat ion:
Albitude-
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shoc k:
High Temperature: I_5 OF
u_ T_pe_at_,, -320_
Ambient Room Te_14atu_ A
-
Thermal Shock:
_k _p_t (rift,,_), 6 shocks (squ_ wave) at 20 g for
i0 milllseconaS.
IA_a_e _e: "
Humidity:
PJmdom Noise:
Sine Wave Methodz
20-50 cps at 2 g, 50-110 cps at
V_br_t_onz110-2,000 _ps at _I0 g -
0.016 in. D.A.D
Decembo" 1965 (Revision)
. , . . L ,,,,, ,
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Page 1 of 8
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
4
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
)
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsmtisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATIONREPORT _JMBER, DATE ANDSOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-62-5,
January 21, 1962.
II.9.1
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Additional information concerning the i0417001 valve:
All six failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
,?
U
!-
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SATURN C-I CO/_PONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
10417001 1/2-INCH MODULATING SHUTOFF VALVE
1. DESCRIPTION.
The I/2-inch modulating shutoff valve 10417001 is an electrically operated
valve and is a component of the instrument containers cooling system located
in instrument contalne_s 12 and 15 as applicable. The valve is used to supply
the required amount of gaseous nitrogen to the ST-90 and ST-124 stabilized
platform compartments, and is controlled by an electrlcal bridge circuit
system made up of a control box and two thermistor temperature sensors.
Microswitches signal the valve to close when the compartment covers are
opened or removed. The shutoff valve is installed in instrument container 15
on vehicles SA-1 and -2 and instrument containers 12 and 15 on vehicles SA-3
and -4 as shown in the installation view. The various functional character-
istics of the shutoff valve are as follows :
1.1 Mechanlcal Performance Characteristics. The shutoff valve is capable
of performing mechanically as follows :
a. Operating media: Gaseous nitrogen
b. Nomlnal operating pressure: 30 p.s.i.g.
c_ Proof pressuPe: 45 p.s;i.g.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 120 p.s.i.g, minimum (CAUTION:
Use only for destructive acceptance testing,)
e. Operating temperature range: -320 ° to +125 ° F.
f. Storage temperature: -80o to +165 ° F.
g. Actuation time: The shutoff valve is capable of traversing from
the fully open to the fully closed position in i0 to 12 seconds
' with an actuator voltage of 28 v.d.c.
h. External leakage (valve fully closed): 5 s.c.i.m, maximum when
pressurized to 45 p.s.l.g, at -280 ° +40 ° F. in direction of flow
for 5 minutes.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The shutoff valve is capable
of performing elect_rically as follows:
a. Nomlnal operating voltage: 18 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Maximum operating current of actuator: 2 a. at 27 v.d.c.
c. Insulatlon resistance : 50 megohnm minimum with 500 v.d.c, appli'ed
between each pin and the valve housing.
d. Potentlometer resistance: Valve open - 5,540 +--50 ohms between _ins
"A" and '_", valve closed - maximum 50 ohms between pins "A" and
.]_tl.
e. Potentlometer resolution: 27 ohms minimum.
f. Potentiometer overshoot : 134.5 ohms maximum.
g. The wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
1.3 Life Cycle. The shutoff valve is capable of completlng 5,000 cycles
minimum with an internal temperature of -300o +20o F. without damage or
impairment of perford_nce,
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
(Continued on page 4)
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INSTALLATION VIEW = TYPICAL ON INSTRU_NT
CONTAII_RS 12 & I$ (CONTAI_R 12 IS APPLICA_L/_
ONLY TO V_XlCl_$ SA-3 & -4)
G_'NZRAL LOCAI_ON
INOTI_$i
(_ ID_NTIFf BY HAItKII4_ IN ACCOI_ANC_
_I_4 HIL-STD- 130.
(_ STAMP TI_ CU_ DATZ OF TI_ OLDEST
v
PItZFOHD I_I,IZI_ SEAL IN ACCOaD-
AIqC_ WITH SP_CIFICATION DIIAWINC
105O9311.
_) CALE HUST _ TA_N TO PItEV_NT CON-
TA/TINATI011 D_JRING ASSE_L_.
OR APPRO_D EQUIVALENT.
_) ClJU_ AND CONDITION ALL I_TALLIC
AI_ NONt_TALLZC SU_ACZ$ IN
ACC01tOANC_ WI_ 81q_CIFICATIOt_
DItAt_rlNG 10509305.
(_ l_ltlCaT_ O-ltI_S WKTI3 ALPHA HOL%q_rz
COI_P., MOLYKO_ TYPE Z C_ APPP.O_D
£QUIVAI_NT
l_I70_l l/2*_lllal N_mJLATING lUWT-_I t VALV_
(_'A'_)_ _,. l,C., 131C3)
0_AWN BY:
m
I"
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1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The shutoff valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 20 g's in each of the three
major axes.
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The shutoff valve is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each
resonant frequency for 10 minutes duration in each of the three major
axes under the following conditions:
20 to 45 c.p.s, at one g,
45 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.01-inch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 5 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the shutoff valve are outlined in Qualification Test Specifi-
cation 10481646, Acceptance Test Requirements 10417201, and Packaging and
Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES."
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MZL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistic Missile Agency -
ABMA-STD-29
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10417201
10481643
10481646
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311 EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-T Not Applicable
SA-I "A" Rev.
SA-2 "A" Rev.
SA-3 "A" Rev.
SA-4 "A" Rev.
SPARES
Before %_tallin_ modify to latest configuration
L I°417001 1
&i_PC - Form 11._*1,-1 (tune 1961)
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REVISION DATE
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DATA
.umonclat_, Valve (shutoff)
D_-_ _er.: 10481705 vermor. Hydromatics Inc.
Saturn I Vehlcle
•Estimated Desit_r_ Life: 5,000 cy.
Location: Umbilical Cord System
Fai,._ n,t,= 3,696 x Io'6/cy.
N_ber of Components
this D_a Represents: 12
Number of
Failures Reported:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED=
AcceleratiOn:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock.
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature: a
Thermal Shock:
_k _act (FI_ Drop).
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:.
RSndmm Mo_se:
Slne _v8 Nethod:
Vlbra_$_:
, h , ;, '
_c,.bc- 1965 (RevisiOn)
MCBF (in cycles): 270.5
Total Cycles of Oper_ttan:
I, 082
Vehicle Equipment:
Ground Equipment: X
No data available
T .9.2
Pa_e I of 7
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight
II .9.2
Page 2 of 7
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F
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Additional information concernin5 the 10481705 valve:'
All four failures were reported on Inspection Reporta
_L
December 1965 (Revision) II.9.2
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I. DESCRIPTION.
The pneumatic 1-inch shutoff valve 10481705 is a component of the external
cooling system. The valve is used to vent liquid nitrogen from the LN 2
cooler and dehumidifier of the ground LN 2 cooler. The valve is installed
on the external cooling package bracket assembly 10481718 in the external
cooling package mounted atop the long cable mast as shown in the installation
view. The various functional characteristics of the valve are as follows:
i.i Pneumatic Operating Characteristics. The valve is capable of operating
pneumatically as follows:
a. Operating medium: Liquid nitrogen.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 30 p.s.i.g.
c. Proof operating pressure: 45 p.s.i.g.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 90 p.s.i.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
e. Actuating control pressure: 750 p.s.i.g. (to open or to close).
f. Leakage through actuator: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum.
g. Operating temperature range: -320 ° to +125°F.
h. Storage temperature range: -80 ° to +160°F.
i. Venting flow capacity: 160 s.c.i.m. (12 pounds per minute) minimum
at 30 p.s.i.g, and -280 ° _ 40OF with valve fully open.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The valve is capable of per-
forming electrically as follows:
a. Operating voltage: 18 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Operating current: 15 a. maximum inrush.
c. Inductive current: 3 a.
d. Resistive current: 4 a.
e. The switch wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the shutoff valve are outlined in Acceptance Test Requirements
10481709 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-5272
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
(Continued on page 4)
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10481705 !_1C I-INCH SIIIrf{lele VALV_ ('&- I1_. a_l _IA) 28.
1. _1o-32-718 socmr _m c_e sce_ (I _) _- 3o,
2. 19_oo_ se_cn (s et_ss) 3L
3. _/_01 F_ 32.
4. 33_m0k _ 33 *
6. 58F_001 SPR][MG ItKTA%NKlt _ 35.
7, 350Z002 _TAIm_t _ (_ 36.
8. 10EROOI BALL _) 37.
9. 3591-3C_J-.28_ SCREW LOCkinG INSERT (B_L_-_L) (8 15dlJ_I_) _ 38.
I0. IIGA001 _ 39.
12. #00-1/8 D_IVE SCIU_ (T!'1_ "_7') (_ Pl&_s;) 41.
13. 3591-4_JU-3/8 SCRE_ _ _ (_LI-_) (& _L4_S) _ _2.
14. 23G0001 SEAT AS _4BLy 63,
14.1 22_,1001 STM_
14.2 20G_001 _t,T I_TAX_ _:
14.3 471_(_1
16. 3S_l-_-._ss scuu _ _ om.;-ce_J,)(_ _ w _:
17. 13_GO01 _ _) 49.
18. 43CU002 _ lU_I_][J_ .5O.
19. 2 ECS003 b'_ _ 51.
20. 2 bC_00_ Sak_T _L
21. 1..o, _ _ _;:
22. 3_081 r RING _ •
23. 58,_t_06 _ Itlr_ 54.1
25. #10-32-7/8 soc_ _ CAP m (6 PL4C_) _ 54.3
27. 4 II_005 _(_-_ 5,4.5
tmW
22_-x2-o2 sE_ Ir (m c_m) (2 e',,.,_,._S)
_WTO03 ACTU_3_
@10-32-3/_ SOCKET _ CJuP SC_g@ (4 PLAC$S)
43JIV002 _ M_I_NG
1.o.S1_012
18-32-1/2 SoC3_t FdI&D CAp _ [4 PI,AC_S) _)
15EGO01 IAMR _)
l_a_ooi SEU.aU.HeZ%._
• 0F.D_02 EELI.CIIABI_
3585-2_m-._46 Sama LOC_ um_eT (mLI-CO_L) (4 lq,_e_,s)
3591-34_U-.28S SC_tEW I,_a_NG III_I_T (IB_LI-_01L)
2BG_tO03 ACTU/d_8 Wt
_to-32-3/4 soc_'r mum _ s_ (2 e_AC_S) (_)
5LOEOll Nk)_.PL_T_
43AVO01 UPPER BUSH%NG
2kGLeO01
e8o32-3/8 SOC_ _ CAP _ [& PLACES)
2_8 SWlTOH ASSI_BL¥
76HA0|7 PRF,FOSJ_D FACI_[IliG CO-IIJl_) (_
NS310_-I_S-2p
M52099_20 LOC_/IB_ ®
_) _ S_lt_J_ _8 sptt_G 8_TA_I_I (6) ._S ss_r_
m mrJ_tU. L
(_) wtqu_ _Y w _5 ]_eoum_ m mc sz_ucz
IN TI_ s_ sl_q_Nc_.
(_ _eitIct_ rtal tm,-colm_ nc-_,5 ot _ ECNIVtlZ_.
_) LOC_0_33U[ IN ACC_SD_K:K _ NS33540.
1O481705
-1A
t
DATEOF
tzz.9. 
Page 5 of
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3.3 l_m_:
Oz"dnauce Col_'pu- 10481709
1Q_se930o
10509-302
lO5O93O5
lo.5o9311
]
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i,
omenclature: Vaive
_'_ _'_" 403520
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Des_ Life: 2500 cy.
Failure Rate: 2066 x lO-6/ey.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 50
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
DATA SHEET
(Sequence Fuel Igniter)
v_: North American
Aviation, Rocketdyne Corp.
• _t_., S-I Stage
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
A_titude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
ShoCk:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
The_l Shock:
Leai_aKe Bate:
Humidity:
Rm_dom Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_,ce.bo- 1_5 (Revision)
.c_ (In cycle,): 48_
Total Cycles of 0peratlan:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No data available
If.10,1
_ Page 1 of 5
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection ahd Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-8 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
i!.i0.i
Page 2 of 5 !
Additional information concerning the 403520 component:
The spring loaded, normally closed fuel igniter valve,
actuated by a cam located on the main LOX valve (MLV), controls
fuel flow to the hypergol container and to the ignition moni-
tor valve (IMV). The fuel igniter valve begins to open when
the MLV is approximately 38 % open, and becomes fully opened
when the MLV is approximately 70% open. A heater, attached to
the fuel igniter valve, prevents O-rlng freezing caused by the
MLV' s low temperature.
it
2_
3,
#.
Vendor - Rocketdyne Division, North American Avia-
tion, Inc., Part No. 403520
LOcation - Station 9_
Service - P_-l fuel
ThermOstat -
a.
b.
Opens at increasing temperature at 130 ±87
Closes at decreasing temperature of ii0 ±SeF
Pressure - Proof: 1650 psig
Leakage
T
a Extern_i: i ..... _.........
• W thvalve partially opened_ pUrEe
and 8_tl_t p0rt_ plugged
(1) _ p8ig to inlet port - zero leakage fr_
_t port
(2) 825 ± 25 t_ inlet port - zero leakage
Vent poi 
 0nt ort ,it  ort
_" _ - zero leakage at:
a. J0int between body and base
b. "Between follower and base
December 1965(R_V!_}
•b • Seat: With valve closed and purge port plugged
(i) 5 psig to inlet port - maximum of 0.i cc
per minute from outlet port
(2) 825 ± 25 psig to inlet port - maximum of
0.i cc per minute from outlet port
Electrical Characteristics -
ao
b •
Thermostat: After minimum of two cycles, ther-
mostat is to maintain temperature of valve body
between 70 and 150°F
Insulation resistance:
(1) Required:
a. Temperature of valve to be between
60 and 80°F
b. 500 volts dc applied across valve body
and each pin of electrical connector
(2) Result: A minimum of 50 megohms resistance
across valve body and each pin
One failure was reported on an Inspection Report.
II.i0.i
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IFUEL IGNITER VALVE.
o
403520
- SECTIONAL VIEW
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kD_A SHEET
Valve (Camera Lens Purge)
20M30419 re.or: Marotta Valve
Location- S-I Stage
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated De,lgn Life: 2000 Cy.
Fail_ _, 6153" IO'6/cY'
Nmlber of Caapon_s
this DitaRepresents: 8
Corp.
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
_vlROB]_NTAL QUALIFICATION _ PERFOI_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interfere_ee:
(_. cycles): 162.5
Total Cyoles of Operatlct2: 3_5
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No data available
Salt Spra_:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Roaa Temperature:
Ttmrmal _eg-
_._t (rla_ _)2
Bate:
R_Nolae:
SAne Mare Method:
Vibration:
Decembe- 1965 TI.I!.I
Pa_e i of 8
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Ino0eratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated _
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Swring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing: ,
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection _nd Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II ii.i _
Page 2 of 8
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Additional information concerning the 20MB0419 valve:
The two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
_'? _i •i
December 1965 (ReVision) II.ll.l
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MANUFA_ _INii_Wl_
DA_
CONTROL VAL_
I. DESCRIPTION.
The solenoid operated, piloted, 2 way, control valve 201430419 is a component
of the LOXtank cameras purge-heater system. In the cameras purge-heater
system the GN2 used to prevent fogging of the optical surfaces of the LOX
_ank cameras is vented to theatmosphere through the control valve. For
approximately 30 minutes prior to LOX tanking until lift-off, CN2 is supplleq
to the system through the quick disconnect coupllng nipple 20M30403 in throw-
out plugs plate assembly 75M01262. At lift-off the control valve is closed
and remains closed during flight to seal the dry GN2 within the system. The
control valve is installed on the aft side of the spider beam assembly be-
tween fin lines II and III as shown in the installation view. The various
functlonal characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operatlngmedla: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
b, Nomlnal operating pressure: 30 to 300 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Proof operating pressure: 450 p.s,i.g, internal pneumatic pressure
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure, (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
e, Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
f. Minimum flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0.430-
inch diameter with a discharge coefficient (Cd) of 0.60 while
pressurized to 30 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure.
g. Leakage past main seat (valve closed): 5 s.c.l.m, maximum wlth an
internal pneumatic pressure ranging from 0 to 300 p.s.i.g.
applled to the inlet port.
h. Exter_s 2 CCo per hour maximumwith 300 p.s.l.g, pneu-
matic applied to the inlet port.
i. Life cycle: 2,000 operating cycles without damage or impairment of
performance.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
a. Operating voltage: 18 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Operating current: 2,5 a. maximum at 28 v.d.co
c. Minimum operating voltage with the inlet port pressurized to 300
p.s.i.g.: To open - increasing voltage to 18 v.d.c. To close -
decreasing voltage in the range from 10 v.d.c, maximum to 1
v.d.c, minimum.
d. Solenoid continuous duty performance requirement: 24 hours with
28 v.d.c, applied.
e. Insulation resistance: 50 mego_nns minimum with 500 v.d.c, applied
between each isolated electrical connector terminal and the valve _
body.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity,
MSFG - F_m II$I (Jtme 1961|
(Continued on
II.11.1
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1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The control valve is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks (three
in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave forms at
35 g's in each of the three major axes with the inlet port pressurized
to 60 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The control valve is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions with the inlet port pres-
surized to 60 p.s.l.g, pneumatic pressure:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
55 to I00 c.p.s, at O.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0.0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the control valve are outlined in Performance Specification
IOM01623 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
.
.
3.1 Speclflcations:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-W-16878
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
MSFC - 10419909
IOM01623
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
NASA - MSFC-STD-I05
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
VEHICLE
SA- 5
SA- 6
SA- 7
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA- 10
SPARES
EFFECTIVITY
REVISIONS
I
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
20M30419
MIrC - IPB 11$1-1 ()Une IESl)
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Nomenclature
SUMMARY SHEET
Valve (Calorimeter Purge Control)
Drawing Numbers: 10414093
2OM30160
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 1517 x iO-6/_y. "
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 27
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 0
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 659.2
Total Cycles of Operation:
913
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.ll.2
Page 1 of i0
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
ForelgnMaterial
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermlttent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
011/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CA_AR TI_ DATA REPRES_TS: SA-2 throughSA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data)
II.ll.2
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Nomenclature: Valve
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn: I V,_hlcle
10414093
DATA SHEET
(Calorimeter Purge Control)
I Vendor: Marotta ValveLo_tlon: S-I Stage
corp.
Estimated Design Life:- 2000 Cy.
Fail_reRate: 5893 x lO'6/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 15
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
MCBF (in cycle,): 169.7
Total Cycles of Operation: 235
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altltud_:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Sh(M:k Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
HumlSity:
RanSom Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
(No data available)
Dec_mbe-" 1965 II. ii .2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.Ii.2
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Nomenclature
Drawing Numbers:
DATA
Valve (Calorimeter Purge Control)
20MS0160 [ Vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.Location: S-I StageSaturn I Vehicle
Estimated Deeign Life: 2000 cy.
Failure Rate- 2043 x lO-6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 12
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
M_ (_ cycles): 489.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
678
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
LOw Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No data available
Decembo- 1965 11.11.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 threugh SA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT R"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.ll.2
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ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
DATE Pqa3CEDUlE
22 June 1962 MPI-2000
SATURN C-I COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE _ p_
20M30160 2 WAY, 2 POSITION, NC, f
SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE ASSEMBLY ' 1 of 4
I. .DESCRIPTION.
The 2 way, 2 position, NC, solenoid operated valve assembly 20M30160 is a
component of the control pressure system. The valve assembly used in the
calorimeter purge llne of the control pressure system is opened to allow GN 2
from the high pressure storage spheres to flow into the calorimeters to
purge them during flight. The valve assembly used in the calorimeter purge
line is located in the aft end of the tail unit assembly near fin III as
shown in the installation view. The various functional characteristics of
the valve assembly are as follows:
I.i Pneumatic Operatin_ Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
b. Service media: Air and gaseous nitrogen.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s,l.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
f. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0.170-inch
diameter with 750 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied.
g. Leakage past the main valve seal with valve in closed position
and internal pressure of 750 p.s.i.g.: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum.
h. External leakage with the valve in open position: None allowed.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
a. Operating voltage range: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minlmmnwlth 500 v.d.c, applied
between each isolated connector terminal and the valve body.
c. Solenoid voltage endurance: 28 v.d.c, for a mlnlmumof 4 hours.
d. Operating current: 1.5 a. with 28 v.d.c, applied.
e. Solenoid operating voltage:lgv.d.c, maximum to open. I0 v.d.c.
maximum to 2 v.d.c, minimumto close.
1.3
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks (three
in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave forms
at 65 g's in each of the three major axes with the inlet port pres-
surized to 750 plus or minus i0 p.s.l.g.:
(Continued on page 4)
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I
INSTALLATION VIEk' - LOOKING AFT
(TAIL UNIT ASSEI_LY)
I If
GENERAL LO_ATION
NGTES I_GEND
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL NL_rALLIC AND 20100160
NONMETALLIC SURFACES IN ACCOROAMCN
gETH SFECIYlCRTION Dlkq_lDG 1050930_.
IUE_TIFT BY NARKING IN ACCOEDANCE WITH 1. AN9g_c20
HIL-STD-130. 2. J67R12
3. 106481
STANP THE CURE DATE OF OLDEST PUFOPJ4ED 6. NS2099SC32
v
RUREER SEAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH 5. 118172
SPECIFICATION DRAWING lO$0gIlh 6. 118161-1
7. 110421
CARE NUET EE TARED TO PREVENT CONTAHINA. N. J2OOA112
TION DURING ASSMLY. go 136062-1
10. 1082_1-10
O! APPROVED EQUIVALENT. 11. 3200Al0
12. 120612-1
LOCk'MIRE IN ACCOU_qcE WITH UN335_0* 13. 129861-1
16. 119_?2-1
(_ TOIquE 630 TO 000 INCN*POURDS. 13. /IOOll_
16. 113771-3
_) LURIICATE MITH O0_-CORNING COBP., 17. 113_91-2
D.C. 33 OR APPROVED[QUWALE/rC. 18. 113591-3
19. _I00a2
(_ SURFACES WITH 20. 102961LUBRICATE THE SLIDING
DON-CORDING COU., D.C. 35 OR 21. 122371-2
APPROVED EQUIVAleNT. 22, 108031
23, 107261
(_ TORQUE 6 TO 6 INCH-POUNDS. 2_. 107291
23, 107331
(_) TORQUE 8 TO 10 II_N-POU_DS, 26, 1080_
27. 203031-2
lOCATE RECRPTACL_KEy TOGAED COIL 28, J8111
AS EHM. 29. 212272-1311
30. J20OASO
(_ SOLDER IN ACCORDANCE N_TH SPECIFICATION 31. AN31SC4-5
DRAWING 10509300. 32, AN936A-6
33. NS3102E-IOSL-EP
3_. _2OOE113
33. 107311
36. 122564
37,
2 VAY, 2 POSITION, NC, SOLENOID
OFERATHD VALVE ASSL_)_LY (NAROTTA
vALv,co,,.._.. ,_,_,
_oI_,o_-m ® ® _
LOCKVI RE ECR£_
LOCKING SLUG
LOCKMIRE _)
UETAINING NUT (_)
ADJUSTING sc REk,
POPPET SPRING
PREPOm"D PACNING (O-RING) _) ®
SEAT RETAINER
BACKUP _ASHER I_
FRE_D FROXIRO( -RI_) _ ®
VALVE POFPE_ ®
POPPET SEAT
SEAT SUPPORT
Pt,PON_OeACXXRO(o-Ez._) ® ®
SEAT SUPPORT
COU SCUN ®
_°;IG_IEACN,_,o-.I,.)® ®
COVER SCRE_ (2 PLACES)
COIL LOVER
SFk/RO
AI_TURE LOCK NUT _'_
LOCKWIRE SCRE',/
v
FLA,T MASHER
MUCATURE CLIP AND LOCK
A_/4ATURE AND GUIDE ASSE_LY
AIU4ATURE STUD
COIL AND CORE ASSEUNLy
FRE'ORRE0 PNGRZRO (O-RI_) (_ ®
SCRE_ (6 PLACES)
TOOTH LOCK _ASRER (4 PLACES)
ELECTRICAL RECEETACLE (BENDIX
PART 10-69211) ®
PREPONMED PACKING (O-RINO) (_ (_)
RECEPTACLE INSULATOR
VALVE EDDy
ELECTRICAL _IRINC (NIL-N-3OBE) ®
DRAWN BY: ENGINEERING REVISION TO: 20H30160
ORAWING
,'ADDER: EO',
wm'rER: _'. _
APPROVED|Y: ' 7_-__ ART CONTROL..0. M-ME- 2000- 79 7
MIFC - Form 11$1-1 (_ Ill
TT .3_1.2
Page 8 of ].O
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
r4
18
4
30
NOTES:
I. SEI[ PAGE 4 FOR THE JEOMSOIGO t WAY,
2 POSITION, liC, SOLENOID OPERATED
VALVE ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE-OVERALL DIMENSIONS
OF THE VALVE AIGEMllLY ARE 4.06 BY
2.15 BY _ INCHES.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIDNT IS
LOS POUNDS.
!
J
J GROOVE C
O
GROOVE A
?50 RS.I,6. GNu,
7GO P.ILLG. DN TO CALORIMETER
PURGE LINED
*.-,E-zooo-_r J_11i4
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1.3 Shock Withstandin$ Capability. (con.)
10-milliseconds duration- triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration- sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin B Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 5.0 g's,
55 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.03-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 15 g's.
. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
10M01146 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-W-5086
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
10509305
I0509311
IOM01146
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-5
SA-6
SA-7
SA-8
SA-9
SA-10
Spares Before installing modify to latest confi_uration
20M30160
ImrG - l'eri lll|-I (]Vle fill)
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve, Purge
nr_ Numbers: 60C27927
Saturn I Vehicle
LOX/SOX
1Vendor:Locat ion: Marotta Valve Corp.S-I Stage
Estimated Desl_n Life: 2000 cy.
Failure Rate: 1058
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 19
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
x 10-6/cy. MC_ (inc_cles): 944.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
1889
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground EqulpmenZ:
Ef_IIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spra_:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random, Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
No data available
D "
Decembe _" I_5 II.II .3
Page 1 of
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-8 andSA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.ll.B
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Additional information concerning the 6OC27927 component:
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
le
2.
4.
5.
1
8.
Vendor - Marotta Valve Corp., Part No. 219664-1
Location -
a.
b.
C.
One valve at Station 922, fuel tank No. 3
One valve at Station 923, fuel tank No. 4
One valve at Station 923, fuel tank No. 1
Service - GN 2
Temperature - Operating: 125 to -65°F
Pressure -
at
b.
C,
Operating: 3000 psig
Proof. 4500 psig
Burst: 7500 psig
Lubrication - Lubricate seals and sliding surfaces
with DC-55 grease (Dow Corning)
Leakage -
a. Internal:
(i) Main seat: 5 scim maximum at 300 to
3000 psig
(2) Poppet stem vent: Not to exceed 2 scim
when pressurized at 300 to 3000 psig
(3) Pilot valve assembly: 5 scim maximum
when inlet port is pressurized at 300
to 3000 psig
b. 2 scim maximum at 3000 psig
Electrical Characteristics -
ao
b.
Operating current: 1.2 amperes at 28 + 0.5
vdc with pilot valve assembly solenoid energized
Operating voltage: 22 to 32 vdc
December 1965
II.11.3
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C •
d•
e •
Insulation resistance:
(i) Each terminal of pilot valve solenoid
connector to valve body: 50 megohms,
minimum
(2) Each terminal of position switch connector
to valve body: 50 megohms, minimum
Position switch indications:
(i) Closed: Pins A and B show continuity
(2) Open: Pins B and C show continuity
Solenoid action:
(i) Open: With inlet port pressure of 3000
psig, pilot valve solenoid shall actuate
main valve from fully closed to fully
open at increasing voltage of 18 volts
d.c.
(2) Closed: Main valve shall close at i0 vdc
maximum, 2.0 vdc minimum
II .ii .3
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve (Multi-Application*)
Drawi_ _e_: I0_14027 Vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.
Saturn I Vehicle Locat_m: S-I Stage
Estimated Desi_ Life: _ 2000 Cy.
Failure Rate: 199
Nt_mber of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported:
x lO-6/cy.
76
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
LeakS4_e Rate: Internal
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
M_F (m c_les): 5033
Total Cycles of Operatloa_
i0,067**
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
and external - none at 750 psig.
Decemb_-" I_5
* See page 3, II.12.1
** Minimum operating time; serial no. 222
not included on running cycle logs.
was
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
FAILURE
INDI CATI ONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Svring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT ENJMBER.DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962 MSFC
II .12.1.2
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Additional information concernin_ the i041_027 component:
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
The multi-application valve is used as a pre-valve,
vent valve, lock interconnect valve, replenishing valve
control valve.
k
..... _ _,_ r_ _
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SATURN COHI:q_qENTS ASSI_LY PROCEDURE , -mtovmL
,,.o. 1 of 410414027 - 4v ww
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I. DESCRIFI'Z(]M.
The MV-74V control valve 10414027 is a three-way, two-position, normally
closed or normally open electro-pneumatically operated control valve.
Fifteen of the valves are used in the control pressure system to supply the
actuating pneum!tic pressure to 25 pneumatt_echantcal valves in the L0X
and fuel systems. Also, the valve is used as a component of the valve and
ori£ice asmmblies 10414091, 10414310, and 10414355. All of the valves are
normally closed except one of the two located in the rear skirt of container
F2 that is used to actuate the LOX replenishing valve assembly 10414003. The
valves located Just forward o£ containers F1 and F3 on the spider beam conttoI
the 10414021 fuel vent valve assembly No. 1 and No. 2 respectively. The valve _
located Just forward of container L3 on the spider beam controls the LOX vent
valve assembly 10414001. The valve located Just forward of conta/_er LC con- r
trois the 10414318 LOX interconnect valve and orifice assemblies No. 1, 2, 3,
end 4. One of the valves located in the rear skirt o£ eontai_er F1 controls
the fuel fill and drain valve assembly 10414352. TWo valves located in the ........
rear skirt of container F2, one normally closed the other normally open, ....
control the LOX replenish/n8 valve assembly 10414003. Two valves are located
in the rear skirt of containers F1, F2, F3, and F4 to control the L_ pre-
liminary valve assemblies 10414005 and the fuel preliminary valve assemblies
10414024 in the engine suction lines as fol!ows: The valves in container F1
control a LOX and fuel preliminary valve assembly in the suction lines O£
both engines No. 1 and No. 5. The valves in container F2 control a LOX and
£uel preliminary valve assembly in the suction lines of both engines No. 2
and No. 6. The valves in container F3 control a LOX and fuel preliminary
valve assembly in the suction lines of both engines No. 3 and No. 7. The
valves in container F4 control a LOX and fuel preliminary valve assembly in
the suction lines of both engines No. 4 and No. 8. The various locations of
the valve are shown in the installation view. The various functional charac-
teristics of the control valve are as follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Operating Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
operating pnemnatically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
b. Leakage through vent port: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with an internal
pneumatic pressure of 750 +_ 10 p.s.i,g, applied to the inlet port
throughout the operating temperature range.
c. Operating temperature range: Minus 65 ° to 165o F.
d. Nominal operating pressure. 750 p,s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure
without leakage in excess of 2 standard cubic centimeters per hour
from the body or body vent while in the opened or closed position;
e. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pres sure.
f. Burst pressure (wtthoutbursting): 1,875 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing.)
8. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0.110-inchdiameter with 750 +_ 10 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics o£ the control valve are as follows:
a. Solenoid voltage endurance: 28 + 1.5 v.d.c, applied to the coil
continuously for 24 hours.
b. Insulation resisLance: 50 megobms minimum between pin "A" and the
(Cont4_sw__ valve.body and pin "B" and the valv_ body - ----
mwc. Z'bm nss (:ks. 1.11) II. 12 .i .2 _
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LOCATION
INSTALL&TI0_ VII_ - LO01_.NG FOS_D
I 10414027 COW]BtOL VALVg ("D" RKV., tO-6, -7, &-8)
AHD IIOtlt_TALLIC S_tI_ES ZH ACCORDA}_E 1. l&&621 AD3U__A_IU_IGSCitl_
SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305. 2. 116762
3. 106_81 SLUG _)
NIL-ST0-130. S. MS20995C20
6. 137531 PO?_ U S?RIHG
9LEL%_¢ _ S T PREFO_4_D PACKING
_ STN_ _ CUU D_TE (/ 11_ O_DgST 7. J200_12 _T
PIt/_G_,_D _ACKIHG RUD,BER _ IN (O-RInG) .._
,¢cam=cz wrH mc_'zo._0_ 9. 1o2,,31 u'r_ s_w_
c_u_ to_o_nl, lO. _2oo.7 ._._sin4 t,,ut,oma_ _ (o-_I.O @ ®
12. 142602-1-2-Z
13. 102581
l_ltqUE 130 TO 180 INC0-/_UHDS.
1,.15. J2OIA_jS3A3 FrrTZNGF1TTD_GASIHLyIqUWO_LY_ZI_ZNG (O-RII_) (_ (_II_TALL IH St_7ICIENT KLI_3tS TO LOCK 16. 111071 COg_ gCIU_ (2
TI_ ADJUSTIHG SCIU_. 17. J200_2 COKg lqU_(_V_D P KZHG (O-RIHG)
(_ LOCr'uIl_ I_ ._'CO_D,MICZ _'J_ KS31_0, 18, 102813
19. COVlIt_ PUTOt_D PACI(.I_C (o-lxm)(_ um,c,_ ,n, _x.cw_ c_ D.C 5_ _'_-_
20. 2139_2-1112 COIL AND COB_ AOSHLY
OR APP_CVg9 gq_t'V_. 21. 202021 AiI_L_TI_/_ AsgI_BLY
_ 70 TO 120 ZHCH-_Ut_S.
22. 107261 NUT LOCK
23. 107331 FLAT I_SJlEE
TCSqU_ 8 TO 10 IHCH-_0U_8. 25.24" 107281107291 _t_ SCIU_
26. 102531-_ COl L _J'OVgR
27. 102961 SC]U_
=o. loTln UCm_LZ i,s_To_
30. NS310_I08ZAP gM_C1111C_ RI_'_CI_ (DIHn_IX ?_T
10-692117 (_
31. MI_26_A w_m (4 l_gs)
•2 *,91_-, ,cm (4r,.=.)| _. m2o,,_1 _ ©
DRAWN By: _. __ ENGINEERINGDRAWING
W,,TE.:
APP.O,,.D.,:
MMC. l_m 11S1.1 (.Tune I_61)
II .12.1 .2
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NOTES:
I. SEE PASE 4 FOR THE 10414027 MV-?4V
CONTROL VALVE EFFECTIVITY,
. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL OIMENSLGN$
OF THE CONTROL VALVE ARE 3.SiO BY
5.166 BY I+SSS INCHES.
THE APPROXIMATE UNiT WEIONT *$ t.O0 POUNDS.
RL_ DATE 5NOV. 196! 1
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1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. (con.)
c. Operating current for continuous solenoid operation: 1.2 ampereswhen energized with a 24 _ 0.5 v.d.c, power supply.
d. Solenoid operating voltage: Actuation - i0 to 18 v.d.c.
Deactuation - i0 to 1.0 v.d.c.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 80 g's in each of the three major
axes:
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or excessive leakage, while pressurized to 750 p.s.i.g.,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at i0 g's,
55 to II0 c.p.s, at 0.06-inch double amplitude displacement, and
ii0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 40 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve is outlined in Performance Specification 10419927 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-C-5015 Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-E-5272 MIL-STD-202
MIL-L-25567 MIL-STD-643
MIL-Q-9858 MS33586
MS33653
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10509300
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414027
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
Spares
1041402"7 I
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REVISIONS
"D" Rev., EO-6_ -7, and -8
"D" Rev., EO-6_ -7_ and -8
"D" Rev., EO-6_ -7_ and -8
"D" Rev., EO-6_ -7_ and -8
"D" Rev., EO-6, -7, and -8
Before installing modify to latest configuration
" ' _ _ IREVISION DATE 3NOV. 1961
Nomenclature:
Dr_wlng Numbers: 20M30380
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Valve (solenoid) Multi-application
Marotta Valve Corp.
i Veudor:I_catt_n: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2000 Cyo
Fail_ _te: 20,747 x lO-6/cy.
Nt_mber of Components
this Data Represents: 16
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
Mc_ (m cy_les):48 .R
Total Cycles of Operation: 289*
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
A_tltude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature: 165 °F
Low Temperature: -65 O F
Ambient Room Temperature:
_e_l Shock: -65 to 1650F
ShOCk ImpaCt (Flat Drop): 35 g for 6 milliseconds
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Rmldom Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
22-55 cps at 5 g, 55-i00 cps at 0.03 in. D.A.
vibratlo.,displacement, ll0-2000 cps at 20 g
_ce.b_--_ (Revision)
* Minimum total. Serial No. 811 not
shown in Running Cycle Logs.
. , ,,, ,
. o
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-3 and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report M-P&VE 520,
May 18, 1962, MSFC
II .12 .i.I
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Additional information concerning the 20M30380 component:
The Multi-Application Solenoid Valve series in three
functions.
i. Ejection of the cameras. The ejection mechanism
is actuated by high pressure gaseous nitrogen at 3000 psig.
2. At completion of LOX tanks pressurization, the
electrical signal is removed from the normally open valves
and the purge pressure decays, allowing normal slosh measure-
ment to start.
3. Same as item 2, for fuel tanks.
Environmental Qualification Tests Performed:
Burst Pressure: 4500 psig
NOTE: This valve was still in service and was used through
the SA-9 vehicle; cycle reporting stopped at SA-4.
The six observed failures were reported on the Inspection
Reports.
December 1965
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Valve (Multi-Application*)
, i
Drawing NumBers: 2OM30128 Vendor:
Satu,'n I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2000 cy.
Failure Rate: 337 _ I0-6/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 97
Number of
Failures Reported: 8
EI_/IRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Marotta Valve Corp.
_cation: S-I Stage
MC_F(inCycles): 2962 .1
Total Cycles of Operation:
23,697
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
Level increased from 0 to 8 g, maintained for
Acceleration= 3 rain. in each direction
ALtitude:
Radio Interference:
s81tspray: (See page 3)
Shock: (See page 3)
Hia_n Temperature: 165 OF
Low Temperature: -65 °F
_mb_ent RoOm Temperature: 77 + 187
Room ambient temperature increased to 125°F,
_ Shock: maintained for 2 hr., decreased to -65°F in
period of 30 min., maintained for 2 hr.
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
z_e Rate: Internal at 750 psig - 2 scim max. ; external
at 3000 psig - 2 scim max.
Humidity: 90% or less
Random Noise:
Sine Wave _ethpd:
Vibration:(See page 3)
Decembe _ I_5
* Refer to 2, II.12.1
11.12,1.3
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
7
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
I_ooerat_ve
Lea.k_n_
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oii/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Bind_ n_ :
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured :
Defective: SDr_n_,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted :
Other: i operates
in reverse
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Marotta Valve Corp. Report
QTR-MV74MP, 21 March 63
II.12.1.3
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Additional information concerning the 20M30128 component:
This valve is used as a Pre-valve, replenishing valve,
LOX vent valve, relief and control valve.
Two failures were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition
Reports and six on Inspection Reports.
Environmental Qualification Tests Performed
Salt spray: Temperature increased to 95°F (+2°F and -3°F),
maintained for 168 hr. in salt spray fog (20%
salt solution).
Shock: 18 impact shocks, 3 each along each of 3 mutually
perpendicular axes. Each shock impulse was a
triangular wave with a peak intensity of lO0 g
and time duration of i0 milliseconds.
2 frequency sweeps from 20 to 2000 cps for 5 minutes.Vibration:
Frequency
cps
20 - 55
55 - 12o
120 - 2000
Applied Vibration
Amplitude
• 13g
0.08" D.A.
-+65g
December 1965 I1.12 .i .3
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1. DESCRIPTION.
The NV-74V control valve 20M30128 is a three-way, two-position, normally
closed or normally open electro-pneumatically operated control valve. Nine
of the valves are used in the control pressure system to supply the actuatin
pneumatic pressure to 17 pneumatic-mechanical valves in the LOX and fuel
systems. Also, the valve is used as a component of the valve and orifice
assembly 20H30172. All of the valves are normally closed except the valve
located in the rear skirt of container F2 that is used to close the LOX
replenishing valve assembly 20H30045. Two valves are located in the rear
skirt of containers F1, F2, F3, and F4 to control the LOX preliminary valve
assemblies 20H30042 and the fuel preliminary valve assemblies 20N30043 in the
engine suction lines as follows: The valves in container F1 control a LOX
and fuel preliminary valve assembly in the suction lines of both engines
No. 1 and No. 5. The valves in col.cainer F2 control a LOX and fuel prelim-
inary valve assembly in the suction lines of both engines No. 2 and No. 6.
The valves in container F3 control a LOX and fuel preliminary valve assembly
in the suction lines of both engines No. 3 and No. 7. The valves in con-
tainer F4 -trol a LOX and fuel preliminary valve assembly in the suction
lines of b_th engines No. 4 and No. 8. The various locations of the valve
are shown in the installation view. The various functional characteristics
of the control valve are as follows:
1, I P_tlc Operating Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
b. Leakage past main seat: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with an internal pneu-
matic pressure of 750 +- 10 p.s.i.g, applied to the inlet port
throughout the operating temperature range.
c. External leakage: 2 standard cubic centimeters per hour maximum
with internal pressure of 750 -+ 10 p.s.i.g.
d. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
e. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
f. Proof :operating pressure: 1. 125 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
g. Burst :pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.l.g, internal hydro-
stat_!c pressure. (CAUTION. Use only for destructive acceptance
testing; )
h. Flowe_pacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0.110-inch
dieter with 750 _ 10 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
a. Solenoid voltage endurance: 29 +- 1 v.d.c, applied to the coil
continuously for 24 hours.
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum between electrical con-
nector pin "A" and the valve body and pin "B" and the valve body.
c. Operating current for continuous solenoid operation: 1.2 a.
with a 28 -+ v.d.c, power supply.
d. Solenoid operating voltage: Actuation - 18 v.d.c, maximum.
Deactuation - 10 to 3.0 v.d.c.
Page 5 of: 8
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NOTES
@ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC
AND NONI_ETALLIC SUKFACES IN ACCORDANCE
,'11, _'_F,-_IIt-;' _.
(_ IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH
HIL-STU- I_0.
(_ ST#_MP T_ CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST
pREpORMED PACKINC R_SBER SEAl, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
DRAWING I050 _J_ll .
(_) ON APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
(_) TORQUE I_0 TO ISO _NCH-POUND8.
(_) INSTALL IN SUFFICIENT NUMBERS TO LOCK
TIE ADJUSTING SCREW.
(_) L_KWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MS_40.
(_ LUBRICATE WITH DOW-CORNINC CORP. D.C. 5_
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
l O TORQUE 8 TO 10 INCR-FOt'NDS.
DRAWN BY: t_. _J_/_
P ANNER
MBFC = Fore ll$1-1 (tune 1961)
TT .]_2 .]_.3
ENGINEERING
DRAWING
RELEASE
LEGEND
20M3012E
1. L4_621
2, i16762
3. _Ob481
4, JbTA12
3. HS20995C20
6. I_7531
7. J200Al2
8. 1028_t
9. 10824_*I
lO, 32OOA7
II. 201892
12. 142602-1-2-2
13. I02_81
l_. Ill071
15. J200A2
L6. 102812
17, J200A2B
18. 213542-1112
19. 202021
20. 107261
21, 107_31
22. 107291
23. IO728t
2_. 1025_1-4
25, I02961
26. 107311
27. J2OOBII3
28. HS3102E1OSL4P
29. AN936A_
30. AN515C4-5
31, MS20995C_1
_V-7_V CONTROL VALVE (EO-I) (_AROTTA
VALVECoRP.,is:,, @ ® © ®
ADJUST NC
NUT _ SCREW
LOCKING SLUG @
LOCK_ I RE SCREW
LOCKW IRE (_)
POPPET RETURN SPWI_C
SLEEVE AND SEAT PREFOR_ _ED PACKING
(O-EING) @ (_)RETAINING SLEEVE
BACKUP WASTE
STE_I PREFO_U PACKINC CO-RING) @ @
SEAT ASSEt'mLV @
St_ ® ®CAGE
CORE SCREW (2 PLACES)
CORE PREFOR_ED PACKING {O-RING)
p_CES) @
BODY
COVER pREFOt_U_D PACKING, (O-EZ_O) @ @
COIL AND CORE ASBEHSLY
AP.H#,TU RE ASSEHRL'I
NUT LOCK
pLAT WASREE
I.OCN_IRE SCREW
NUT @
COIL COVER
SCREW
RECEPTACLE INSULATOR
SEAL pP._FOP.H._D PACKING (O-RING) (_ .@
ELECTRICAL REC_PTAt:LE (BENDIX PArt
IO=h's211 } (_
WASffER (4 PLACES)
SCREW (2* p_.._ES}LOCKW[_E ..
REVISIONTO: 20M30128
EO's
ART CONTROL NO. M-ME-MPI-2000-598-B
REVISION
DATE OF
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NOTES LOCATED UNDER VALVE
I SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 20M30128, MV-74V DRAWN HERE FOR CLARITY.
CONTROL VALVE EFFECTIVITY
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS "_ _m_ _ S'_ POR,T 8_
.OF THE CONTROL VALVE ARE S910 BY
2.416 IT 1,66S INCHES.
S. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS I.OOPOUNOS- PORT A
AUG. 1962 M-ME-ZOOO-S,. I_0M 30128 "--- --
- IX. 12 .:I,3
i Page T of 8
APPLICATION PORT A PORT B
NORMALLY CLOSED VENT INLET
NORMALLY OPEN INLET VENT
M SFC MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION N A SA
,,o, 4 o, 4 ( MANUFACTURING PLAN
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CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Wlthstandln_ Capability. The valve is designed to withstand, with-
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the follow-
ing durations and wave forms at I00 g's in each of the three major axes:
10-milllseconds duration- triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or excessive leakage, while pressurized to 750 p.s.l.g.,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 10 g's,
55 to 110 c.p.s, at 0.06-inch double amplitude displacement, and
ll0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 40 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIRE_NTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve is outlined in Performance Specification 10M01374 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-C-5015
MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25587
MIL-Q-9858
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
10509311
IOM01374
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-202
MZL-STD-643
}_33586
MS33653
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY
,L
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-.5 gO- I
SA-6 " EO- I
SA-7
sA-8
SA-9
=O-1
]_0-_
EO-I
SA-10  0-1
Svares Before installine modify to latest _onfi_uration
I. 1bin 11111-1(June 1961)
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SUMMARY SHEET
, L ,, , , , , ,
Nomenclature Valve (LO_.Reple_ishing)
Drawing Numbers : 10414003,
20M300_5 ..:.- _ :.
Saturn I V_hicle
,,,,
' Vendor: Hydromatics Inc.
Location: S-I Stage
• _ *oEstimated Design L_ e. 2000 cy.
Failure Rate: 8i70 x 10-6/_y. _
Total Number of CompTnents
., , ..
this Data Represents: 18
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 7
-j.
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 122.4
Total Cycles of Operation:
857
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
I1.13 .I
Page 1 of 21
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
6
1
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
• Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCC_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mech&nical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-7 Vehicles (less
data)
flight
II.13.1
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Lr_
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Valve (LOX Replenishing)
Dra,_agNu_ers: 10414003 ,iiSaturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2000 cy
Faille R_te: 6622 x i0-6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ii
Vendor: Hydromatlcs Inc.
Locat_.: S-I Stage
MCBF(in cycles): 151
Total Cycles of Operation:
455
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Eh"JIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFO]_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shoe k:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature: (normally) 72 to 76°F
Thermal Shock:
Sh_k Impact(FlatDrop): 6 shocks for 35 g, 6 milliseconds
Leakage Rate: NO leakage allowed at 150 psig
Humidity:
Random Noise: _.
Sine Wave Method:
5 g at 20-55 cps, .20 g at 110-2000 cps, 0.03
Vibratien: in. D.A. at 55-110 cps
, , , !
_eembo_I_5 (Revision) II.13.1
Page 3 of _i
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
2
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spr_n!_,
Toggle Arm, Gear M_sb
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2 _through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC Report IN-P&VE-E-
62-5, January 21, 1962
II.13.1
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Additional informat!onconcernin_ the io41_400B component:
Three failures were reported on the Inspection Reports.
iik-
[
December 1965 (Revision) II.13.T
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(Intentionally Left Blank)
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(Continued on page 4)
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1. DESCRIFfION.
The LOX replenishing valve assembly 10414003 is a normally closed, pDeumatic-
ally operated, double acting, ball type, shutoff valve. The valve assembly is
a component of the LOXreplenishing system. The valve assembly is used to
complement the LOX fill and drain valve assembly 10414002. LOX is added or
drained from the container to adjust the LOXveight in proportion to rue!
density changes as directed by the ground computer. The valve assembly is
controlled by two NV-74V control valves 10414027 - one normally open; the
normally closed. The valve assembly is located on the aft bulkhead of con-
tainer LC as shown in the installation view. The various functional
characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
1.1 Nechanical Performance Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable
of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Flow chamber operating media: LOX
b. Drain flow operatin E pressure: 50 to 150 p.s.i.g.
c. Fill flow operating pressure: 50 p.s.i.g.
d. Flow chamber operating proof pressure: 225 p.s.i.g.
e. Flow chamber burst pressure (without bursting): 375 p.s.i.8.
(CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing.)
f. Flow chamber leakage: 40 s.c.i.m, maximum past the main seat when
pressurized to 150 p.s.i.g, with GOX or GN2. No liquid leakage
is allowed past the main seat when pressurized to 150 p.s.i.g.
with LOX or LN2.
8. External leakage allowed: None.
h. Leakage past the shaft lip seal: 10 s.c.i.m, maximum leakage when
the inlet port of the flow chamber is pressurized to 50 +_1
p.s.i.g, with pneumatic pressure.
i. Flow chamber gate operating time (fully open to fully closed or vise
versa): 500 milliseconds (maximum).
J. Control chamber operating media: Air, helium, or gaseous nitrogen.
k. Control chamber operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.8, minimum
1. Control chamber nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g.
m. Control chamber proof pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g.
n. Control chamber burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i. _-
(CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing).
o. Control chamber leakage: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with 750 p.s.i.g, inter-
nal pneumatic pressure.
p. Operating temperature range: -320 ° to +I00 ° F.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
Performing electrically as follows:
a. Nominal operating voltage: 28 +2 v.d.c, with an inductance of 3 a.,
peak current of 15 a., and resistance of 4 ohms.
b. Indicator switches: Indicate fully opened and fully closed positions
(when one switch is open the other will be closed).
c. Indicator switch #1 or #2 circuit continuity resistance: 1.0 ohm
maximum.
MSFC
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_OTES
In£KTIFY BY _ARXING IN ACCO_DA_C£
WiTH HIL-STD- 130,
(_ STAHP TI_ CURE D_E OF TH£ OLDEST
PREFORZ_D _BBER SEAL ZN ACCOI_)-
/_CE WITH SPECIFtCAT_ON DRAI_NG
10509311,
O CARE HUST _E TAK[,_ TO PRE_[NT
CO_T&_IIZ_ATIO,_ Z)URIEG ASSE,_BLY.
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT,
(_ CLEA_ /_'O CONDITION ALL ,'_TAM.IC A_'D
NOIOIETALLIC SUKFAC£S IN ACCORDANCE
WiTH SFEClFICATION DllAtrZ_;_ 10_09305.
10414003
LEGEND
_DX REpL.E_:ISHIEG VAL%_ ASSEH_L¥
("C" REV. & £0-2) (HYDRO_L_TZCS, INC.,
DRAWN IY: _ _)L¥ ...!_. i1_ _
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REVISION TO, REVISION
10414003 OA_ OF
THIS PAGE
ARTCON_OLNO.
M-HE-EP140-787
• • . r
MSFC MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
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NOTES"
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414003 LOX REPLENISHING VALVE
ASSEMOLY EFFECTIVITY.
2. TIE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE
ASSEMBLYARE|LI3 BY 6._ BY 4.44 INCHES.
3, THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS I1.00 POUNOS.
4. EXPLODED ANO CUTAWAY VIEWS ARE NOT SHOWN DUE
TO LACK OF INFORMATION.
SWITCH 2 SWITCH I
E
_ov_vEO_N _oVAL_C,._o
_. INOICATOR INDICATOR _-
(SHOWN IN VALVE
I 10414003,
L II
II .,-i'3.1
Page 9 of 21
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1.3
1.4
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
oF 4 _PROCEOUREP-140
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum with 500 v.d.c, applied
between mutually insulated terminals and between each connector
terminal and the valve body.
e. The switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
Life Cycle. The valve assembly is capable of operating 2,000 cycles
without damage or impairment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
major axes:
10-miiliseconds duration - triangular, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each
resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major 8xes
under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g'$,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
iDO to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test snd the preparation for
delivery of the valve assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
10419913 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistics Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-29
3.3 Drawin$s:
Ordnance Corps-10414003
10419909
10419913
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
$A-1
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
IEVlSIONS
"C" Rev.
"C" Rev.
"C" Rev. and EO-2
"C" Rev. and EO-2
"C" Rev. and EO-2
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414003 I
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve (LOX Replenishing)
Drawing Numbers: 20M30045 Vendor: Hydromat!c s In_.
Saturn I Vehicle Lo_ation: S-I Stage
Estimated l)esi_ L1fez 2000 cy.
Failure Rate: " 9950 x 10"6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_taRepresenta: 7
Number of
•Failures Reported:
_a_ (m c_cle,): 100.5
Total Cycles of Operatic:
4O2
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIONTESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
RedloInterference:
Salt Bpray:
HiaJ_Temperature:
Low'Temperature:
_#mb_ent Room Temperature:
• _e_l Shock:
Flat Drop):
Rate:
_t#ity:
_Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_ecembc- 1_ (Revision)
shown on page 3,
II.i3.i
Page n of2i
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
4
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
ImproDer Seating
Intermittent
Inocerst_ve
Leskin_
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE :
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken'racked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: SDrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear MesL
Bearing:
Pins/Connect{ons
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-7 and SA-9 Vehicles (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.13.1
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Additional information concerning the 20M30045 valve:
Four failures were reported on the Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.13.1
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1. DESCRIPTION°
The LOX replenishing valve assembly 201430045 is a pneumatically operated.,
double acting, ball type, shutoff valve. The valve assembly is a componen¢
of the LOX replenishing system. The valve assembly is used to complement the
fiil and drain LOX ball rotor shutoff valve 20H30042, LOX is added or
drained from the container to adjust the LOX weight in proportion to fuel
density changes as directed by the ground computer. To open the valve assam-
bly, a ground pressure source is supplled through the 1/4-1nch quick dls'-
connect coupllng nipple 201430390 in the fin IV quick release plate assembly
75HD2768. To close the valve assembly, the GH2 contr01 pressure syst_,
normally open, 20H30128 HV-74V control valve in the rear skirt of container
F2 is energized. The valve assembly is located in the rear skirt of con-
tainer L4 as shown in the Installatlon view. The various functional char-
acteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
1.1 Mechanlcal Performance Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable
of performing mechanically as follows :
a. Flow chamber operating media: Liquid oxygen or liquid nitrogen.
b. Flow chamber operating pressure: 150 p.s.i.g, minimum internal
pressure.
c. Flow chamber proof operating pressure: 225 p.s.i.g, minimum
internal preasure.
d. Flow chamber burst pressure (without bursting): 375 p.s.i.g.
minimum internal pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing. )
e. Switch to switch fl0w chamber gate operating time (to open or to
close) : 500 milliseconds maximum.
f. Leakage allowed past either control piston assembly seal with 750 -+
10 p.s.i. E. pneumatic pressure applied: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum.
g. External leakage allowed from the control piston assembly: None
except from the vent port.
h. Leakage allowed into the switch housing when either control piston
assembly is pressurized to 750 +_ 10 p.s.i.g.: None.
i. Leakage allowed past the flow chamber gate seal with a minimum of
50 ± 1 p.s.i.g, applied to the inlet port of the flow chamber:
40 s,c.i.m, maximum when pressurized pneumatically; no liquid
l_ge when pressurized with liquid nitrogen.
J. Leakage allowed past the flow chamber gate seal with a minimum of
150 p.s.i.g, applied to the outlet port of the flow chamber:
40 s.c.i.m, maximum when pressurised pneumatically; no liquid
leakage when pressurised with liquid nitrogen.
k. Leakage allowed past the shaft lip seal with 50 _+ 1 p.s.i.8, applied
to the inlet port: 10 s.c.i.m, maximum when pressurised pneu-
matically! no liquid leakage when pressurised with liquid
nitrogen.
1. External leakage allowed when the flow chamber is pressurized pneu-
matically or with liquid nitrogen: None.
m. Control chamber operating media: Air, helium, or gaseous nitroBon.
n. Minimum control chamber operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g, pneumatic
pre s sure •
a_mm .am I (Continued on paJe 4)
I r _1 r "i i
b_ -I_ 11$I [_ 1961)
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PLAN
INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
NOTES
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC A/_ NONN_TALLIC SURFACES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH MSF_-SVEC-IS&.
ALL MATERIALS WITHIN THE PLOW CHAH_EH OTNSR THAN SEALANTS
MUST MEET TNE REQUID_4ENTS FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH LOX IN
ACCORDANCE WITH MSFC-SPEC-106,
IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIL-STD-13O,
STANP THE CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST PREFOP.qED RUBBER SEAL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH HSFC-STD-I05.
(_ CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO pREVeNT CONTAMINATION DURING ASSEMBLY.
(_ OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
TORQUE INITIALLY TO 35 INCH-FOUNDS IN THE SEQUENCE SHOb_ I14
DETAIL A. THEN TORQUE TO 65 INCH-POUNDS IN THE SANE SEQUENCE.
LUBRICATE WITH ALHtA NOLYKOTE CORP., NOLYNOTE TYPE Z PO_DER OR
APPNOVED EQUIVALENT.
TORQUE INITIALLY TO 35 INCH-POL_DS IN THE SEQUENCE SHOWN IN
DETAIL B. THEN TORQUE TO _5 INCN-POU_0S IN THE SAH_ SEQUENCE.
LOCIG/IRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH HS33S_O.
(_ TORQUE 70 TO 120 INCH°POUNDS,
TORQUE 50 TO 70 INCN.POI_4DS,
LUBRICATE WITH DOW.CORNTHG COP#. GREASE DC-2-0026 ON APPROVED
EQUIVALENT •
'_ TORQUE IO TO 13 INCN-FOUNDB,
_) INSTALL WITH THE IHDEXI_G KEY IN '114£ POSITION SNO_4.
TORQUE 7 TO 9 INCH.POUNDS.
LEGL_D
20M30065 _ _PLENISHINO VALVE ASSEMBLY
(H_IOt4ATICS INC. , 70 DINNER PARIG/_T,
PART,,,,,s>
PIE SURE
13IKIS 150 P.S.I. _OW TEMPERATUP_ S
OPS_ATHD 2.1NCN SHUTORR VALVE
1. #I0-32-7/B SOCKET HEAD SET SCREW (S lq_kCES) (_
2. 19R4OO2 SPaCEr (8 PLACSI)
3. $8HA013 BOTTOH READING UTAINKE
4, 33LSOOI GASI_T SEAL (_
5. 3SOH002 SET SCREW
6. 3585-6C1_-9#16 LOCKII_ IDSEIT (HILl*COIL) (_
7. ITRAO03 _OTTON |EARING SLEEVE
S. 19JXCOI SPACES
g. 39J_QOI REANING OUTEB RACE _)
ORAWING
PLANNER: _ __ RELEASE
A.ROVEO,':,'
II .13.1
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IV / GENERAL LO_ATION '
TIGHTEN SCREWS IN THE ORDER SHOWN TO
SSIN.-LBS. THEN REPEAT TO 451N.-LBS. 7
/
DETAIL A - TYPICAL SCREW PATTERN DETAIL B - TYPICAL SCREW PATTERN
YON ITEMS 3 AND $5 FOR ITEM IS
"_ LEGEND (CON • ) _"__'_
10. 350FOO1 RDL_,BN BEARING (38 PLACES) _
11. 39GFO02 EEAiiNG INNEE RACE ®
12. BALL (5116 INCH DIAMETER) (_
13. • 3591-3CNU.0.2S5 LOCKING INSERT (HELl*COIL) (8 PLACES)
16. #O0-1/8 U.RDUND HEAD DRIVE SCREW (6 PLACES)
15. 510E317 NAMEPLATE
16. #I0-32-718 SOCKET HEAD SET SCREW (16 PLACES)
17, 19BHOO2 SPACER (16 PLACES)
18. 12_003 FLANGE
19. 2SL0008 SEAT ASSEMBLY
20. IOKAOO2 BALL
21. 359t-3CNU-O,285 LDCKIDG INSERT (HELI-COIL) (16 PLACBS)_
22. l IRBOO6 BODV
2S. 17PAOO3 TOP NEARING SLEEVE
2A. 32NHOO2 SHAFT SPRIDC
25. 26ES002 SHAFT LIPSEAL
26. 26EX002 SHAFT LIPSEAL
27 . I3FOOOI SHAFT ®
28. 1811(006 WASNBN-
29. 18PAO01 WASN£R SEAL
30. SSEI2 _ALL BEARING
31. 36NHO01 BONNET RING
32 • NS20995C20-6 LOCNNIDE ®
33. ANSIS-4CL PLUG AND BLEEDER (_
34. 76NA904 PHEPORNED PACKING (O-RING) _
35. 58MAD31 S_AL RETAINER
36. 3S91-_CNU-3/8 LOCKING INSERT (HELI-COIL) (4 PLACES)
37 • 41H_O01 BONNET
38. _2-ND-24-048 SPLINE NUT (2 PLACES)
39. 1/4-28-3/6 HEXAOONAL HEAD CAP SCREW
60. 29GT002 ACTUATOR MOUBTTHG PLATE
4l. 1/4-28-! SOCKET HEAN CAP SCREW (4 PLACES)
62. 76NA023 PRE FORNED PACKING _-RTNG) _
63, 12NI2-D NYL INBD BEAR IN/C,_ N_
4&, 13 FGOO3 DRIVE SNAFT
HYLINED BEARING _0
45 • RN8°D
46. 76NAOIO PREFORMED PACKING -RING) _
47. 3591-_CNU-1/4 LOCKING INSERT (HELI-COIL)
68. 1/4-28-1 SOCKET KEAD CAP SCREN (2 PLACES) (_
49. 28K_O05 ACTUATOR BODY
50. 47200 KE_EFn._ITTINC (ALENTTE - I TO 5 P.S.I.)
k_k_
_l. s_,i-_c,_-o.,s_COCHINOINSERT(.ELI-COIL)(_ P_S) ®l. ,ss,alo PREPO_'RDACRINO( -RING)
l,. i_coo, ACTDATOHPISTON®
_<.. I6N_ODi LTHKPiN ®
5S. l §HO00| LINK ®
$6 • 4OGD001 BBLLCBANK
57. 16BPO02 RELLCItANK PIN ®
$8, 3/_AO08 P_TTINC
59. #10-32-5/8 SOCKET NEAN CAP SCREW (4 PLACES) ®
60, SIOEO12 NAMEPLATE (PRESSURIZE TO CLOSE)
61, $1OBOIl NAMEPLATE (PRESSURIZE TO OPEN)
62. 3505=2CNU-0.26B LOCKING INSERT (HELI-COIL) (4 PLACES)
63, 2401"001 GASKET
6A, 240OE35 SWITCH ADSENHLY
65, NSSIO2E-14S-$P ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR (_
Bb. #8-32-3/8 SOCKET NEAN CAP SCREW t4 PLACES)
REVISIONTO: 20M30045
EO'l
ART CONTROLNO. H-HV,-V,-1025
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
Li fill1....
54 63
56 $1
6O
39
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NOTES;
L SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 20M30045
LOX REPLENiSHiNG VALVE ASSEMBLY
EFFECTiViTY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS
OF THE VALVE ASSEMBLY ARE 5.13 BY
8.44 BY ll.2S INCHES.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT
IS 12.5 POUNDS•
4. THE PART NUMBER AND NOMENCLATURE
PERTAINING TO THE COMPONENTS OF
SWITCH ASSEMBLY 2400E35 (ITEMS 64)
ARE NOT GIVEN DUE ro LACK OF
INFORMATION.
ii .13 .i
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SWITCH NO. 2 SWITCH NO. i
ONC
TO VALVE OPEN INDICATOR VALVE CLOSED INDICATOR
,91 .__
WIRING SCHEMATIC (SHOWN IN VALVE CLOSED POSITION)
_Jo P.S.I.G. "TO OPEN"
NOTES:
l. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE ZOM_D045
LOX REPLENISHING VALVE ASSEMBLY
EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROKIMAT[ OVERACt. DIMI[MSION$ i
OF THE VALVE ASSEMIli.Y ARE t1.15 BY
8.44 BY 11.25 INCHED.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEtSHT
IS 12.5 POUNDS.
4. THE PART NUMBER AND NOMENCLATUNE
PERTAINING TO THE COMPONENTS OF
SWITCH ASSEMBLY 2400E35 (ITEMS &4)
ARE NOT GIVEN DUE TO LACK OF
INFORMATION.
o. Control chamber nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, pneu-
matic pressure.
p. Control chamber proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, minimum
pneumatic pressure.
q. Control chamber burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i.g.
minimum. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
r. Operating temperature range: -320 ° to +160 ° F.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics.
of performing electrically as follows:
a.
b.
Co
d.
e.
f.
The valve assembly is capable
Operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum with 500 v.d.c, applied
between mutually insulated connector terminals or between each
connector terminal and the valve body.
Contact resistance of the fully closed contacts of the subminiature
switches: 0.5 ohm maximum.
Current loading capabilities of the subminiature switches:
Inductive - 3 a.; resistive - 4 a.; and peak current - 15 a.
The switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
Switch indications required for the flow control gate fully open,
intermediate, and fully closed positions: Gate fully closed
position - switch I must indicate a closed circuit between
electrical connector pins "A" and "C"; switch 2 must indicate
a closed circuit between electrical connector pins "B" and "E"
and an open circuit between pins "B" and "D". Gate intermediate
position - switch I must indicate an open circuit between
electrical connector pins "A" and "C"; switch 2 must indicate
a closed circuit between electrical connector pins "B" and "E"
and an open circuit between pins "B" and "D". Gate fully open
position - switch i must indicate an open circuit between
electrical connector pins "A" and "C"! switch 2 must indicate
an open circuit between electrical connector pins "B" and "E"
and a closed circuit between pins "B" and "D".
1.3 Life Cycle. The valve assembly is capable of operating 2,000 cycles
without damage or impairment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave
forms at 35 g's in each of the three major axes with temperature
stabilized at LN 2 temperature and the outlet port pressurized to
150 p.s.i.g.:
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
II .13.1
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1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resomant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions with temperature stabilized
at LN2 temperature:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
tO0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10.O g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the valve assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
10H01069 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specificat .tons :
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-q-9858
MTi,-W-5086
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-I06
MSFC-PROC- 158
MSFC-SPEC-164
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-6A3
MS33586
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
NASA - MSFC.STD-105
3.3 DrawinEs:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
MSFC - 10419909
10H01069
SA.5
SA- 6
SA-7
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA-10
SPARES
EFFECTIVITY
.IRVII_OII
=
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
°!--,oo,, I
!
- hms IISI-I {_me IH1}"
££._3.1
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature:Valve and Orifice Assembly (Helium)
, J .
Dru_ng _e_, I0414091 Ii Vendor-W.0. Leonard Inc.
Marotta Valve Corp.
Lo_t_.- S-I Stage
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Deslgn Life: 2 _ 000 Cy.
Failure Rate: 1,96_ x i0-6/cy.
Number of Components
this Dmta Represe_nts:
Number of
Failures Reported:
12
• L , ,
(m c,_le.): 509
Total Cyclea of Operation:
Vehiele Equipment: X
Ground Equl_eent:
1,018
ENVIRONMERTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_ _o_ta Available '
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
°,
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Roam Temperature=
Thermal Shock:
•Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
I_&kage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_,ce.bo-19e_ (Rev ision) II.l_ .i.I
.Pace lof 8
...._r.
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
m
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/RuDtur ed :
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
particle count
exceeds specs,
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-2, SA-3 and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II .14.1.i
Page 2 of 8
Additional information concernin _ the I0414091 component:
The two failures were reported on Inspectian Reports.
_ixi
December 1965 (Revision) II. I_. i.I
Page S of 8
(Intentionally Left Bl_nk)
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DESCR_AOH.
The valve and ori£ice assembly 10414091 _s a component of the helium pres-
surization system. The assembly consists o£ a MV-74V contro_l valve 10414027
and a constant flew reguLatOr valve assembly 10414069 on SA-T, _1, end -2 a_
2QK30120 an SA-3 and -4_ The valve and orifice asseibiy is used to contkol
the flow ra_e of hel£ua ltt_ the LOX _ gue_ propellant utilization systems.
When the solenoid _ the co_tr6l valve is energized the flow _ helium tS
allowed to bypass the reKu_atOr valve assembly end flow throuSh t_ propellant
utilisation bypass orifice I0414259. The solenoid is energized frei a pre-
determined time until 5 seconds after liftof£ to permit a greater flow oE
helium for purging the propellant utilization tub_ assemblies. The valve
orifice assembly iS located in the forvard skirt of Containers F2 and LA as
shown in the installation view. The various £unctional characteristics of
the HV-74V control valve are as follovsl
1.1 Pneuma_at- :; Characte-£ ,ricO, The control valve is capable of
o r* a ya, fonWs:
a. OperatiuS media: Air, gaseous nitrogen , or helium,
b. LeakaKe throuKh vent port: 5 s,c,i.m, max/mum with 8n internal pneu_
matte pressure of 750 _ 10 p.s.i.g applLed to th_ inlet port
d. pressure: p.s,i.g; interh_l p_e_ic pres_
without in e_cess of 2. standard e_b_ ceetimeter_ pe_ _6ur
from the body or body vent vhile ih the opeh_ 8r closed positi_;
e. Proof operat£nS pressure: 1,i25 p.s.i.g, mibttum int_rnat _utba_
pressure.
£. Burst pressure (wilt burstin8): 1,875 p,s,i.8; internal pneukkkie
pressure. (CAIrf_-_OH: _s_ only go_ destru_tiVe acceptance test_.
g. Flow capacity equivalent: A s_-_ed orifice of 0.110-inch dla_
meter vlth 750 _ 10 p.s.i.$." phrenetic pressure applied,
1.2 Electrical Per_ormanee:_Cb=_actaris_l_m, The electrical performance
charac_er£stlcs of the cOntrol valve a_ a8 follows:
a. Solenoid voltase endurance: 28 _+ 1,5 V.d.C. applied to the ebll
continuously £or 24 hours,
b. SO _i ,,,t_ be_ pin "A" and the
and pin "B" and _be va_v_ body, '-
c.. Operar_ current for continUo_s solenoid operation: 1.2 amq_ted
Mum energised with a 24 -F-O.5 V.d.e, power _ly,
d. Solenoid operatins voltase: Actlmtton * 10 to 18 _,d,e.
_aetuatio_ - I0 to 1.0 v.d.c.
CAOTIOH: Para_raph_ i,3 8_ 1.4 constitut_
destructive test items that ate performed
only at the option o£ the procu_ins activity.
1.3 Sho ck Withstanding_ ¢___l_tY, _ Valve i_ dest_hed tO withstand, wi_
out damase or i_air_ehat of "r£o_e, six s_ks o£ _ og the £oltoW-
ink durations and wave gorms at 80 gee in each of the thZ_e me.jot axes:
lO-ailliseconds duratio_- tr/_ta_ vav_ o_
8-uiliiseconds durati_m - el w1_ _r
6-_tlliseconde duratid_- _i _
(Continued _,on ............ v.me 4t40P ) ! -. .... .... _.
_- P,m tts_ (Jute net} - .
P_e _. of 8
MSFC FABRIC... ATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA]
,,a. 2 o, 4 I ,.oc..,-.EP-140
/ ./ _... ... . _u___<j I/)1
/ a'1 J" -_s,_ "_. _, He F2
/ /' ")_. _ "-.,, c_z_ _OCATIOa
f_!_' .... "-
J g / % h I _, %
I // I
"i ' % J_, . / u .
_,. ._. ,, \ ,/ // _ v _, - ._ I
_:-. _, //// .'F I_I
_ @. ,,>._b ._ //... , HI
_'.:_V _ JJ: / I! !
_.....,.,4;;_'jNS'" '' II I
_..._" ._.'[ : ///
o_.A \ ! ///
IHTALI,ATI0_ VII_ - I,OOKIMG AFT
(TYPICAL OH CO_ITAIR1W.S le2 & L_)
CLEAN AND COHDITIO_ ALL _TALLIC A_ 10_1_091 VALVE Ah_ ORIFICE ASS_4BLy ("B" REV
NOI_0FrALLIC SDHPACES IN ACCORDAHCE & EO-_,A_,A_ (_ (_ (_----" - '
_IT_E--,*_,T*.--.--. , .__. _ O._'_,_._.VAL,
ASSDIBLy _I O. _ 7.HC.
ID_rflFf BY _t_UClNG _ AC_OKDAHCE WITH I560_0-_) " _ _
HZL-,_-_0. _. NGn.,-_ _zuo._ _'_o-_,_) ® _)
_. 10_.1_.270 ADAPTER OI) -- --
C_ STAMP T_ CUILE DATE OP _ OLDEST _. 104142.59 PROI_LLANT_./LIZATZON EYPAES
PPJ_'O_qED PACKING RUBBER SStAL IN ORIFICE ('D
JtCCG%DANCE WITH SPRCI_ICATIC_ S. MS20995C41 LOCI3;II_ _J_
DItAWING 10509311. • 6. 1041_.027 HV-74V CC_'I_'_, VALVE ("17' ItaV. ,
' • to-6, -7, ,- -8) l)_mh v_ve
LE) oil _oveo E_wma. • coz). neze3) (_)
(_) SEE Ep-I&O WRXTEUP OH IO_I&Q_9 (lit2(_0120
_o_ enzI_ .OTIS _ Rm.co_mview.
(_ zoe(_n_70 TOZ_0zNGa-eozn,'_s.
(_ LUBEICAT_ WITH DO_-COBI#IHC CORP.
qC-2-0093 _ APPROVI_D EQUIVALIIT.
(_ _qu_ 135 TO 150 INCN-POU3_5.
(_ LOCI_IItE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MR33.5_0.
_ _= ._,_ el'HIE _ IS RIPLACZD lit 201430120 COWITANT
..... -.._ WRITEUP OH 10klk.027 le_ _LOB I_.I._ v_*.ve tu*_.T_e n vJWma_n
PERTINENT NOTES AND EXPLCI_ED VII_ .................. • ...........
' INC., 156070-2) FO4_ UIE ON SA-3 AND -4 0NLY.
DRAWN BY: REVISION TO: 10414091 T
I
E O's
-4A
-,ovzo.,:, I .........
11.14 .i.i
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CONTROt.,o. M=F&AE-EPI40-465-A
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
3 Nov 1961
r5
4
, °
RO_
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414091
VALVE ANO ORIFICE ASSEMIILY
EFFECTIVITY.
2. FOR EXPLODED VIEW OF THE
MV-T4V CONTROL VALVE g04i401Y
SEE THE EP-140 WItlTEUP ON
10414027.
S. FOR EXPLODED VIEW OF THE
10414089 LOW CONSTANT FLOW
REGULATOR VALVE ASSEMBLY
THE EP-140 WRITEUP ON
10414089.
4. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE
AND ORIFICE AShY ARE 4mOBY
5.910 BY 1.685 INCHES,
5. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT
WEIGHT IS I._ POUNDS.
k ENERGIZED
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
IPROC_DU,, EP- 140
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or excessive leakage while pressurized to 750 p.s.i.g.,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at I0 g's,
55 to II0 c.p.s, at 0.06-inch double amplitude displacement, and
ii0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 40 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the MV-74V control valve is outlined in Performance Specification
10419927 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
.
. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-C-5015
MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25567
MIL-Q-9858
3.3 Drawinzs:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-202
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
MS33653
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
*EFFECTIVITY OF 10414091
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-T
SA- i
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
Spares
"B" Rev._ and EO-4A
"B" Rev., and EO-4A
"B" Rev., and EO-4A
"B" Rev. I and EO-4A
"B" Rev._ and EO-4A
Before installing modify to latest configuration
*For effectivity of the low constant flow regulator valve assembly and the
MV-74V control valve used in this assembly, see the EP-140 wrlteup on
10414089 or 20M30120 and 10414027 respectively.
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Nomenc latu_e:
, rl , •
Drawing I_mbers:
, ,,r , , L J ,
DATA SHEET
Valve and Orifice Assy. (Control Pressure)
, ,A, r, ,
10414355 v,._or: NASA/MSFClSaturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
f , , , , •
Estimated Des_ Life: 2,000 Cy.
Failu_ ate: 2,991 x io-6/c_.
Number of Ccmq_m_ents
this D_ta Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
Accele_tlc_:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambiemt Room Temperatures
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (flat _):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method..
MOBF (in cycleS):
Total _cles of Operaticfl:
334.3
463
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equll_ent:
No leaks_9 allowed at 750 psig
Vlbrati_:
Decembc- 1965 " II.i4.i.2
Pa6"e i of 6
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPO_ QUALIFICATION _PORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962, MSFC
II.14.1.2
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DESCRIPTION.
The valve and orifice assembly 10414355 is a component of the control pres-
sure system. The assembly consists of an MV-74V control valve 10414027 and
orifice reducer assembly 10414587. The valve and orifice assembly is used
in the control pressure system to supply the actuating pressure to the con-
trol port of the L0_ fill and drain valve assembly 10414002. The three-way,
two-position electro-mechanically operated MV-Ta74Vcontrol valve is used in
its normally closed position. The valve and orifice assembly is energized
to open the LOX fill and drain valve assembly during either the LO_ container
filling or draining operation. The orifice "reducer assembly 10414587 is used
to restrict the flow through the vent port of the valve and orifice assembly.
The valve and orifice assembly is located in the rear skirt of container F2
as shown in the installation view. The various functional characteristics
of the MV-74V control valve are as follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Operating Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
operating pnemnatically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
b. Leakage through vent port: 5 s.c.l.m, max/mum with an internal
pneumatic pressure of 750 + I0 p.s.i.g, applied to the inlet
port throughout the operating temperature range.
Operating temperature range: Minus 65° to 165 ° F.
Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g. Internal pneumatic pressure
without leakage in excess of 2 standard cubic centimeters per hour
from the body or body vent while in the opened or closed position.
Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
f. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s._.g, internal pneumatic
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
g. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of O.llO-Inch dia-
meter with 750 +_ 10 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied.
1.2 Electrical Performance Charact.erlstlcs. The electrical performance
characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
a. Solenoid voltage endurance: 28 + 1.5 v.d.c, applied to the coil
continuously for 24 hours.
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megotms minimum between pin "A" and the
valve body and pin "B" and the valve body.
c. OperatL_g current for continuous solenoid operation: 1.2 amperes
when energized with a 24 +--0.5 v.d.c, power supply.
d. Solenoid operating voltage: Actuation - lO to 18 v.d.c.
Deactuation - 10 to 1.0 v.d.c.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock WithstandS. The valve is deslgned to withstand, wlth_
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the follow-
ing durations and wave forms at 80 gºs in each of the three major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
I
I
(Continued on Page 4)
. Po--UII (_me
3 NOV.i961 10414555
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IR_TALLATION VIEW - LOOI_NG FORWARD
NOTES
CLEAN A_ C0_DITION ALL _ALLIC AND lO&l&355
EO_TALLIC SURFACES IN ACCQ_LDANCE 10&14_87
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305. I. 10416586
2. 1_416585
IDEGTI_Y E¥ HA_IEG IN ACCO_E Wl_E 3. NS20995C&I
MIL-STD-130. " &. MS28778-6
_ STAHP THE CURE DATE OF T_ OLDEST I 5 . 10416027
_U_PO_D RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORD- •
_CA_. IPECI, ICATIO_4 DRAWING , 6. IO_14$EE
TOEQUE 70 TO 120 IEGR-POUNDS.
LQC_IRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MS33540.
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
LUBRICATE WITH DO_-COI_NING CO_P.
GREASE D.C. 5_ OR APPROVED
EQUIVALENT.
VIEW.
DRAWN BY: _ .__ ENGINEERING REVISION TO:ORAWING 10414355
PLANNER: _._._ _ _'x_4_!' RELEASE E0'.
WRTER:
.... ° oo
ZZ ._4 ._.2
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FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
MANUFACTURING PLAN
NASA
GEtIERAJ. LOCATION
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
3 Nov 196]
LEGEND
VALI/E Aim 0RIPICE AES_LY _,_ _
OR_ICE REDUCER ASSEMBLY tDJ
O_[le ICE
MOOI_IRE p_CU3ER
L(_IRE
mu=om_o xIEG(o-u,,_) (D ®
HV°T&V COHTROL VALVE ('D" KEV,,
zo-6, -7, '- -s) ..(M_"_A VALW
cole. ,ls_) _
_ooiPiZO_oucRE _j
ART CONTROL NO. M-F&AE-EPZ40-470-A
Pl
kREVISION DATE 3 NOV. igSn 1
!g ii
llet_. Ibm lUt.2 ¢lrmo
NOTES:
I. SEE PAOE 4 FOR THE 104_145S5
VALVE AND ORIFICE AiSI[MBLY
EFFECTNITY.
2. FOR EKPLODED VIEW OF THE
MV-?4V CONTROL VALVE 10414O27'
THE EP-|40 WNITEUP ON
104140t7,
3. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE
AND ORIFICE ASSEMBLY ARE
3.910 BY 3.166 BY 1.685 INCHES.
4. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT
WEIGHT IS 1.027 POUNDS_
5
,I/
/
/
I
I
\
"LOCATED UNDER VALVE,
ORAWN HEflE FOR CLARITy,
.FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
,,oc,,u.EEP- 140
NASA
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or excessive leakage while pressurized to 750 p.s.i.g.,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at i0 g's,
55 to II0 c.p.s, at 0.06-inch double amplitude displacement, and
Ii0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 40 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve is outlined in Performance Specification 10419927 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2
Military - MIL-C-5015
MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25567
MIL-Q-9858
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-202
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
MS33653
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10509300
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
*EFFECTIVITY OF 10414355
REVISIONSVEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
,, i
Spares Before installing modify to latest configuration
*For effectivity of the MV-74V control valve 10414027 used in this
assembly, see the EP-140 writeup on 10414027.
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Nomenclature:
,
Drawing NumberS:
Saturn I Vehicle
Valve
i0414310 I v_or, Marotta Valve
•Locat_n: S-I Stage
i
DATA SHEET
, ,
and Orifice AsSembly (Control Pressure)
Estimated Desi_ Life: 2jO00 Cy.
Failure Rate: 724 x 10-6/cy.
• Number of Components
this D_ta RepresenTs: 9
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
,cm.(I.c_le.): 1,381
_otalc_le, or operatlon:I, 913
Vehicle Equipaent: X
Sround Eq.J_mnt:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_z
Acceleration:
Al%itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shoc_:
Shock Impact _l_at DroP):
Leakageaate: NO leakage allowable
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Methodx
Vibration:
Corp.
_ceab_- 1965
at 750 pslg
I1.14.1.3
Pa_e 1 of 6
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 SA-3, and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data')
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962,
MSFC
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TITLE
SA_RN COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY I_OCEDURE
10414310 VALVE AND ORIFICE ASSEMBLY
i. DESCR£I_££ON
N ASA
MOC|DUIE| NO.
EP- 140
PA*, 1 oF 4
The valve and orifice assembly 10414310 is a component of the control pressure
system. The assembly consists of an MV-74V control valve 10414027 and an ori-
fice union assembly 10414540. Both of the valve and orifice assemblies are
used in the control pressure system to supply the actuating pneumatic pressure
to the control port of the 10414000 LC_ relie£ valve assemblies No. 1 and No. 2.
The three-way, two-position, electro-pneumatically operated MV-
is used in its normally closed position, The valve and orifice assemblies are
both energized to open LOX relief valve assemblies No. 1 and No. 2 during
the LOX container filling or draining operation. Also, the valve and orifice
assembly located just forward of container L1 on the spider beam is energized
by the LOX pressurizing and rellef switch assembly 10414340 during flight when
the LOX container pressure reaches 60 p.s.l.a. If the pressure in the LOX con-
tainer continues rising, a signal from the LOX vent emergency switch assembly
10414341 to the remaining valve and orifice assembly opens LOX relief valve
No. 2 when the pressure reaches 65 p.s.i.a. The orifice union assembly is
installed in the vent port of the valve and orifice assembly to restrict the
flow passing through the vent port of the valve and orifice assembly. The
valve and orifice assemblies are both Installed on the spider beam as shown
in the installation view. The various functional characteristics of the
MV-74V control valve are as follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Operating Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
b. Leakage through vent port: 5 s.c.i.m, maximum with an internal pneu-
matic pressure of 750 + l0 p.s.i.g, applied to the inlet port
throughout the operating temperature range.
c. Operating temperature range: Minus 65 ° to 165 ° F.
d. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic pressurewithout leakage in excess of 2 standard cubic centimeter per hour
from the body or body vent while in the opened or closed position.
e. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.l.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
f. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing.)
g. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0. ll0-1nch dla-
meter with 750 + 10 p.s.l.g, pneumatic pressure applled.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrlcal performance
characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
a, Solenoid voltage endurance: 28 + 1.5 v.d.c, applled to the coll con-
tlnuously for 24 hours.
b. Insulation resistance: 50 mego_ns minimum between pin "A" and the
valve body and pin "B" and the valve body.
I c. Operating current for continuous solenoid operation: 1.2 amperes when
energized with a 24 + 0.5 v.d.c, power supply.
d. Solenoid operating _voltage: Actuation - 10 to 18 v.d.c.
Deactuation - 10 to 1.0 v.d.c.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
(Continued on Page 4)
Imc. Ibm IlSl (June _Sl)
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REV,S,ONTO: 10414310
EO'_
A.T _,.TROLNO. M-F&/_-EP140-471-A
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
3 Nov 1961
NOTES"
| _E PAGE 4 FOR THE 104143,10
VALVE AND ORIFICE ABSEMBLY
EFFECTIVITY.
E. FOR EXPLODED VIEW OF THE
MY-?4V CONTROL VALVE 104i40L_
SEE THE EP-i40 WRITEUP ON
i04i40lT.
I 3. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE
AND ORIFICE ASSEMSLY ARE
3.9i0 BY 5.166 BY LGSS iNCHES.
4. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT
WEIGHT iS I.OE? POUNDS.
R_E'_Sm _ s NOV.... 1
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1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
out damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 80 g's in each of the three major
axes :
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage Or excessive leakage while pressurized to 750 p.s.i.g.,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at i0 g's,
55 to Ii0 c.p.s, at 0.06-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
ii0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 40 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve is outlined in Performance Specification 10419927 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
.
. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-C-5015
MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25567
MIL-Q-9858
3.3
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-202
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
MS33653
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
Drawln_s:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10509300
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
*EFFECTIVITY OF 10414310
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-T "N' Rev.
SA-I "_' Rev.
SA-2 "_' Rev.
SA-3 "_' Rev.
SA-4
Spares
"N' Rev._
Before installing modify to latest configuration
*For the effectivity of the MV-74V control valve 10414027 used in this
valve and orifice assembly, see the EP-140 writeup on I0414027.
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DATA S_
._enclature:Valve (Pressurization Control)
Drawln6 Numberl: I041_082 vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.
Satul_ I V,,hicle
Estimated Design LLfe:: 2 2 0OO Cy _
Failu_ Rate: 6,266 " l°'6/_y-
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
EN_'IRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFO_D:
Decemb__-_
_m_ (m c_le,)- 159.6
Total Cyclel of Operation: 221
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
55 cps at 3 6, 55 - i00 cps at 0.02" D.A. d.
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Blnd_ng:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearina:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER. DATE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-62-5,
January 21, 1962, MSFC
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10414082 CONTROL VALVE
Io
r]
M_ - _ 1151 (pale lg_)
I
EP-140
I _ 4
DESCRIPTION.
The control valve 10414082 is a solenoid operated, two-way, two-position,
normally open valve. The control valve is used to control the flow of GN 2
from the fuel container pressurization spheres. The CN 2 is used to pres-
surize the ST-90 stabilized platform compartnmnt in instrument container 15.
The control valve is located on the radlal beam between fins III and IV on
the spider beam assembly as shown in the installation view. The various
functional characteristics of the control valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
performing mechanlcally as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, or helium.
b. Operating pressure: 3,000 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressure.
c. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +160 ° F.
d. Proof pressure: 4,500 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 7,500 p.s.i.g, minimum internal _.'_
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing. )
f: Leakage: Internal - 2 s.c.i.m, maximum past the main valve seat
when subjected to an internal pressure of 300 to 3,800 p.s+i.g.
External - no external leakage allowed.
g. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of O. ll0-inch
diameter.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The control valve is capable of
performin E electrically as follows:
a. Electrical rating: 18 to 30 v.d.c, with an inductive current of
1.5 a.
b. Indicator switch: Indicates "OPEN" or "CLOSED" positions when
electrically energized.
c. Coil resistance: 23 +2 ohms at +68 ° F.
d. Solenoid voltage: Actuation to closed position - 10 to 18 v.d.c.
Deactuation to normal position - I0 to 2 v,d,c.
e. Insulation resistance : 50 megohms minimum between each isolated
terminal and the valve body with 500 v.d.c, applied.
f. The wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
g. Solenoid endurance: 4 hours minimum continuous duty when subjected
to 18 to 30 v.d.c.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
dest_ctive test itams that are perfo_d
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock W£thstanding Capability. The control valve is designed to with-
stand, without d_ge or impairment of perfo_nce, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave fo_ at 35 g's in each of .the three
major axes:
lO_ailliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
I (Continued on page 4) ." J1041--082
!
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MANUFACTURING PLAN
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IO'S
i041408_
-9
I AIIT ¢OMIIOI. NO. M-_-ZPI40-786
i
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REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
EP-140 3 _ 4
INDICATOR SWITCH WIRING OIAGRAM
NOTES"
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 104140_2 CONTROL
VALVE EFFECTIVi_.
2. THE &PPItOXIMATI[ OVERAL1L
OF THE CONTROL VALVE ARE iS.,?.,?.IT
2.0Oil _ _11_.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS i_ll
P(XINI_.
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1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The control valve is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
55 to I00 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0.0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the control valve are outlined in Performance Specification
10419917 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 _ecifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistics Missile Agency-
ABMA-STD-29
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10419917
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
EFFECTTVITY
VEHICLE liVllilO1111
$A.T "A" Rev. and EO-9
$A.I "A" Rev. and EO-9
$A.2 "A" Key. and EO-9
SA-3 . "A" Rev. and EO-9
SA-4 "A" Rev. and EO-9
SPARES Before installin$ modify to latest configuration
I 0 4 14 0 8 2 ,J ":, lj
REVISION DATE
_6D _ z " ." .:,
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Nomenclature
Drawing Numbers: 20M30171,
lO4143o8
,i , , , '
SUMMARY SHEET
L •
Valve (Pressurization Control)
Vendor: Marotta Valve Corp.
Saturn I Vahicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
., , •
_Failure Rate: 7,278 x 10"6/my. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 123
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 73
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): ,137.4
Total Cycles of Operation:
10,033
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.15.L2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
7___
4
2
2O
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Errat ic
Foreign .Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
lntermlttent
Inope rat iv e
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
0pe rat Ion
S] ug6_ sh
Out of Specs
O_ 1/%lois ture
S_turatlon
St [c king
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure :
None
Low
High
•FREQUENCY
OF
occm_c_.
"3 ,
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
1
m
3_
3
3o
Indicator Shows:.
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Position indicator
inoperative
Indicator light
flickered
Draws excessive
current
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight data)
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DATA m
m,_,on¢_t,,..e: Valve (Pressurlzation Control )
Dra,_ mm_er,- 10414308 I re.or; Marotta Valve Corp.
Saturn I Vehicle .. t _tlo,.- S-I Stage
Estim_ted Dest_ L_.re: 2,000 Cy.
m ,, J, , , i
FailuraRate= 3,012 x Io4/e_. _n_ 1_,,_le,): 332
Number of Components Tota.l Cycles of Operatiom:
this Data Represents: 3 °
Number of Vehicle EqUllmun%z X
Failures Reported: 7 Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_ ' '
AcceleratiOn:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Sh_k: Square wave,. 6 shocks .,a,t
High Temperature: +1650F
_, _eratu_: -65"F
Ambient RoOm Tempera_,:
Thermal Shock:
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
20 - 55 cpS at 5 K, 55 - ii0 cps at 0.03" D.A.d
VibratiOn..II0 - 2000 cp,s at IO g
2,324
20 ,$ for 6 milliseconds
_e_bc'l_5
,T, ,
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
1
1
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
8urled ........
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoueratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would NotClose
Pressure:
None
Low
High
OF
QS_RRENCE
, u lqf i .
1
w
_/_
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
f{o Close
Mechanical :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Runtured :
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connect ions
Shorted:
Other:
Position indicator
inoperat ive
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Xnspect_on and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
, _ i ,, r
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESEWTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AJD SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-65-2,
Jan. 21, 1962, MSFC
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Additional information concerning the IO_14308 component:
The seven failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
.... 2_!" .
Dec ember 1965 (Revls Son)
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L 10414308 CONTA . . P SSURIZ '
CONTROL VALVE /_ -_'_'_" 1 c, 4
1 o DESCRIPTION.
The fuel container pressurizing control valve 10414308 is a two-way, two-
position, normally closed, solenoid operated pressurization control valve.
The pressurlslng control valve is a component of the fuel container pres-
surlzatlon system, The val_ is used to pressurize the fuel container by _
allowing the flow of GN2 from the high pressure sphere assemblies into the
container. The four pr_ssurlzing control valves used on the vehicle are
controlled by electrlcal slgv_Is from the fuel container pressure swLtch
10414338. During powered fllsht, the pressurizing control valves are se-
quenced by programed tape cutting them in or out of the fuel container pres-
sure switch electrical circuit as required due to GN2 source pressure decay
and vehicle acceleration. The pressurizing control valve is installed in
the forward skirt of containers F1, F2, F3, and F4 as shown In the installa-
tion view. The various functional characteristics of the pressurizing con-
trol valve are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The pressurizing control valve
is capable of performing mechanically as follows:
ao Operating media: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
b. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +125 ° F.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 3,000 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressur_
• d. Proof pressure: 4,500 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 7,500 p.s.i.g, minimmn internal
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing)
f. Internal leakage allowed past the main valve assembly seat: 5
s.c.t.m, maximum with the inlet port pressure ranging from 300 to
3,000 p.s.i.g, and with the pilot valve assembly solenoid
deenergized.
g. Internal leakage allowed through the main valve assembly poppet stem
vent: 2 s.c.t,m, maximum with the inlet pressure ranging from 300
i to 3,000 p.s.t.g, and with the pilot valve assembly solenoid
i deenergized.
I
h. Internal leakage allowed from the pilot valve assembly vent port: 5
• s.c.i.m, maximum wtth the inlet port pressure ranging from 300 to
3,000 p.s.i.g, and with the solenoid energized.
i. External leakage allowed: 2 standard cubic centimeters per hour
_ with the inlet port pressurised to 3,000 p.s.i.g, pneumatic
pressure.
1.2 EleCtrical Performance Characteristics. The pressurizing control valve
is capable of performing electrically as follows:
_ a. Solenoid operating voltage: 22 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Maximum operating current of solenoid coil: 1.0 a. at 24 v.d.c, and
at +70 ° +_5° F..
| c. Solenoid coil resistance: 24 to 25 ohms at +70 ° _o F.
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megol_ns minimum between each isolated
terminal and the valve body with 500 v.d.c, applied.
e. Solenoid operating voltage with 3,000 p.s.i.g, applied to the inlet
port: Actuation - 18 v.d.c, maximum. Deactuation - 10 to 2 v.d.c
• f. The indicator wiring schematic is shown on page 3.
/
"_ on _ " _--
-4 JAN 1963 .[ (Continued page 4) .... 1,04,43011.
- F_ IISi (June 1961} . .-
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IBSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING
(TYPICAL ON COBTAIN£RS F1, F2, F3, & F6)
F3 L3
GEI_UL LOCATION
I LEGE_ _,.
10414300 FUEL CONTAINER PRESSURIZING CONTROL
VALVE ("_" R_V.)& ZO-7) OaaO1"rA VALV£
cm,. m+-l) ® @ © @®®
NOTES
ZDENTIFY BY MARKING IN _CCORD_NC£
_TH MIL-STD-130,
ST_ TR£ CURE D_£ OF TR£ O_D£ST
PREFOHD RUBBER SEAL IN ACCO_D-
_CE WITH SPECIFICATION DRA_Ib_
10509311.
CARE _$T BE UgEN TO pILEVENT
CONTAMZNATIO_ _URZNG ASSE_LYo
(_ 01 AI_ _IVA_.
CI,F.d_I_ID CONDITION ALL METALLIC
AND N_b_4ETALL_C SURFACES _N ACCORD-
ANCE WyTIi SPECIF_CATIO_ DRAWI}IG
i0509305, TYPE IV_ FOR F_EUMATIC
SERVICE.
IJJBR_._T_ At.)..SI_AI.S At_ SI.IDIItG
SURFACES _ITH DOg-COP._ZNG CORP.,
D.C, 55 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT,
o._w.,,_ 10414308
,, lllll Iill
i _N_ _ ....... _O,S
AM_OVEO
, Vj_l_t _ • ARTCONTROLNO.M-ME - EP140 - 784
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REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PA_E
!-
L
N.C.
i_ICA_ WUilIIlll OI_AM
\
\
NOTES:
L
2.
4.
SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 1041430e FUEL CONTAINER _ING
CONTROL VALVE EFFECTIVITY.
THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL OIMENSIONS OF THE _ZlNG
CONTROL _4LVI[ ARE 6.40 ElY 2.06 BY 5.33 INCHES.
THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 1.50 POUNDS.
EXPLODED AND CUTAWAY VIEWS AR_ NOT SHOWN DUE TO
LACK OF _tFORMATK)N.
---Hme-Te4 J ,|.041430_' ,
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EDUREoF 4 EP-140
(con.)
g. Solenoid endurance: 4 hours minimum continuous operation.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The pressurizing control valve is
designed to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance,
six shocks of one of the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's
in each of the three major axes:
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandln 8 Capability. The pressurizing control valve is
designed to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
| 55 to I00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0.0 gls.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the pressurizing control valve are outlined in Performance
Specification 10419972 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
3.3 Drawln_s:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10419972
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistics Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-29
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVISIONS
"B" Rev.SA-T
SA-1 "B" Rev,
SA-2 W'B" Rev.
SA-3 "B" Rev. and EO-7
SA-4
SPARES
"B" Rev. and EO-7
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414308 I
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve (Pressurization Control)
Drawing Numbers: 20M30171 I v_or: Marotta Valve
saturnI Vehlcte LotiOn: S-I Stage
Corp.
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
x io-61¢y.:Faiz_ Rate- 8, 62 0
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 93
Number of
Failures Reported: 66
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS P_RFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temoeratuze:
Thermal Shock: . .
Shock Impact (Flat ]Irop_:
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
}eeembo" 1965
_c_ (_ cycle,): 116
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equlpment:
(Same as Page 3,
7,709
II.15.1)
,,, , . , ..
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
I
n
2
m
I__ 9
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure :
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows :
2 No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Indicator light
flickered
30 Draws excessive
current
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5A SA-6 and SA-7 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.15.1.2
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Additional information concerning the 20M30171 component:
All components processed on March 28, 19694, which had failed
"excessive current" or "out of specs", were returned to the
vendor. Many of them had drawn excessive current in addition
to being out of specification in other ways.
The slxty-six failures were written on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) I1.15 .I .2
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Fuel Tank Pressurization Solenoid Control Valve_ Part No. 20M30171
The fuel tank pressurization solenoid control valves admit
GN 2 from the fuel tank high-pressure spheres into the fuel tanks
through fuel tank pressure orifices when pressure decay occurs.
The actuation of the control valves, through a flight sequencer,
is initiated by a signal from the fuel tank pressure switch when
GN 2 pressure decreases to a predetermined level.
For emergency venting of the high-pressure spheres
the pressurization control valves can be opened by a command
signal, while the fuel vent valves are simultaneously actuated
through a 750-psig ground pressure control line.
i. Vendor - Marotta Valve Corp., Part No. 219664-1
2. Location -
a. One valve at Station 922, fuel tank Nob. One valve at Station 923, fuel tank No[
c. One valve at Station 932, fuel tank No. 1
3. Service - GN 2
4. Temperature - Operating: 125 to -65°F
5. Pressure -
a. Operating: 3000 psig
b. Proof: 4500 psig
c. Burst: 7500 psig
6. Lubrication - Lubricate seals and sliding slcfaces
with DC - 55 grease (Dow Cornlng)
7. Leakage -
a. Internal:
I_ I Main seat: 5 sclm maximum at 300 to 3000 psigPoppet stem vent: Not to exceed 2 scim when
pressurized at 300 to 3000 psig
(3) Pilot valve assembly: 5 scim maximum when
inlet port is pressurized at 300 to 3000 pslg
b. External: 2 scim maximum at 3000 psig
8. Electrical Characteristics -
a. Operating current: 1.2 amperes at 28 ±0.5 vdc
with pilot valve assembly solenoid energized
b. Operating voltage: 22 to 32 vdc
December 1965 (Revislon)
II .15.1.2
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In s ulat ion re s is tanc e:
(i) Each terminal of pilot valve solenoid
connector to valve body: 50 megohms, minimum
(2) Each terminal of position switch connector
to valve body: 50 megohms, minimum
Position switch indications:
(I) Closed: Pins A and B show continuity
(2) Open: Pins B and C show continuity
Solenoid action:
(i) Open: With inlet port pressure of 3000 psig,
pilot valve solenoid shall actuate main valve
from fully closed to fully open at increasing
voltage of 18 vdc
(2) Closed: Main valve shall close at I0 vdc
maximum, 2.0 vdc minimum
December 1965
II.15._2
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A.A
COMM.
N.O.
N.C.
INDICATOR WIRINGDIAGRAM
RECEPTACLE
COVER
SWITCH
STEM
POPPET
FLOW
,._
INLET
POPPETS(AT
OUTLETPORTJ S[CTIONA.A
L.ECTRiCAL
RECEPTACLE
E, $EA'I
_T,%N,;_,]SLEEVE
SPRING
TAININGNJT
ADJUSTINGSCREW
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FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION SOLENOID CONTROL
VALVE, ZOM3017I - SECTIONAL VIEW
r_J
Valve,Nomenc lature :
Drawing Numbers: 10414358
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Fuel Control
vendor: Marotta Valve
_ocatlon: S-i Stage
Corp.
Estimated Design Life| 2,O00 cy.
Failure_te: 8097 _ z0"6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: O
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Lea_e Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decembc- _965
Mc_ (m cyclea): 123.5
Total Cycles of Operation: 171
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
ii.15.2 '
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.15.2
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.MSf'C - FOnu 115| (_no 19_1)
SATURN COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
10414358 2 WAY, 2 POSITION, NC,
SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE ASSEMBLY
EP- 140
p_
DESCRIPTION.
The 2 way, 2 position, NC, solenoid operated valve assembly 10414358 is a
component of the S-V dummy stage gaseous nitrogen system. One valve assem-
bly is used to control the flow of gaseous nitrogen from the fuel contalne:
pressurization sphere filling line to the S-V dmnmy stage high pressure
storage sphere. The storage sphere is used to pressurize the S-V dtlmy
stage water ballast tank during flight to maintain the structural integrity
of the tank. Another valve assembly is used to vent the S-V dummy stage
pressure storage sphere overboard. The valve assemblies are installed on
the bottle assembly 10410825 located in the payload adapter as shown in the
installation view, The various functional characteristics of the valve
assembly are as follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Operatin 8 Characteristics. The valve assembly is capable of
operating pneumatically as follows:
a. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +125 ° F.
b. Service media: Gaseous nitrogen, compressed air, or helium.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 3,000 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operating pressure: 4,500 p.s.i.g, internal pne_tlc
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without bursting): 7,500 p.s.i.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
f. Flow capacity equivalent: A sharp-edged orifice of 0.120-inch
diameter with 3,000 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied.
g. Leakage past the main valve seal with valve in closed position
and internal pressure of 300 to 3,000 p.si.g.: 5 s.c.i.m.
maximum.
h. External leakage allowed: None.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The electrical performance
characteristics of the valve assembly are as follows:
a. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms mimimum between each isolated
terminal and the valve body with a 500 v.d.c, insulation
resistance tester.
b. Solenoid voltage endurance: 22 to 32 v.d.c, applied to the coil
for a minimum of 24.hours continuous duty.
c. Operating current: 1.0 to 1.2 a. with a 28 v.d.c, power supply.
d. Solenoid operating voltage: 10 to 18 v.d.c, to open (actuate)
10 to 2 v.d.c, to close (deactuate),
e. Solenoid coil resistance: 23 to 26 ohms at 68 ° F.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only-at the. option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shoc k Withstandin 8 Capa. biltt¥. The valve assembly is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one
of the following durations and wave forms at 20 g's in.each of the
three major axes:
I (Continued on p_ge 4) 10414||8
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INSTALLATION VIEW - PAYLOAD SECTION ,
LOOKING FORWARD
NOTES __ LEGEND
(_ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC AND IO4 L4358
NONMETALLIC SURFACES IN ACCORDANCE
IV[TH SPECIFICATION DRAWING t0509305.
TYPE IV, FOR PNEUMATIC SERVICE.
I. AN995C20
_) IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH 2. J67AI2
MIL-STD-II0. S. I0_81
4, MS20995G32
Q STAMP TI_ CURE DATE OF OLDEST 5. I176]2
PREFORS_ED RUNNER SEAL IN ACCORD- b. 11762_
ANCE WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 7. E17571
IO5091tl. 8. J2OOAIII
9. 117592
(_ CARE _gJST BE TA_N TO PREVENT 10. 10Q241-1
CONTAMINATION DURING ASSEMBLY. 11. J2OOA7
12. 117582-1
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT, 13. 201892
14. J200AL2
Q LOCk'IRE IN ACCORDANCE _TYH HS3354D. 15. 125591-3
1E. L19552-3
_) TORQUE 430 TO 550 INGH-POUNDS, 17. 111071
18, J2OOA2
LUBRICATE WITII DOW-CORNING CORP,, Lg, LoEeEL
D,C, _5 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT. 20. 117631
21. t_O31
_) LUBRICATE Tl_ SLIDING SURFACES WITH "22. 107281
DOW-CORNIND CORP.. D.C. 55 OR 23. 107291
APPROVED EQUIVALENT. 24. 107131
25. 108043
(_ TOR(_UE 4 TO b INCH-POUNDS, 26. 202021
27. J8N7
(_ TORi_LIE H TO IO [NCH-PDUNDS, EE. 2L35_2-1312
29. J200A28
(_ LOCATE RECEPTACLE KEy TOWARD COIL 30. ANSI5C4-5
AS SHOWN. 31. AN936A4
32. MS3102E-IOSL-4P
33. J2OOBll3
34, 107311
35. 123504
2 WAY) 2 POSITION, NC) SOLENOID
OPERATED VALVE ASSEI_LY (MAROTTA
VALVE CORP., SOONTON, N_JESEY,206003) (_ (_) (_
L(X: k",/[NE _)
LOCI_IRE SCREW
I_KING SLUG
LOC_ZRE
RETAINING NUT (_
ADJUNTI_ SCREW
POPPET SPRING
PR,POE_OPADEI_(O-RI_) @ ®
SEAT RETAINER
BACKUP WASI'_R
PEEPO_DPACKI_k(O-RING)® ®
VALVE POPPET
SEAT ASSEMBLY
PREFOR_O PACKING (O-RING) @ ®
RETAINER RING
CORESCREW®®CORE SCREW
PREFORI_D PACKING (O-RING) _) ®
COVER SCREW (2 PLACES)
COIL COVER
SPRING
ARMATURE LOCK NUT (D
LOC kcJI RE SCREW
FLAT WASHER
ARMATURE CLIP AND LOCK
ARPL_TUNE AND DUIDE ASSE_LY
ARMATURE STUD
COIL ARD COKE ABSEHBLY
PREFO_D PACK[NG (O-RING) _) ®
SCREW (A PLACES)
WASHER (4 PLACES)
ELECTRICAL RECEPTACLE ®
PREFORMZD rACKING (O-RIND) ® ®
RECEPTACLE INSULATOR
VALVE BODY
DRAWN BY:
PLANNER:
WRITER:
APPROVED DY:
Z'F.15 ._
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ENCdNK-RIN_ REVISION TO:
_WiN_ 10414358
EO'S .
ART CONTROL' NO.
,t-MH,i*e-681
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
EP- 140
17
NOTES:
I.
3O
I
32
29
28
18
S
3
SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414358 2W&Y,
2 POSITION, NC, SOLENOID Op_rRATEO
VALVE ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS
OF THE SOLENOID OPERATED VALVE
ASSEMBLY ARE 3.35 BY 2.67 BY 2.05 INCHES.
THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS
0.80 POUNDS.
27
26
20.
!
GROOVE S
GROOVE A
t0
9
i
_OATE !
MSFC - Form 1151-2 (Jun_-_ 1961)
i
........ : 681 10414358
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PR_EOURE4 o_ 4 EP-140
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. (con.)
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin s Capability. The valve assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
15 to 45 c.p.s, at one g,
45 to 90 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
90 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 5 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
IOM01078 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-C-5015
MIL-E-5272
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
3.2 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
IOM01078
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
Before installing modify to latest configuration
,lo4!43s0 I J REVISION DATE
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Nomenclature :
Draw In6 Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desism Life: 2 _ 000 cy.
Fsilure_te: 5,187 _ IO-6/_Y•
Number of Cc_nponents
this D_ta Represents:
DATA SHEET
Valve, Fuel Level Control
10414055 I re.or- NASA/MSFC
I Idfg. - Fab. Div.
, I Loc_t_n.. S-I Stage
MCBF (_ cycle,):192.8
Total Cycles of Operatic: 267
Number of VehicleEquipment: X
Failures Reported_ 0 Ground Equipment:
_VIRO_NTAL Q_LIFICATIONT_TS _m_q_D: NO Data Available
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interferenee:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Sho_k:
ShOck !m_a_t (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Deoembo- 1965
r
I1.15.3
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material,
Frozen
Improper Seating _
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
.Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I1.15.3
Page 2 of 6
1. DESCRIPTION.
The fuel level control valve assembly 10414055 is a normally closed pneumat-
Ically operated poppet valve. The valve is used to complement the fuel fill
and drain valve 10414352. The control valve is used to obtain a predeter-
mlned fuel level after the fill and drain valve has been used to fill the
container to the approximate level desired. The valve assembly is installed
on the elbow in the fuel transfer manifold assembly in fuel container F2 as
shown in the installatlon view. The various functional characteristics of
the fuel level control valve are as follows:
1.1 Pneumatic Override Characteristics. The pneumatic override feature is
ground controlled to open the valve poppet for fi11ing the fuel ,
to a predetermined level. When the poppet open_ the switch circuit is :--
opened signaling to the blockhouse that the valve is open. Th e !meu. " :
matic override feature is capable of performing as follows:
a. Minimum operating pressure: 500 p.s.i, g .....
b. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g.
c. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g.
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing. )
e. Operating temperature range: Minus 65 ° to plus 125 ° F. ::
| f. Pneumatic leakage past control cylinder: 1 s.c.i.m, maximum at the
nominal operating pressure.
g. Operating media: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
1.2 Flow Chamber Characteristic_. The flow chamber characteristics are as
follows:
a. Operating medium: RP-1 fuel.
b. Flow rate: 200 g.p.m. (water) at a flow pressure of 50 P.s.i.g.
with 500 p.s.i.g, minimum pressure on the control
port at ambient room temperature.
c. Proof operating pressure: 75 p.s.i.g.
d. Leakage past poppet seat: No leakage with the valve in closed posi-
tion and fluid (water) pressurised to 50 p.s,i.g.
and applied to external side of the poppet.
1.3 Electrical Perform-_ce Characteristics. The magnetic switch circuit is
closed when the pop_t is within 0. lO0-inch maximum and O. 010-inch
minimum of its seat. A continuity check between pins "A" and "B" on the
connector with the valve closed must indicate less than 0.5 ohm resist-
ance. With the valve in the open position the insulation resistance
between pin "A" and valve body, pin "B" and the valve body, and pine "A"
and "B" must be a minimum of 50 n_gohnm at 500 volts d.c.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
27 APR1
(Continued on Page 4)
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MSFC MANUFACTURING
PAGE 2 4 l PROCEDURE '_.P- 140
OF 1
ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
MANUFACTUR NG )LAb
" ', _._ ' I;_'._-">__
..... '>-__-__;:- '_---J6,
-.._X,,,,_/'
F2
L2
Ft
CENEE_L LOCATION
INSTALLATION VIE_J - [_)OKI_ FORWAI%D
®
DRAWN BY:
PLANNER:
WRITER:
AIq_ROVED |Yi
_---NOTES --'_
CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC
t_ONHETA_IC SURFACES IN ACCONDAI_CE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
IDEHTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE WITH
MIL-STD-130.
STAMP T_ CURE DATE OF T_ OLDEST
PREFO_ED RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 1050%311,
TORTE
APPLY [_ CORNING CORP. FLUOROSILICO_E
GREASE, _-2-0026, OR APPROVED E_IV-
ALENT, TO FIRST T_E EXTERNAL T_E
O_LY.
LUBRICATE WITH DOW CORDING CORP,
FLUOEOSILICONE GREASE, qC-2-0026,
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
Q OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
LOCKWIRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH MS3_540,
Q MOLD A_ CURE IN PLACE USING RUBBER,
MIL-R-306SB GIL_DE S_-715, AIEIE5.
EADIOGRAPHICALLY INSPECT AND ACCEPT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH /_-STD-41.
Q TORQUE 20 TO 25 INDH-PO_NDS.
CONTINUE T_ING i/4 TO 1/2 TL_
A_TER FLANGE COHTACTS TL_ RATtHG
SURFACE.
70 TO 120 INCHopOt_S,TONqUE
BE CUT _ IRSTALLED IE kHYMA_
INCED_ENT NECESS_Ay TO OBTAIN T_
REQUIRED SWITCH _DJUST_NT.
INSTALL M_GNETS WITH LI_ POLES NEAR
ADJUST TO INDICATE VALVE CLOSED W_
THE POPPET IS WITRIN O.L00-1NCH
MAXIML_ AND 0.010-INCH MIE11_ OF
SEATIHG,
SOLDER CONNECTIONS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING I0509300
WITH SOLDER CONFORMING TO SPEC.
qq-S-571ClSN60. TE]_ TUBING AS
CLOSE TO CONNECTOR AS POSSIBLE,
TORQUE 800 TO L,000 1NCH-PO_S,
ORAWk_;
10ifllfJ=
1. 10_291
3. N820995c20
6. 1041428?
10616292
5. 10_292-2
6. 10614292-1
7. H_29513-137
8. 10_14297-1
9. 10_14267
10. 10_t4279
1I. _2B778-4
12. 10_14s02
13. t0_14503
14. NN29513-14
15. 10/,14289
16. H_295L3-27
17. 1O4143O4
tg. 10414272
20. 10_14223
21. 1O414269
21. HB_95_3-L_
23. 10_14282
10614202
_. 10_14201
l_. %0_14216
26. _0414215
l?. 10_14598
28.
19. H_28778-6
30. 1O614237
3t. 10/,14207
32. 10/,14288
33. t0_14286
_. LD_14297-2
35. 10614294
36. 8944216
37. H835276-L4
wLEG_
FUEL LEVEL CONTROL VALVE AES_4BLY
<"A"_v.) ® ® ©
EEAL(_PRE_ISZO_.,NDBB_R ,RODUCTS CORP..
POppET
FUltL LEVEL CONTROL VALVE ll0USING
AS SEMB_.._
HOUEL_
mun,om_'_cxzNG (o-L_) .._
CONTROL CYLINDER (gO-2) (_) (_
PRL_'O_D PACKING (O-L_ING) (_FU_LL_Vn COm'RDLVXLVEO_ZFZCE
uszos_ssu_E_%.C'^"_'v. )
_aOXFZ_O_iOH (_ t_
NNION (_I_ICE
PR_J_O_D PACKING (O-RING)
SPRTNG
P_STON SHAFT
BAIt MAGBET (_EVEEE CON._, OF AMEKDC&,
PISTON WASI_R
mAZHZNG_z_ ¢RD._NDO_zHc., _0Ol-
Loo-c-w) (_
RETAINER
SWITCH HOLDER ("A" _.EV.)
_TCH _USHING
SWITCH (EO-2) (REVERE CORP, OF
AM_RECA, GLE_/TECH. E-5600-23 OR -33) _)
SWITCH BUSHING
ELECTRICAL WIRING (SPEC. HIL-W-16878,
TYPE E_ NICKEL PLATED. AWG NO. 20)_)
PR_fOL_D PACKING (O_RING)
_ACI_P WASHER
SWZTCH N_T
GAS_T (EAI_BE_S _JHA'I'_AM lf_C.,
GOIx_TOR R01,q_
CAP SCREW
K-68)
CONNECTOR (hA" REV. ) (CANNON ELECTRIC
CO., GSOi-t0SL-4P-Lii) (_)
SCREW (6 PLACES)
._._o.vo, 10414055
IO'S
ARTCoNlr_oL NO.
I-|i-Ullll- 42 I-E
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAgE
27 Apr 196;
T"r .]-5.3
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OTE:
SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 1041405S FUEL
LEVEL CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY
EFFECTIVITY.
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1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major
axe s:
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
100 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10 8's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
,
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation
for delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419947
and PackaKin 8 and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Federal - QQ-S-571/SN60
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-J-5624
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-R-3065B
MZL-W-16878
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419947
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
3.2 Standards:
Military.- MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
K533540
HS335B6
Army Ballistic Missile Asency
ABMA-STD-18
ABMA-STD-41
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414055
VEHICLE REVIS IONS
SA-T "A" Rev.
SA-I "A" Rev.
SA-2 "A" Rev.
SA-3 "A" Rev.
SA-4
Spares
"_' Rev.
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414055
II._5.3
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SUMMARYSHEET
Nomenclature Valve, Fuel Control (Safety)
J
Drawing Numbers: 10414039, Vendor:
20M30020
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 7,782 x lO-6/cy. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 18
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 0
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 128.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
178
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.15._
Page I of 14
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out <_f Specs
Otl/%Ioisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-4 through SA-5 Vehicles (less flight data )
II.15.4
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DATA SHEET
(Safety)Nomenclature:Valve, Fuel Control
n_awing Nu_ber_:10414039
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated DesIEnLife: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate : 25,189 x lo-6/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 6
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
V_mor: NASA/MSFC
Location: S-I Stage
_ (_.c_le,): 39.7
Total Cycles of Operation: 55
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
EN_/IRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Tempera%ure:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock_
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
LeakaEe Bate:
Humidity:
Random NOise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decembo- 15_5
No Data Available
II.15._
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-4 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.15.4
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SATURN COMPONENTS ASSEI4BLY PROCEDURE
10414039 FUEL CORTAINER SAFETY VALVE ASSEMBLY
1. DESCRIPTI(M.
H
EP- 140
Of
The fuel container safety valve assembly 10414039 is a spring loaded poppet
valve. It is used as a safety device to prevent overpressurizatlon of the
fuel container in the event a malfunction occurs in either of the solenoid
operated pressurization valves or the vent valves. The valve assembly is
installed on the 4-inch tube weldment in containers F2 and F4 as shown in
the installation view. The various functional characteristics of the fuel
container safety valve are as follows:
1.1 Operating Pressure and Ventin _ Characteristics. k_ten the fuel con-
tainer is pressurized to 23 plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g, the safety
valve starts venting. Venting is defined as a flow through the valve
past the poppet seal of greater than 25 s.c.i.m. With a container
pressure of 30 plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g, and a temperature of at
least 50 degrees F. the valve vents at a rate of 2 plus or minus 0.1
J
pounds per second. The valve reseats at a minimum pressure of 20
p. s. i.g. Reseating is defined as a flow through the valve past
the poppet seal of less than 25 s.c.i.m. The valve iS capable
of perfonninK as follows:
a. Operatln s temperature range-- Minus 65 ° to plus 1650 F.| b. Leakaze under 19 + 0_5 p.s.i.g, pressure. External - no leakage
I allowed. Poppet housing plug - no leakage allowed.
c. Proof operating pressure: 36 p.s.i.g.
d, Burst pressure (withoutbursting): 60 p.s.i.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
CAUTIOn: Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.2 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
Major axes :
10-milliseconds duration - tria_sular wave, or
M C r _ 8-milliseconds duration sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duratic_ - square wave.
1.3 Vibr_tion Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
_t_ut damase or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions :
20 to 55 c;p..s, at three g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 tO 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 g's.
mmo._m PR 19 2_
27A , 6Z|
MBFC - Form llSl {June 1961|
(Continued on page 4)
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MSFC NASAFABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
,,oc,.u. EP-140
__ F2
GENERAL LOCATION
FIN I
INSTALLATION VIEW -I_)OKINGA_T
/ FIN II
_ LEGENE _
I 10414039 FUEL CONTAZNEE SAFETY VALVE
ASBEMSLYI_I_"C' _. & EO-4)
h 11.45_0 ACORN NUT _
2. ' '_0717 SI_kL ("B" _W.) I_IECISION
RUUEE _mJl_S CORP.
uo - 3/8 oRANPRDvRD
E_XVA_NT) @
3. Ms2o99sc41 LDc_IH
4. 8944235 POPPET ("N' REV.)
8945445 FUEL VENT VALVE POPPET HOUSINC
ASSEMBLY ("A" RE'V, ) (AS MODIFIED
BY NOTE 11 DWG. 10414039)
5. 8941740 POPPET HOUSING SEAL
6. 8944062 HUSHING| 7. 894_39 POpp_ HOUSING(EO-t• -n _
s. 89442oi S_T ("c"REF.)q)
9. NS9013-10 RETAIHINC RING
10. MS29512-8 PREFORMED PACKING (O-RING) _)
1l. ANbI4*8DL SCREW T_ PLUG AND BLEEDER ®
12. 10414239 SPRING
13. 8944234 SPRING RETAINER
14. ANgb_616 WAS}_E
15. NS35691-630 NUT
lb. 6941719 TEE HASHER
_HOTES
CLE_ AND CONDITION ALL P_TALLIC
AND NO_4ETALLIC SURFACES IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
DRAWING 10509305.
IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MIL-STD-130.
STAMP T_ CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST
PPd_O_D RUBBER PACKING SEAL
IN ACCOF.DANCE WITH SPEC_ICATIOH
DRAWING 10509311.
NErd4ANEMTLY MARK THE DATE OF
ASSHLY. T_ INSTALLATION DATE
O_ T_ VALVE IN A VEHICLE SHALL
NOT BE _ THAN 24 MONTHS AFTER
THE DATE OF ASSEMBLY.
(_ TORQUE 1O0 TO 110 Z_ICH-POUNDS.
UJBHICATE WITH IX_ COP.NINE CORP.
FLUOHOSILICONE GREASE _-2-0026
OR ANPROVRD EQUIVALENT.
LOCKWINE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
MS33540.
MOLD AND CURE IN PLACE (RUBBER,
MIL-R-3065B, GRADE - SB-715,
AIBLE 5 BUNA N).
HADIOGRAPHICALLY INSPECT IN ACCORD-
AHCE WITH A_-STD-41.
HYDROSTATICALLy TEST CASTING AT 75
P.S.I.G BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER
MACHINING. PNEUMATICALLY TEST AT
25 P.S.l.G. UNDER WATER. T_
APPEARANCE OF A_ BUBBLES DUE TO
CASTING Z_RPECTIOHS CONSTITUTES
CAUSE FOR PJ_JECTION.
.*LCOSIEEAS REQUIRED.
(_ UB APPROVED EC_UIVALENE.
(_ TORQUE 500 TO 700 IHCH-POUNDS,
WR,TE," I_, _. " '_
I-I" .15 ._
Pa_e 6 of i_
L , , _.
REVISIONTO: 10414039
EO', -4"
_T CONT.OLNO.M-F&AE-EPI40-420-_
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
Nov 1961
I 4
NOTE: SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414039 FUEL
CONTAINER SAFETY VALVE ASSEMBLY
EFFECTIVITY.
IEVISION DATE 9 JUNE 1961 I
ii
MtmPC - Form t151-2 (_me 195|)
F & AE-EP 140-420-A _I40_IO
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2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The acceptance test and the preparation for delivery of the valve is outlined
in Performance Specification 10419923 and Packaging and Packing Specification
10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2 Standards:
Federal - BB-N-411
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25567
MIL-R-3065B
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
ABMA-STD-41
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419923
10509302
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414039
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-T "C" Rev. and EO-4
SA-I "C" Rev. and RO-4
SA-2 "C" Rev. and EO-4
SA-3 "C" Rev. and EO-4
SA-4
Spares
"C" Rev. and EO-4
Before Installin_ modify to latest configuration
104140391
z)
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JREVISION DATE 3NOV. 1961
II , I lit ..............
.r
:i
Nomenclature: Valve, Fuel
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 11,261 x lO-_/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 12
DATA SHEET
Control (Safety)
Vendor:
Location:S-I Stage
H_ (_ o_le,): 88.8
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENV_AL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
_titude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
ShoCk:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal ShoCk:
ShoCk Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vib rat ion:
Total Cycles of Operation: 123
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Decembc _ 1965
No Data Available
If. 15.4
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kFREQUENCY
OF
nCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oii/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.15.4
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SATURN l COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
20H30020 FUEL COFrAINER SAFETY VALVE c".
1. DESCRIPTION.
MPI-2000
eA81
1 4
The fuel container safety valve assembly 20M30020 is a spring loaded poppet
valve. It is used as a safety device to prevent overpressurization of the
fuel container in the event a malfunction occurs in either of the solenoid
operated pressurization valves or the vent valves. The valve assembly ia
installed on the 4-inch tube weldment in containers F1 and F2 as shown in
the installation view. Thevarious functional characteristics of the fuel
container safety valve are as follows:
I
1.1 Operating Pressure and Venting Characteristics. When the fuel con-
tainer is pressurized to 23 plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g., the safety
valve starts vent_g. Vent/ng is defined as a flow past the poppet
seal of greater than 25 s.c.i.m. With a container pressure of 30
plus or minus 0.5 p.s.i.g, and a temperature of at least 50 degrees F.,
the valve vents at a rate o£'2 pounds per second m/_/mum. The valve
reseats at a minimum pressure of 20 p. s.i.g. , Reseating is defined as
a flow past the poppet seal of less than 25 s.c.i.m. The valve is
capable o£ performing as follows:
a. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to ÷165 ° F.
b. _ge under 19 ÷_ 0.5 p.s.i,s, pressure: External - no leakage
a.llowed. Poppet housing plug: no leakage allowed.
c. _f operating pressure: 36 p.s.l.S, internal pneumatic pressure.
d, Burst pressure (without bursting): 60 p.s.i.g, internal hydro-
static pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing. )
e. Operating media: RP-1 fuel conforming to Specification MIL-R-2557_
fuel vapor, air, helium, or gaseous nitrogen.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of" the procuring activity.
1.2 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 35 S's in each of the three
major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration- sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.3 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to I00 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplit.ude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000c.p.s. at I0 g's.
(Continued on page 4)
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_RIHG FJ_r_.EF#JJ_ ,r,.j.vA%,m_
PLAN
i _# ...... "-%
//.-.:_ / _ r._........
•_ I/" /,' /'j -.-_.
_. z_ /;, /1/
-'%..I _ _ .#I / 1 I1"
.._.%. ',,'c'..-" /./
I
Iv
I
INST_TIOS VIEW - J_OKZNG
(TYPICAL ON COI_AINHRE P1 AND 72)
G_L&L LOCATZOff
NOTES
(_) CLKAN AI_ CONDITION ALL I_TALLIC AID
NO_a_TALLIC SURPACHS IN ACCOIU)AI_II
WITH NSFC-SP_- 166.
(_ IDSNTIFY BY 14AHlClNG IN ACC0_tDAHCN VITE
MIL-STI)- 130.
{_ STAMP TIW CUlt/[ OATH O_ T_ 0_]_S'J_
PHLvOI_qND NUBHR pACI_NG S_tL I1q
ACCOP.DANCi _ITH MSPC-STI)-I0$.
(_ TO.US 25 TO 30 INCH.POONDS.
OR APPI_OV_D BC_ZVAI,II_T.
(_ LUHNICATN WITH DOW CONNING CONP.
EI._GtOSILICONH G_IL_qE qC-2-OO26,
ON APP_OVZD I_qOlVAUmT.
_) LOCI_IN_ IN ACCOltD.aNC_ _/ITH 1_33_0,
® _=_ _amc_u z_ _cs _.
141L-R-3065B, GIt_- 8N-715,
AIB1N 5 HUtlA N).
(_ BADIOGRAPHICALLy INBPNCT IN ACCOS/)-
ANCH WITH .Ug4A-ST1)-41.
(_) HYdrOSTATICALLY TEST HACHINED CASTING
AT 100 P.S.I.G. lqqlUI4ATICALLY TEST
AT 100 P.S.I.O. UNDER WATER iq)l $
NINUTES. ANY APPEAR_qCS OF BUNNLIS
DUE TO CASTING n,IPERFICTIONS
CONSTITUTIS CAUSE FOR
REJECTION *
® wRqus_SGW 2S0 z_ce-Pomes.
® _:ONzu As P,Zquzu_.
® ADJUST RKTAINEH UNTIL POPPET OPII_8
AT 23 + 0.5 P.S.I,G, _ CLOSH$
AT A MINIqUH OF 20 P.S.I.G.
(_ TO_ 160 TO 190 INCH-POUNDS.
1.
2,
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
7.1
7.2
II 7.3
8.
9.
10.
_.1.
12.
13.
16.
LS.
16.
20H30020
2CH30027
2CI430035
20N_O026-2
20H30026-1
2(1430010
2CH30022
2CkL30022o 1
201430025
20_t3OO21
20t4100_10-8
NCI79DBV
20H30017
201430039
201430216
N8136357
201430215 '
20H30011
M835690-630
_UHLCO_AZ.EHSAPE_vALw
ANSm_T_ -,, -_, ,. -,) ® ® ©ACOS/S INT
S_AL (PAKCZSION NUHNNli P_DUCTS
®
DIR,AL
_CAL
PO_HT (Ho- _.)
FUlL CONTAII_It SAFETY VALVH
HOQS_NG ASSI_LT
_OJTNT N_SIHG _AL ®
BUSNZI4G
K-_EAL (HARRLqO_ 14ANUFACTURING CO.,
SCREW T_SP,AD PLUG AND BLEEDER (L)
SHAVr I_
SPRING
SPIlNC RETAINER
HETAINER N_)
TAB _EHNUT
ORAWNSY: d _ IrNQINE|RIN(J I_VISION TO:0RA.w._.._e_
T'r.:].5.4
Pa_e 12 o:£ -ILl.
20M30020
-2, -3, and -4
ARTCO.TmOL.C_ M-M£-E-593-G
REVISION
, DATE OF
THIS PA6E
, 28 .Tun _63
/f
4
NOTES:
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 20MSO020
FUEL CONTAINER SAFETY VALVE
ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
• DIMENSIONS OF THE SAF[TY VALVE
- I t 1_-- ASSEMBLY ARE S.BO BY S,04 BY
-- | 6.00 iNCHES.
1
_:L 3. THE APPROXtMATE UNIT
"J_' WEISXT IS S.TZ POUWl)S.
• _
6
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2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The acceptance test and the preparation for delivery of the valve is out-
lined in Performance Specification 10M01073 and Packasin 8 a_d Packing
Specification 10509302.
J
3 • REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Milltary - MIL-E-5272
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
ABMA-STD-41
NASA - MSFC-STD-105
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
MSFC - IOM01073
I
I
VEHICLE
SA- 5
EFFECTIVITY
RlVlSlOI_
EO-2_ -3t and -4
EO-2, -3, and -4SA- 6
SA-7 E0-2, -3, and -4
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA-IO
SPARES
Not Applicable
E0-21 -3, and -4
N?t Applisable
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
20M30020 I
Tr .15.4
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¸Nomenclature:
DrawlnE Numbers: 10414095
Saturn I Vehicle
_at_ted _ei_ rare: 2,000 cy.
FailureRate: 24,752 x I0-61cy.
DATA SHEET
Switch, Level Limit (Lox)
v,.-_,, BendixLocation- S-I Stage
Nmnber of Components
this Dmta Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
Acceleration:
A_titude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock: _:_,_,
Low Temperature:
Ambient _ Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impamt (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Total Cycles of Operation: 56
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipaent:
No Data Avatlabie
)ecumbo - i_65 r
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
11.16.1
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The LOX level svttch and cGanector assembly 10414095 is a component of the
LOX replenishing system. The assesbly consists of a LOX level plate weldment
10414283, connector 10414248, and LOX level switch assembly 10414045. Ths
switch assembly is used to prevent overflow of the LtX container duriq pro-
pellant tankiu 8 by automatically cutttn 8 off the filling operation when the
liquid level in the L_ container reaches a predetermined level. The_meitch
assembly incorporates a solenoid that is used to permit precheckin s the
switch assembly. The LOX level switch and connector assembly is located on
the forward bulkhead of container LC as shoran In the installation view. The
various functional characteristics of the LOX level meitch assembly 10414045
are as £ollows:
1. t Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The switch assembly is capable
of performin 8 mechanically as follows:
a. Operating pressure: I00 p.s.i. $. external pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operating pressure: 150 p.s.i.g, external pneumatic preasm.
c. Burst pressure (without burstins): 250 p;s.i. B. external pneumat/_
pressure. (CJ,,DTT(_: Use only for destructive acceptance testia$,)
d. Actuation and deactuatiou levels:
Actuation (rising fluid) - 2.20 inches from the top surface of
1.2
the mrltch assembly.
Deactuation (falling fluid) - 2.43 inches from the top surface
of the switch assembly.
e. Operating r_mperature range: -320o to + 165 ° F.
f. Serv,lce ned*ms: LOX
Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance requlre
manta of the switch assembly are as follows:
a. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimm he.sen each pin and the
switch assembly case at 68 ° F.
b. Prechack solenoid characteristics:
Resistance - 14 + 2 ohm,
Nominal operating voltage - 28 v.d.c.
Maximum operating voltase - 32 v. d. c.
Pull-in voltage - 22 v.d.c, mximsm
Drop-out voltase - 12 v.d.c, maximum, 1 v.d,c, minimum
c. Level indication circuit characteristics:
Switch continuity between the low level contacts when operated
with the precheck solenoid:
Deactuation - 0.5 olin maximum
Actuation - S00,000 ohms minimum
Switch co_tinuity between the high level contacts when operated
with the precheck solenoid:
Deactuatiou - 500,000 o_ss minimum
Actuation - 0.5 ohm maximm
NOTE: At no time may both high and low
level indicators be "0_'.
d,
28 + 2 v.d.c.
(Continued on Page 4)
ml_. Ibm 1B1 (/me _1)
Electrical load: 0.5 a. inductive current at a rated voltase of
.... [I04140SS' I
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MSFC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
,i
,*o, 2 o, 4 ] .oc,.u. EP-140
dimm
NASA
_l_iAL L0CATI_
INSTALLATION V_W - LOOKING AFT
NOTES
CLEAN AND C(A_DITION ALL METAILZC
E{X_TALLIC SURFACES, EXCEPT
ALLPAX 500 GASKET, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
ALL MATERIALS OTHER THAN SEALANTS
_ST MEET _ REQUIRE_NT FOR COM-
PATIBILITY WITH L0X IN ACCORDANCE'
WITH MSFC-SPEC-106.
IDENTIFY BY MARKING IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MIL-STD-130.
CURE DATE OF THE 0LDESTSTAI_ THE
PREFOBMED RUBBER PACKING SEAL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
DRAWING 10509311.
CARE _ST _ TA_N TO PREVERT CON-
TAMINATZON DURING ASSSI_y.
ON APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFI-CLEAN
CATION DRAWING 10438101.
(_) LOCKWIRE IN ACEORDAIqCE WITH NS33540.
(_ CONTINUE TURNING 1/4 TO 1/2 TURN
AI_ER FLANGE COh'IACTS _ FIATS
WELDMENT.
(_ PAgE FR0tt AN924-10D IN ACCORDANCE
WITH DRAWING 8942872.
TONQUE 1,000 TO 1,200 INCH-P0_S.
THE ELECTRICAL WIRING CONNEC-SOLDER
TIONS IN ACC0_DANCE WITH SPECIFI-
CATION DRAWING 10509300.
_ LEGEND -------
Io414o95 L_ UVELUNrrc._ co_c_c_
*ssz_¥ ("A",_v.)® ®© ® ®
I. 10414248 COHNECTON (HI_IX AVIATION CORP., SIDNEy,
mIw YONz _o2.-I4-sP)
2. 10414249 C_IECTOR GASKET (SO-I) (ALLPAX 500 MATERIAL)
3. m35276-15 SCREW (4 PLACES)
4. MS20995C20 LOCKNIRE ®
5. 10414283 LOX LEVEL PLATE WELD_NT ("A" REV. & SO-2)
6. _35672-34 GROOVED PZN
7. 10414267 VENT SEAL (_
,s'...,,s-,o.4.o, (o-.,NG,®
I0. V_20995C41 LOCI_IEE
11. 10_1_0_5 LOX LEVEL SWITCH ASSEMBLy ("B" BEV. )
(UNITED CONTROL CORP., 4540 UNION
BAY PLACE m SEATTLE 5. WASHINGTON,
1osa-_)® ®
IORAWN BY: l#/_ /_ IENGINEERINGI REVISION TO:L_"' ' #'r_(,'-- ' DRAWING 10414095
WRITER" _ _ I .... • ]
l,o.ov,o BY: f__';I r " : 0 N T, 0 L " _
TT .3_6.i
_a_e _ o_ 6
M-F&AE-EPI40-498
] REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
• mmm
rI
I
I
!
!
I
.... NOTES:
.
3
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE !0414095
LOX LEVEL SWITCH AND CONNECTOR
ABSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE SWITCH AND
CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY ARE
B.38 BY g.ST BY T.ES INCHES.
3, THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT
JS 4.S6 POUNDS.
5
6
9
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MSFC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
.oc,.u. EP-
NASA
.
.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 through 1.6
constitute destructive test items that
are performed only at the option of the
procuring activity.
1.3 Thermal Shock Withstandin_ Capability. The switch assembly is designed
to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, In_nedlate
thermal shock from plus 70 degrees F. to minus 320 degrees F.
1.4 Shock WithstandlnR Capability. The switch assembly is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
maJ or axes:
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Submerged and Ungubmerged Operating Vibration Withstanding Capability.
The switch assembly is designed to withstand, without damage or impair-
ment of performance, vibration from i0 to 500 c.p.s, for 5 minutes. The
frequency cycle must be scanned twice in each of the three major axes
under the following conditions:
10 to 75 c.p.s, at 0.Ol-inch double amplitude displacement, and
75 to 500 c.p.s, at 3 g's.
1.6 Unsubmerged Operating Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch
assembly is designed to withstand, without structural damage, vibration
at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g's,
55 to 700 c.p.s, at 0.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREI_NTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the L0X level switch and connector assembly is outlined in Per-
formance Specification 10419914 and Packaging and Packing Specification
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-1
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
._J
,o4,4o8.. res
II. 16. i
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10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.7 Specifications: 3.2
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-I06
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419914
10438101
10509300
10509302
10509305
, 10509311
EFFECTIV TYOF10414095
ws!, s
"A" Rev_
"A". Rev.
"A" Rev.
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
",*_: "e installing modify to latest c6n_igu_,ariou
_ | _, m=
"_ . . -,
/nNFA S_'T
.omenclat,_e.Switch, Level Limit (Fuel)
!
Drawing ,.abe...I0;41_096 [ vezmsor= Bendix
_t_= S-I StageSaturn I Vehicle
, , , , j
Estimated Desl_ Lifel 2_ 000 C_,
FaiZ=,, Rat.- 12.270 x zo'6/=,.
Nmaber of CcmpQnenta
this D_ta Represents: 5
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
Mmw (m _le.): 81.5
_t_ _=le=or _e_ti_. 113
v,_iels Em_tipmmt: X
ENVIRON_ERTAL QUALIFICATION T_TS FERFO_ED= NO Data Available
Acceleration:
A_tItude:
Radio Interference:
_lt _r_:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperaturez
Thermal Shoel¢:
s_ock z,=l.=t (F_ m._),
Leakage Rate=
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
V_rati_:
Decembc- 1965
t
.
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.16.2
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w._ SAI_JC__SE_LYI_CED_
1_14_61q_ZI.I.EV_SWn'_klD
1.
_N 1 _ A
. 11
DESCRIFEI(N.
The fuel level switch and coaRector assembly 10414096 is a coapcaent of the
fuel £111 and drain syste_ The asseably consists ors fuel level plate
weldment 10&142_0, connector 104142A8, and fuel level switch assembly
lO&l&0&7. The switch assembly acts to prevent overflow of the fuel container
during propellant tankins by autmmtically cutting off the fillins operatiea
when th#_ liquid level in the fuel container _ a predeterwined level.
The switch assembly Incorporates a solenoid that i8 used to permit preclmck-
Ins the switch assembly. The fuel level switch and connector asse:bly is
located oa the forward bulMmad of container F2 as showa in the installation
view. The various functloaal characteristics of the fuel level switch assel-
bly 10414047 are as £ollovs:
1. I Mechanical Per£ormance Characteristic s. The switch assembly is capable
of performing mchanically as £ollon:
a. Operatlng pressure: 100 p.s.i.g, external pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operating presaure: 150 p.s.i.g, external pnetmatic pressuze:.
c. Burst pressure (without burstins): 250 p.8.i.s, ezternal lmeumatic
pressure. (CAUTIGH: Use only for destructive acceptance testinK.)
d. Actuation and deaetuatlon levels:
Actuation (rising fluid.) - 1.83 inches _ran the top surface o£
zhe _¢Ltch assembly.
Deactuatton (gall/_ fluid) - 2.06 inches f_em the top surface
of the switch assembly.
e. Operating temperature ranae: -320 ° to + 165 ° F.
f. Service JDdt_ BP-I fuel.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical pergorssnoe require
rants o£ the switch assembly are as £oliow8:
a. Insulation resistance: 50 seed,s _dmm between each pin and the
switch assembly case at 68 _ F.
b. Precheck solenoid characteristics: Resistance - 14 + 2 ohsm.
Noninal operating voltase - 28 v.d.c.
_nctmm operatins voltase - 32 v.d.c.
Pull-in voltap - 22 v.d.c, sex/ram
Drop-out voltap- 12 v.d.c, msximm, i v.d.c, minimum
Co Level indication circuit characteristics:
Switch continuity between the low level contacts when operated
with the prechack 8olonc_l_
Deactuation - 0,5 ohm maxlmut
Actuation - 500,000 ohms mlnimm
Switch continuity between the hish level contacts When operated
with the precheck solenoid:
Deactuation - 500,000 ohms minimua
Actuation - O. 5 ohm maximm
NOT_: -At no time may both high and low
level indicators be "_I_'.
d. Electrical load:
+ 2 v.d.c.
(Continued on Past 4)
0.5 a. inductive current at a rated voltap o£ 28
_g_. l_m l_l (_me IN1) II. 16 ._
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INSTALLATZC_ VIEW - LOOK
(_ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL IGTALLIC _ 10116096 FUEL LEVEL SWITCH AND COt_IECT_..
*ssz)m_Y ( A uv ) _ _NOHI4STALLIC SURFACES llq ACCOitDANCE " " •
wrrR SI_CITICATI0tl DBAWING 10509305. 1. 10416,2&8 C(3mW_0R (_IX AVIATION CORP., SZDItEy,
liW YORK rtolll-14-sP) (_)
(_ IDERIIiI_ BY MkRXZIIG GI ACCilDAliCE WI'[_ 2. 10414281 C(I¢1BCT011 GASKET
HIL-STD-130. 3. liS3S276-15 SCREW (4 PLACES)
4. MS20995C20 LOCIIilII_E (_)
STAMP T]_ CURE DAT£ 07 T_ OLDEST PRE- 5. 10A14280 FUEL LEVEL FLATE _I_MENT ("A" _EV. &
FORI_I) _UB_ PACKIIIIG SEAL 111 EO-2)
ACCORDANCE WIT_ SPECIFICATION 6. MS35672-34 IIROOf/I_ PIN
8. m28778-10 1_EF01_D PACKING (O*_Z_)
(_) CARE HUS"I BE TAIa{N TO PREVENT coil- 9, 8942909 _ __)
TM_ZNATION D_.ING ASSEIIE,Y. 10. MS2099_?,41 I,OCIG/%I_
11. 10614067 F_L LEVEL liWITCit ASSE_LY ("B" REV.)
_) O_ APPR_D E_UIVAUlIf£. (UMITED CONTROT., CORP,, 4540 _NZO_
• BAY PLACE_ Sllll&l"t"LE 5. W/_HIMGTON,
(F_ I_IU IN ACCORDANCE W1_ lll33540. 1093-1) _
(_) cowrL,_m_ TUlliZ,G ll4 To 112 _
AIDER FIJ_CE C(X_ACTS _ FLATE
I/£1.DNllff.
{_ MAlal IW.OH All924-100 _ll ACCOI_4NO It
W1"I_ bRAWI_G 8942872.
(_) T0t_IU£ 1_000 TO 1.200 11tClI-POIlItDS.
(_ SOLDER TI_ ELECTRICAL wzRncG CONt_C-
TIONS 1_I ACCO_DANCI_ WI"I'II SI_CIFZ-
CATION DRAW_ 10509300.
d*/
DRAWN BY: l"rL/_/ a_ ENGINEERING REVISION TO: 10414096 REVISIONDRAWING DATE OF
PLANNER: , _L, il_i'_,__:_l)l_# ' RELEASE EO"8 TMI, PAGE
)'F_j_'M_.T_:,_ ART ¢OSZROuNO.M-F&AE-EP1/,'.O-497APPROVED BY'.
u
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WINING DIAGRAM
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ROTES:
L DEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 104140GG ,
FUEL bEVEl. SWITCH AND CONNECTOR
ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL
DIMENSIONS OF THE SWITCH AND
CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY ARE
i..=ll BY D.ST BY T.2S INCflEG.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT
II 4.34 POUNO8.
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CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 through 1.6
constitute destructive test items that
are performed only at the option of
"the procuring activity.
1.3 Thermal Shock Withstanding Capability. The switch assembly is designed
to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, immediate
thermal shock from plus 70 degrees F. to minus 320 degrees F.
1,4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The switch assembly is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
major aXeS:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Submerged and Unsubmerged Operating Vibration Withstanding Capability.
The switch assembly is designed to withstand, without damage or impair-
ment of performance, vibration from I0 to 500 c.p.s, for 5 minutes. The
frequency cycle must be scanned twice in each of the three major axes
under the following conditions:
10 to 75 c.p.s, at 0.01-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
75 to 500 c.p.s, at 3 g's.
1.6 Unsubmerged Operating Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch
assembly is designed to withstand, without structural damage, vibration
at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, ahd
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the fuel switch and connector assembly is outlined in Performance
Specification 10419914 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
3.2
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414096
Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419914
10438101
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
VEHICLE
SA-T
REVISIONS
|
"A" Rev.
SA" 1 "A" Rev.
SA-2 "A" Rev.
SA-3 "A': Rev.
SA-4 "A" Rev.
Spares Before installing modifyto latest configuration
104140961
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Switch Assy,
nra,l,gm,_er,: 10410747
Saturn I Vehicle
Limlt
Estimated Desi_ Life: 2,000 cy.
Fai1_ _t,- I, 686 z 10_/oy.
. Number of Components
this Data Represents: 9
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
Vendol':
Locatlon:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERF0_ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
LoW Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shook:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
NASA/MSFC F-AE Div.
S-I Stage
.cs_(m c_la,). 593
Total Cycles of Operati_
Vehicle E_ulpment: X
Oro_md Equl_ent:
No Data Available
593
_eemb c- 1965 II.16.3
Page i of 2
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen •
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 Vehicle only (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II .16.3
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Drawing Numbers:
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Switch, OK, Low Pressure
10414092. Vendor: MSFC and Southwestern
2CM30159 u Ind.
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
,r
Failure Rate: 4,128 x lO-6/cy."
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents : 30
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 5
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles) : 242.2
Total Cycles of Operation:
I, 211
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment :
II. 17. I
Page I of 12
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
3_/_
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
• Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight data)
II. 17. i
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NomanClature: Swltch,
Drawing _mabe_:
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
,m
Low Pressure OK
l"
i0414092 ve.4or, Southwestern Ind.
Loa=tlon:S-I Stage
2,000 cy.Esti._Lted Desi_a Life:
Feilu__e= 4,50_ _ lO'6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 13
Number o_'
Failures Reported:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS FE_:
. oA_ce_erat_on:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock: -
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humldlty:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
.c_ (_ Qyele.): 222
_ot.,Z C_'=Ze.or Ope_tl_: 4/4/4
VehicleEquipment: X
Ground Equipment_
No Data Available
Decembo- 1965 II.17 .I
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure :
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Clo_e
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
11.17.1
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Additional information concerning the 10414092 component:
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) I1.17.1
Page 5 of 12
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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1. DESCRIPTION.
The low pressure switch 10414092 is a slngle-pole, double throw low pressure
OK mritch that indicates both decreasln 8 and increasln8 pressures within the
range specified below. The switch Is a component o_ the air bearlns GH2
supply system One switch is used on the ST-90 and another on the ST-124
stabilized pletforn air bearln K supply sphere assemblies. If the pressure
in a sphere assembly drops to 1,375 + 33 p.s.i.g, during standby operation,
the 8witch shuts off the ST-90 or ST-124 stabilized platform and energises
the solenoid operated shutoff valve in the 10414077 pressure regulatlnS
valve. When the solenoid operated shutoff valve is energized (closed) the
gaseous nitrogen flows throush the bypass orifice of the pressure regulat-
ing valve at a reduced flow rate to permit runout of the ST-90 or ST-12A
stabilized platform hearing. The switch Is located on the air bearin K GH2
supply syst_n high pressure sphere assemblies on the forward slde of the
spider beem on fin I and on the radial beam between fins Ill and IV as
shown in the installation views: The various functional characteristics
of the low pressure switch are as follows:
I. 1 Nechanlcal Performance Characteristics. The switch is capable of
performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating pressure: 3,100 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof Operating pressure: 4,500 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
presstl_e;
c. Burst pressure (without rupture): 7,500 p.s.i.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
d. Deactuating pressure (decreasing): 1,375 ± 33 p.s.i.g, to
obtain continuity between electrical connector pins "A" and "B'.
e. Actuating pressure (increasing): The switch must actuate to
obtain continuity between electrical connector pins "B" and "C".
f. Differential pressure range between the decreasing pressure
actuation point and increasing pressure actuation point:
70 p.s.i.g.
S. Leakage with 2,135 p.s.i.g, maximum internal pneumatic pressure
applied: None.
h. Operating temperature range: -40 ° to +160 ° F.
t. Operating media: Air, helium, or gaseous nitroKen.r
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance re-
quirements of the switch are as follows:
ae
bo
C.
m_U
-Fccm llSl (Juno 1961)
Insulation resistance (500 V. test): 50 megolms minimum between
the electrical connector pins (circuit open) and between
each pin and the switch case.
Rating: 2.5 a. inductive load at 18 to 30 v.d.c.
Continuity resistance: O. 5 ohm maximum between electrical con-
nector pins "A" and "B" (circuit closed) and pins "B" and
"C" (circuit closed). (NOTE: At no time shall both indi-
cating circuits be open or closed at the same time.)
J (Continuedon page 4) .110414092
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MSFC MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
PAGE - "J" PIIocr:DURE
2 __. ! I _.P-1.._._
7"
3S, ItOLL PIN (TO_f_ 0.04_- TO O,056-1[NClq
3816
DIIAWbl ,YI ,,/_ ,4_.,,.,._-_ ENEMNEERING IIEVISION TOs REVISION
_w_ 10414092 _ o_
/-
l
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-2 and -3
THIS PAGE
26 Oct 196:
A_ NTROL NO.
_-Mo-u,,,4o-749-A
i _ ._ • !!r
L • ]. r. Z T k
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
DATA _W_ET
Switch, Low Pressure OK
I Industries
. vmmor: Sou!hwestern
_t_.z S 1 Stage
&
2,000 _cy.
Fau,r, Rat,: 3,9L2 _ I°'6/cY"
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 17
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al%itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Leakage Rate.
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method':
Vibration:
Bn e_:lo,):255.6
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
G_ound _:
No Data Available
767
Decembc _ 1965 II. 17. i
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
1
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II .17 .I
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Additional information concernln_ the 2CM30159 comnnnent:
J , -. .- ..... ., ,
The low-pressure switches shut down the stabillze_ platform
and Close a solenoid va_ve in the regulator assembly if the _N 2
pressure drops below approximately 1200 psig during standby
operation.
I.
•
3.
4.
5.
e
e
Vendor - Southwestern Industries, _c., Part No.
PS3800-D1375
Location - Instrument unit high-pressure sphere assembly
Serlvce - Air or aN 2
Temperature.- Operati_:
Pressure _,_-.,_
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
-65 to 165°_
Operat:in_: 3100 psig
Proof: 4650 psig
Burst _ 7750 psig
Switch deactuating: IS75 +33 pslg
Switch actuatingz 70 psig increase above deactuating
pressure
Lubrication - Lubricate seals and sliding surfaces with
D0-55 grease (Dow Coming)
Electrlcal Char_cterlstlcs -
am
be
Insulation resls_ance: 50 megohms mlnimumbetween
terminal and switch case
Circuit resistance: 0.5 ohm maximum between connector
pins A and B and B and C when circuit is fully open.
Three failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) I1.17 .i
Pa_e !l o_ L_
N.O,
WIRINGOI_IIAM
ELECTRICALONNECTOR
SWITCHASSY
SWITCH ©
INLETPORT
SECTIONA-A
LOW-PRESSURE SWITCH, 20M30159- SECTIONAL VIEW
I1.17.1
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L , ,
Nomenclature
SUMMARY SHEET
, n ,nn | r
Switch, Control Pressure, (Fuel)
n,n , n , n n I n" r'l
i04!_338, Vendor: Frebank Co.Drawing Numbers:
20M30184
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 2,433 x iO-6_cy. _
Total Number of Components
this Data. r :_, •Rep 'es_u_ts. 22
i
Total Number of _
Failur@s Reported: 2
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 411
Total Cycles of Operation:
822
Vehicle Equipment :
Ground Equipment:
X
II. 17.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
0CCURR_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-9 Vehicles (bess flight
data)
II.17.2
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Nomenclature: Switch,
DATA SHEET
Control Pressure
Dr_inEN_e_:
Saturn I Vehicle
lO414338 Vendor:
(Fuel)
Frebank Co.
_n, S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
7,491 x lO_y.Failure Rate;
.Number of Components
this Data Represents: 13
Number of
Failures Reported:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleratlon:
AltAtude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hi6h Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient R_ Te_ratz_res
The raal ShocM:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
,ecembc _' 1965 " -
,cw (m c_le,): 133.5
•ot_ c_cle,of Operatic. 267
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equtpment:
No Data Available
II..17.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
2
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: BA-2 through SA-_ Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
11.17.2
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TrtLE
I_IUFACTURING
SATURN COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY FROCEDt_E
10414338 FUEL CONTAINER PRESSUBZ
SWITCH
I. DESCRIPTION.
MSrG - Form 1151 (_Une 1981)
m
N
5 April i962
N
EP- 140
1 o, 4
The fuel container pressure switch 10414338 is an electrically operated pre-
set pressure switch designed to indicate the presence of a predetermined head
pressure in the fuel containers. The pressure switch is used to activate
fuel container pressurization valves 10414308 for proper pressurization of
the fuel containers. The pressure switch is a component of the fuel container
pressurization system. The pressure switch is located in the forward skirt
of fuel container F1 as shown in the installation view. The various func-
tional characteristics of the pressure switch are as follows:
i.i Operating Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the pres-
sure switch are as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, RP-1 vapor, or gaseous nitrogen.
b. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F. with a maximum + 0.3
p.s.i.g, actuation deviation.
c. Pressure setting range: I0 to i00 p.s.l.g.
d. Maximum operating pressure: 40 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure
e. Proof pressure: 150 p.s.i.g, maximum for 5 minutes.
f. Burst pressure (without bursting): 450 p.s.i.g, minimum.
(CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance testing.)
g. Vacuum withstanding capabillty: Vacuum atmosphere equivalent t_
80,000 feet altitude without failure or impairment of performance.
h. Venting rate: 0.5 p.s_i.g, per second (atmospheric pressure portion
of the switch)
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance require-
ments of the pressure switch are as follows :
a. Operating voltage: 18 to 30 v.d.c.
b. Electrical switch: Slngle pole, double throw, 3 a. resistive load
at 28 v.d.c. *
CAUTION : The maximum resistive load applied
to the pressure switch during fabrication or
testing must not be greater than 0.5 a.
c. Contact resistance: 0.5 ohm maximum between pins "A" and "B"
(circuit closed) and pins "B" and "C' (circuit closed).
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohm minimum between each connector pin
and the switch body.
e. Contact performance: Must not resonate or chatter when subjected
to 1,500 c.p.s, vlbraclon at 20 g's parallel to the switch
operational axis.
f. Actuation pressure :
i Nonvibration conditions - Second and succeeding cycles - 17 +
0.3 p.s.i.g, on increasing pressure and 80 ° +20 ° F.; first
cycle - +0.2 p.s.i.g, of second and succeedlng cycles.
--2 Vibration conditions - 17 _+0.5 p.s.l.g, on increasing
pressure _nd 80° +20 ° F.
g. Deactuation pressure:
! Nonvibration conditions : On decreasing pressure a minimum of
0.5 p.s.l.g, and a maxlmm, of 2.0 p.s.l.g, differentlal
J (Continued'on page 4) 1|04|4|_.1"_,
IX. 17.2
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I PROCEDURE2 oe 4 EP- 140
."DRAWN BY:
PLANNER:
' WRITER:
APPROVED IIY:
"r-r. ]-7 .e
Page
.." _ _ FIN I
// _. ]
: 1 \
' /55.........\
,/
[ /';/"
//[/
: :/
" L,"
i]
i ,
>-< ',' <_2.<.::_!'!:':"
FIN II / _ _ \_ _ .-.%'/* //
_ ...... "°*" I
i
FIN III
INSTALLATION VIEW " LOCKING AFT
CLEAN AFD CONDITION ALL METALLIC A_
NONMETALLIC SURFACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWINO 10509305.
Q IDE_,I']FY BY ID_RRINC, IN ACCORDANCE
WJ TH HI L-STD- }30.
Q SLEd' IRE CURE DATE OF OLDEST
PREFOF@IED RUBBER PACKING SEAL
]E ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
I_U4INC IO509311.
(_ (IN AI,PROVED EQUIVALENT.
CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT CONTAldlNATION
DURING ASSEMBLY.
_) R]VIiT lIE,HE 1.2, 1.3, t_ND 1.4 TOCETHER
AS SHOWN,
/
1
/
/
I
\
(_ TORQUE 6 TO 8 INCH-POUNDS.
L_:KIVI_ I8 ACCORDANCE _llTH HSJ3540.
G TORQUE 900 TO 1,200 INCH-POUNDS.
(_) SOLDER TO BODY (19.2) IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SPECIFICATION HIL-S-6872 USING
_-S-571C/BN60,
(_ TORQtlE 40 TO 60 INCH-POUNDS.
_) SEAl. IN'[O DIAPNI_GM ABREMELY (B) IN
ACCORDANCE WITE SPECIFICATION IIIL-S-6872
DBINO _-S-571C/6N60,
_) SOLDBR TO PLATE (8.1) IN ACCORDANCE WITH
SPECIFICATION NIL-S-6872 USING
QQ-S-571U/SN60.
(_) TORQUE 6O I'O 85 INCH-POUNDS.
_) KEL-P INSERT INSTALLED BY LONG-NOL CORP.
(_ SOI_)ER TifF. ELECTRICAL WIRES 4402-1-14
(RED), 4_02-2-14 (YELLOW), AND 4402-3-14
(GREEN) 3O Tff£ SUBHINIATU_ SWITCH IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE WIRING DIAGRAM.
TORQUE 6O0 I'O 900 INCH°FOUNDS.
(_ A C_tRINATION OF APPROXIt_TELY FOUR SPRINGS
(TWO 3910-i & TWO 3910-4) GIVES THE KEQuIRED
INCREASING SNAP LOAD OF 76 + I POUNDS AND
DECREASING SNAP LO&D OF 26 _ 1 UOUNDS.
DRAWING
RP_EA.SE
,2. L£___.
6 of 15
I-- L1
GEMERAL LOCA'rION
\\ _ LEGEND_
_ PIN IV
I }/1. 10414338 FUEL CONTAINER PRESSURE SHITCH
("A" REV. & EO-2) (FNEBANK CO. z_188-1)
@@©®®
4281-I SHIELD ASSEMBLY
/_ / I.l AH470A3*4 RIVET (4 PEACES) (_
,_ I 1.2 4284 SHIELD
// / 1.3 4282 SPACER (2 PLACES)
,_' I 1.4 4283 COVER
// / • 2. ANSOOAD2-3 SCREW (4 PLACES) (_)
,_' / 3 MS20995C20 L(_KWI RE _)
,,:' / 4. 4274 SEALING RING (_) (_)
_" ,/ 5. 4272 SPACER (4 PLACES)
_},/ 6. 4271 LOCATING KING
y_ 7. ANS6_DSH2 SCREW (_
' 8, 4286 DIAPHRAGM PLATE ASSEMBLY
8, i 4288-4 DIAPHRAGM PLAI_
8.2 4287-2 L. P, DIAPHRAGM
S. 4273 CENTERING RING
lO. 3885-3 INSULATION SLEEVE (3 PLACES)
U, 4289-i ELECTRICAL ASSE_ LY
11. [ 4290-2 SWITCH BRACKET
11.2 2869 LOCK PLUG (EXTRUDED NYLON MAI_RIAI. _[_y BE
PUP4_HASED PROM E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURB
CO., WILMINGTON, DEL.) {_
31.3 4258-4 SUBMINIATUR_ SWITCH CMADE FROM HAYDON
SWITCH CORP. SWITCH NO. 53820-2) (_
11.4 4239 MACHINE SCREW (WITH KEL-F INSERT)
(MADE FROM LONE-LOK CORP. LL.500A2-7)
(2PLACES/®(D @
ii.5 MS20995C20 LOCKWIRE _)
12. 4202-( )-( ) ELECTRICAL WIRE (HIGH TEMPERATURE)
(3 PLACES) ®
13. 4267-5 ADJUSTMENT RING _)
14. 2869 LOCK PLUG (2 PLACES) (EXTRUDED NYLON
MATERIAL MAY BE PURCRASED FROM
(E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOERS & CO.
WIU41NGTON, DEL.) ®
15. 4674 BELIEVILLE SPACER RING (INNER) (4 PLACES)
16. 4675 SELLEVILLE SPACER RING (OUTER) (3 PIAEES)
17, 4544 BELLEVILLE SPRING ASSEMBLY
1_.1 3910 BELLEVILLE SPRING (4 PLACES) (_)
18. 4674 BELLEVILLE SPACER RING (INNER) _®
19. 4295-1 BODY ASSEMELY
19.1 4256 CAPILLARY TUBE ®
19.2 42B8 MACHINED BODY
19.3 4300-1 SHAFT DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY
19.3.1 4301-4 ACTUATION SHAFT
19.3.2 4287-I L.P. DIAPHRAGM
19.4 4297-3 COMPENSATION RING
19.3 4296 END FITTING .._ #
20. 4265-3 STOP SCREW [_
21. 2021 LOCK PLUG (EXTRUDED NYLON MATERIAL MAY BE
PURCHASED FROH E, I, DUPONT DE NEHOURS
& CO., WII241NGTON, DEL.) (_
22. 4280 SPRING
2_. 4294"4 NA[_ PLATE
24. 4537-8-3P SOLDER MOUNT RECEPTACLE (BENDIX
AVIATION CORP. " PYGHY TYPE)
NOTES (CON.
® pART OF FOUR INNER RINGS REQUIRED IN CALLOUT
15. READING FROM RIGHT TO LEFT, CALLODTS 18,
17.|, 16, AND 13 ARE SHOWN IN EEQUENCB OF
INSTALLATION AS INNER RIND, SPRING, OU3_:R
RING, INNER RING, AN_ SO ON UNTIL REQUIitED
NI]MEER OF EACH IS INSTALLED.
(_ SOLDER TO BODY (19.2) AND FREE END IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION MIL-S-IIS72
USING O_-S-751CISN60.
® SOLDER TO END FITTING (19,5) IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION MIL-S-6872 USING
QQ-S-751C/SNSO.
® TORQUE 960 TO I.O80 INCII-POUNDS.
_) SOLDER END PITTING (19,5) TO BODY (19.2) THROUGH
HOLES IN 19,2 IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICA'IION
MIL-S-6812 uSING QQ'S'571C/SN60.
REVISION TO:
10414338
_O'S
-2
I ART CObffROt NO.
M-ME-EPI40-748
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
7-: • _: '
\
\
\
\
\
\
\,
/
#
i
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DI_/ISION
EP-140
NASA
.
pressure from the pressure noted in par. 1.2, step f._.
2 Vibration conditions: On decreasing pressure a minimum of
0.3 p.s.i.g, and a maximum of 3.5 p.s.i.g, differential
pressure from the pressure noted in par. 1.2, step f._.
h. The wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstandin_ Capability. The pressure switch is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of
the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three
major axes :
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
100 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the pressure switch are outlined in Performance Specification
10419936 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications.
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-S-6872
3.2 Standards.
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33540
MS33586
3.3 DrawinKs.
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10419936
10415300
10415302
10415305
10415311
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev. ,and EO-2
"A" Rev. and EO-2
"A" Rev. and EO-2
"A" Rev. and EO-2
Before fnstallln_ modify to latest configuration
10414338 I
II.17.2
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REVISION DATE
_i_i_
!
Nomenclature: Switch,
Drawing N_rs =
Saturn I Vehicle
................ - ..... j
DA_AW
................. L,....... L....
Control Pressure (Fuel)
. _ _ti_.= S I Stage ___
Estimated Design Life|+
x lo'_/c_. -F._I,=e ,ate= e,a96
Number of Components
this DAta Represents: 9
Total Cycles of Ope_tic_l:
Vehicle F_u_t: X
Qround Equi_aent:
_= No, nata Avai'iable
Number of
Failures Reported: O
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TE_J_ PERPO$
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interfe_
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
A1bient RooaTemperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Rando= Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
555
Decembo- 1965 II.17.2
Page 9 of z5
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
11.17.2
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'_ SATURN C-i COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
20M30184 FUEL CONTAINER PRESSURE SWITCH
27 September 1962
m
MP1-2000
1 _ 4
l. DESCRIPTION.
The fuel container pressure switch 20M30184 is a pneumatically operated
pressure switch that indicates electrlcally at a predetermined pressure.
The pressure swltchls a component of the fuel tank pressurization system.
After inltlal fuel tank pressurization, a constant pressure Is malntalned
in the fuel container by electrical signals from the pressure switch to
one, two, or three fuel container pressurizing control valves 20M30171.
The number of pressurizing control valves cut in or out of the pressure
switch electrlcal circuit at a given time during flight is controlled by
programed tape to compensate for vehicle acceleration and pressure decay
in the high pressure spheres. The pressure switch is located in the for-
ward skirt of container F3 as shown in the installation view. The various
functlonal characteristics of the pressure switch are as follows:
1.1 Operating Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the
pressure switch are as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, RP-1 vuel vapor conforming to MIL-R-25576,
or gaseous nitrogen.
h. Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +1650 F.
c. Indicating pressure setting: Factory adjustable.
d. Operating pressure: 40 p.s.i.g, mlnlmum internal pneumatic
pressure,
e. Proof pressure: 150 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic pressure.
f. Burst pressure (without bursting): 450 p.s_i.g, minimum internal
pneumatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing.)
g. Venting requirement: The atmospheric portion must be adequately
vented to prevent changing external pressures from affect lng
operation.
h. Vacuum wlthstandlng capabillty: 0 to +0.5 p.s.l.a.
i. Room temperature nonvtbration actuation pressure (increasing)
settin8_ 17 + 0.3 p.s.i.g, on the second and succeeding cycles
of operation_t room temperature (77" ± 18" F.) (possess
continuity between connector pins "B" and "C"). The actual
pressure of the first actuatlonmust be wlth£n_+0,2 p.s.i, of
the pressure obtained on the second or succeeding cycles of
operation_
J. Room temperature nonvibration deactuation pressure (decreasing)
setting: 0.5 minimmn to 2 p.s.i.d, maximum of the actual
actuation pressure (possess continuity between connector pins
"A" and "B").
k. High and low temperature nonvibration actuation pressure setting:
Within +0.3 p.s.i, of the actual actuation pressure obtained in
step i.-'on the second and succeeding cycles of operation at
high or low temperatures (-65" to +59" F. or +95 ° to +165 ° F.).
The actual pressure of the first actuation must be within+0.2
p.s.i, of the second and succeeding cycles of operation.
_" (Continued on |4
_.= - r_ ,lsl ,_ l,_. II. 17.2
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INSTN.LATION VIEW - lOOKING ArT
NOTES
_) CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL HETALLIC AND
NOWHETALLIC SURFACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH HSFC.SPEC- 164.
MARKING IN ACCORDANCEIDEMTI_ BY
WITH MIL-STO- liD.
(_ STAMP THE CURE DATE OF OLDEST
PREFORMED RUBBER PACKING SEAl.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICA-
TION DRARING 10509311.
OR APPROVED E_UIVALENT.
CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT
CONTAMINATION DURING ASSEMBLY.
(_ RIVET ITEMS 1.2, AND 1.4
TOGETHER AS SHOWN.
(_ TOR(?_'_ _ Tn _ _SCH-POVNDS.
(_ LOCKWIRE IN ACCORDANCE NITH MS33540.
(_ gO() TO INCH- FI[_WDS.TOK_UE 1,200
(_ SOLDER TO EDDY (|g.2) IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MSFC-PROC*IS8 USING SOLDER
CONI_)NeiNG TO _.S.571C/SMbO,
(_ TORQUE TO GO4O INON*FOONDS •
SEAL INTO DIAPHRAGH ASSEMBLY (S) IN
ACCORDANCE MITH MSFC-PROC-158 USIHG
SOLDER CONFORMING TO QQ-S.SIIC/SNGO,
_) SOLDER TO PLATE (D.l) IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MSFC-PROC.IS8 USING SOLDER
CONFO_AING TO QQ-S.S7|C/SNGO.
(_ ToRqdE GO TO NS INCH.EOLtNDS.
(_ K[L-F INSERT INSTALLED BY LONO-KOL CORE.
(_ _OLDER THE ELECTRICAL MIRES 4602-1.14
(RED), 6402-2-14 (YELLDV), AND 6402.
3-I& (GRERN) TO THE SUIi4IN|ATUR[
SWITCH IN ACCORJDANCE WITH THE WIRING
DIACRAN.
r
20M30184
l. 4281-1
l, l ANA7OA1-4
1.2 4284
1.3 4282
1.4 4283
2. AM$0OAD2 -S
3* NS20995C20
'4. 4274
5. 4272
6. 4271
7. AN56SOEN2
8. 4286
8.1 6288-4
8.2 4287.2
g. 4273
"_MOT|S (CON 'T )_ IO. 3885-3
11. 428R- 1
600 TO gO() INCH-POUNDS.TOROU[ 11.| _2_O-2
11.2 2869
A COM_INATION Or AppRoxIMATELY FOUR
SPRINGS (EMO 3910-2 & T_O 3910-4)
GIVES THE mEQ_ZRI_ INCRDANn_ EM_
LOAD OF 76 + 1 P0UMDN AND DRCHASING ll.I 6258-4
LOAD OF 26 + 1 POUNDS.
.
ll.4 4259
Q PAST OF _OUR INNER RINGS UQUIRED IN
CALLDUT 15, READING PRDM RIGHT TO
LE_T_ CALLOffTS 18, 17.1, ID, AND 15 11.5 MS2Ogg_c20
ARE SW IN NEqUIb_CN OF INSTALLATION 12. 4202°( )-( )
AS INNER RING. SPRING, OUTER RING,
INNER RINGo _ SO ON UNTIL I_Q_Im 13. 4267-5
MON_R OF ff_ACH IS INSTALLED. 14. 2869
SOLDER TO RDOY (19.2) EMEE mD IN
ACCORDNACE WITH MSPU-P_-I58 USING
SOLDER CONFORMING TO Qq.S.S71C/SD60. 15. 4674
PITTING (19.$) IN ACCORD. 16. 4675SOLDER TO END
ANCE WITH HS_C-PRDC-I$8 USING SOLDER
COMPOEMING TO Qq-S-SPIC/$M_O. 17. 4544
17.1 3910
gGo TO ll_N- M_S. 18. 4674TOrqUE 1,080
19. 6295-1
SOLDER END PITTING (Ig.$) _9.1TO _OOY 4256
(19.2) TORDUG_ MOLES IN 19.2 IN 19.2 4298
ACCORDANCE WITH MSPC-PRDC-IM 19.3 4300-1
USEMC SO_DER CONPUmiNG TO QO-S- 19.3.1 4301-4
$71C/EMbO. 19.3.2 _87-t
19.6 • _297-3
19.5 _g6
20. 6265-3
21. 2021
r4
r3
GENERAL LOCATION
22 • 4280
23. 429_.4
24. 4537-8-3P
LEGEND
CONTAINERCO* 4188-1)
SHIELD ASSEMDLY
(4 PLACES) _)RIVET ¸
SHIELD
SPACER (2 PLACES)
COVER
LDCI_IRD
s_iNoRIN_® ®
SPACRIt (4 PLACES)
lOCATING DIN
DIAPH [ k_5 S EMJ_Y
D IAPHR3_M PLATE
L. P. DIAEMLAGM CN)
CL_411_D ING RING
INS_TION SLEEVE (3 PLACES)
ELECTRICAL AS SENIM.Y
SMITOH ttRACKET
LOCK PLUG (EXTRUDED NYLON _'_NIAL
HAY Ill PURCHASED rl_4 R. I. DUPONT
DE NEHOOUJ_ k CO., MILHINCI'ON,
DEL. ) Pu(_
NUMIDIA SMITON (MADE NDOH HAYDO_,_
SWITCH CORP. SWITCH NO. $3820-2)
KACRDIE SCREW (WlTN KEL-P INSERT)
LOCKMIRE
RLRCTNICAL_RE (HIGH TI_PER_TORE)
(MZL-M-_O86) (3,_ACES) _)
ADJUS_141_ RING LS_
LOCK PLUG (2 PLACE_V_ .(EXTRUDED NYLON
MATERIAL I_Y I_ PURCHASED PP_ S. I.
DUPO_ DE NEHOURS & CO., MIU4INGTOH,
DKL • ) C_
DRLLEVILLE _PACER RING (_NWER)
(4 PLACES)
bELL.EVILLE SPACER RING (OUTER)
{3 PLACES)
BELLEVILLE SPRING ASSEMBLY
BELLEVILLE SPRING (4 PLACES) T_
BELLEVII_E SPACER RING (l_elE_) (_
/_DY ASSEMBLY
CAPILLARY TUBE ®
_¢N1NED HODY
SRArT DIA_IMAGM ASSEHRLY
ACTUATION SRAr_
L. P. DIAEMILAC_'I
_,E.S,TION_G...®
EMDEmiNC.L_ L_
STOP SCREW
LOCK PLUG (EXITRUDED NYLON MATERIAL
MAT BE PURCRASED pRgl4 E. I. DUI_NT
DE NEMOU_LS & CO., WII,HINGTON,
DEL. ) (9
SPRING
NAMEPLATE
SOLDER MOUNT _ECEPTACLE (DEHDIX
AVIATION CORP. - _YONY TYPE) (_
WRI,ER: _ _@._: Z....._
A.ROVED'* "
TT .it .2
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I. High and low temperature nonvibration deactuation pressure setting:
0.5 to 2.0 p.s.i.d, of the actual actuation pressure.
m. Vibration actuation pressure: Within +0 and -0.5 p.s.i, of the
actual nonvlbration actuation setting.
n. Vibration deactuation pressure: Within +0.5 and -0 p.s.i, of the
actual nonvlbration deactuatlon setting.
o. Vibration conditions differential pressure between actuating and
deactuatlon pressures: 0.3 p.s.i, minimum.
p. Vibration switch contact chatter: No chatter allowed when vibrated
and pressurized to 0.75 p.s.i, below the actual nonvlbration
actuation setting.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the pressure switch are as follows:
a. Operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Subminiature switch: Single pole, double throw, with a 3 a.
resistive load rating of 28 v.d.c.
CAUTION: The maximum resistive load applied to
the switch assembly during fabrication or testing
must not be greater than 0.5 a.
c. Circuit resistance: 0.5 ohm maxlmum between pins "A" and "B"
(circuit closed) and pins "B" and "C" (circuit closed).
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohm minimum with 500 v.d.c.
applied between each connector pin and the switch body or
between connector pins when the switch circuits are fully
open.
e. The wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstandin B Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
withstand without actuation, damage or impairment of performance,
six shocks (three in each direction) of one of the following dura-
tions and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three major axes
while increasing pressurlsa=lon from zero to 0.75 p.s.i, below =he
actual actuation pressure of the switch:
lO-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under t_e following conditions while increasing pressuriza-
tion from zero to 0.75 p.s.i, below the actual actuation pressure:
II .-17.2
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1.4 (con.)
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g ls,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at O.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
100 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10 gls.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation
for delivery of the pressure switch are outlined in Performance Specifica-
tion 101_)1145 and Packasin B and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-W-5086
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
• MIL-STD-643
: MS33540
MS33586
3.3 DZaWtngs:
OTdnance Corps - I041_
xo_
I05_
10509311
MSFC - IOM01145
SA-5
$A-6
SA-I'
_-G
SA.G
SA-IO
SPARES BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
20M30184 mlMlg
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Switch, Control Pressure (LOX)
Drawing Numbers: I041_3AM3,
20M30185 -
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Frebank Co.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: I_,9_8 x 10-6/m-y.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: _9
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 19
k
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 66.9
Total Cycles of Operation:
1,272
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
r
I1.17.3
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
I?
FA I LURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturai_ion
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURR_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
II.17.3
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Nomenclature:
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Switch, Control Pressure (LOX)
|
104143_0 I vendor: Frebank Co.
iLo=t_n: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
Fail_ _te: 25,773 x ,0_/c,.
Number of C_ponents
this Data Represents: 15
Number of
Failures Reported: 12
(m c_le,): 38.8
Total Cycles of 0pe_ati_: 466*
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equt_ent:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altltude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
mock- six shocks, 6 ms 35
_ T._e_ture: 165"F
LOW Temperature: .65°F
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate: None allowed
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration: 110-2.000 cps at 20 6
_eembc- i_65
Minimum operating time; serial no.
had no da%a on runninE cycle logs.
117
,, ,,
II. 17.3
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
ll
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs,. Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-_ Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPOENTQUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DAE AND SOURCE: Report No. IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962, MSFC
II.17.3
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Additional information conce .rnin_,,the component:
Twelve failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.17.3
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kSaturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desl_ LLTe: 2 _000 Cy.
_il_ _te, 8,688 _o'6/c,.
Number of Components
&
this Data Represe_ts: _
Number of
Failures Reported:
Acceleration:
Altltuc_:
Radio Interfereuce:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature;
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Lea_ Rate-
HumidStys
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
DecembC- 1965
_i S-i Stage
.c_ (i.c_lee): 115 •1
Total Cycles of 0peratl@_:
Vehicle Equilmmnt: X
Ground Equipment:
'cSame as on page
8o6
II. 17.3
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
1
6
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.3
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Additional information concernln5 the .20M30185 comPonent:
Seven failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.17.3
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ESATUIH C-1 C(_EHTS ASSEI_LY PROCEDU_
20H30185 IX)X PRESSURIZING AND RELIEF SWITCH
I
MPI-2000
1 4
The L0X pressurlsin8 and relief switch 20M30185 is a pneumatically operated
pressure switch that indicates electrlcally at s predetermined pressure.
The switch is a component of both the preflight and in-fllght LOX tank pres-
surlsatlon system. If the pressure in the LOX container exceeds approxl-
mately 60 p.s.l.a, a si_mtl from the switch to the 20_30172 valve and orifice
assembly will open the 20M30460 (formerly 20M30121) LOX relief valve He. 2
and reduce the pressure in the container. The switch is located on the
10KL0214 LOX pressure switch assembly in the forward skirt of container LC
as shown in the installatlon view. The various functiormI characteristics
of the switch are as follows:
l.I Operating Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the swlteh
are as follows:
a. Indicatln8 pressure setting range: Factory adjustable within 10 .to
100 p.s.i.a.
b. Operating media: Caseous oxygen, gaseous nitrogen, or air.
c. Operating temperature range: -65" to +165 ° F.
d. Operating pressure: I00 p.s.l.a, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
e. Proof pressure: 200 p.s.l.a, minimum internal pneumatic pressure,
f. Burst pressure (without failure): 500 p.s.i.a, minimum intenml
pneumatic pressure. (CAITfION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing.)
S. Vacuum withstandin8 capability: 0 to _0.5 p.s.i.a.
h, Room temperature nonvibration actuation pressure (increasing)
setting: 59.5 + 0.5 p.s.i.a, on the second and succeeding
cycles of operaS--ion at room temperature (77 ° +18 ° F.) (possess
continuiZy between electrical connector pine WB" and "Cn).
The actual pressure of the first actuation must be within __0.6
p.s.i, of the actual pressure obtained on the second and
succeedi_ cycles of operation.
i. Room temperature deactuation pressure (decreasing) settings hO
minimua to 3.5 p.s.i.d. _ of the actual actuation pres-
sure (possols continuity betwe_ electrical connector pins #A w
and eBW).
J. High and low re.stature nonvibration actuation pressure _tttn81
Within +1.5 p.s.£, of the actual actuation pressure obtained in
step h.--on the second and succeedi_ cycles of operation st
high or low taq_ratures (-65 ° to +59 ° F. or +95 ° to +165 ° F.).
The actual pressure of the first actuation must be within -+0.6
p.s.i, of the pressure obtained on the second and succemd_
cycles of. operation except as follows_ Uhen the switch is
tested at -65 ° F. after a direct temperature change from 77" +18"
F. the actual pressure of the first acttmtion umst be within 1.4
p.s.i, of the actual pressure obtained on the second and succeed-
lng cycles of operation.
II. 17.3
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MANUFACTURING
I PROCEDURE
- MP I - _000
ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
MANUFACTURING PLAN
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PN III
INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING AFT
L2
P1
LI
GENEI_tL LOCATION
®
®
_WOTES (UON.)UF
TORQUE 960 TO 1,080 INCH-POU%_S.
SOLDER TO DODY (11.2) THROUGH HOLH IN
11.2 IN ACCOI_N_CE WITH NSPC=P_-I$8
UHING SOLDER CONPOl_4ING TO _-S-$71C/SN60,
DRAWN BY :
TT .17.3
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_IRNOTKS ;_L"
(_ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL MET_LIC AND
NOI_TALLIC SURFACES IN ACCORDANCE
wITH HSFC-SPEC-164.
(_ IDENTIFY BY 14A_INC IN _CCOEDANCE WITH
NIL*STDoI30.
Q ST_P T_4E CURD DATE OF OLDEST PR_POKD
RUBBER PACKING SE_L IN ACCORDANCE
wITH NS_C-STD- 105.
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
CARD _ST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT CON-
T_MINRTION DURING ASSEHBLY.
(_ TORQUE 60 TO 85 INCH-POUNDS.
(_ SOLDER TO BODY (11.2) IN ACCORDANCE
WITH NEPC-PROC-158 USING SOLDER
CONPOI_ING TO QQ-S-$71C/SN60.
(_ KBL-F INSERT INSTALLED LONG-LOK CORP.BY
(_ LOCI(WIRE IN _CCOKD_CE WITH NS335_O.
(_ THE HIRES 4402-1-14SOLDER EL£CTRIC/_L
(RED), 4402-2-14 (YELLOW),
4402-3-14 (GREEN) TO THE SUBNINIATURD
SWITCH IN ACCO_ANCE WITH _E WIRING
DIAGR._.
(_ 600 TO 900 INCH-POUNDS.TORQUE
OF APPROXDIATELY SEVENA CONE INATION
SPRINGS (3910-2) GIVES THE REQUIRED
INCREASING SNAP LOAD OF 132 + 6
PODNDS AND DECREASING SNAP LOAD OF
60 _+ 2 POUNDS.
(_) OF THE SEVEN INNER RINGSPAKT EI_QUIRDD
IN CALLOUT 7, RDADING PEON RIGHT TO
LEFT, CALLOUTS 10, 9.1, 8, ADD 7 ARD
SHO_N IN SEQUENCE OF INSTALLATION, AS
INNER RING, SPRING, OUTER RING, _ER
RING, AND SO ON UNTIL REQUIRDD NUMBER
OF EACH IS INSTALLED.
_) TO BODY (11.2) AND FREE END INSOLDER
ACCORDANCE WITH MSFC-FROC-I_8 USING
SOLDER CONFORHINC TO QQ.S-_71C/SNSO.
(_ SOLDER TO END FITTING (11.$) IN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH NSFC-PROC-I_S USING SOLDER
CONFORNINC TO QQ-S-_IIC/SNSO.
O_ _-w'_ ENGINEERING
DRAWING
RELEASE
201430185
1. 4303
2. 388_-3
3. 6289-1
3.1 6290-2
3.2 2869
3.3 4258-_
3.4 4259
3.S MS20995C20
_. _o2-( )-( )
5. _67-ll
6. 2869
7. 4674
8. 467_
9. 4809
9.1 3910-2
10. 6674
11. 4295*2
II.I 4256
11.2 6298
11.3 4300-3
11.3.1 6291-1
11.3.2 4287-1
II.6 h297-3
11.5 6296
12. 4265.3
13. 2021
14. 4280
IS. 4494-2
lb. 4537-8-3P
_LEORMDL_ m_
LOX PNESSURIZING AND RDL_P _ITC_L (K0-2)
E_ c0" 4184"1)(_ _ (_ ('_
_SUL_TI_ S_'kEVE (3 PLACES)
ELECTKICA_ ASSEmBlY
SWITCH BE_C_T
LOCK PLI/G ([XTROUED NYLON MATERIAL
NAY BE POiCI_4SED FR0_ [. I. DUI_ST
DE N_qOUUJ_S & CO*, WI.LN DIG'/ON
DEL • ) (_
SURN IN ZATURE SWITCH
_CNINE SCRDW(WFTN_ZL-P INSERT)
(2 _URSA (_) _ {_
_IRD
ELECTRIC_RD (NION TI_EI_ATUE)
(_n -w-5o88) (3.1L_cRD)
ADJ_SINENT RING
LOCK PLUG (2 PLACe(EXTRUDED NY1X)N
N._TERIAL NAY BE PURCI_SED PEON E. I.
DUPONT D_NI_4OURS & CO., WILMINGION,
OEL.) L_}
RDLLEVILL[ SPACER RING (13_qER)
(I I_ES)
BEl_EVIl_E, SPACER RING (oLrrER)
(6 PLACES)
BEI_EVILLE STACK ASSENBLY
RDLLEVILLE SPRING (7 PLACES)
RDLLEVILLE SPACER RING (INNER) _)
DODY AS SKHBLY
CAPILLARy TUBE ®
N_UN INED I_D¥
SKAFT DI_J_UBAON ASSID_LY
ACTUATIUN SHAFT
L* P. DIAPNRAON
CONPENSATION G
STOP SCREW
LOCK PLLG (EX_'FREDED NYLOR MATERIAL
NAY RD _qtCHASED FROH E. I. DUPONT
DE N_t_U S
& CO., WILmINGTON,
DEL.)
SPRING
NANEPLATE
SOLDER NOLO'TED RDCEPTACLE (EEKDIX
CORP. - PY_" l_'PE) ®AVIATION
REVISION TO; 20M30185'
EO'8
-2
ART CONTROL NO. M-ME-E-904
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE

ik. High and low temperature nonvibration deactuating pressure setting:
1.0 to 3.5 p.s.i.d, of the actual actuation pressure.
1. Vibration actuation pressure: Within +0 and -1.0 p.s.i, of the
actual nonvibration actuation setting.
m. Vibration deactuation pressure: Within +1.0 and -0 p.s.i, of the
actual nonvibration deactuation setting.
n. Vibration conditions differential pressure between actuating and
deactuating pressures: 0.3 p.s.i, minimum.
o. Vibration switch contact chatter: No chatter allowed when vibrated
and pressurized to 2 p.s.i, below the actual nonvibration
actuation setting.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the switch are as follows:
a. Operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Subminiature switch: Single pole, double throw, with a 3 a.
resistive load rating of 28 v.d.co
CAUTION: Maximum resistive load applied to
the switch during fabrication or testing must
not be greater than 0.5 a.
c. Circuit resistance: 0.5 ohm maxlmum between pins "A" and "B"
(circuit closed) and pins "B" and "C" (circuit closed).
d. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms mlnlmumwltb 500 v.d.c.
applied between each connector pin and the switch body or
between connector pins when the switch circuits are fully
open.
e. The wiring diagram is shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The switch is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks (three in
each direction) of one of the following durations and wave forms at
35 gWs in each of the three major axes while increasing pressurization
from zero to 2.0 p.s.i, below the actual actuation pressure of the
switch:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The switch is designed "to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions while increasing pressuriza-
tion from zero to 2.0 p.s.i, below the actual actuation pressure:
II.17.3
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1.4 Vibration WithscandinK Capability. (con.)
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 8Is,
55 to I00 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.e, at I0 8is.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY RE_IRENENTS,
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the sw£tch ere outlined in Performance Specification 10N011_
and Packasin K and Packin S Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Militar7 - MIL-E-$272
MIL-Q-9858
NIL-W-5086
NA..qA - MSFC-SP£C-tGA
MSFC-Pi_0C-158
3.2 Standards:
3.3
NASA
HS33540 _ ___:
MS33586
- _S_C,_-I05
Corps - 10509302
MSFC - I0_114A
_. S EO-2
SA-G Z0-2
SA-? EO-2
SA-8 EO-2
SA-9 EO-2
s,-,o _)-2
SPARES . BE:FORE. INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Switch (Step Pressure, LOX)
Drawing Numbers: 10414068,
20M301_
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Servomechanisms Inc.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 11,628 x lO-6/ey. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 14
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 9
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 86
Total Cycles of Operation:
774
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.17._
Page I of 16
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
_/_3
5
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign .Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
• Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCUR_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pine/Connections
Shorted:
Other: l
operates without
pressure
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-5 Vehicles (less flight data)
II.I7._
Page 2 of 16
DATA SHEET
Nom,mclatu_: Switch 2
Drawtn_ NUmbers: 10414068 - " ISaturn I Vehicle
Step Pressure (LOX)
v_o.: Servomechanisms
_atlo., S-I Stage
E,t_ted D,s_ Lize: 2,000 cy.
FailureRate: 22,523 x 10_Icy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 7
Total Cycles of Operation:
l
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Inc.
311
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Al_itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Sh_k: 6 shocks at 35 _, 6 milliseconds
High Temperature: 165°F
LOW Temperature: _65°F
Ambient Room Tesperature:
Thermal Shomk:
ShoCk Impac_ (Flat Drop) :
Leakage Rate: Not specified
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decemb_- 1965
20-55 cps at 5-_, 55-110 _s at 0.03 in.
D.A.d., 110-2,000 cps at _
II. 17.
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
4
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerat!ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC, IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
February 21, 1962
If.17.
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Additional information concerning the I0_14068 compon, ent:
Six failures reported on Inspection Reports and one failure
on an Unsatisfactory Condition Report.
I
December 1965 (Revision) II.17.4
age 5 of 16
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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April 1962 A l_gP'140
saT c-1 co os rrs PROCEDt , I
10414068 LQX STEP PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY _/ _ >: _'_ 1 _ 4
i
i. DESCRIPTION. ......
The IEX step pressure switch assembly 10414068 is a pressure operated
pressure switchdeslgned to have an output indication at a preset differential
pressure. The pressure switch assembly is used to e_ergize an indicator
sho_ng that the _ihas reached a specific predeter_ned filling level in
the LOX container. The pressure switch assembly is used in the replenishing
sequence of the LOX system. The pressure s_rftch assembly is located in the
aft skirt of container F2 as shown in the installation view. The various
functional characteristics of the pressure switch assembly are as follows :
1.1 Operating Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the pressure
switch assembly are as follows :
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, and gaseous oxygen.
b. Nominal operating temperature : -65 ° to +165 ° F.
c. Proof pressure: Nominal differential - minimum at port "A" is 30
p.s.i, greater than at port "B". Reverse differential - minimum
at port "B" is 20 p.s.i, greater than at port "A".
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 160 p.s.i.g, minimum applied to
both ports simultaneously. (CAUTION: Use 0nly for destructive
acceptance testing.)
e. Line operating pressure: 65 p.s.i.g, applied to both ports
" si_ltaneously.
f. Increasing indication differential pressure: 22.5 p.s.i.g.
indicated.
g. Decreasing indication differential pressures : Within 0.3 p.s.i, of
pressure specified in step f. at supply voltages of 26 to 30
v.d.c. - 0.45 p.s.i, with supply voltages of 22 to 26 v.d.c, or
30 to 32 v.d.c.
h. Switch accuracy: _+0.5 percent of nominal pressure setting at supply
voltages from 26 to 30 v.d.c - _+1.0 percent at supply voltages
from 22 to 26 v.d.c, or 30 to 32 v.d.c.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristics. The pressure switch assembly _s
capable of performing electrically as follows:
a. Indicating element: Solid state switch.
b. Indicating element operating voltage : 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c.
nominal and a maximum of 400 milllvolt ripple.
c. Heater operating voltage: 100 to 120 volt, 60 cycle, single phase
system with 110 v.a.c, nominal.
d. Heater control: Snap action type thermostat.
e. _ Heater power: 80 watt maximum.
f. Insulation resistance : 50 megohms minimum between each electrical
connector pin and the switch body with 500 v.d.c, applied.
g. Switch indication: With inlet differential pressure greater than
the pressure .setting - output is 0 v.d.c. +0.5 v.d.c, or -0 v.d.c.
at 200 +20 ohms resistive load. With inlet differential pressure
less than the pressure setting - voltage drop is 2 v.d.c, maximum
at 200 +-20 ohms resistive load.
(Continued on page 4)
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_NSTALLATION V_EW " LOOKING FORWARD
IDENTIFY BY _ARKING IN ACCORDANCE
_TI_ HYL-STD" 1.30.
Q STA_IP THE CURE DATE OF THE OLDEST
pREFORmED RUBBER SEAL IN ACCORD +
AI_CE WI_H SP£CIFTCATIO_ DREWING
10509311.
(_ CARE MIDST BE TAREN TO PREVE_ CON-
TAHINATION DURING ASSEMBLY.
(_ OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
_) CLEAN AND CONDITtO_ ALL _TALLIC
AND NONMETALLIC SURFACES IN
ACCORDANCE t_ITH SPECIFICATION
DKAWING 10509305,
pEP.FORM REC£IVZNG AND _NS'_ALLATION
INSPEC'_ZON _N ACCOROANC£ WITH
pROCEDU&E 20_q30_97
LD4140_0
_LEGEND_
LOR STEP PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEmbLY
("A" REV.) (SERVOMECHANISMS, INC
m_10s._ i. 2i2<,)® ® ©
®®®
lliViSeOHTO, 10414068 -- 'I)IIAWN IY:
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DATE OF
THIS PAGE
i :
ENGINEERING DIVISION
PAGE
3 _ 6.
NOTES"
!. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 10414068 LOX STEP
PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS
OFTHE PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY ARE
7.00 BY3OOBY 250 INCHES.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 2.80 POUNDS,
4. EXPLODED AN{) CUTAWAY VIEWS ARE NOT SHOWN
TO LACK OF INFORMATION.
IIEVUION_T!
MSI_C - Porto 1151-2 [Juae 1961)
PORT "K'
!
• ---,-,,,_-_m J 10414068
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1.3 Life Cycle. The pressure switch assembly is capable of operating a
minimum of 5,000 cycles without damage or impairment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 constit-
ute destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The pressure switch assembly is designed
to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave
forms at 35 g's in each of the three major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Nonoperatin_ Vibration Withstandin R Capability. The pressure switch
assembly is designed to withstand without operating, without damage
or impairment of performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for
5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under the following
conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
i00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
1.6 OperatinR Vibration Withstanding Capability. The pressure switch assem-
ble is designed to withstand while operating, without damage or impair-
ment of performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes
duration in each of the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 2.0 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the pressure switch assembly are outlined in Performance Specifi-
cation 10419949, MSFC Receiving and Installation Inspection Procedure
20M30397, and Packaging and Packing Specification i0509302.
o REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
Military - MIL-W-5086
MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-O-25508
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10419949
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
Army Ballistic Missile Agency -
ABMA-STD-428
10509300 10509305
10509302 i0509311
EFFECTIVITY
20M30397
VEHICLE REVISIONS "
SA-T "A" Rev. and EO-3
SA-I "A" Rev. and EO-3
SA-2 "A" Rev. and EO-3
5A-3 ""A" Rev. and EO-3
SA-4 "A" Rev. and EO-3
SPARES
Before installlnR modlfy Co latest configuration
;10414068 ! J_v.s.o.0A.E
A.IaFC " Form _151-1 {/unc 1961)
If. 17.4
Page I0 of
iii_il, __ _:,,.... 11_k¸
DATA SHEET
Nome.c_t_: Switch, Step Pressure (LOX)
Drawin6Numbers:20M301_ v_or: Servomechanisms Inc.
Saturn I Vehicle Location, S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Faille _te: 4,319
Number of Components
this DKta Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
x lo'6/cy. MCBF (in cycles): 231.5
Total Cycles of Operation: 463
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
ALtitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock=
High Temperature:
Low Temperature :
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat DYOp):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
(Same as on page 3, II. 17.4)
,ecembo- 1965 II. 17.
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper'Seating
Intermlttent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanical :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked :
Broken/Runtur ed :
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other: l
operates without
pressure
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.4
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• SWITCH ASSEMBLY
" I. DESCRIPTION.
I f.
mN
17 May 1963
-From 1151 _June 1561|
The LOX differential step pressure switch assembly 20M3014A is a component
of the LOX replenishing system. The switch assembly is used in the replen-
ishing sequence of the LOX system for giving an output indication at a
preset differential pressure. A solid state switch is used as the indi-
cating element for the switch assembly. Also the switch incorporates an
integral thermostat and heater. Adjustment of the switch assembly output
indication differential pressure is accomplished by exchanging calibrated
resistors. The switch assembly is located in the aft skirt of container
F3 as shown in the installation view. The various functional character-
istics of the pressure switch assembly are as follows:
1.1 Operating Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the
switch assembly are as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, and gaseous oxygen.
b. Nominal operating temperature: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
c. Proof pressures: Without leakage between ports or external leak-
age. Nominal differential - minimum at port uAu is 30 p.s.i.
greater than at port "B." Reverse differential - minhnum at
port "B" is 20 p.s.i, greater than at port "A."
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 160 p.s.i.g, minimum applied
to to both ports simultaneously. (CAUTION" Use only for destruc-
tive accepUmce testing.)
e. Line operatinK pressure, 65 p.s.i.g, applied to both ports
simultaneously,
Increasing indication differential pressure setting: 26.02 p.s.i.g.
(obtained by exchanging calibrated resistors).
g. Decreasing indication differential pressure setting: Within 0.3
p.s.i, of pressure specified in step f. at supply voltages
of 26 to 30 v.d.c.; 0.45 p.s.i, with supply voltages of 22
to 26 v.d.c, or 30 to 32 v.d.c.
h. Switch accuracy: _).5_ of nominal pressure setting at supply
voltages from 26 to 30 v.d.c.| +_1.04 at supply voltages from
22 to 26 v.d.c, or 30 to 32 v.d.c.
1.2 Electrical Per£ormance Characteristics. The switch assembly is
capable of performing electrically as tollows"
a. Indicating element: Solid state swtich.
b. Indicatin 8 element operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28
v.d.c, nominal and a maximum of 400 millivolt ripple.
c. Heater operating voltage: 100 to 120 volt, 60 cycle, single phase
system with 110 v.a.c, seminal.
d. Heater control" Snap action type thermostat.
e. Heater power: 80 watts nmxhaua,
f. Insulation resistance: 50 megohl minimum between each electrical
connector pin and the switch body with 500 v.d.c, applied.
g. Switch indication: "With inlet differential pressure greater than
the pressure setting - output is 0 v.d.c. +0.5 v.d.c, or -0
v.d.c, at 200 _20 ohms resistive load. With inlet differential
I _Conttnued on Page 4) • 1-20M30144
II. 17.
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_STk.I.I,_TIO_ VIEW - LGOKIN_ FORWAI®
IDENTIFY BY )g_J_N_ _I ACCQi_JEtiCE 20_3016& LOX DI_ERE_TIAI. STEP PRESSURE $1FITCH
MTJ.-SI_-I30* ASSI_4_LY ("A" REV. & £0-1) (SIlWO-
NECHANI_IS, INC., 200 AViATiON BLVD.,
STAMP THE _ DATE OF THE OLDEST EL SEGUNIX_, CALIF., 816101, TYPE TR
,n,o,_ ,_,,E.,,_ _ ,=co..,- m,) ® ® @ ® ® ® ©
MiCE _ HSPC.811)-lO$.
TAN]_TIQI( DUI][HG ASSEMBLY.
Oit _PPROVID lqUIYKLEI4T.
CLEAN AND COHDITIOH _ H_T_U*LIC
IIOIE_AJJ.IC SURTASES I_
ASCOI_N4CE WZZI_ MSFC-SPEC.164.
PERI_[_ P,ECEIVIHG AND _NSTALLATIGH
INSPECTICH Z14ACCOItDAHCE 1/1114
Pi0_Z1)_ _0H30333 (lO-l).
A_ NATEIL_LS 01_EIt _ SEJCldU¢T$
COR_ACT_ GASEOUS _r_GEN MUST
MErl 11_ UqUIlU_I®ITS FOR COM-
PATIBILITY WZI_ LOX ]IN ACCOKD-
MiCE WITH 1481_-SPEC-106.
DRAWN BY:
PLANNER:
WRITER:
APPROVED BY:
M6£C-_omll_
-lr-
ENGINEERING
DRAWING
RELEASE E 0'1
RIVeS,ONTO: 20M30144 REV,S_ON
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
17May 196"_
ART CONTROLNO. M-ME-E-1089-A
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mDME
NOTEIk
L _ _ 4_ THE 80M_0144 L_ _
gqlEIl_nE _ITCN ASEImLV EIq'IECT_T_
2. THE NqqlOKIHK_ OVI_ALL OIIEIml_l OF TNE I
SWITCH MI4ElUI.Y /kqE |.SO BY 3.0O BY ZOO leONES.
_. THE APPRO_ClMATE UNIT WEISHT m 2.Wl
4. EXPt.OOED AND CUTBY _ AlE NOT S41OWNDUE 1"O LACK
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pressure less than the pressure setting - voltage drop is 2
v.d.c, maximum at 200 ±20 ohms resistive load.
1.3 Llfe Cycle. The switch assembly is capable of operating a minimum of
5,000 cycles without damage or impairment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 constitute destructive test
items that are performed only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstandln_ Capability. The switch assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave
forms at 35 gVs in each of the three major axes with both ports pneu-
matically pressurized to 65 p.s.i.8.
10-milllseconds duration - trlangular wave, or 8-mllllseconds
duration - sine wave, or 6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Nonoperatln_ Vibration Withstanding Capablllty. The switch assembly
is designed to withstand without operating, without damage or impair-
ment of performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for 5
minutes duration in each of the three major axes with both ports pneu-
matlcally pressurized to 65 p.s.l.g, under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's, 55 to I00 c.p.s, at 0.02-1nch double
amplltude displacement, and I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10.0 g's.
1.6 Operatln 8 Vibration Withstanding Capabillty. The switch assembly is
designed to withstand while operating, without damage or impairment of
performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes dura-
tion in each of the three major axes while connected electrlcally and
pneumatically under the following conditions:
20 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 2.0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the switch assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
IOM01386, MSFC Receiving and Installation Inspection Procedure 20M30333,
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES:
3.1 Specifications: 3.2 Standards:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106, & -164 Military - MIL-STD-130, & MS33586
Military - MIL-W-16878 NASA - MSFC-STD-I05
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302; MSFC - 10419909, IOM01386, & 201430333
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA- 5
SA- 6
SA- 7
SA- 8
SA- S
SA-IO
SPARES
REVISIONS
"A" Rev. and gO-3
"A" Rev. and EO-3
"A" Rev. and EO-3
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
20M30144
MSFC - r_ 1151-1 (_ne 1961)
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Switch Pressure
Drawing Numbers: 10_I_0_2
20M30135
Saturn I Vehic.le
Vendor: Southwestern Inc., MSFC
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 4,659 x 10"6_y, _
Total Number of Components
this Data. Represents: 25
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 6
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 214.6
Total Cycles of Operation:
1,288
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
<
L
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
4
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7,
flight data)
and 9 Vehicles (less
Iz.17.5
Page 2 of 18
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Ncaenc lature:
DATA.malT
Switch Pressure
n , ,
i0_I_042 _ v_or: Southwestern
_at_n= S-I StageSaturn I Vehicle
Fallure Rate:
N_nber of Components
this D_ta Represents: 8
Number of
Failures Reported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Inc., MSFC
.cm, (_ :_Zes): I_0.6
•otalcyczesoz c_erati_:_22
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Acceleration :
Altitude:
i.
Salt Spray:
_k= •6
High Temperature: 165
LOW Temperature.* --65 @_ -
Ambient _ TeRperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock ZWps_t (]_t Drop):
Leakage lt_t,e:
Humidity:
Random Nolae:
Sine Wave Nethod:
Vibration:
Decembc- 1965
shocks at 65 _, 6 milliseconds square wave
•55-140 2ps at 0.0 S in. D.A.d.,
at 3o 6,,2o,-55 'cps'Kt 5 'g
I_0-2,000 cps
II. 17.5
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
2
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: S_ring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
BearinK:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2, 3, and 4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT hNjMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: MSFC Report # IN-P&VE-E-
62-5, January 21, 1962
11.17.5
Page 4 of 18
Additional information. Concerning the I041_0_2 component:
........ r- v i _J
All three failures Were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) II.17.5
Page 5 of 18
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m_ SATURN C'I _NTS ASSEMBLY PR(_EI_JO.E
10414042 750 P.S.i. PRESSURE SWITCH
1 • DESCRIPTION.
The 750 p.s.i, pressure switch I0414042 is a slnsle-pole, double throw,
pneumatically operated switch that indicates both increasing and decreasing
pressures Within the tense specified below. The switch is a component of
the control, pressure systei. The switch is used co sense the oucp_ pres-
sure of the 750 p.s.i.s, reKulaCor assembly I0414038 thac reduces the CN2
pressure from the control pressure syscel hish pressure spheres assembly co
approximately 750 p.s,i.s. The switch is located on the control pressure
high pressure sphere assembly in the rear skirt of container F2 as shown in
the installation view. The various functional characteristics of the switch
are as follows:
m:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The switch is capable of
performin 8 mechanically as £ollows:
a. Operating pressure: 750 p.s.i. 8. internal pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operatin 8 pressure: 1,125 p.s.i. K. minimum internal pneu-
matic pressure.
c. Burst pressure (without failure): 1,87§ p.s.i. K. internal pneu-
matic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing. )
d. Actuating pressure (increasing): 62] .+ 25 p.s.i. K. to obtain
electrical co_inuity between the connector pins "B" and "C".
e. Deactua_ing pressure (decreasing): 50 p.s.i.d, maximum with
respect to pressure o£ step d. above to obtain electrical
continuity between connector pins "A" and "B",
f. External leakaSe with 750 p.s.i. K. pnemmtic pressure applied
to the inlet port: None allowed.
8. Operating ten, stature range: -40 ° to +165° F.
h. Operating media: Caseous nitrosen or air.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the switch are as follows:
a. Ratins= 2.5 a. resistive load at 28 v.d.c. (CAUTION: Do not
apply more than 0.5 a. resistive load to the switch durtn K
fabrication or testing. )
b. Operatin 8 voltaKe= 18 to 30 v.d.c.
c. Closed circuit contact-resistance between electrical connector
pins "A" and "B n or "B" and "C": 0.5 ohm maximum. (NOTE: At
no time shall both indicating circuits be open or closed at
the same time. )
d. Tnsulation resistance (500 v.d.c, test): 5(J mesohms minimum
between each isolated electrical connector pin and the switch
case.
CAUTION_ Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option o£ the procuring activity.
(Continued on pass 4)
- l_mm 11S1 (]me IM_I}
1041404_
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PAGE
2 oF 4 Iq_OCEOURE
3NSTAI,L&TION VXSW - UXXIItG [qDIWAItD
GEItERAL LOCATIOH
_) CIJUU4 AND COItDITIOM ALL IgTALLIC AND
_TALL1C SURFACES $S ACCOItDANCE
VI11¢ _STC.SNC- |64o
(]_ ST_ TEE CUU I_TZ OF THE OLDEST
PU_S TACKING WEE SDJ. IN
ACCO_kqCE ItlTit mFC.STD-I03,
IKUTIFY ST ItAI_ING IN _E _1_
MIL- |TD- 130,
(_ Oft AeTNGVSS SQUXVALI_.
(_ LDCIGrlU IS ACCOED_J¢CE WITH 633360.
(_ "_4bq_Z 17 TO 19 ISCS-PO_US*
LUMItICATS '_I'M4 KSL-P-10 TOLTI4EIt OIL OIL
APPImVID gQUIVALU4T •
_S TO 3 INCH-POUNDS.
(_ APTLY LOCIt'TITt-A CO]I_q_ND TO THREADS.
_) TOl_gS 40 TO 60 INCH*TOUNDS.
HOLD TUSSUSE ADJUSTMI_'T SCI_V AND
TOIt_B 17 TO lg lEECH-POUNDS.
(_) INSTALL WITH THE RI_ lit THE POSITION
SHOWN.
(_) SOl,O_ TO ELECTRICAL C(X¢SSCTIONS IN
ACCOII_E VXTH HSleC*PIt0C-136*
106tt0_2
t. H820995C32
2. #t2-32.O.6096
3. 3758
4. 3766-1
3.
6. 3732
7, #12-32-0,3594
8. 6457
9, 6461
10. 6306
1o.1 6_1913
10*2 6662
11. t3-_6
12.
13. 3822-3
14. N23083-1
13.
16, _-32
t?.
18, 6495
19, 03- 56-0,4844
20, @6-32-0,67t9
21. N-32-0.2636
22.
23. 3728
_3,1 37O2
23 • _ AIRS26-1032 - 6
23,3 3726
23.4 3723
23,3 6345
26,
23, 3709
26, t12-32
27. #t2-32-1.23
28.
29. _.40-0,234&
30. N82099_C20
31. MB,1102H- IIS* 7P
32. 8_2507-24
33, 646&
36.
LlIGraD
750 F*S.5. TUSSUU SWITCH ("S" SI_,)
(so_n_sTum 3._STE_S 2_,
scuv _J
IIsJ_T rI_
SILXCOMR D3A,'q4P.AM (_
ACTUATOIt RETAILERS
ACTUAtOr ASSEMiLY
3CUN (_
C_it
_itl_T
SIU_IU_ NSS_LY
CLXHCEIHG FASTENER
BEAC_T
S_.F UOCKIH_ HUT (_
PId_TR
SVXTCS SMIM (FISItPAPES)
SLKCTNICAL SVITCH
_TCN SHIM
USLT LOCKING NUT
SPACES
SPACU
SCUit
SCUV
SCUV
_J_TAINING RING
6PitlHC _SS_HBLY
LEAF SPITING
TRUSS NtAO SCREW J_
SPRXEG FL".,CIll4
SPitSNG DRUM
T1P ZNSKItT
6P|3NG VkSit Bit
SPRING pIVOT TIN (_
LOCYJUT
pUUSURE AD_STMI_T SCREW
THNEADSD IHSEItT
8CitEit
LOCKUTU (_)ItECSPT_LE
ELICTItICAL _tlNG (MXI_*I6S?8_*
TYPE E, 20 GAGE) (_
OA6ItST
CASE
DIU_WI_BY:
APtq_VED BY:
_, _ ING_4F_qtNGmb_W_qGJt_ z_
M_FG - FomllSl-I (June1981)
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ART CONTROL NO.
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DATEOf
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m
Shgck Withstanding Cavabillty. The switch is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 65 gts in each of the three
major axes:
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performan.ce, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 5 gls,
55 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.03-inch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 15 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the switch are outlined in Performance Specification 10419971
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
I
I
3.1
3.3
Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
NASA - MSFC-PROC-158
MSFC-SPEC-164
Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
MSFC - 10419971
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
NASA - MSFC-STD-105
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-!
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
"B" Rev.
VVB" Rev.
V'B" Revo
"B vv Rev.
"B" Rev.
10414042 I
MlirO -PGrm 1151-1 (_ne l|al)
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.,v,_o, o.,t 26 OCT 1962
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA /
Switch Pressure
L
20M30135 1 v_or: NASA/MSFCLo_t_, S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
Failure Rate: 3,472 X I0"6/C¥.
Ntmber of Components
this D_ta Represents: 17
Number of
Failures _eported: 3
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOr_4ED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Fiat Dr_p):
LesksKe Rate;
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decembo- 1965
(m c_le,): 288
Total Cycles of Operation: 866
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
(Same as on page 3, 11.17.5)
II.17.5
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_FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-5, 6, 7, and 9 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II. 17.5
Page 12 of 18
• __11:
Additional _information concemin_ the 20M30135 component:
All three failures were reported on Inspection Reports.
December 1965 (Revis£on) II. 17.5
Page 13 of 18
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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I • DESCRIPTI_.
The 750 p.s.i, pressure switch 20M30135 is a pneumatically operated switch
that indicates both increasing and decreasing, pressures within the range
specified below. The switch is a component of the control pressure system.
The switch is used to monitor the output pressure of the 750 p.s.i,g.
regulator assembly 20M30134 that reduces the GN2 pressure from the high
pressure sphere assembly 20M00877 to approximately 750 p.s.l.g. The switch
is located o= the high pressure sphere assembly in the rear skirt of con-
tainer F3 as shown in the installation view. The various functional
characteristics of the switch are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The switch is capable of
perfomln8 mechanically as follows:
a. Operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s,i.g, minimum internal pneu-
matlc pressure.
• c. Burst pressure (without failure): 1,875 p.s.l.g, internal Imeu- !-_
matic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
" testing.) , .
d. Actuating pressure (increasing): . 625 + 25 p.s.i.g, to obtain
electrical continuity between the connector pins "B" and "C",
e. Deactuating pressure (decreasing): 50 p.s.i.d, maximum with
• respect to pressure of step d. above to obtain electrical
" r continuity between connector pins "A" and "B". ,
f. External leakage with 750 p.s.i.g, pneumatic pressure applied to
• the inlet port: None allowed.
B- Operating temperature range: -65 ° to +165 ° F.
h. Operating media: Caseous nitrogen or air.
i. Life cycles: 2,500 cycles of operation.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the switch are as follows:
a. Subminiature switch details: Sin_le-pele, double throw with a
contact rating of 2.5 a. resistive load of 28 v.d.c. (CAUTION:
Do not apply more than 0.5 a. resistive load to the switch
during fabrication or testing.)
b. Operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal. •
c. Closed circuit _contact'resistance between electrical connector
pins "A" and "B" or "B" and "C": 0.5 ohm maximum. (NOTE: At
no time shall both indicating circuits be open or closed at the
same time.)
d. Insulation resistance (500 v.d.c, test): 50 megohms minimum
between each isolated electrical connector pin and the switch
case or between connector pins when their respective switch
contacts a_e fully open,
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
I
Feem 1151 (June t$61)
II.17.5
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1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The switch is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance while pressurized pneu-
matically to 750 ± I0 p.s.l.g., six shocks (three in each direction)
of one of the following durations and wave forms at 65 gvs in each of
the three major axes:
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-mi111seconds duration - sine wave, or
6-mi1!Iseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandlng Capability. The switch is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance while pressurized
pneumatically to 750 ± I0 p.s.l.g., vibration at each resonant frequency
for 5 minutes duration in each of the three majo r axes under the
following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 5 g's,
55 to 95 c.p.s, at O.03-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 15 g's.
.
D
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the switch are outlined in Performance Specification IOM01378
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
MIL-W-5086
NASA - MSFC-PROC-158
MSFC-SPEC-164
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
MSFC - 10M01378
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
NASA - MSFC-STD-105
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
VEHICLE
SA- .5
EFFECTIVITY
REVISIONS
, i
,.
SA- 6
SA- 7
m , ,
SA- ,5
SA- ,5
SA-10
SPARES BEFORE IN,STALLING MODIFY TO LATE,ST CONFIGURATION
20M30135 !
MM'G - Irccm 1351-1 (_.e ;1111)
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I RIIvI$1ON DATE
. _ ,, ,,
SUMMARY SHEET
gomenc _tur.e_ ...Switch, _Kig_:__ressure .................. ...........-
. 1 -:
Drawing Numbers:' 10_igO_9', :.._:L
20M30!3Q ": . 2"_ "_,'.'_......[ " ...........
Saturn. I Vehicle
,, , ,,
Vendor: Southwestern Ind.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated DeSign" Life: 2000 cy
Failure. Rate- '2.0]120 x I0- y
.. • .: o_ - •
Total Number "of :Components
this Data Represents : 79
Total Number of
Failur..e_, ..Rep °rt ed: 57
i . i,
December 1965 ,.
* Minimum operatin 6 time - Several component .
serial numbers do not appear in cycAe Aogs. ._
MCBF (in cycles): 49.7
Total Cycles of, Operation:
2838*
,Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.17.6
Page I of 16
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
i Inoperative
2 Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Slu_Ish
_0 Out of Specs
• Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
1 Would Not Close
Pressure:
Hone
Low
High
F_m_CY
OF FAILURE
OCCU_CE INDICATIONS
[
" -indlc,to_Sho.B,
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
1 Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured I
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearlng:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Deed spot
Incomplete information-
i
. J u
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS :
. _ ,, , , ,
SA-2 through SA-IO (less flight
data)
II. 17.6
Page 2 of 16
•_ _i ......._•:i •:_! :i
.
DATAm
._enc_ture: Switch, Hi_ Pressure
Dr_ _u_ers, I0414029 . venao,- Southwestern Ind.
_t_n z v_lcle _at_n, S-I Stage
r . i
Estimated Deslgn Life- 2000 Cy.
Fai1_ _te- 23,310 x 10_/oF.
Number of Cmq_mente
this Data Represents: 31
Number of
Failures Reported: 22
.m,' (in @_1.,,): 42.9
Total Cycles of Operatlcnz
Vehicle F_uipment z X
Equt_ent:
ERVIRONMENTAL QUAI.TFI_TION _ PERFORMED:
Acceleration=
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spra_=
Shock: Six shocks at 65 g, 6 ms square wave.
High Te_erature: 160 OF
Lo. T_e_tu_: -I_0 °F
Ambient _ Temperature
The raal ShOCk:
Shock Impact (Fiat DrOp):
Leakage Rate: NO le_age allowable
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
20-55 cps at 5 g; 55-.110 cps at 0.03 in. D.A._
Vibration:110_--2000 c.ps at 20'g
_,cs,bo-1965 II •17 •6
• Minimum operating time -. serial _er Page 3 of 16
25276,22_b0, 22000, 25359.,25309,2_52.''r
22_09, 2531i, 25357 do not.appear in cycle l_s'
FREQUENCY
OF
_CCURRENCE
19
1
1
DATA SOURCE:
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuPtured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Incom_le.te i_____nformat ion
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, InsPection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2, SA-@, and SA-_ Vehicles (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT E"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
E-62-5, January 21, 1962
MSFC Memo No. IN-P&VE-
II.17.6
Page 4 of 16
Additional 1.formatlon c0nce_Ing, the !0_14029 compon__t:
Most of "out of specification" failures fell into the
following ranges outside of tolerance.
pslg
No. High No.
4 12 - 20 3
4 35- 19% 4
psig
Low
IO - 80
9o - 150
of the 22 complaints, six were reported on the Unsatls-
factory Condition Reports and 16 were reported on the In-
spection Report_..
December 1965
I1.1T .6
Page 5 of 16
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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SATURN C-I COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
10414029 HIGH I'P,_SU_ SWI_OI
I0 May 1962
4
1. DESCRIPTION.
The high pressure switch 10414029 is a sinKle-pole , double throw high_
pressure "GK switch that indicates both increasing and decreasing pres-
sures within the range specified below. The switch is a component on
the fuel container pressurization system, S-V dmmy stap water ballast
syseem, helium system, control pressure system, and air bearing CN2 supply /
system. One switch is used in each of the systems stated except for the
air bearing CN2 supply system on vehicles SA-3 and -4 that uses one switch
for the ST-90 and another for the ST-124 stabilised platfom air bearing
supply sphere assemblies. The switches are installed on the radial beam
between fins I and IX on the spider beam in the fuel container pressuri-
zation system, payload section high pressuze sphere assembly, fin lI of
the spider beam in the helium bottle assembly, control pressure high
pressure sphere assembly in the rear skirt of container F2, and air bear-
ing CN2 supply system high pressure sphere assemblies on the fonmrd side "
of the spider beam on fin I and on the radial beam between fins IlI and
IV as. shown in the installation views. The various functional charac-
teristics of the high pressure switch are as £ollo_:
1.1 Mechanical Performsnce Characteristics _. The switch is capable of
performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating pressure: 3,100p.s.i.g. internal pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operating pressure: 5,000p.s.i.g. internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Burst pressure (without rupture): 7,500 p.s.i.g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
d. Actuating pressure (increasing): 3,050 ± 61 p.s.t.g, to obtaJ_
continuity between electrical connector pins"B" and "C".
e. Deactuating pressure (decreasing): 2,600 p.s.i.g. _tnimum Co
obtain continuity between electrical connector pins "A" and "B".
f. Leakage with 3,100 p.s.t.g, maximum internal pneumatic pressure
applied: None
g. Operating temperature range: -40 ° to +160 ° F.
h. Operating media: Air, l_lium, or gaseous nitrogen.
Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the switch are as follows:
Insulation resistance (500 V. test): 50msgohem mlnimuabetween
the electrical connector pins (circuit open) and between
each pin and the switch case.
b. Rating: 2.5 a. inductive load at 16 to 30 v.d.c.
(Continued on page 4)
II.
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t_l_ TO: 10414029 O_T_O_
PAGE
EO'S
-2 and -3
ART CONTROL NO.
|4_l-Vl,O- 739
i_ i:-
D&TAm_ET
1
Drawing Numbers= 20N80130
Saturn I Ve_lmle
.omenclature: Switch, High Pressure
ve_or= Southwestern Ind.
_a_.: S-I Stage
Estimated Deslgn Life: 2000 Cy.
- , rT ,
• Number of Ccmp_uents
this D_ta Represents: 48
Number of
Failures Reported: 35
Total Cycles of Oper&tlc_:
189_
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVTRO_ QUALIFICATION TESTS _RFORMED: Reference page .3,
Accelerat_c_:
Al_Itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Sp_ay:
Shock:
HitCh Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature :
Thermal Shock: .
" Shoak Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
RendomNoise:
Sine-Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decembc _ 1965 II.17.6
Page 9 of 16
::: IOgS.
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Burned Out
3 Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
1 Inooerative
2 Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
i Sluggish
Out of Specs21
Oi 1/Molsture
Saturation
3 Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
,
3
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
b
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, InsPection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less
II .17.6
Page lO of 16
,? .
Additional information concernin6_ the 201_0130:, component"
Most of "ou_ of speclfieatioh" failures fei_ into the
following ranges outside of _oleranCe_: _
ps1g pslg
No. tr£gh' No.
18 - 19 7 lO - 35
6 53- 500
Eleven failures were reported on the UnsatiSfactory
Condition Reports and twenty-four failures reported on the
Inspection Reports.
December 1965 i_ .17.6
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e. Deactuating pressure (decreasing)- 2,600 p.s.i.g, minimum to
obtain continuity between electrical connector pins "A" and "B".
f. Operating temperature range: -40° to +160 ° F.
g. Operating media: Air, helium, or gaseous nitrogen.
h. Storage temperature withstanding capability: -65 ° F.
i. Life cycle withstanding capability: 2,500 cycles of operation.
Electrical Performance Requirements. The electrical performance
requirements of the switch are as followo:
a. Insulation resistance (500 V. test): 50 megohnm minhnum between
the electrical connector pins (circuit open) and between each
connector pin and the switch case.
b. Subminiature indicating switch details: Single-pole, double throw
with an inductive load rating of 2.5 a. at 28 v.d.c.
c. Circuit resistance: 0.5 ohm maximum between°electrical connector
pins "A" and VVB" (circuit closed) and pins "B u and "C" (circuit
closed).
d. Operating voltage range: 22 to 32 v.d.c, w_.th 28 v.d.c, nominal.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test tt_ that ere perfozwsd
only at the option of the procuring activity.
(Cont£nv_t oq oua 41 , ,
II.17.6
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•1. DESCRIPTI(_.
The high pressure switch 20H30130 is a high pressure OK switch that indicates
both increasing and decreasing pressures within the range specifiedlbelow, i
The switch l_ a component of the fuel container pressurisation system, LOX
and fuel slosh measurement helium system, control pressure system, and gas
(formerly air) bearing GN2 supply system. One switch is used in each of the
systems starJed except the gas bearing CN 2 supply system that uses one switch
on the ST-90 and another on the ST-124 stabilised platform high pressure
sphere assembly 20M00976. In the fuel container pressurization system, the
switch is installed on the D-139 pressure gage assembly 101410290. In the i
LOX and fuel slosh measurement helium system, the switch is installed on the
pressure bottle mounting assembly 20MO0_3. In the CN2 control pressure
system, the switch is installed on the 1.5 cubic foot high pressure sphere
assembly 20_00877. The switch is located in the 154-inch instrument unit
assembly, forward skirt of container L2, and rear and forward skirts of
container F3 as shown in the installation views. The various functional
characteristics of the switch are as follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The switch is capable of
performing mechanically as follows: "i .
a. operating pressure: 3,100 p.s.i.g' internal pneumatic pressure.
b. Proof operating pressure: 4,650 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Burst pressure (without rupture): 7,750 p.s.l.g, minimum internal
pneumatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance testing. )
I d. Actuating pressure (increasing): 2,835 ± I00 p.s.l.g, to obtain
continuity between electrical connector pins "B" and "C".
J_SFC MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISIOH NASA
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1.3 Shock Withstandin_ Capability. The switch is designed to withstand,
without damage or impairment of performance while pressurized pneu-
matically to a minimum of 3,100 p.s.i.g., six shocks of one of the
following durations and wave forms at 65 g's in each of the three
major axes:
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch is designed to with-
stand, without damage or impairment of performance while pressurized
pneumatically to a minimum of 3,100 p.s.i.g., vibration at each
resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major
axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g's,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at 0.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at i0 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the switch are outlined in Performance Specification IOM01147
and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Speciflcations: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509303
MSFC - IOM01147
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
NASA - MSFC-STD-105
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA- 5
SA- B
SA- 7
SA- B
SA- 9
SA-10
SPARES
REVISIONS
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
EO-I
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
20M30130, I
MlrC - r(wa IISl-I {_ne |._"+
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SUgArY smmm .....
Nomenclatupe Switch, Step -Pressure -(Tuel)
Drawing Numbers: iO_I_O81, ::Vendor: Servomechanism Inc._
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Mfe: 2000 cy.
Failure Rate: 15,822 x 10-6/cy.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents; l_
Total Number of
Failure § Reporte d: 12
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 63.2
Total Cycles of Operation:
759
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment:
L"
i
_I1.17.7
Page ;i of l_
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
ii
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
" Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
F_UENCY
OF
OCC_CE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
lJ ,
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Output vol tags TTnstabl_
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS :
SA-2 through SA-5 Vehicles
flight data)
(less
ii.17.7
Page 2 of 14
naTAm
N_nc_re: Switch, step Pressure (fuel)
Drawing Numbers: Inc.
Saturn I Vehicle
Failure Rat.: _5j(_5 X 10"6/¢y.
Number of CcRp0nents
this D_ta Representsi 7
Number of
Failures Reported: l0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFO_:
(_ c.vcl_8): 22.2
Total CyCl@S of. Operation:
222
vehtcl_ lqu_t: X
Grouhd EqUipment:
Acceleratlon:
Altitude:
Radio Interfer_ne@_
Salt Spray:
Sho=k-3 s_k_ 35 g i_ plahes_
actuati_
._@ B_atu_e, 165 ?
I psi above and below
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
_ock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
RandumNotse:
Sine Wave Method:
Non-operating 20-55 cps at 5 g, 55-Ii0 cps at
Vlbratlo,:0.03" D.A._., ll0-2000 cps at 20 g
Decembo- 1965 II 17.7 ....
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen.
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated '
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Indicator Shows :
No Open
No Close
Mechanl cal :
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
0the r:
Output voltage un-
stable
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
E-65-2, January 21, 1962
MSFC Report No. IN-P&VE-
I1.17.7
Page 4 of 14
Additional information concernln6 the i0_I_081 component:
The normally open fuel step pressure switch is calibrated
to sense, through pres:s_re, a predetermined filling level in
the fuel tanks. When the switch becomes actuated, its closed
contacts cause a ground system indicator to become energized.
The switch Signals to GSE that the fuel level has exceeded 100%
full•
I.
•
3°
5.
Vendor - Servomechanisms, Inc. Western Divlslon,
Part NO. 81608 " Type TR 21_5
Location Station 210 in fuel tank No. 3
Servlce- _ fuel vapor and RP-Ifuel
Tempera%ure Operatiug:- 65 to 165°F
Pre ssU_e -
a_e
be
c
d.
0pera_:. The SWi_ch has one sWi$chln_ point,
15 psi_; _heswltchin_.pointis adjusted by
exchangin_callbrated resistors
Line pressure:
Burst pressure-.
simultaneously
20 pSig
65 pslgminlmum
160 psigmlnlmum, both ports
psig minimum (normal)
_age - NO e'xte_ leak_e o9 ie_e betweeh pbrts
Electrical Characteristics -
a.
December 1965
Switch _.
llt Type: Solid stateOperating voltage: 22 to 32 vdc, 28 vdc
nominal
(3) Accuracy: Indicates within 0.5% of nominal
pressure settln_ at 26 to 30 vdc, within
1.0%. at 22 to 26 vdc and 30 to 32 Vdc
II.17,7
Page 5
b •
C •
d.
e •
(4) Decreasing pressure: Indicates within 0.3
psig of increasing pressure setting at 26
to 30 vdc, within 0.45 psig at 22 to 26 vdc
and 30 to 32 vdc
Heater:
(3)
Control: Thermostat
Operating voltage: i00 to 120 vdc, 60
cycles, single phase, ii0 vdc nominal
Power: 80 watts maximum
Thermostat: Snap action type
Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum, be-
tween all pin connections and switch body
Indicating element operating voltage: 28 vdc
nominal, and a maximum of 400 millivolt ripple
Nine failures were reported on the Inspection Reports;
one was reported on an Unsatisfactory Condition Report.
December 1965
II.17.7
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_z ..: h_/¸
.... i
L
L
r
,, , ,, ,,
._nclatu_: Switch, Step Pressure (fuel),
_-a_ mn_e_: 20M301_ . I" vLor: Servomechnaisms Inc.
m_tlmt_ _,_ mac: 2000 cy.
Number of Components
this Dm_a Represents: 7
Number of
Failures Reported: 2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATI_ TEST8
Acceleration: _.,
A1tltude:
RadiQ lnterf_e: ....
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock: .
S_ock Inpac_ (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Randmn Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratio.:
Im_ (m c_ze,): 268.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
537
VehlcleEquIpuent: X
Gro1_Equi_aent:
P_: Same as page 3, 11.17.7
D,c_c- i_65 II. 17.7
Page 7 of i_
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
2
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearln_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.7
Page 8 of 14
_h
E
r
Additional information coneernln_ the 2o_i_ component:
Two failures were reported on Inspection Reporta.
December 1965 II.17.7
Page 9 of i_
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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SATURN I CONPONENTS ASSEHBLY PROCEDURE
20H30154 FUEL STEP PRESSURE
SWITCH ASSDmL¥
The fuel step pressure switch assembly 20H30154 is a component of the fuel
fill and drain system. The switch assembly Is used to give an output Ind£-
cation that energizes an indicator showing that the fuel has reached a
specific predetermined ftllin8 level. A solid state switch is used as the
indtcattns element in the switch assembly. Also the switch assembly incor-
porates an integral thermostat and heater. Adjustment of the switch assembly
output indication differential pressure is accomplished by exchanging cali-
brated resistors. The switch assembly is located in the aft skirt of
container F4 as shown in the installation view. The various functional
characteristics of the pressure switch assembly are as follows.:
1.1 Operatln B Characteristics. The operating characteristics of the switch
assembly are as follows:
a. Operating media: Air, gaseous nitrogen, and RP-1 fuel or fuel vapor.
b. Operating temperature range= -65 ° to ÷165" F.
c. Proof pressures without leakage between ports or external leakage;
Normal differential - minimum at port "A" is 30 p.s.t, greater
than at port "B." Reverse differential - minimum at port "B" ts
20 p,s.i, greater than at port "A. n
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 160 p.s.t.g, minimum applied to
both ports simulteneously. (CAUTIONt Use only for destructive
acceptance testing. )
e. Line operating pressure= 65 p.s.t.g, applied to both ports
s imu 1 taneous Iy.
f. Increasing indication differential pressure setting: 18.84 p.s.i.g.
(obtained by exchanging calibrated resistors).
g. Decreasing indication differential pressure setting: Within 0.3
p.s.i, of pressure specified ; t 3tep f. at supply voltages of
26 to 30 v.d.c,; 0.45 p,e . with supply voltages of 22 to 26
v.d.c, or 30 to 32 v.d.c.
h. Switch accuracy: _)i.5% of nominal pressure setting at supply
voltages from 26 to 30 v.d.c.; +_1.0_ at supply voltages from 22
to 26 v.d.c, or 30 to 32 v.d.c.
1.2 Electrical Performance Characteristic s. The switch assembly is capable
of performing electrically as follows:
a. Indicating element: Solid state switch.
b. Indicating element operating voltage: 22 to 32 v.d.c, wlth 28 v.d.c.
nomln_l and a maximum of 400 millivolt ripple.
c. Seater operating volrJage: 100 to 120 volt, 60 cycle, sln81e phase
system vlth 110 v.s.c, nominal.
d. Heater control: Snap action type thermostat.
e. Heater power: 80 watts max/_am.
f. Insulation resistlnce: 50 megolms mlninmm between each electrical
connector pin and the switch body with 500 V.d.c. applied.
g. Switch indication: With the inle_ differential pressure greater
than the pressure setting - output ts 0 v.d.c. +0.5 v.d.c, or -0
v.d.c, with a 200 +_0 ohms resistive load. With inlet
(Contin. d on 4) i20MaOtS4
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PORT "B"
NOTES:
I. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE 20M30154 FUEL STEP
PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY EFFECTIVIT_
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL DIMENSIONS OF
TH£ PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY ARE 2.47
BY 3.03 BY _00 INCHES.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS 2.58
POUNDS.
4. EXPLODED AND CUTAWAY VIEWS ARE NOT
SHOWN DUE TO LACK OF INFORMATION.
;WITCH B HEATER RECEPTACLE CONNECTOR PIN FUNCTIONS
RECEPTACLE
PTOE-E-S-4P
(SWITCH
CONNECTOR)
PTOE-E-8-2P
(HEATER
CONNECTOR)
PIN
NO. PIN FUNCTION
A 28V.D.C.-NEG., INPUT a OUTPUT
B 28V. D.C.- POS., INPUT
C 28V. D.C.-POS., SWITCH OUTPUT
D BLANK
A 115V.A.C.- HIGH
B 115V.A.C.- LOW
DRAWN IIY:,
PLANNER:
f'-
WRITER:
APfltOVl[OlYl
MSrC - rm'm 11S
izI.1?.7
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NASA
pressure less than the pressure setting - voltage drop is 2
v.d.c, maximum with a 200 +_20 ohms resistive toad.
1.3 Life Cycle. The switch assembly is capable of operating a minimum of
5,000 cycles without damage or impairment of performance.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 constitute destructive test items
that are performed only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The switch assembly is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks
(three in each direction) of one of the following durations and wave
forms at 35 gts in each of the three major axes with both ports pneu-
matically pressurized to 65 p.s.l.g.:
lO-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or 8-milllseconds
duration - sine wave, or 6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Nonoperatln_ Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch assembly is
designed to wlthstand without operating, without damage or impairment of
performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration
in each of the three major axes with both ports pneumatically pressur-
ized to 65 p.s.i.g, under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 gls, 55 to i00 c.p.s, at O.02-1nch double
amplitude displacement, and I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0.0 gWs.
1.6 Operating Vibration Withstanding Capability. The switch assembly is
designed to withstand while operating, without damage or impairment of
performance, vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration
in each of the three major axes white connected electrically and
pneumatically under the following conditions:
20 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 2.0 gls.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
the delivery of the switch assembly are outlined in Performan&e Specification
10M01396, MSFC Receiving and Installation Inspection Procedure20M30334, and
Packaglngand Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications: 3.2 Standards:
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164 Military - MIL-STD-130, & MS33586
Military - MIL-W-16878 NASA - MSFC-STD-105
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302; MSFC - 10419909, IOM01396, & 20M30334
VEHICLE
SA- 5
SA- G
SA- ?
SA- 8
SA- 9
EFFECTIVITY
REVISIONS
"A" Rev. and EO-3
"'A" Rev. and EO-3
"A" Rev. and EO-3
Not Applicable
Not" Applicable
Not Applicable
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
SA-IO
SPARE'S
i
20M30154 ]
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SUMMARY SHEET
gomenc lature .Switch...(Thrust OK Pre ssure)
Drawin_ Numbers : i0_88716. ,.. Vendor:
20M50"830, eOMS02/_2, 6602"_818_..
60C20278 "
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated DeSign Life: 2500 cy.
[ - ,
-6/c -Failure Rate:,. 1730 x l0 y,
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 89
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 6
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): "577.8
Total Cycles of Operation:
i.
Vehicle Equipment : JX
Ground Equipment:
, . . . ..... - -,. m
II.17.8
.,Page i of 18
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
_/_3
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign. Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
0CC_CE
i
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No CloJe
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective : Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles
flight data)
(less
II. 17.8
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DATA SHEET
N_enc_tu_,: Switch (Thrust OK Pressure)
!
Dra._ S_be_: iO_80716 [ v_or, Frebank Co.
lSaturn I Ve_leIe Loc_tlon_ S-I St_e
Estimated Design Life: 2500 cy.
6.
Failure Rate
" 602 0 z 1o'vey.
Number of Comp_ents
this Data Represents: 8
NuRber of
Failures RepoSed: 0
(m c_le,): 166.1
Total C¥@lea of 0peratl@n:
23O
Vehicle Equipmnt: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMS):
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
H_4_h Telperature:
Low Temper&t%tm9:
Ambient Room _uperature:
Thermal Shock:
_O@k Impact (nit Drop):
Leak_e Rate:
HumJ.dit¥:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Deeembc-" 1965
No data available
II.17,8
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Interml ttent
l[loDer_%_Ive
Leakln{[
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
S Iuggish
Out of Specs
Oi I/Molsture
Saturation
StickinK
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Bindln£:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearin_:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection _nd Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-2 Vehicle , (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I1.17.8
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PDATA
, II I .I I I I I I I
•_c_, Switch (Thrust _OK Pressure)
Dr_ _: 20I_50292 I ve_or, Frebank Co.Saturn I Vehicle Y_tion| S-I Stage
,J ,| | H , ,
Estimate_ DesJ._ Liras
_ali___Rate- 6S29
NUmber of Components
this D_ta RepresentS:
Number of
Failures Reported:
2500 cy.
x lO'6/cy.
17
AcCeleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference':
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient ROOm Temper_mm:
Thermal Shock_
Sho@k Impact (Flat Drc_)_.-
Leakage Ra_e: -
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method-
Vibration:
...... -... Q.
_cem_c- 1965
(in c_.'les): 158
To_,i _ci,, or _.._i_: 788
Vehicle EqUil_ent: X
Ground Equ_ent: s
No data available
. . , , ,
• I
IZ.17.8
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
3
2
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Ino_eratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
'Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-3
data)
and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.8
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l
i
kNcenonc lature: Switch
Drying _er,-20M50830 _ " ]Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Des$_ Life: 2500 ,Cy.
Failure Rate: 1189 x Io_/ey.
Number of Ccaponents
this Data Represents: 22
Nmnber of
Failures Reported: 0
DATA
(Thrust OK Pressure)
v_or: Frebank Co.
Total Cycles of 0peratlmm:
1164
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
No data available
Accelerati_:
Altitude :
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient, Room TemperatUres
ThernsJ. _ . .
r
Shock Impact (Flat Dry):
Leaka%e Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Deceabc-1965
IiI L _ ._ I I
• page7 of 18
=.=-
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-7 Vehicles
flight data)
(less
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT E"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
ii.17.8
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Thrust OK Pressure Switch, Part No. 20M50830
The thrust OK pressure switch initiates an actuation signal
to cut off all engines when there is a significant pressure drop
in the fuel discharge line.
I. Vendor - Frebank Company, Part NO. 4192-2
2. Location -Station 9_
3. Service - RP-I fuel
_. Temperature - Operating: -65 to 165°F
5. Pressure -
a. Operating: 1200 psi
b. Proof: 2_00 psi
c. Burst: 5000 psi
d. Static setting: 810 + 8 psi at 80 ° + 20eF
e. Differential pressure actuation to deactuation:
IiI Minimum: 25 psiMaximum: 35 psi
f. Range: 200 to 12OO psia
6. Electrical Characteristics -
a. Electrical switch: Single-pole, double-throw,
B-amp resistance load at 28 vdc
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum
c. Contact resistance: 0.5 ohms maximum
_L
L
m mm I
THRUST OK PRESSURE SWITCH, 20M508SO -
SECTIONAL VIEW
December 1965 11.17,8
Page 9 of 18
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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F[/
,i
Nomenc lature:
Saturn X Vehicle
i
Number of CoMponents
this D_ta Represents: 2_
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFtI_B_D:
Accelerat1_ :
Al_itude:
Radio InterTerence:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High TellperltuFe:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:.
ShUCk Impact (Flat Drop);
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Slne gave Method:
Vibration:
_ee_c'l_5
, i , ,
Iz .17.8 _
i_ zz _ ze
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE :
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
NoOpen
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-9 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
ii.17.8
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k •
Thrust OK Pressure Switch , part No. 6OC27818- !
Each thrust OK pressure switch initiates an actuation signal
to cut off an engine when there is a significant pressure drop
in the fuel discharge llne.
Is
•
3.
4.
5.
e
Vendor - Southwestern Industries, Inc., Part No.
PS- 5807
Location - Statlon94
Service - RP-ifuel
Temperature - Operating: -65 to 165"F
Pressure -
a.
b.
C.
d.
eo
Working: maximum i000 psia
Proof: 2400 psi
Static setting: 810 _+ 8 psi at 80 ° + 20@F
Differential pressure actuation to deactuation:
(i) System Port: minimum25 psi, maximum_O psl
()2 • Calibration Port: minimum 20 psi, maximmm
40 ps£
Range: 200 to i000 psla
Electrical Characteristics -
a. Electrical switch: Single-pole, double-throw,
B-amp resistance load at 28 vdc
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum
c. Contact resistance: 0.3 ohms maxlmmm
Part No. 20M50830 is similar to this part. Reference
page 5, II.17.8.
.,~
---- ,, ,
December 1965 I1.17.8
p_e 13 of 18
(Intentionally Left Blank)
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i
Nomenclature :
Draw tug _abem:
Saturn I Vehicle
sw!t  PreSsu ) :
60C20278 _ I v_- _ Southwestern Inc.
I
J _n= S-i Stage
Estimated Dee_ Life:
Fail_,_rote- 2674
Number of Cc_p_ents
this Data Re_resents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 1
2500 cy.
x lO'6/cy .
18
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATIONTESTSPER_: _
Acceleratlc_:
(_"_:le.): 374
Total Cycles of 0perat!cl_:
374
Vehicle Equil_ent: X
Ground Equipment:
, J
No data available
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:"
Thermal Shock: "-
Shock Impact (Flat Dr0p):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbrati, on:
Deeenbc" 1965 ii-,t7,8
P_.g_ _5 of i8
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
1
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Slhggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection a_ Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-8 and" SA-IO Vehicles
data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight
If. 17.8
page 16 of 18
-] • • • • •
Additional information concernin5 the 60C20278 component:
One failure was reported on an Unsatlsfaetory Condition
Report, five were reported on Inspection Reports.
- - .....L
December 1965 II°17.8
Page 17 of 18
Additional information concerning the 60C20278 component:
The thrust OK pressure switch initiates an actuation signal
to cut off all engines when there is a significant pressure drop
in the fuel discharge line.
i ,
•
3.
5.
•
Vendor - Southwestern Industries, Inc., Part No.
PS-5807-810
Location - Station 94
Service - RP-1 fuel
Temperature - Operating: -65 to 165°F
Pressure -
a. Operating: lO00 psi
b. Proof: 1500 psia
c. Burst: 2850 psia
d. Static setting: 810 ± 8 psi at 70 ° ± 20°F
e. Differential pressure actuation to deactuation:
I_ I Minimum: 25 psiMaximum: 40 psi
f. Range: 200 to lO00 psla
Electrical Characteristics -
a. Electrical switch: Single-pole, double-throw,
3-amp resistance load at 30 vdc
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum
c. Contact resistance: 0.3 ohms maximum
,,_ ;N.0.
conEcTon _
__" wnn.ma_wm
•
II.17.8
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THRUST O. K. PRESSURE SWITCH, 60C10Z78 .
SECTIONAL VIEW
SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Switch,_ Absolute Pressure
Drawing Numbers: I041_O86, ....
: 2a, O4z .......
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: Gianniani Controls,
Southwestern Industries
Location: S-I Stage
,,, . -- , ,
Estimated Deslgn Life: 2,000 cy.
T.
FailUre Rate: 33,333 x lO-6_y."
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 18
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 13
%
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 30.0
Total Cycles of Operation:
390
Vehicle Equipment:
Ground Equipment:
LJ' ' •
X
I i
II.17.9 .....
Page i of 16. "
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1__/3
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURR_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Ann, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-3, SA-4, .SA-5 and SA-6 Vehicles (less
flight data)
I1.17.9
Page 2 of 16
I L
r,
L
,, ,i ,, , ,L ,,L,, ,
Nomenclature=
DATA S_T
., rl , ,
switch, Absolutq Pressure
. , , , , _ ,
• v-
D_ m_ere: I0414086
Saturn I Vehicle "
, , ,L|
Estimated Design Life: 2sO00 Cy.
F.tl_o_t,: 15,748 _ io_/_,.
- Number of Componentm
this Data Represents= 6
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONME_AL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spree:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Amble_t Ro_ .Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
ShOOk Impact (Flat Drop}=
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Nolee:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratic_l
, u _ , , i I ,
vm_or: Giannini Controls
_at_, S-I Stage
-J r
.sin(in :_=l,,): 63.5
ezc1,,or _ti_: 88
Vehicle Equlpmnt: X
U_md Equipment:
-NO Data Available
Deeembo- 1965
III . l i l l i J l.L ...... l ....... J..... l . ' Ill , . l
II.17.9
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
DATA SOURCE:
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Fozeign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Crackedi
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: Svrlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CAI_NDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-3 and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.9
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MANUFACTURING E_ OIVISION
_"_ SATURN C-1 COMPONENTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 2
10414086 ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SWITCH ASSEMBLY
I
I. DESCRIPTION.
The absolute pressure switch assembly 10414086 is a pressure operate_ switch
that incorporates a multiple dlaphram pressure element that actuates: a
precision snap action switch at an adjustable absolute pressure. The switch
assembly is a component of the instrument containers cooling system. The
switch assembly controls the flow of GN2 from the fuel ta,k pressurization
high pressure sphere assemblies that pressurize the ST-90 stabilized plat-
form compartment in instrument container 15. The switch assembly is located
in instrument container 15 as shown in the installation view. The various
functional characteristics of the pressure switch are as follows:
1.I Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The pressure switch is capable
of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Operating media: Air or gaseous nitrogen.
b. Operating temperature range: -65 e to +165 ° F.
c. Operating pressure requirement: 20 p.s.l.g, minimum without
damage, leakage, or impairment of performance.
d. Proof pressure_ 30 p.s,l.g, minimum inlet pneumatic pressure.
.e. Burst pressure (without failure): 50 p.s.l.g, minimum Inl_
pneumatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive-
acceptance testing. )
f. Actuation pressures: Increasing pressure - 14 p.s.l.a, maximum.
Decreasing pressure - 12 p.s.l.a, minimum.
Electrlcal Performance Requirements. The pressure switch is capable
of performing electrlcally as follows:
a. Continuity resistance between electrical connector pins "A" and
"C" on increasing pressure actuation or pins "B 'vand 'q3" on
decreasing pressure actuation: 0.5 ohm maximmu.
b. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum between each isolated
electrical connector pin and the switch case with 500 v.d.c.
app 1 ied.
1.2
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstandin B Capability. The pressure switch is designed to wit
stand, without damage or impairment of performance, six shocks of one
of the following durations and wave forms at 2_ gVs in each of the t_
major axes.
10-milliseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration- sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, vibration at
each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three
major axes under the following conditions:
(Continued on page 4)
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A
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
J PROCE0UREP- 140
1.4 (CON.)
20 to 45 c.p.s, at 1 g,
45 to 95 c.p.s, at 0.010-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
95 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 5 g's.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance test and the preparation for
delivery of the pressure switch are outlined in Performance Specification
10419956 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-Q-9858
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33586
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419956
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2 "A" Rev.
SA-3 "A" Rev.
SA-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
Not Aoollcable
"A" Rev.
"A" Rev.
Before installln2 modify to latest confi2uratlon
10414086 I
TT .1T .9
Page 8 of 16
,I REVISION DATE
• . +
: : -+
L+
+
DATA SHEET
i
.o_.c_ture: Switch, Absolute Pressure
Dr_ _: 20M30415 v_r: Southwestern Industries
SaturnI vehlcl. S-1 Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 Cy.
FailureRate: 43,103 x zo_icy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents: 12
Number of
Failures Reported: 13
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED: NO Data Available'
(in c_cles): 23.2
Total Cycles of Opel_tl_:
Vehicle Equipment:
G_d Equipment:
Acceleration:
Altltude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hi6h Te_erature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Ro_ Tempe_ture:
Thermal Shoc_ . •
s_ock_t (P_t _)
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Dece_:- 1965.
-* Mininnmm operat_ cycles, serial Nes.
31225 not included in r_ing cycle logs.
. f
302*
,,i , j , . + " • '
I1.17.9 :
9 I+
t" • - .L*
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
IhDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat[ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heate_
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 and SA-6 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.17.9
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Additional information concerning the 20M30415 component:
All thirteen failures were reported on Inspection _..
II .17.9
Pa_e II of 16
w_ _.
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1wt.E
SATURN I C(]MP(_NTS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
20}/30415 INSTRUMENT UNIT ABSOLUTE
PRESSURE SWITCH
le
m
9 April 1963 MPI-2000
1 oF
p
DESCRIPTION
The instrument unit absolute pressure switch 20M30415 is a component of the
Infllght operation instrument unit cooling system, The pressure switch is
used to indicate both increasing and decreaslng pressures in the range indi-
cated below. Durlng flight when the pressure in the instrument compartment
reaches approximately 17.0 p.s.i.a, due to boiloff of the compartment coollng
IN2, the switch signals the solenold operated vent valve 20M30416 to open and
relieve the excessive pressurisation to the Interstage area. From the inter-
stage area the ON2 cooling air bleedoff vents through four orifices to the
atmosphere. When the pressure in the instrmwnt compartment drops 0.4 or 0.6
p.s.i., depending upon environmental conditions, below the actual actuation
pressure of the pressure switch- the switch signals the vent valve to close.
The pressure switch is located in tube 5 of the 154-inch-diameter instrument
unit assembly as shown in the installation view. The various functional
characteristics of the pressure switch are as follows:.
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The pressure switch is capablJ
of perf0rmin 8 mechanically as follows:
a. Operating temperature range= -65 e to +165" F.
b. Reference pressure settings under the conditions of standard tempaE.
ature, no shock or vibrations
To actuate- 16.9 p.s.i.a, maximum (possess continuity
between electrical connector pins "B n and "C")
To deactuate- 15.8 p.s.i.a, minimum (possess continuity
between electrical connector pins "An and "B")
Differential between actuation and deactuation pressure.s -
0.6 p.s.i, minimum.
c. Pressure setting shift due to conditions of vibration and shock
throughout the operating temperature range:
To actuate- 17.0 p.s.i.a, maximum
To deactuate- 15.7 p.s.i.a, minimum
Differential between actuation and deactuation pressures -
0.4 p.s.i, minimum.
d. Proof operating pressure: 25 p.s.i.a, internal pneumatic pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without rupture): 42 p.s.i.e, internal pneumatic
pressure.
f. Operatln 8 time: 5.0 milliseconds after the switch pressure ha_
reached the preset actuation or deactuatlon pressure with a
pressure change rate of 1.0 p.s.i, per minute.
g. External leakage: None when the switch is pressurized pneumatically
from 0 to 25 p.s.i.a.
h. Vacuum withstanding capability: 0 to 0.5 p.s.i.a, vacuum atmosphere,
J. Life cycle withstanding capability: 2,500 cycles of operation.
k. Service media" Air or gaseous nitrogen.
1.2 Electrical Performance Requirements. The.electrlcal performance
requirements of the switch are as follows.
a. Operatlng voltage range. 22 to 28 v.d.c, with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
b. Circuit resistance: 0.5 ohm maximum between the connector terminals
klSFG- p,m",mllS1 (Jum_lgil)
when their respective circuits are closed.
(Continued on page 4)
II.17.9
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INSTALLATION VIEW - INSTREEqENT UNIT
ASS_LY IOM20000 (TUBE 5)
GENERAL LOCATION
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MUTES
CLEAN AND CO_ITION ALL METALLIc AND
b'a_TALLIC S_/It_aCE, EXCEPT RLECTRI=
CAL C(B4PONEI_rs, IN ACCORDAHCE WITH
MSRC.SPEC. 164.
(_ ID_¢fI#Y BY MAREING D4 ACCOND_4CE WITH
HIL-STD-130.
© OR APPRDV_D EqUIVALEIfr.
CARE MUST BE TAKEN TO P_VTHT COBYAMINA-
TION DURinG ASSEMBLY.
SOLDER IN ACCORDANCE WITH MSFC-pROC-158.
of 16
ENGINEERING
ORAW_IG
i!l s____cE_
20M30415
1, APS-5602-17A
1.1 6757
1.2 6736
1.3 6760-3
1.4 6755
1.5 6192
1.6 6722
1.7 6723
1.8 6793
1.9 6791
1.10 6761
1.11 6679
l.t_ 6790
1.13 6124
1.14 6725
1.15 6666-4
1.16 6643
1.17 6646
1.18 6671
1.19 6789
1.20 6768
1.21 6782
1.22 6638
1.23 6636
1.24 6777
1.25 8W-1520-64
1.26 SW-2510
1.27 6813
LEGEMU
INSTRUMENT UNIT ABSOLUTE PRESSURE
SWITCH (SO-I) (SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIES
INC., LOS ANGELES 54, CALIF.
PANT PS-5602-t7A) (_) (_ _) _)
ABSOLUTE TOGGLE PRESSURE SWITCH
INLET FITTING
DIA,RilIII_M
DI_'_ P_GM PICK-UP
DRIVER
JACK SCREW
STOP PLATE
JAM NUT
CENTER PIVOT
BASE
ADJUSTING NUT
ADJUSTING SCREW
LOCK NUT
PIN
FRAME
PIVOT PIN
TOGGLE PIVOT
TOGGLE BLADE
MULLER (4 W.ACES)
BL_CKET
SCREW
TWISTED CONTACT BLADE ASSEMBLY
STATIONARY CONTACT ASSEMBLY
SCREW
ELECTRICAL WIRING
RECZBYACLE
CASE 6SSSNI_Y
:_,_o_TO, 20M30415
EO'S
-Z
A_tCONt.OL.O. M-ME-E-1093
ItEVIS_ON
DATE OF
THiS PAGE
_L _¸
i
1.15
/
4 ,-_--- 1.16
U7
I
1.21
I
NOTES:
I. RE PAG( 4 FOR TH( 2014304t5 INSTIKI_NT UNiT ASSCX.UT(
PI_SSUflE SV/tTCH (FFECTIVtTY.
2. THE: APPROXIMAT( OVERALL OlMEI_$ OF TH( PWESSUI_
SWITCH ARE 2.44 BY 3.03 BY 3.88 IN(;H(G.
3. THE APPROXIMATE uNiT WEI4_T IS 0.875 POIJNOS.
RF.D
iNCREASINGPRERSImE
WIRING DIAGRAM
ItlMSlON OATE
Msrc -Poem IIS14 (lune l+Jel)
1.22
!.23
LOCATED ON _ SlOE
FOR CLARITY
/
•'-MS-l-,On 20M30415
n +17.9
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1.2 (con.)
c. Insulation resistance: 50 megohms minimum with 500 :.d.c. applied
between the electrical connector pins (circuit open) and between
each connector pin and the switch body.
d. Indicating switch details: Slngle-pole, double throw with a 3 a.
resistive load rating at 28 :.d.c. (CAUTION: The maximum resis-
tive load applied to the switch during fabrication or testing
must not be greater than 0.5 a.)
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4 constitute destructive
test items that are performed only at the option of the
procuring activity.
1.3 Shock Withstanding Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, three shocks in
each direction along each of the three major axes of one of the follow-
ing durations and wave forms at 35 gls while pressurized at 0.7 p.s.i.
below normal actuation pressure:
10-milllseconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milllseconds duration - half sine wave, or
6-milllseconds duration - square wave.
1.4 Vibration Withstanding Capability. The pressure switch is designed to
wlthstand- without actuation, damage, or impairment of performance-
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions while increasing
pressurization from 0 p.s.l.g, to 0.5 p.s.i, below the nonvlbratlon
actuation pressure:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 gVs,
55 to II0 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
ii0 to 2,000 c.p.s, at lO.O 8:s.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the pressure switch are outlined in Performance Specification
IOM01613 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Military - MIL-E-5272
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
VEHICLE
SA- 5
3.2 Standards:
Military - MZL-STD-130
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
EFFECTIVITY MSFC - IOM01613
REVI_ONS
E0-1
SA- S E0-1
SA- 7 E0-1
SA- 8 E0-1
SA- S E0- l
SA-IO
SPARES
EO-I
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
I REVISION DATE
I1.17.9
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Nomenclature
SUMMARY SHEET
Accumulator Reservoir Assembly
Drawing Numbers : 10415898,
20M85008
2 85 2
Saturn I Vehicle _
Vendor: Cadillac Gage Co.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: I00 hr.
Failure Rate: 5,675 x 10-6/_y_
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 39
Total Numberof
Failu_es_RepOrted: 0
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 176.2
Total Cycles of Operation:
298.5
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
II.I8.1
Page 1 of I0
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Er rat Ic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturat ion
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Cloae
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
I1.18.1
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Nomenclature:
Dr_ing _ere: I0415898
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SaEET
Accumulator Reservoir Assy.
I Vendor"Cadillac Gage Co.
_at_n: S-I Stage
zst_ted _es_ Life: I00 hr.
Failure Rate: 19,960 _ zo_/_y.
. Number of Camponents
this D_ta Represents: 8
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL@/YALIFICATIONTESTS PE_:
Accele_t_mm:
Radio In_e_e_e_ee-.
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Leakage Rate:
Humldi_ty:
Random Noiee:
Sine gave Method:
Vibration:
Dece_o- 1965
.cm, (m c_le,_: 50.1
_o_a _c_, _ Ope_ti_: 69.3
Vehicle Equipment: X
GrotmdEqull_ent:
'No Data Available
I1.18.i
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Blnd_ng:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 and SA-3 vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II. 18.1
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Nomenclature:
Dra._ _e_; 2CM85008
Saturn I Vehicle
AccUmulatorReservoir _ssy.
ml
Altitude=
Radio Interference: - .__.:_ ._._,_ :_
Salt Spray:
Shock=
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room T_lma_:
ShockXapact(_: _)=
Leakage Rate.: .......
Humidity:
Random Nolse:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Decembc- 1965
Pa_e 5 of i0
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturatlon
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-4 Vehicle (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II. 18.1
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DATA _EET
._nc_t_, Accumulator Reservoir Assy.
_a._ _e,, 20M85062. " Jl.......v_, Cadillac Gage Co.
Saturn I Vehicle Locatlonm S-I Stage
Estimated DesI@ Life: i00 hr.
Fsilu_ _ts- 6,93.0 x i0_/_,.
Number of C_ponenta
this D_ta Represemts: _7
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PE_:
_m_ (inc_!e,): 1424.3
Total @yclaa of Operation: 199.8
Vehicle F_tpuent: X
around Y_uipmn_:
No Data Available
Acceleration:
Al_Itude:
Radio Interfe_ce:
Salt Spra_:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low _ture:
Ambient Room Temperature:
The real S._o_k:.
Shock Impact (Flat Dr_p}:
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Deceubc- 1965 n. 8.i
Pa6e 7 of i0
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDI CATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerat_ve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
WouldNot Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.18.1
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Additional information concernin_ the 20M85062 component:
The accumulator, reservoir, and manifold assembly consists
of a high-pressure, double-wall, piston-type accumulator; a low-
pressure, piston-type reservoir; and a manifold for external
connections and measuring devices.
The high-pressure accumulator section receives fluid at
3200 psig. Pump discharge pulsations are dampened by the accumu-
lator piston compressing the GN 2. High-pressure fluid in the
accumulator section serves as a source of high-pressure fluid
for sudden actuator demands. The low-pressure reservoir stores
fluid returned by the actuators and feeds the pump inlet.
The bootstrap piston has 1/6Oth the area of the reservoir
piston. Therefore 3200 pSig fluid acting on it causes the reser-
voir piston to pressurize the low-pressure fluid to 53.3 psig.
1. Vendor -Cadillac Gage Company, Part No, 20296
2. Location - Station 67
3. Service - Hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-5606, GN 2
4. Temperature - Operating: -65 to 275°F
5 • Accumulator -
a. Pres sure:
I Operating: 3200 psig
2 Proof: 5000 pslg
3 Burst:- 7500 psig
4 Nitrogen pro-charge: 1500 psig
b. Total fluid volume: B_ cubic inches
c. Act lye fluid volume: 32 cubic inches
6. Reservoir -
a. Pressure:
lil Operating: 53.3 psig
Proof: 300 psig
Burst:. 600 psig
b. Oil volume (active): 104 cubic inches
c. Oil volume (total) : 122 cubic inches
7. Leakage - No leakage allowed with bleed valves closed
December 1965 (Revision) II.18.1
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A-A
BOOTSTRAP
RESERVOIR
PISTO_
RESERVOIR ILEEDER
BLEEDER VALVE
PiN
POTENTIOMETERSLEI
GUIDE
PISTON r
ACCUMULATORCAI
ACCUMULATOR
SLEEVE
QN| CHARGINGVALVE PISTONGUIDE
(ROTATED90" Oil) NUT
-POTENTIOMETER
GUARD
POTENTIQIdETEN
SECTIONA-A
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ACCUMULATOR. RESERVOIR AND MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY,
20M85062 - SECTIONAL VIEW
+1 •
+ +
• +
,, , ,,, + m , r - _ , r , • • i
DATA
,o_nclat_.-Fuel Additice Blender Unit
Drawing NUmbers: _'5_075
Saturn I Vehicle
, , i ,, ,
vea_oz.North American
Aviation
_oa_n: S-I Stage
Estimated Desisn Life, 500 Cy.
FailureRate, 10.493 x zo_/el.
• Number of C_ponents
this Dsta Represents: 4 3
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
E.VI_m_WTALQUALrFICa_0.rrESTS_R_O_m_,
Acceleration: =,
Altitude:
i ,
(m 95.3
Total Cycles of Operation: 572*
Vehicle Equlpment: X
Ground Equipment:
NO Data Available
Radio Interferer_e:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature.+
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal ShoOk: . •
Leakqe Rate: .....
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
, , [ . _,,r ,_ + .... ' t .it , , +_- r ,, + .... r +11,, r .......
• 19 1
Minimum operatin_ cycles+ Serial Nos.
RIISV and 50 do no_ appes_ in t_2e/ Pa_e 1 of 5
• cycle logs.
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
1
1
m
FAILURE
I_DICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
,,Broken insulation
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
II.19.1
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Additional information concernin_ the _5407_ component:
The fuel additive blender unit (FABU) is a fuel-pressure
operated lubricant blender that adds extreme pressure additive
(oronite) to the fuel for lubrication and cooling of the turbo-
pump gears and bearings.
Installed on the FABU is a thermostatically controlled
electric heater blanket to control temperature of the oronite.
1. Vendor - Rocketdyne Division, North American Aviation,
Inc., Part No. 4540T5-11
2. Location - Station 7S
B. Serivce - RP-1 fuel and 0ronite 262
4. Heater Thermostat -
a. Opens: 127 to 143°F on increasing temperature
b. Closes: iS5 to 145°F on decreasing temperature
•c. Insulation resistance: 500-volt megger test
each isolated terminal to blender body, 50 megohms
minimum
5 • Pressure -
a. Fuel:
Ill Cracking: 70 to II0 psigReseat: 50 to 90 psig
b. Dry air: Cracking pressure, 250 to B20 psig
6. Flow Rate - 4.5 +0.5 gpm at 900 + 20 psi
7. Additive Mixture - B +0.5% oronlte
8. Lubrication - Lubricate packings and gaskets per
RAOll2-O02 for EP-I fuel service
9. Leakage - With 40 +2 psig applied to inlet port, no
leakage is allowed except a momentary gas leakage at
the vent seal
Five failures were reported on Inspection Reports. One
failure was reported on an Unsatisfactory Condition Report.
December 1965 (Revision) II_19.1
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FUELANDLUBRICANT
COUPLING
FUEL
VIEWA-A
PLUG
/
7_IT////h
A-A
:ILL INDICATOR
PLUNGER
FITTING
,7
_FUEL AND
LUBRIOANTOUTLET SPRING IPOOL
SECTIONB-B
FUELINLET
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-FUEL ADDITIVE BLENDER UNIT, 454075
SECTIONAL "vIEW
E_
L
L
I
i
"IIAA.ItOC_TOYIEOMSal
A[IIOOI_CORP.
,*"OELIIMUFAClWm6 CO.
,IP
FUEL, ADDITIVE BI_IqDER ..UI_.T, 4S4075
IIITALI.,ATION VIICW .... .. • .. ...
"t
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SUMMARY SHEET
Nomenclature Motor (Hydraullc)' '
Drawing Numbers : i0415248, , Vendor:
20M85006,, 20M85065 -
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: I00 hr.
g.
Failure Rate: 5,310 x lO'_cy. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 45
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 0
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 188.3
Total Cycles of Operation:
260.8
7
z
Vehicle Equipment : X .:_-_
Ground Equipment: - i --_._-i:._
• _,,_
, ,,,,,
II.20.1
Pa_e I of IO
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data )
I1.20.1
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rnaTa O_ET
, ,l, _, , , , r, L__-' ....
.o_nolature- Motor (Hydraulic)
,, , L u J, i i , . . " " "
tDra._ _,: 104152;48 " v_or, •
Saturn I Veh$cle I Loeat£_ S-1 Sta_e
, .......... - .... . •
Est'--ted _ L_fe: i00 hr.
I
FaUu_ aate: 20, 283 z 10_/,,.
%umber of Cc_Nets
this Data RapreSents: 8
/
Number of
Failures Reported: O
w_. (I.hou.,}, 49.3
Total _ioUrt of Operatl_
Vehicle _ts X
0round _tl
, , L r ,
_R_ _ICAT,Oa _ mm_mm: No Data Available
Radio Interfeeenee:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
H_.gh Temneraturex
Low Temperature:
Ambient _ Temperature:
_ermal 8h_k:
ShockI_t (P.at IW_p),
Leakage .Rate:
Hmaidity:
Randc_ _$se:
Sine Wave Method:_
Vlbraticm:
December 1965 ....
68.3
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°.,
.-..k_k
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
UnwantedSlgnal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuse_:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerative
Lam_s:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 and SA-3 Vehicles
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NU_ER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less flight
II .20.1
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, , , L
DATI
I_._: Motor (Hydraulic)
L J • --
satu o ,,ehiol. I S'l
Estimated Des_ XAfe: iO0 hr.
Failu_ _te: 55,248 z Io4_.
Number of C_w_onen_s
this Data Represents-
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMEN'/9_L QUALIFICATICn TESTB PERFOHtED:
Acceleratlm%:
Altitude:
Radio Int erfere_ce:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High _Teaner_ure:
Low Te!perat_e:
Ambient _ Teuperature:
ThenatI_ehoek:
Shock I_paet (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
H_ldity:
Random _se:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
ram,(m m,,=.)-18.1
Tote.1
_., _ o_,_,,, 25.2
Vehicle Eq_ll_ent| X
9round Equip_nt:
No Data Available
• , , ,J
II.20.1
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Errat!c
Excessive _II
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blo_n
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
ooerative
LamDs:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-4 Vehicle only (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
11.20,1 .......
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P_
+
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Desi_ L_fe: ZOO hr,
Failure Rate: 5,977++ X lO'6/b_.
nATam
Motor (Hyd_ulic)
' - Ivm_or' .S. Electric Motors
20_5065 ." + ! i IUncorporated
" I u_a_: S-I Stage
._ C_ b_._): 167.3
Number of Ccm@oneat8
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: I
33
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATI_ TE_T8 PERFOIIm_:
VehiCle _m_nt_ X
__lL_mnt_
No Data Available
167.3
Acee lerati_:
Altitude:
Radio Interfere_e_
Salt Spray:
Shock:
Hlgh Tem.erature:
Low Temperature:
Amblent Room Temq_era'(bmme8
Thermal Shock:
mmcx _ect (P_at.m_p):
+I,,e_qe Rate:
Humidity:
Sine Wave Method: ..............
+
Vibration:
6_,._,i ".-,_J .... _+!,20,!
• + -P_ 7 of !0
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
LOW
None
Input :
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamp s :
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
Unspecified
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
(less
II .20.1 ......
Page 8 of i0
Additional information concerning the 20M85065 component:
The electric motor, an open type, fan cooled, aircraft
unit, drives the auxiliary pump.
le
o
3.
4.
5.
o
Vendor - U.S. Electric Motors Incorporated, Part
No. 406930
Location - Station 67
Service - Hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-5606
Temperature - Operating: Ambient range: 0 to 165°F
Torque - 25 in. lbs minimum with motor at rest and
full current and voltage applied ii
Electrical Characteristics -The followlngmotorlparform -
ance exists at 200 volts line to line, 3 phase, 400
cycles, sea level and 77°F:
a.
b.
C.
Speed: 10,500 _5% rpm at 33 in. ibs torque
Maximumcontinuous duty: 4.5 hp
Motor life: 100 hours
December 1965 (Revision) 11.20.1
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LOCATIONVI_
l TUBEASSY.20285*
FLIGHT !_
I
UNIONTEL._
20288"
(2 PLACES)
_TUBE ASSY;
20287"
NUT,
MCI/SCiW
BACK.UPKING,
MS2illll.4_
O-raNG,
zstm!3.4 . /
_ BLEEDVALVE,
20M$5009
(2 et.AC[S)
20284°
f TU9()ASSY,
t k
O- RING
20MII5OI3.4
(2 It.ACES)
NUT,
MCI75CGW
(2PtAC(S)
BACK-UPRING,
MS28711.6
(2PLACES)
O"RING,
20M85013-6
(2 PLAC[S)
AUXILIARYPUMP,
mmN64
BOLT,
IMI5.C-24°
(4PLACZS)
BRACKET,
II ._0.I
Page i0 of I0
AUXILIARY PUMP, ZOM85054, AND MOTOR ASSEMBLY,
ZOM85065 - INSTALLATION VIEW
SECTION III
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS
LIST OF COMPONENTS
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawing Numbers
III. Mechanical Components
III.1 Valve, Relief
III.l.1 LOX
III.2
III.2.1
III.3
III.3.1
III.4
III.4.1
III.5
III.5.1
III.5.2
III.6
III.6.1
Valve, Interconnecting
Interconnecting
Valve . Safety
Safety
Gimbal Assembly
Assembly
P ps
Turbo
Auxiliary (Hydraulic)
Ducts
Turbine Exhaust
i0414000
10414054
20M30460
10h14318
10414350
202119
454105
458412
456405-21
456405-51
456405-11
456405-31
10415082
20M85005
20M85064
20M00013
20M51243
20M50621
III. I
LIST OF COMPONENTS(Continued)
Section Nomenclature
MSFC and
Associated
Drawln_ Numbers
III.7
III.7.1
Turbines
Gas 454204
4510031
III.ii
SUMMARYSHEET
Nomenclature Valve, L0X Relief
Drawing Numbers: 10414000,
10414054, eOM3O46O
Saturn I Vehicle
Vendor: North American
Aviation Rocketdyne Div.,
Calmec Mfg. Co.
Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 2,000 cy.
Failure Rate: 7,662 x 10-6/cy. _
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents: 53
Total Number of
Failures Reported: 68
December 1965
MCBF (in cycles): 130.5
Total Cycles of Operation:
8,878
Vehicle Equipment : X
Ground Equipment :
lll.l.1 ...........
Page I of 24
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
42
18
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign.Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
• Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURR_CE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
6
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Co.nnect_ons
Shorted. l
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight
data)
III.l .I
Page 2 of 24
i
DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve, LOX Relief
Drawing Numbers: 10414000 vendor: Rocketdyne
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 29000 cy.
FailureRate: 7,880 x lO-6/cy.
• Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 20
Number of
Failures Reported: 2_
MCBF (in cycles): 126.9
Total Cycles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
3,046"
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature: -250°F ±
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock: .
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
)ecembo - 1965
* Minimum operating cycles;
include serial Nos. 27.0,
25°F
20-55 cps at 5 5. 55-110 cps at 0.03 in.
D.A.d., 110-2,000 cps at 20 5 with 55 psig
on housing
]
III. 1.1
logs do not Page 3 of 2_
I0.0 and 25.
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
15
?
1
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
InoDerative
Leaking
Noisy
OverHeated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
1
w
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: S_rlng,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATIO N REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962, MSFC
IIl. I. I
Page 4 of 24
I
Additional information concerning the 10414000 LOX Relief Valve
component :
Twenty-three failures were reported on Inspection Reoorts
and one on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
December 1965 (Revision) III. 1.1
Page 5 of 24
_11_ " _ACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
EP-140
• 1 _ 4
NASA
i. DESCRIPTION.
The LOX relief valve assembly 10414000 is a normally closed, spring loaded,
poppet type valve. The valve is opened when the valve and orifice assembly
10414310 is signalled to pressurize the control chamber or when a predeter-
mined flow chamber pressure is reached. The valve is used to maintain LOX
container pressure during flight and to relieve the container pressure
during the filling operation. The valve assembly is installed on containers
LI and L2 in the 4-inch vent assembly as shown in the installation view.
The various functional characteristics of the LOX relief valve are as
follows:
I.I Flow Chamber Characteristics. When the LOX container is pressurized to
57 plus 4 minus zero p.s.i.g., the valve poppet opens permitting an up-
stream flow of 700 c.i.m. The valve closes at a minimum pressure of 51
p.s.i.g. The flow chamber is capable of performing as follows:
a. Operating temperature range: -250 ° to +250 ° F.
b. Nominal operating pressure: 61 p.s.l.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Proof operating pressure: 90 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure.
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 150 p.s.i.g, minimum internal
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
e. Poppet reseating leakage upstream past the main lipseal: 120 c.i.m.
maximum at 51 p.s.i.g, minimum flow chamber pressure.
f. Service media: Air, GN2, or GOX conforming to Specification
MIL-O-25508.
g. External leakage with 51 plus 4 minus zero p.s.i.g, excluding
flow past poppet seal: None allowed.
1.2 Pneumatic Override Characteristics. Thepneumatic override feature is
ground controlled to open the valve poppet thus relieving the LOX con-
tainer pressure during the filling operation. _imultaneously the switch
is closed signaling to the blockhouse that the valve is open. The pneu-
matic override feature is capable of performing as follows:
a. Minimum operating pressure: 600 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pres-
sure with the temperature stabilized at -250 ° plus 20 ° minus 0 ° F
b. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneu-
matlc pressure.
d. Burst pressure (without rupture): 1,875 p.s.i.g, minimum internal
hydrostatic pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive
acceptance t_sting.)
e. Operating temperature range: -250 ° to +250 ° F.
27APR 19621
REVI_ON DATE
MSFC -Form ILSl _June 196L)
III .1.1
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(Continued on page 4)
l
J10414000
j I
MSFC
PAGE MANUFACTUR NG PLAN
OF
MANUFACTURING
4 _-_ v.p-140
ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
F1
L1
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INSTALI.ATIO_ VIEW - LO_ING AFT
(1"YPICAL ON CONTAI_ Li 6 _)
_) CLEAN AND C01qD_ION ALL _TM.I.IC A_
NON_TALLIC SURFACES IN M:C'ORDANCF
WITH S_CINICATION ORAW[?_I; ]115u930_.
(_ ALL teITERZAL8 OTHER TSAR SEALANT5
I_ST _ET TRE REQUIREblENTS FOR
C(k_ATISILITY WITH LOX IN
ACCORD_E WITH HSFC- _ f'..:r:- 106.
2US_Et_/ BY I_ER[NC 1R ACCORDANCE
W_TH fiZL'STD- 130.
(_ ST/_ Tt_ LURE DATE OF OLDEST
PRBEDI_NIgD RUBBER PECEIIe_ SEAL
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
DRAWING 10509311.
TOEQI!E )00 TO 110 INCH-POUNDS.
(_ APPROVED EQUIVALENT.OR
_) TORQUE 50 TO 70 INCH-POU_S.
(_ COOL BUSHING IN LIQUID ORNITROGEN
EQUIVALEftt ARD HEAT RETAINER TO
300-350" F. INSERT BUSHING _ltTO
RETAZ_R.
(_ SEAL ON B(rFH SIDES WITH KEL-F-lO-200
SEALING WAX OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
(_ LOCI_IRF. IN ACCOROANCE WITH _533540.
(_ 400 TO 450TORQUE INCH- POUNDS.
(_ TORQUE TO INCK" POb'_US.100 140
LUBRICATE WI?H DRY NOLYROTS, TypE Z,
[_dDER OR APPE0VSD IcQuIvRLERt. |L_
OPt EXC888 LU|RIC_ WITS DRY NITEOGKtl
_S.
(_) TmqUt 2_0 TO 300 Z._-tOr_.
_) 'roltqu1[ 250 I'0 300 Z_CR-P_qus,
DIAWN By:
I_NNER:
WRITER:
APPROVED BY:
M6FC - Form 1151-1 (June 1961)
(_ IF THE MAGNETIC SWITCH DOES ROT ACTUATE
PROPEELy, REMOVe. THF FOUR PISTON
SPACF.&$ AND FOUR BAR MAGNETS FROM TH_
PISTON AND CUT OFF APPROXIMATELY O. IO0-
INCH FROM T_E SPACERS. INSE_T THE CUT
OFF PORTION OF THE SPACEP.S, T_ MAGNETS,
AND PINALLY THE REMAINDER OF THE SPACERS.
TEE AM0_ TO BE COT OE? A_ IN'NESTED
BEFORE TIlE MAGNETS MAY VARY DUE TO MAGNET
CHARACTERISTICS.
INSTALL WITH LIKE POLES N_ THE DRILLED
SURPACR OF TI_ PISTON.
_) TORQUE 150 TO 200 INCH-P_.
_) CONTINUE TURNING I/4 TO 1/2 TURN APTER
IVLAN_E COHTACTS THE REAR ROUSING.
ADJUST TO INDICAT_ THAT THE VALVE I5
CLUSED MMER THE POPPET IS WITHIN
O. tOO-1_ M_XDAUM AND 0.0IO-INCH
_ININUM O_ S_ATENG.
SOLD_It _ EN_ O_ SWITCH IN ACCO_DANCS
WITH SI_cIFECATION DRAWING I0509300.
_ 350 TO 400 I_Y_-PO_NDS.
_) TOIt_ TO 1,2OO ENE_-_b-_6.
TO_C_ 180 TO 200 l_-_01_.
10414000
1. 8941725
2. 8060717
S. AN363G428
4. AN9600416
5. 10414206
6. 10414205
7. 10414208
8. 10414211
8.1 9966442
8.2 10414213
9. 8059517
10. 10414268
10.1 8046883
10.2 10414219
10.3 ID414262
11. MS2099SC41
12. AN814 -SDL
13. 20H00420-8
14 • AN9600_16
15. AH363C524
16. 89_4208
17. 10414234
18. 8059248
19. 8059668
20. AN960C7 Z6L
21. HS38691-730
22. 10414209
23. 10414233
24. 10614204
25. 8945343
26, 10414203
26.1 10¢+14221
26.2 10/,14224
26.3 10414272
26.4 10614223
26.5 10414269
27. $094178
28. AN363C428
29. AN96OC416
30. 10414210
31. 8059512
32. 10414261
33. 8944216
34. MS35276-13
35. 2_00620-8
36. MS20995C20
37. 10414266
38. 10414267
39. ANSCI48
40. AN4CIOA
41. 10414202
41.1 10614201
41.2 10414216
41.3 10414215
41.4 10414598
4I.S
42. AN6227 -9
43. 10614257
t3. 1_1&226
M_. 10_14214
47. 2_20-4
48. 10414253
GENE _AL LOCATION
LEGEND
LOX PJELIEF VALVE ASSE_LY ("B" EEV.,Eo-6,-7_,s) "B®@®
ACORN NUT (_)
SEAL ("8" REV.) (PRECISION _BER
RRODUUTS CORP. 110-3/8) (_J
SELF [.,OCKZ/_ RL_ (12 PLACES) (_
WASHER (12 PLACES)
POPPET
LIPSRAL RETAINER
LIPSEAL (EO-I)
LOX RELIEF VALVE RETAINER ASSE_LY
RE:TAINER BUSRD_ ("A" REV. ) (_)
RETAINER (_
RETAINER GASKET (FLEXITALLIC GASKET
co 84-4E) ® ®
LOX RELIEF VALVE ROUSING ASSEMBLY
RING (ROSAN IlqI:. RL24SB-7)
STUD (ROSAN IRC. SFI01"9SA-19A)
NOUS DaU.
LOCk'WIRE @
SCR_ T_READ PLUG AND BLEEDER _J
K-SEAL (HARRISON MARUFACTURI_CO.,
BURBANK, CALIF. 12100R8) F_J
WASHER (12 PLACES)
NUT (12 PLACES) (_
s_ut_r ("s" RRV,) _)
INNER SPEI_G
OUTER SPRING
_L_'_A_ER ("A" REV.)
WASHER
.1MI N[r[ (_
S_L E'_rADIER ("A" REV. ) _)
SEAL
PISTON RETA_ER
PISTOE LIFS_ (RO-1)
piNTOtl ASSE_4BLY ("A" REV,)
PISTOR 4"8" REV.) ®
BAR M_N_T (REVEEE CORP. OF AM_IOA,
WALL_NGFORD, CORR. E-6972-3)
4 PLACES) _ (_)
PIST0t_ SPACER (4 PLACES)
PISTON WASHER
RETAINING RING (WALDES KO_INOO_ INC..
LONG ZSLANO CITY Z, N,Y. 5001.-).00-
SELF LOCK_ NUT (6 PLACES) @
WASHER (6 PLACES)
CYLINDER COVER
COVER OASKET (FLERITALLIC GASKET CO.,
_SKET
COHNE@rOR ('IA" ERV, ) (CANNO_ SLRCTRIC
CO,, LOS ANGELES, CALIF, GSO2"IOSL"
4P-Ill) F(D
SCEBE (4 PLACES)
K-SI_L (RARRI_N MANUFACTURING CO.
12100RS).._
ROUSING ASSEMBLY ("A" RRV. 4
gO-2A)
Vgh'T SRAL @
BOLT (12 PLACES)
BOLT (6 l_CES)
SWITCH ASS_IBLY ("B" REV., EO-AA,
b -5) V_
SWITCH HOLDER ("A" P.EV, )
SWITCH BUSHING
SWITCR (EO-2) (REVERE CORP. OF J_RICA,
GLASWITCR E5600-23 or -33) _)
SWITCH BUSH I_G
ILUOTEIC_ WIRING (MIL-W-16878_ TYPE E,
RECI_EL PLATED ANG NO, 20) (WE
n_0_=O PACKING (O-RIND) (_T®
RACEUP RASR_
51//TCH NUT (_
S_
CAF _)
R-SSAL (RARRL_R _IUSACTUSING CO.
1210OE4) (_
_INIgO ONION ("A" RI_,) I_
_ EN_elNEEIIN_BRAWING
• it_j;_
IEVtSiON TO:
10414000
_s
-6, -7, and -8
_t CONtlOL ttOo
I'II'I'14.- 418-H
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PA_E
27 Apt 196;
III .I .i
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1.2 (Co_.)
1.3
£. Leakage past control cylinder: 75 c.l.m, maximum of helium at 750
+- 10 p.s.i.g, as measured on the upstream side of the control
piston assembly.
g. Poppet travel: 1.100- inches alnlm_a when operated by the control
piston assembly,
h. Clearance between shaft and piston assembiy: 0.010 to 0.030-
inch.
i. Service india: Air, GM2, or helium,
J. Life cycle: 2,000 cycles without damage or impairment of
per forintS.
k. Poppet closing time with the temperature stabilized at -250 °: F. plus
20 ° F. minus 00 F. : 2 seconds _x_ to fully closed position as
indicated by the position switch.
Electric a! Performance Characterlstics. The magnetlc position swlteh
indicates that the valve is closed when the poppet Is within 0. lO0-ineh
max/_smn to 0. 010-1rich mlnlmm of the seal. A continuity check bec-qm_S
pins "A" and "B" on the connector with the valve in the closed poSltion
• mst indicate less than O. 5 ohm resistance. With the valve in the _pe_
position the insulatlon resistance between pin "A" and valve body, _In:
"B" and the valve body, and pins "A" and "B" must be a mlnlm_8 of 50
megobm. The switch operates from a 22 to 32 v.d.c, system with 28
v.d.c, nominal.
CAUTI_: ParaKraphe 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withseanding Capability. The valve Is desiKaed to withstand,
without damaKe or impairment of performance, six shocks of one of the
followin 8 durations and wave forms at 35 g's in each of the three /J_or
a7_8:
lO-milliseconds duration- triansular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-mtllis_eee_ls duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration b_lthstaadi_ Capability, The valve is designed to withstand,
without damage or impa£rment of performance, vibration at each resonant
frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of the three major axes under
the followin 8 conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at three g's,
55 to 100 c.p.s, at O.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c,p.s, at 10 g'S.
2. TEST AND DELIVERY RE_I_qTS.
The destructive and dondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419902 and
PackaKin K and PackinKSpecification 10509302.
M81_ - From'11S1-1 O_no l$_t)
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
_E_R_P.14 0
NASA
3. REFERENCES
3.1 Specifications:
Federal - QQ-S-571C/SN-60
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-106
Milltary - MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-25567
MIL-W-16878
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419902
10419909
10509300
10509302
10509305
10509311
3.2 Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
I_33540
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
.NASA - MSFC-STD-IO0
• _ ,_ _ . : ....
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA -T
SA-1
SA-2
SA-3
$A-4
SPARES
REVISIONS
"B" Rev., EO-6, -7, and -8
"B" Rev., EO-6, -7, and -8
"B" Rev., EO-6, -7, and -8
"B" Rev._ EO-6_ -7_ and -8
"B" Rev.! EO-6 i -71 and -_
Before installing modify to latest Confi2uration
1'0"'4000I
"I"'I"1".3_. 3.
Page _I0 of 2_L
J REVISION DATE 2 7 APR 1962
!
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve, LOX Relief
,, , ,, , , , ,, , i
Drawln6 Numbers: I0_14054 I
iSaturn I vehicle
, , ,,,, , ,, ,i , , , ,
Estimated Design Life: 22000 Cy.
, , , ,, ,, ,
FailureRate: 10,905 _ 10_/cY- _ (_ C_les)." 91.7
._er of c_ents _t_ _oles of _e_tl_. 127
this D_ta Represents: 10
Number of Vehicle Equipment: X
Failures Reported_ 0 Ground Equipment:
__L Q_nca_ou _ __: (Same as on page 3, III.l.l)
Acceleratt_:
AI_itude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
The _aal Shock:
Shock _ap_t (Flat DAmp):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratien:
i ,, • , _ , / ,
v_or: North American Aviation
Lo_t_= S-I Stage
, - , i , ,
Decembo _ 1965 III. I,'i"
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
DATA SOURCE:
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure :
None
Low
...............Kig_
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: S9ring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory ConditlonKeports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-3 and SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III.I.I
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MANUFACTURING P L A r_
L
sAzvm_ com_oszszs ^SSZVmLY_Ca)t=_. .m
. 10414054750 P.S.I.C. PRESSURE _.} /_ #.
RELIEF VALVE ASSEMBLY &/_.
i , • , , , |
1 _.
EP-140
1 _ 4
I.I Operating Characteristics. The pressure relief valve assembly is !
capable of performing as follows:
a. Operating temperature range: Minus 65 ° to plus 160°F.
The pressure relief valve assembly 10414054 is a component of the control
pressure system. The relief valve is used to insure against overpressuri-
zation in theGN 2 control pressure system. The pressure relief valve i
assembly is a componentof the pneumatic pressure control manifold assembly
10413666. The pressure relief valve assembly is installed in the rear skirt
of container F2 as shown in the installation view. The various functional
characteristics of the pressure relief valve assembly are as follows:
• b. Operating media: Air, helium, or gaseous nitrogen.
c. Leakage: 2 s.c.i.m, maximum through the six main vent holes
with 750 ! 15 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pressure applied
throughout the operating temperature range.
Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.i.g.
1.2
• 1.3
/
ge
d.
e. Proof operating pressure: 1,125 p.s,i.g, :_
f. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i,g. (CAUTION: Use
only for destructive acceptance testing.)
Relief pressure: 950_ 20 p.s.l.g, internal pne-mRtlc pres-
sure. Under the enviromuental conditions of temperature and
shock the venting and relievlng pressure is within 950+50 p.s.i.g..,
h. Reseat pressure: 845 p.s.i.g.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 constitute destructive test
items that are perfomed only at the option of the procuring
activity.
Shock Withstanding Capabilit_. The pressure relief valve assembly
is designed to withstend, without dauage or impairment of performance,
six shocks of one of the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's
in each of the three major axes:
lO-mill/seconds duration - triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration sine wawe, !or
6-milliseconds duration- square wave.
t
Vibration WithstandinE Cavability. The pressure relief valve assembly
is designed tO withstand, without damage or impairment of performance,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5minutes duration in each
of the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3.0 g'a
55 to I00 c.p.s, at 0.02-1nch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at 10.0 g'S
(Continued on page 4)
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MANUFACTUR NG PLAN
MSFC MANUFACTURING
PAGE I PROCEDURE2 OF 4 EP-140
ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
INSTALLATION VIEW - LOOKING FORWARD
(ARROW INDICATES FLOW DIRECTION)
I I I
k_.i# ;
/
,/"
GENER£LLOC_TION
LEGEND -- HOTES
10414056 750 P.S.I.G. PRESSURE HELIEF VALVE ASSD_LY
("a" REV) (NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
so.5_5> ® ® ©© ®
i. 550442 ADJUSTING SCREW
2. 9627-599.[ NUT ©
_ MS20995C_L LOCI_EINE
4. 556_,3S c_ Q
5. 550359 SPRING
6. 550353 ADJUSTING NOD
7. 550362 SEAT ASSEMBLY ©
7.1 550444 INSE_T (E.1. DUPONT DE NDIOURS AND CO. INC.
W_LLMINGTON, DELAWAR_ NYLON ROD I ZTTEL
I01 col_, )
• . ?,_ , _o;_s SCE_I®
--"-7;3'-:---,.-.-_, _ NOlVt I (llj,. DIJI_DRT DE NEMOURS AND CO,
_TEL 10_ Cm4L.) _) _--- ......
7.4 ._6l:,7-_, P_O_'_ EAc_zsc (O-RING) (]9 _)
7.5 55035 _ POPPET ®
7.6 55036] POPPET SPRING
7.7 550354 PILOT VALVE BODY
8. AN6227-6 PRE_'ORMND PACKING (O-RING) © ®
9. 550656 SEAL BLOCK
10. AN6227-21 PREFOBI'_D PACK_NC (O-RZNO) ® (_
11. 552550 SPRING
12. 9512-45154 PISTON
13. AN6227-19 PNETOP,PJ_D PACKING (O-RING) ® ®
14. 9512-45156 GASKET
15. 550637 NUT _)
16, 550861 HOUSZNG
17. 550275 NAME pLATE
® CLEAN AND _O_ITI0_ ALL METALLIC A_ N0_METALLIC
SURFACIES ZR ACC0_DANCE WlTM SPECIFICATION
DRAWING 10509305.
® IDR_TII'f BY MARKII_ IN ACCORDANCE WITM MIL-S_D-130.
© ST_I4P DIE CU_ DATE 0_ 1ll OLDEST PI_YURMND RURSER
PACKING SEAL IN ACCWANCE WITH SPECTEICATION
DIhlWl _ t0_093lL
• © CA_14_T_W _D R_VENT CONTAMINATION
DURING ASNHLY •
0_ API_OV_D _IVALENT.
® ADJUST TORQUE 30 TO 25 INCH-POU_S.
_) T0_UE 20 TO 25 INGN-NDWNDS.
_--,,&i,_,_-_ -- _:-.- ._.__._
(_ 11)SQUE 600 TO 900 IROW-POUNGS.
® L_RICaTE WITH DO,4-COImING CO_, D.C. 55 OR
APPROVED _UIVAL_Tf.
(_ FUNCTIOHALC_ECK _Y APPLTIRG 75oe 15 P.S.I.G.
CASEOUS NI11OGI_ nESSURE THROUGH THE FOUR (4)
1/16 9_ HOLI[S _ T_E ,036 DIAMETER HOLE
ZN TI_ $505S& I_OY. LEANAGR _LL NOT _C|SD
2 S.C.I,M.
_) T0_QUE 25 TO 30 INCH-RXINGS.
(_) T_R(|UE 450 TO 500 INCH-POU'_S.
DRAWN BY:
PLANNER:
WRITER:
_PPROVEO IY:
III .i .i
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_. 41_, _ ENGINEERINGDRAWIN_
Bill Kill
,t"/sT-.
REVISION TO:
C-O'S
ART CONTROL NO.
of 24
10414054
, , • !-Ml-ll!:o4o-II i
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
INOTE
I. SEE PAGE4 FOR THE 10414054 750P. S.LG.
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE EFFECTIVITY.
2. THE APPROXIMATE OVERALL OIMENSlONS
OF THE PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE ARE
4.140 BY _-565 BY 2.130 INCHES.
3. THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT IS O.'J'5
POUNDS.
mDAIE
M81eC -Form 1151-Z _l_lne 1961)
II-IllltlDIlII-IItlt !@411014
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
! _OCEDU_E EP-140
NASA
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve assembly are outlined in Performance Specification
10419946 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Speeifications: 3.2
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-L-4343
MIL-Q-9858
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MIL-STD-643
MS33540
MS33586
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419918
10419946
10509302
10509305
10509311
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE REVISIONS
SA-T "B" Rev.
SA-1 "B" Rev.
SA-2 "B" Rev.
SA-3 "B" Rev.
SA-4 "B" Rev.
SPARES Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414054 I
M_FC - Form 1).51-1 (June 19f'1
Ill. I. l
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Valve, LOX Relief
Drawing Numbers: 20M30460 Vendor: Calmec Mfg. Co.
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 29000 cy.
Failure Rate: 7,716 x 10"6/cy.
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: 23
Number of
Failures Reported: _4
ENvIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFOI_D:
Acceleration:
A_titude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
MCBF (in cycles): 129.6
Total Cycles of Operation: 5,705
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
(Same as on page 3, Iii.I.I)
Deccmbc_ 1oga_# III.l.l
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FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
27
ll
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
6
Indicator Shows:
i
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
High
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less flight data
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT _"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III.l.l
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Additional information concernin_ the Relief I_X Valve, Drawing
Number 20M30460:
Forty failures were reported on Inspection Reports, four
were reported on Unsatisfactory Condition Reports.
/
December 1965 (Revislcn) III.I.!
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I PROCEDURE
, , __ . _ OATe _rtl 1963. HPI-2000
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1• DESCRIPTION •
The LOX relief valve assembly 20M30460 is a normally closed, spring loaded,
poppet type valve. The valve is opened when an MV-74V control valve 20M30128
is signalled to pressurize the control chamber or when a predetermined flow
chamber pressure is reached. The valve is used to maintain LOX container
pressure during flight and to relieve the container pressure during the
filling operation. The valve assembly is installed on containers L3 and L4
in the 4-1nch vent assembly as shown in the installation view. The various
functional characteristics of the LOX relief valve are as follows:
I.I Flow Chamber Mechanlcal Performance Characteristics. The relief valve
flow chamber is capable of performing mechanically as follows:
a. Venting (cracking) relief operation: On increasing pressure at 55
p.s.l.g, the flow (not considered leakage) past the poppet must
not be greater than 300 s.c.i.m. On further increase of pressure
the poppet must vent (crack) at 57 +5 or -0 p.s.l.g. Venting is
defined as a minimum flow of 4,250 s.c.l.m, of hellumpast the
poppet.
b. Closing (reseating) relief operation. After venting on decreasing
pressure at 51 p.s.l.g, minimum the poppet must return to the
closed position (reseat). Reseating is defined as a maximum
flow of 240 s.c.l.m, of helium past the poppet.
c. Operating temperature range: -250 ° to +250 ° F.
d. Operating pressure: 62 p.s.l.g, minimum internal pneumatlcpressure
e. Proof operating pressure: 90 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneumatic
pressure,
f. Burst _ressure (without bursting): 150 p.s.l.g, minimum internal
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
g. External leakage from the flow chamber: None when pressurized from
0 to the venting pressure, Flow past the poppet is not con-
sidered leakage,
h. Service media: Air, GN2, or gaseous oxygen.
1.2 Pneumatic Override Mechanical Performance Characteristics. The relief
valve pneumatic override system is capable of performing mechanically
as follows:
a. Minimum operating pressure:
sure,
b. Nominal operating pressure:
pressure.
c. Proof operating pressure:
matlc pressure.
600 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic pres-
750 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
1,125 p.s.i.g, minimum internal pneu-
d. Burst pressure (without bursting): 1,875 p.s.i.g, minimum internal
pressure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
e. Operating temperature range: -250 ° to ÷2504 F.
MSFC - Form 1151 (June 1961)
III .i .i
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IN_E_TION VIE'W - LOOKING
(TYPICAL ON CObrr,_NERS 1.3, & 1,4)
IMANUFACTURING PLAN
NOTES
_._ CLEAN AND CONDITION ALL METALLIC AND
NONMETALLIC 51P_FACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH HSFC- SPEC-164.
_) ALL MATERIALS OTHER THAN SEALANTS MUST
MEET THE RRQUIREMEWTS FOR COHPATI_ILITY
WITH LOX IN ACCORDANCE _TH NSFC-SPEC-106.
O IDENTIFY BY HA_k_ I_ ACCORDANCE WITH
HIL-STD-130.
®
STAMP TBE C_E DaTE OF OI_ST PREF0_D
RLraRER PACKING SEAL IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MSFC- STD- I0§o
(_ LUBRICATE TI_P_ADS _ ANTISEZZZ COMPOt_D (_)
A]t-l-F.
_ 100 TO 110 mCH-POL_DS.
Loo¢_ IN ACCOFJ_mOE _TH MS33_O.
_) oa _.OWD EqUZWUmT.
TOItQL_ 20 TO 25 INCII.I_JND5.
TO_U[ 65 TO 70 INCI.I_CfNDS.
LU_ICACE k_TH _Y NOLYKO_, TYPE Z,
PO_R OR _ROV_D ZQUIVaLGC¢, _LO_
OFF ZXCJESS LU_RICAH¢ WITH DRY NIIltOG_
GAS.
(_ COOL WJ_ff_ IN LII_r_D NI ¢_
Mt'_l
v
AOI_II_N_ WtTH I_-_1_ , _ II-•*
STATICALLY TO 100 F.S.I.G. _ S
MINIr_S AND PEEII_TIP_,Y TO 1_ P.S.I.G.
ENGINEERING DIVISION
BIAWN BY:
MSFC - Fccm 1151-1 (June 1%61)
TORQUE I00 TO 140 INCH-POUnDS.
ADJUST SO THAT THE DISTANCE
TIE END OF TRE SI_ 201_5ol /d(D
THE PISTON 201430263 IS _TMIN OoOIO-
INCE MINI]CJM AND O,OSO-IMCM M_Xll_.
THEN .TAM TDEETHE_ BY HOLDTHC 1_ lfOT
NEAREST T_ WAS_ AND TO_ _E
OT_R 270 TO 300 _CH-POI_DS.
TO_U_ 250 TO 300 I_CH-PO_q_DS.
¢O_QUE 275 TO 300 INCE-_q_DS.
20)(30027
MS2099_C32
2011130035
201,130A64-1
20_$0467-1
NAS1351C3F_
5.2 20M30444-1
5.3 20_1-1
5.4 20_0_40-1
6. AN363C_2B
7 • AN960C416
B. 20H30A34
9. 20H30462- |
10. 2OH30&66-1
11. 20_30_b5-1
12. 2_(30/.63-1
13 • 201430231
13 • 1 20H30262
L.2 20H30261
14. 20M_0246
15. 201,130230
15 • 1 20H30023
15.2 20H30259
15.3 201,130251
16 • MS20995C41
17. 1,1C179D8_
18. 2_100420-6
19. ,_0C516
20. AN363C$24
21. 20_302_8
22 • 2_02_7
23. 20N302_,
24. _N_OC 716L
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
$.1
IF THE P.A_£1_C SWITCH D01_S mOT aE%'UAT£ 25. HS356QI-730
_ltLT. IU_0_£ TIE _ PIST_ 26. 2010023_1
SPAC_ItS AND _ IMdt _ _ _ 27. 29_302_0
FIS'fO_ *ND COT _ m'J_blr 0.100- 28. ;_01_0235
I_Cl[ _ _ S_'a_ILS. I]ISn.T TIE CUT 29. 20tf30241
O_F POI(I"£GI OF 11_ I_m, _ K4G- 30. 2_30252
SPACEU. 30.2 201_100_0
INSrnTED _ TI_ _ NAT V£iff
30.3 20100032
)0._ 201OO0_9
(_ INSTALL _ _ POIZS _ _ 9E3JrJJ_ )0.$ 20H300_4
StqLl_.t_ OF THE FIS'fCII.
(_ _ 150 1"0 200 IWCII.I_B_DS. 31.
]2. All363C_|8
(_ FI,,1_80_'BE 111ACCORDANCE 9"ITH SFECIF'£- 33. Ide960C416
_tTZ0tl _P.Ai*JBIG t0A38101. _,. 20H30236
$5. 20100242
ll_l_orM'_.d_Y '_ 1,1|5 P.S.l.O. _ 36. _01L$0_
$ 1_31_3TES _JD _C&LLY TO 1,125 37. 1010010?
_ TISlNG 1,4 TO 1,2
KS35276-13T_N
_ ccIrJ_"T'S _ IB_ _ 39. XS211778 -.a
,UI_DBLY. 40. _$20_$C20
41. 20K30256
_) _ _0 Tli]SZCkTH _ 11B VALV_ IS 42. 20K3002B
_r,10_D glllll TIB POF_'I_ IS WIIqllM 0.100- 43. a)l_Cl&q
_ _ID 0.010-_C_ _ OF 45. 20100005
las2211_" 4_.1 _m30006
_k%2 101000_
Ni_C.Iqt0C.I_.
45.4 2mO021_
_) _ TO 1,200 mc_-_mms. AN_227-9
47 • 201¢10013
49 • 201_0252
SO. 20k/30253
m _ 201¢30660
um
iio's
-1 & -2A
F3
C_eAL LOC_IO_ _\ i
LOX RELIEF VALVE ASSAY ("A" _V.. EO-
l &-2) (_ ® © ® ®AC_ NUT
I.G,_WIRE
sEAL (PRECINI_ EUU£R PRODUCTS CORP.
no-_/e)
POPPET ("A" EEV.)
SEAL ASSEMBLY ("A" R£V* & EO*l)
SCP._W (12 PLACES) (_)
pLATE P._TAI_ER ("A" I_V.)
SEAL ("A" REV*)
pLaTE SEAL ("A" REV.)
SELF LOCKING _ (12 PLACES)
WASHEE (12 PLACES)
SEAL ("A" REV.) (MAC0 E_GRG. DIV. OF
R. E. CREATH co., INc., LOS ANGELES,
CALIF. , PART NO. 10003-84 )
POPPET ADRPT_R ("k n R_V.)
PLUG ("A" REV.)
SHAFT ("A" REV.)
SHAFT RETAINER ("A" REV.)
RETAINEE ASSUmaBLY (EO*I)
RETAINER RUSEING _N_
RETAINER
RETAINER GASKET (FLEXITALLIC
co.,c_m. N._. E,r,..) (Z_k_
LOX ]_ELI£F VALVE ROt_II_G ASSemBLY
LOC_ RING (EOSAN _JC*, RL24SB-7)
(12 pLACES) ®
STUD (ROSAN INC._ SPtOI-qSA-IqA)
(12 PLACES) _R_
SC_EM TI_JEAD PI._G AND B_E£1ER (_
R-S_AL (FddtEZSOl_I¢_ACT_INC CO..
SURS_. C.O_r. uzooe8) _)
_AgHER (12 Pt_S)
_'_ 02 PLACES)
I_U_ER SP_ING
OUTER SPRING
RETAINER
WASHE_
SEAL (EO-1)
PISTON LIPS_AL (KO*I & -_)
PIST_ _T (_
RA]t NACSET (_IeEILT C0_P., C@ a_.ilC&.
F-6972-3)
(4 FL4CES) C_)
_ET SP_ (4 PLACES)
PISTON K_SIg_t
HL'tlTIDIO I_I0 (IMMBJ; K0_IDI001 DeC.,
Rc'z_'_I_I_-._ CI_ 1, _. T. _O_-IO_
S_U' LOO(]_m WeT (6 l-,a(m_) _)
_sm (6 _:_8)
c'YI_grlrR cO1n_
ca_B. ,. z. _-_) _ r_D
SCrEw (4 PL_S)
BOLT (6 Pl_C[S)
swz_ _sssm_ (zo.1)
s_ aOL_lm (IO-1)
svI_'_ coe (io*1)
s_rc_ (nmt_ camP, _ ARniCa,
E5600.23 or -33) (10
S_'J_8 II_SULAT01_ I_bI_CTI_CAL
WIRING (XlL..W-16878, TYPE E.
RZCIQ[L PLATED A_ NO. 20) __
P_'FOi_D PACKING (O*lt_)
S_W. mrr _
sEAL (EO-I)
_®@
M-ME-E-II30-A
31 May 1963
III.l.l
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1.2 (con.)
f. r Leakage past control cylinder: 240 s.c.i.m, maximum of helium
when the piston assembly is pressurized from 0 to 750 I
p.s.i.g.
g. Poppet travel: 1.100-inches minimum when operated by the pneu-
l
matic control assembly, j
h. Clearance between the shaft and piston assembly: 0.010 to
0.050-1nches.
i. Service _in- Air, CN2, or helium.j. Life cycle: 2,000 cycles of operation by the pneumatlc control
assembly without damage or impairment of performance,
k. Poppet closlus time= 2 seconds maximum after the control
chamber is vented to relleve the 750 p,s.i.g.
pressurization.
1.3 Electrlcal Performance Cha...racterlst!c.s. The magnetlc position
switch indicates that the valve is closed when the poppet is within
O. 100-1nch maximum to 0,010-1nch minimum of Its seated position, A
continuity check between pins "A" and "B e on the connector with _l_
valve in the closed position must indicate less than 0.5 otto
resistance. _ith the valve in the Open position the in_- _-_- .....
resistance het_een inpi_n__nA_--snd_l_-bod_-Pi_-"BU-_-_and the velv_ +J
....... __ p+_ns_-"A-_Awam_l _B n mUSt he a minimum Of 50 megol_s _ _ .....
v.d.c, applied. The switch operates from a 22 to 32 v.d.C. SysteW
with 28 v.d.c, nominal.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items thet are performed
only at the optlen of the procuring actlvlty,
1.4 Shock Withstanding _bllity. The relief vaive is designed to
withstand, without damage or i_alrment of performance, six ehoeks
of one of the following durations and wave forms at 45 g's in +!_
each of the three major axes under + the following condition= ]
10-milliseconds duration- trlangular wave, or equivalent.
1.5 Vibration _tthscandins Capabili.cy. The relief valve is designed t_,
wir.hsrJnd, without damage or Igq)a_rment of performance, vibrat+Im_ J
at each resor_nt frequency for .5 minutes, duration in each of the _ I
three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 37 c.p.s, at 0.l-lnch double amplitude displacement,
37 co 300 c.p.s, at 7.0 S's.
300 to 510 c.p.s, a_ 0.0Ol+5-1neh double amplltude dlsp_acement, at
510 co 2,000 c.p.s., at 20.0 S's-
2. TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIRENI_fS.,
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests for the preparation
for delivery of the relief valve are outlined in Performance Specifi-
cation 10H011_0 and Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302_
i I II i i r • In i | "11 i i •+--
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4MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DIVISION
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3. REFERENCES.
3.1 Specifications:
Federal - QQ-S571C/SN-60
NASA - MSFC-SPEC-I06
MSFC-SPEC-164
MSFC-PROC-158
Military - MIL-E-5272
MIL-W-16878
Standards: I
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
NASA - MSFC-STD-IO0
MSFC-STD-I05
Army Ballistic Missile
Agency - ABMA-STD-18
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
MSFC - 10419909
IOMOIISO
EFFECTIVITY
VEHICLE
SA- 5
SA- 6
SA- 7
SA- 8
SA- 9
SA-10
SPARES
REVISIONS
"A" Rev. t EO-I and -2
"A" Rev., EO-1 an¢ -2
"A" Rev.. EO-I and -2
"_%" Rev.; EO-I end -2
"A" Rev. _ EO-I and -2
"A" Rev. f EO-I and -2
BEFORE INSTALLING MODIFY TO LATEST CONFIGURATION
J20M30460 J
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IREVlSlONDATE 31 May 1963
I
JDATA _REET
N_nc_e, Valve, Interconnecting
"LDrawin__e_- 10glg318 V_or, North American AviationClary Corp.Saturn I Vehicle Locat_.l S-I Stage
Estimated Death Life| 2,000 Cy°
FaU_ ate= 970 x !0_/c_.
Nmnber of Components
this Data Represents= 14
Number of
Failures Reported = 0
.ms,(m c_le.)" 1,031
Total CycZee o_ 0_er_tio.= I _28
Vehicle Equipment:
Ground Equipment • - .......
ENVIRORMERTAL QUALIFICATION TEsTs PERFORMED=
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interferencet
Sal_ Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature: 140 OF
u . .
Ambi_at Roam Temperature:
The ms1 Shock"
_= z,pat (n=t D,op)=.
L.=_p _=t,, 20 s¢i m shaft seal-.at 150 psig
Humi_lty=
Random Nolee:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlbratio,- 20--55 cps,at 5 g. 55-110 cps at 0.03 D.A.d.,
lZ0 2,0bo ?p, =t 2og ....
.oe=bo-..................................i_5 IIi ._ ,I'
' Page I of 6
FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
F_EQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inooeratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
0il/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close l
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
January 21, 1962, MSFC
IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
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FAJIitiCATiON AND ASSEMBLY ENGINt|IIINO 81VISION
4_Wt
SATURN _ ASSEMBLY PRiXXDU]_
10414318 L_ _HIqECT VALVE
ORIFICE ASSEMBLY
DESCRII_flOH.
NASA
The LOX interconnect valve and orifice assembly 10414318 is a normally closed
pneuma-mechanically operated orificed-gate type valve. All four of the valve
and orifice assemblies are opened duri_ the LOX container fill_ or
are opened _ the solenoid in
energized to allow GN2 iron the c_ pressure
syst_ to pressurize the control ports of the fourvalve and orifice assam-,
blies. W_m the valve and orifice assemblies are closed the orrises in
their gates, restrict the flow of COX into the 70-inch LOX conta/mms to
intain a higher pressure in container LC. The higher present _e the
in container LC out into the 70-inch containers before they m _tied.
The valves are used in the L(_ interconnect and
assemblies 10438179. The valve and orifice assemblies the
four branch lines above container LC as shown in the installat/_a v_. The
various functional characteristics of the valve and orifice assembly are as
follows:
1.1 Mechanical Performance Characteris_¢s. The valve and orif/ce assembly
is capable of perfonLtn K lechanicaliy as follows:
a. OperatinK llne pressure: 65 p.s.i.a.
b. Gate play: I ° maximum.
c. Parallelism between the surface of the closed gate and t_ flat
machined surface of valve housin8: ,+ 0° 30'
d. Service: G_
e. Nominal vent Kate operating time, switch to switch:
To open - 150 milliseconds.
To close- 300 milliseconds.
f. Internal leakage with 60 p.s.i.g, pressure in the line and the gate
in both the open and closed positions alternately:
Shaft seals - 20 s.c.i.m, maxim,-,.
Gate pin seals - 2 8.c.i.m. maximl.
Hain seat - 25 s.c.i.m, maximum (applies only with gate in the
closed positicm).
g. VentinK chamber operating temperature raa6e: -150 ° to +165 ° F.
1.2 Pneumstic OperatLn_ Characteristics, The valve and orifice assembly is
capable of operatin 8 pnetmatically as follows:
a, Control cylinder operatix_ temperature ranker -65 ° to ÷165 ° F,
b, Miniaam operating pressure: 500 p.s.i.g, internal pneumatic
pressure.
c. Nominal operating pressure: 750 p.s.l.g, intern_a1 pneumatic
pressure.
d. Proof operatinK pressure: 1,125 p,8.t.g, internal pnemmtic.
pressure.
e. Burst pressure (without burstins): 1,875 p.s.t.g, internal hydro-
static presqure. (CAUTION: Use only for destructive acceptance
testing.)
f. 0peratins media: Air, gaseous nltrcsen, or helitm.
g. Leakage past the control cylinder: $ s.c.i,m. _ _rlth 750
P.S.i,8. internal pnetmatic pressure applied,
1.3 I
Electrical Perfor, m_¢e p___._r.-___. The electrical performmce require
manta of the valve and orifice assembly are as follows: "
I1.2.1
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MSFC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
1-
,,or 2 OF 4 _ ,.ocl.uti EP-140
NASA
MANUFACTUR NG PLAN
/,Y
• "_'_"' i _Jrz" n
,...............
I
FIl4 I
I
INSTALId_TIOM VIEW - LGOKING AYT
NOTES
CLEAN AN_ CORDITIO_ ALL METALLEC ADD
NOmlETALLIC SUItFACES IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SPECIFICATION DRAWING 10509305.
G ALL MATERIALS OTHER THAN SEALANTS MUST
MEET THE UQUIP_NTS" FOR COMPATIBILITY
WITH LOX IN ACCORDANCE WITH MHEC.SHEC-LOE.
IDENTLI_ BY MARRING WITHIN ACCORDANCE
MIL-STD- 130.
pRRFO_D RUBBER PACKING SEAL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATION
DRAWING 10509311.
_,,E_STHET,_MTOPP_ENTC_IMA-
TION DURING ASSEMBLY. f:_
LU
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT. ®
16 TO 20TORQUE INCH- POUNDS.
LUBRICATE WITH DOW-COENING CORP. D.C. 55
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
_) LOC_IHE i_ A_UONGAMCR wITH MSa3540.
(_ 50 TO 70TORQUE INCH- POUNDS.
@ TORQUEI5TO18 I.CM-PO_)S.
SPOT-TIE ELECTRICAL WIRES ATTHE 3-tl_H
INTERVALS,
(_ TORQUE 6 TO R INGH-POm_DS.
TORQUE IO TO 12 INGM-POUNDS.
(_ UNDER THE NUT PLACED HERE ANDINSTALL
ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OW THE BOX,
INSTALL WASHER 2H18-41E UNDER TEE
_O REMAINING NUTS.
(_) TORQUE 50 TO 70 INGRoPOUNDS.
THIS LEVER SO THAT THE SPLIHEPOSITION
INDEX SCRIBE MARK IS IN LINE WITH THEPUNCH HARK SHOWN ON THE SHARE. 10414318
I
_) I00 TO 140 INUM-POUNUS.TORQUE
TORQUE TO 50 INCH-POUNDS. I. NAS679AOHW
2. 800-015-8
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
DRAWN BY:
PLANNER : _
WRITER :
APPROVED BY:
- Fore II!
IIl .2.1
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HEIOR TO IN_,;TAI,LING ] VALVE GATE A_
SHAFT. PLACE THIS SEAL RI._ IN THE
CASTING 9615-48013-9 A_ HETAIN WITH
THE HETAINUR 9615-48024. WITH
HALVES TOGETHER. FORCE TI¢_ COOL 365-798
THEO_GH _ SEAL BLA_K TO POEN ¢tB SEAL.
_OTE _ TOOL Am) SEAL TOGETHER.
INSTALL THE SHAFt A_ SLIP _ FOND
SEAL _ TE TOOL TO THE SHAFT BY USING
I_AI_ 9615-48024.
LHERICATK WITH ALPHA MOLYKOCE CO_..
HOLYKOCB TYPE Z POVgNR ON APPROVED
BQUIVALENT. BLOW OFP EXCESS LURRICANT
HITH DB¥ NITROGBM GAB.
TONQ_ TO 43 INCH*I_NDS.
TORQUE 22 TO 50 INDE-I_¢'MDS.
TOR_ 70 TO 120 INCM-I_S.
ADJUST BO THAT k_N THE PISTON IS IN THE
CLOHEU POSITIOM _ GATE IS COHPLETHLY
CLOSED - TOP S_ACE OF THE GATE.
PAI_L HITB THE TOP S_ACB ON THE
GATE _0_$_I_G_N _UJ$ 0_ H1_9 ZERO
DI_ES 50 HIMtriNS.
50 TO 55 INGH-P(XT_B.TONq_
_QUE 20 TO 25 INUH-PO_S.
H.uu_ RL_ 1'O EDUslND 1_o PLACES AS _tQUIENu.
(_) TOHQU_ TO 8S INCH-1HERWS MAX_AIN.
HEATER ASSEMBLy RLAHEET TO PIST(XqLACN
NDUSIHE ASSEMBLY AS ItEQUIHED.
LOX IWrESCO_RCT VALVE AND ORIFICE
ADSE)_IL¥ ("B" REV. & EO-5)(NORT_
 R,0ENA,LAT,ONi,u.._,,lo-61) ® ® ©
mrr(4_acEN)(_
LOCK-O-HEAL (4 m._C_HE) (_
9512o48065 C_NER
MS2099SW_0 LOtENZRE (_
AM4NIOA BOLT --
2W18-416 WASHER
9512-48425 VALV_ SWITCH _ AESI_LY
2P9-7-7 PIN
ENGINEERING REVISION TO:
DRAWING
RELEASE EO'I
-3
GENERAL LOCATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
lB.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
51.
32.
33.
34..
35.
3b.
37.
38.
35,
40.
41.
42.
45.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51,
52.
53.
54
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
65.
64.
65.
RE.
67,
68,
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
10414318
----_',,_G_rD (CON.)-----
9512-48425-3
9512-48629
AN995N20
ANS00A2-10
2WIC6-8-16
2EN6
JH-I
9615-48066
10-40450-10
HE3102EI0$L3P
NUI91-4002-OO01
2W18-4
AHS00A4-6
AN122676
9612-48422
AN3_.0-6
2WIAL17-20-62
HAS679A4W
9615-48030
9615-48427
MI6227B9
9512-48426
MS20995NSI
ANS-12A
NAB679A5
9512-48431
9615-&8024
A_-SA
9615-_,8269
9615-48062
AI_,- IIA
AHB-32A
9615-48013-51
EM-6-1
L1266-1-6
9615-48068
9615-48013-9
400_96
NSZOUI3-1D
_20995C32
9615-48266
9512°48432
A)_227R13
AN_23OI_
X5153-3U4F
402658
9-322_-11
402656
402657
MS20995M32
2(R(30382
9627,_,8A97
9512-48411
_2m;R-8
R920655-6- 5L
9512-48411
R20_SS- 8
PJ.R2BSB" 8
9512-48_24
I0&14509
9615-48074-3
AN3H3A
10414510
AN96OUS16
ANSCI2A
AN363C524
9615-48107
9512-48413
HE20995N91
9512-48560
%15-48020
AI44HSA
2WlR-516
NAS679AS
9512-48A30
Am4
SWITCHBcHEwAS_cLYLOCEMIHE
(4 zs) _)
WASENR (4 PLACES)
MICRO SWITCH (_CRO SWITCM CORP.)
(2 eLACES)
A_TUATOH (MICRO SWITCH CORP.)
(2 PLACES) (_)
INSULATION TUBING
AVIATION CORP. ) (_GASKET (BENDIX
CONNECTOR (REPLACES THE VENUOR
FURNISHED AN3102E10EL3P CONNECT_R)
LUO (REPLACES PART NO. R2-1-Z) (_
NADHER (3 ]PLACES)
SCREW (4 PLACES) _,_
PIN
S_THEEEN (Z _C_,_,)
mrr (_ PLAces) (_)_
HASHER (2 PLACES) _J
NUT
GASHET ®
,IN PACZING(O-HING) @ ®
BOLT
NUT (_)
HETAIHSR
HOLT (2 PLACES)
WAS_
EDLT (4 PLAcss)
PISTON MOUSING AS_/_4BLLY
RING (2 PLACES) (F_._
INHEHT (2 PLACZS),ZLP)
STUD (4 PLAcHs) (,_)--
CASTING
STUD (6 PLACES) (¥)
SQUARE HEAD PIPE _ PLt_
(REPLACES T_ VEHDOfl_PURNZSHED
NGSM*NG_
LINK (_
_oENED P_c_J.m(o-EIND)_(,ZL._
Him _L*U)ES_nNuos INu,) _)
pin
PI_O_ASS_I4BLY
SPRING
CYLIKD:_ _
BOLT
TAPER PIN (MAKE PR(N4 HE24692-155D)
(REPLACES THE VENDOR FURNISHED
PIN _385_IOP7)
GAS_
MOUSING A_SE_ILY
xm_Rp (2 ,n.AC_) ©
MOUSING
INDHHT (4 PLACES) (_
RING (4 PLACES) (_
WASHEH
GATE (EO-IA)(REPLACES THE VENDOR
F,JI_LqHED 9615-48591-3 GATE)
WASNUR
ORI' IiuN.^..U, ,
WADHER (6 I_.CHE)
BOLT (6 PLACES)
NUT (6ALACES) (_
SEAL (_
RINO
LOCKWXHE (_
o_
PIN _)
ROLT (_. PI._UES) (_
WASHER (4 PLACES)
m_ (4 PLACES)_)
_ATER ASSEMBLY (REMOVE THE
AN31OUEI6°UP CO_OTOR AND
REPLACE WITH M_31OOEI6"gP)
RI_ MIRE (MIL-QU'N'321_ CO_. A)
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAG Ir
ART CONTROL NO. M-FbAE-EP140-511-A 8 Dec. 1961
i I
iii
\
\
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FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION NASA
,Ioc,ouH EP-140
a. Switch actuation:At I° + 0°30 ' before the gate is in its completely
open or closed position.
b. The heater and switch wiring diagrams are shown on page 3.
CAUTION: Paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 constitute
destructive test items that are performed
only at the option of the procuring activity.
1.4 Shock Withstanding Capability. The valve and orifice assembly is
designed to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance, six
shocks of one of the following durations and wave forms at 35 g's in
each of the three major axes:
10-milliseconds duration- triangular wave, or
8-milliseconds duration - sine wave, or
6-milliseconds duration - square wave.
1.5 Vibration Withstandin_ Capability. The valve and orifice assembly is
designed to withstand, without damage or impairment of performance,
vibration at each resonant frequency for 5 minutes duration in each of
the three major axes under the following conditions:
20 to 55 c.p.s, at 3 g's,
55 to i00 c.p.s, at 0.02-inch double amplitude displacement, and
I00 to 2,000 c.p.s, at I0 g's.
TEST AND DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS.
The destructive and nondestructive acceptance tests and the preparation for
delivery of the valve are outlined in Performance Specification 10419910 and
Packaging and Packing Specification 10509302.
REFERENCES.
3. I Specifications : 3.2
NASA - MSFC- SPEC- 106
Rocketdyne - RA0113-001
.
.
3.3 Drawings:
Ordnance Corps - 10419909
10419910
10509302
10509303
10509305
10509311
Standards:
Military - MIL-STD-130
MS33540
Army Ballistic Missile Agency
ABMA-STD-18
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414318
VEHICLE
SA-T
SA-I
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
Spares
IO414318
REVIS IONS
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
"B" Rev. and EO-3
Before installing modify to latest configuration
JREVISION DATE 8DEC. 196
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Ncaenc lature:
Dr_ mer"10414350
Saturn I Vehicle
, r
Estimated DesiKn Life:
_,IZure rote: 26,666
Number of Components
this D_ta Represents: {D
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
DATA S_ET
Valve, Safety
J L
"" ' re.dot, Cornelius
Ia_cat ion: Payload
, L ,
2,000 cy.
x Io'6/ey.
.ram,(_ :,_le.): 37.5
Total CYcles of Operation:
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
CO.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED: NO Data Available
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
_Ambient Room Temperature=
Thermal Shock:
Leakage Rate_;_
Humidity:
Random NOise:
SLne Wave Method:
Vibration:
Deeembo- 1965
52
III.3.1
" Pa_e i1 of 6
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inonerative
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: SDring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT E"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
i
4
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TIVLi
FABRICATION AND
sAcon commmezs ,ssmen.y m_ocmmn
104143_0 SAFETY VALVB
DIVISION * N_
IqlocIwUg|
9 Nov. 1961 gP-140
pail 1 m 4
lo
e
Dgsc_o_
The safety valve I0414350 is a component of the regulator assembly
10410636 in the alpha seter clearing llne. Caseous nitrogen from the
payload high pressure storage sphere flows through the regulator assembly
into the alpha _eters to check and clear the meters prior to liftoff.
The safety valve is used in the alpha meter clearJ_q_ line to relieVe
any excess pressure that may occur. When the pressure in the system
reaches 575 plus or minus 25 p.s.i.g., the safety valve opens. The
safety valve closes at a minimm pressure of 500 p.s,i.g. The safety
valve is located in the payload aft section as shown in the instal lati_
view. The various functional characteristics of the safety valve are
as follows:
Operating Characterlstlcp. The safety valve is capable of operat-
ing as follows:
a. Operattn8 temperature ranae: -65 ° to +160 ° F,
b. Service medium: Caseous nitro6en,
c. Safety valve opening pressure: $75 + 25 p.s.i,$,
d. Safety valve closing pressure: 500 p.s,t, s, minitmm,
DEL_ REqUIH_NTS
The preparation for delivery of the safety valve is outlined in Paek-
aging and Packing Specification 10509302.
3. _S
3.1 Standards:
HLlitary - HZL-82_-130
HS33_0
3.2 Drmelnes:
Ordnance Corps - 10509302
10509305
10509311
, _. _m ns! (2une _l)
ZIz.3.$
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° .,,,FLIGHT /"
D_RECTION // °°,-'°° _,w.
/ / ._. w.
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: \ \ ,°_--. z,_ l-t _ , t
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x._ .',.. @' "_,., ..".".." /'
....... ,,..."
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INSTALLATION V_W - PAY'LOAD 8ECTIOH
_) CLEAN Ai_ COHI)IZION ALL Y_TAI_IC _ 10_14_$0
NO_TALL_C SUETACES IN ACCOPJ)J_CE
W_TH SPECITICAIION D]UG/II¢G LOS09305.
(_) IDSNTINY BY MARKX_ 114 ACCONDANCK WITH 1.
MIL-STD'i30. 2. M_20995C_2
ppJKeOm,O_D RU]SRER _ IN ACCORDanCE
WgTR SPECIFICATION Dl_ I05093LL.
CARE hq2ST BE TALON TO pREVENT
CONTAM_HATXON BY FO_E_ON MATTER.
LO. AN622_-9
® ON_w_,_ _w_nrt.
© L0C_E_Z. ^cco_ _m__n._o.
© ADJUST TI_ STEM AND ADJUSTIN_
SCREW UNTIL T_ VALVE OPENS
AT 575 PLUS OR HII_S 25 P,S,I.O. AND
CLOSES AT 500 P.S.Z.G. M_NL_.
LUBRICATE TP_ EXTERNAL SURFACE
WITH DOW-CORNIHG CON-P.. D.C. 55 0g
APPROVED E_ IVALEHT .
LUREICATE BY APPLYING A THIN FZLM
OF DO_-COP_qIN_ COP.P, D.C. 55 OR
APPROVED EQUIVALENT .
MSFC FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENG|NEERINO DIVISION NASA
Y
2 o, 4 l PIOCEOUI| EP-140
_2
I L2 ,
PI
GSRERAL LOC_TIOH
SA/_ VALV e (SO-I) (_RE
CC_IIKLIUS CO. ) M_qr_OLIS 1_,
HXI_SOTA 118-_°L00-5)
®®©_®
S/_6-ZXCH DIAI_TER SLOTTED LEAD SEAL
LGCI_IKE
3. 1.iS-A-rOB ADJUS'II._It_W (_)
5. 118-A-I09-2 SF_ING
6. II8-A-106 sIqLI_ P.E_AtNI_
7. 118-A-110.0 pISTON ASSIU_Ly ®
8. 2L6CPI2 MALL
9. 118-A- IO3 .SPRIHG
11. 1LS-A-I01 BODY
Ill .3.i
IPage 4 of 6
ENGINEERING REVISION TO: 10414350
DRAWING
RELEASE E O_S
-1
ART CONTROL NO. M-F&A_-EP140-560
REVISION
DATE OF
THIS PAGE
__'.' h_ _.s.., c,_ _,) ....
!. SEE PAGE 4 FOR THE m4_t350 SAFETY
VALVE EFFECTIVITY.
2.THE APFROXIiATI[ OVEIU_.L OItiENSlONS
OF THE SAFETY VALVE ARE 0.75 BY
0.75 BY 2.00 INCHES.
&THE APPROXIMATE UNIT WEIGHT
IS O. 062 POUNDS.
III .B.1
Page 5 of 6 |
MSFC
,Ao, 4 o, 4
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY ENGINEERING DIVISION
,.oc..u.. EP- 140
EFFECTIVITY OF 10414350
NASA
VEHICLE REVIS IONS
SA-T EO-1
SA-1 EO-I
SA-2 EO-I
SA-3 EO-I
SA-4
Spares
EO-1
Before installing modify to latest configuration
10414350]
llI .3 .i
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Nomenclature:
DrawingNumbe_: 202119
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
Failure Rate: 534 x lO'6/cy.
NUmber of Components
this D_ta Repres_uts: 12
Number of
Failures Reported : 0
E_/IRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
DATA S_ •
Gimbal Assy.
, , , j ,,
vend_or:Not Available
_a}_n-S-I Stage
|
Not Available i
i
t
M_ [in cycles). _ 1,873.6
Tota_ Cycles of Operation:
!
Vehi61e Equipment: X
Gr_a Equipment:
No Data Available
Acceleration : _.
Radio Interference_
Salt Spray:
T , ' I
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambieflt-RoomTe_erature:
The nmal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leaka_ Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
, ,, r
FREQUENCY
OF
_CCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoneratlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
_QUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/RuDtured:
Defective: S_ring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connections
Shorted:
Other:
Would Not Open
Pressure:
None
Low
High
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and_Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-2 through SA-4 Vehicles (less flight
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT R"JMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
data )
I
i
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DATA SHEET
Nomenclature: Turbopump Assembly
Drawi__ers- 454105, 458412,
456405-21, 456405,51,
456405-11, 456405-31
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life: 0. 5 hr.
FailureRate: 217,391 • I0"%_.
Number of Components
this Data Rapresents: 43
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
vendor:North American Aviation,
Rocketdyne Div.
_ation: S-1 Stage
(m h_rs): 4.6
Total Hours of Operation: 6 ._ -:
........ i_i!
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
No Data Available
Acceleration:
Altitude: :=i
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient. Room-Temperature:
Thermal ShoCk:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise: " "
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_ecember 1965
II1.5.1
Page I of
Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
LamPs:
None | Will Not Li._ht
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Reported as
_Arned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles
fl_=bt data|
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER , DATE AND SOURCE:
(less
III. 5.1
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Additional information concernin_ the Turbopump Assemblyp Part Non.
458412, 456405-II_, and 456405-31
The turbopump assembly consists of a fuel pump, oxidizer pump,
gearbox with reduction gears, accessory drive adapter, and a gas
turbine.
Hot gases from the gas generator operate the gas turbine that
drives the reduction gears in the gearbox to supply power to the
shaft on which the axial inducers and centrifugal impellers of
the oxidizer and fuel pumps are mounted. Rotation of these inducers
and impellers pumps the propellants to the desired pressure. Lubri-
cation and cooling of the gears and bearings is accomplished by a
fuel and oronite mixture supplied by the fuel additive blender unlt.
The gas turbine is an impulse type, two-stage unit started by
a solid propellant gas generator and sustained by a liquid pro-
pellant gas generator consisting of the gas generator control valve
and the gas generator combustion chamber assembly.
1. VendO_ _- Rocketdyne Division, North American Aviation,
Inc,,_Part Non. 458412, 456405-11, and 456405-31
2 ......Loca%_ - Station 85
Servi_e - LOX, RP-I fuel, and oronite] Tem_perature - Operating:
a. Turb ine inlet:
IiI Operating: 1200-+50°FMaximum: 1400°F
b. LOX:
_i) Start: Maximum -285°F
()2 Otherwise : Maximum -275°F
5. Pressure -
a. Turbine inlet: Static, 400 to 600 psig
b. L0X pump:
{il Operating inlet: 60-+5 psigMinimum inlet : 50 pslg
Maximum outlet : 1000 psig
c. Fuel pump:
n ;
(3 Maximum outlet: 1150 psig
d. Gearcase internal pressure (Tap G-l)
IiI Maximum: i0 psigMinimum: 2 pslg
6. Lubrication - RP-I fuel and oronlte 262 (0ronite Chemical)
7. Leakage - None
December 1965 (Revision) III.5.1
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LOX VOLUTE_
FUEL
GEARBOX ASSY,
456403"
456403-I !"
,) (,ENG2 &
"I
J
A-A
INLET
LOXINLET
SECTION A.A "
GAS TURBINE ASSY,
454204"
"r,;,A. RC,CJ,ETDYNE 01VISION
TURBOPUMPASSEMBLY, 45841Z, 456405-II, AND
456405-31 - SECTIONAL VIEW
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r
SUMMARY SHEET
j , , , ,
Nomenclature: Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
, n
Drawing Numbers: •io4i5082, Vendor: Vickers Inc.
20M85005, 20M85064
Saturn I Vehicle Location: S-1 Stage
., , . ,r
Estimated Design Life: i00 hr.
Failure Rate: 21,321 x 10-6/hr.
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 49*
Total Number of
Failures Reported 6
MTBF (in hours ): 46.9
Total Hours of Operation:
281.7
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Estimated Design Life: 6,000 cy.
Failure Rate-. 1,832 x 10-_/my._
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Total Numberof
Failures Reported: 6
MCBF (in cycles): 545.8
Total Cycles of 0peration:
29**
.
Forty-nine components were tesl
components were taken from the
3,275
Vehicle Equipment= X
Ground Equipment:
The failures reported could nol
modes of operation in incremenl
Twenty-nine components.were te_
These components represent the
These 29 components are includ,
December 1965
ed and monitored in hours. These
SA-2 throUgh SA-10 vehicles.
be broken down into specific
s of time or cycles.
ted and monitored in cycles.
SA-4 through SA-9 vehicles.
d in the forty-nine listed below.
III.5.2
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
1
Impedance :
Low
High
Output :
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sens itlvlty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Osc illat ion/Flt_c tuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulat Ion
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
2
Pressure:
High
LOw
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA/2 through SA-IO vehicle (less flight data )
II1.5.2
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Nc_encl&ture_
Drawing Numbers:
DATA
Pump, Auxiliary
10415082 [v_r: Vickers Inc._ati_.: S-1 Stage
lO0 hr.
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimated Design Life:
Failure Rate: 20, O00
Number of Components
this Data Represents: IO
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
x lO'6/hr.
Total Hours of Operation: 69.3
Vehicle Equipmmlt: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Sh_k: i00 g - 6 ms s_uare wave
, f T ,
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Th_ml Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
20 150 cRs at 4 6 for 30 secs.;
at O.00_5" D.A. for 1 min._ 475 -
40 6 for 2.5 rain.,
December 1965
150 - 475 cps
2000 cps at
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Pump, Auxiliary
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
E×cesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperatlve
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
onerative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CAT,ENDARTIMEDATAREPRESENTS:SA-2 and SA-3 Vehicles (less flight
data )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE: IN-P&VE-E-62-5,
January 21, 1962,
MSFC
III.5.2
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!Ncaeuc lature =
Drawing Numbers:
DATA m
Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
20M850_4 Ivendor,Vickers Inc.
Saturn I Vehicle I _atl_= S-I Stage
Estimated Design Life: 100 hr.
Failure Rate: 32,051 = 10"6/_r-
Number of components
this Data R_presents: 35
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
w:_ (m hour,): 31.2
Total._. or 0perati_: 187.2
Vehicle Equlpnent= X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Amb lent Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
Same as Page 3, II1.5.2
December !965
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Nomenclature: Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
l_!_
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Errstlc
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
2
B
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
o_eratlve
Lamns:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-IO Vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight vehicles )
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III .5.2
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Nomenelature:
Draw tng Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
"t
20M8506_ Vendor: Vickers Inc.
_ti_: S-I Stage
Estimated Desi_ Life: 6000 cy
Failure Rate : 2156 x 10_/cy.
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
Number of
Failures Reported: 6
25
_m_ (_ c_le,): 463.8
Total Cycles of Operation:
2783
Vehicle E_i_t: X
Ground Equipment:
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED: Same _s
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate: -
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
_ecembc- 1965
on page 3, 111.5.2
II1.5.2
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperatlve
Leaking
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Molsture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Runtured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-4 through SA-7, and SA-9 (less
flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III.5.2
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Additional information concerning the Auxiliary Pumpt Part No.
20M85064
The auxiliary pump, a single stage, fixed angle, variable
delivery, nine cylinder, pressure compensated unit, supplies
high-pressure hydraulic fluid to the engine hydraulic system
during cold gimbaling and checkout operations.
1. Vendor - Vickers Incorporated, Model No. PV006L012B
2. Location - Station 7B
3. Service - Hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-5606
4. Temperature - Operating: 0 to 275°F
5. Pressure -
a. Proof pressure: 45.00 psig for 5 min at discharge
port
b. Zero flow conditions: 3000 + 50 psig
c. Full flow conditions: 2900 +- 50 psig
d. Suction pressure: 37 psia at 10,000 rpm to
65 psla at 12,000 rpm
e. Pressure pulsations: 200 psig maximum from
5% to 100% flow
6. Operating Speed - 10,500 rps + 5%
7. Rated Flow Conditions - Not less than 3.0 gpm at
ll,O00 rpm full flow condition
8. Lubrication - Self lubricating
9. Leakage - Shaft seal leakage maximum of 5 milliliters
per hour during normal operation
10. Displacement - Theoretical displacement, 0.095 inB/rev
,L •
December 1965 (Revision) iii.5.2
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AUXILIAKY PUMP, Z0M85064 - SECTIONAL VIEW
Ncmenc lature | Pump,
Drawir_ Numbers: 20M85005
DATA
, J.
Saturn I VehiCle
Auxiliary Hydraulic
. i ,, ,,
Iv_or. Vickers Inc.
!
Estimated Des_ Life: i00 hr
Fai1_ehate: 55,248 x 1o_r.
Number of Cumponents
this Data Represents: _.
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED:
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock I_sct (Flat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humid ity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965
_,zi_: S-I Stage
(m hour,;, 18 .i
Total Hours of Operatlan:
25.2
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
Same as on page 3,III. 5.2
, r ,, J ,
111.5.2
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
FREQUENCY
FAILURE OF
INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
Hlgh
Output:
Distorted
Erratlc
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanzed Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oneratlve
LamPs:
Will Not Lizht
Stay On - L
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Log s, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-4 vehicle (less flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III .5.2 ....
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Nomenclature:
DrawlngNumbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
DATA SHEET
Pump, Auxiliary Hydraulic
2OM85005 v_m_: ickers Inc.
" _ocatlo.. S-I Stage
, , /, .....
Estimated Design Life: 6000 my
2817 x lO_/cy.Failure Rate:
Member of Components
this D_ta Representa:
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORMED':
Acceleration:
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray_
Shock:
HI_ Temperature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact IFlat Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Nolse:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
(m c_lea): 355
Total Cycles of 0peraticfl:
/1-92
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground F_u_men_:
,,, , ,
Same as on page 3,111.5.2
Decembc- 1965
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FREQUENCY
OF
oCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Burned Out
Erratic
Foreign Material
Frozen
Improper Seating
Intermittent
Inoperative
Leaklog
Noisy
Over Heated
Operation
Sluggish
Out of Specs
Oil/Moisture
Saturation
Sticking
Would Not Open
Would Not Close
Pressure:
None
Low
High
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Indicator Shows:
No Open
No Close _
Mechanical:
Binding:
Broken/Cracked:
Broken/Ruptured:
Defective: Spring,
Toggle Arm, Gear Mesh
Bearing:
Pins/Connectlons
Shorted:
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: SA-4 Vehicles (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III.5.2
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Nomenclature:
Drawin_ Numbers: 20MO0013,
20M51243, 20M50621
Saturn I Vehicle
SUMMARY SHEET
Ducts, Turbine Exhaust
Vendor: Rocketdyne
Location: S-I Stage
EsSimated Design Life: 2025 sec
Failure Rate: 97 x 10-6/Sec
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 49
Total Number of
Failures Reported 0
December 1965
MTBF (in Sec. ): 10,251.4 sec
Total S_. of Operation:
14,198.2 sec
Vehicle Equipment: X
Ground Equipment:
llI.
Page I of 8
Nomenclature:Ducts, Turbine Exhausts
FREQUENCY
OF FAIL[iRE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
_ce_:_lw_ Null
ExcessSve Roll
Un',._anteu Signal
H [gh
In Errcr
intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
0verspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure :
High
Low
None
Input :
Inop e rat iv e
Fuses :
Blow s/Blown
Blowers :
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical :
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamp s :
Will Not Light
Stay_O_
Miscellaneous :
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles (including
flight data)
III.6.1
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Nomenclature: DI/ct S,
Drawing N_glbers: 20MOO013
SstuTn I Vehicle
Est_ted Des_ _fe= 2025 sec
FailureRate: 196 x 1o'6_Sec
Number of C_onents
this Data Represents: 27
Number of
Failures Reported: O
Acceleration: __
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Temperature:
Thermal Shock:
Shock I_act (Fl&t Drop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration :
DATA SREET
Turbine Exhausts
i r _, .
vendor: Rocketdyne
_._i_- S-I Stage
W_F (inSee ), 508_ sec
Total Sec of Operation:
70_2 sec
VehJ.cle F4uipaent: X
Ground Equlp_ent:
December 1965'
No data available
,, L
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Ducts, Turbine Exhausts
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted .......
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
TNDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Lizht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-9 (including
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
I
I
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,,, .,
N_nenc l_ture •
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
Estimate_ Design Lif®I
DuctS,
2oM5_43
DATA aHEET
, ,, •
Turbine Exhausts
"Ive.ae.: Rocketdyne. _att n- S-I S age
20251 sec
Fsilu__te: 346
Number of C4mponen_a
this Data Represents."
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
l,..
• i0"6/° Sec
13
J , ,,
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERPORMED|
Acceleratlon_
(m Sect: 2883 sec
Total Sec of 0_mtfon:
3993 sec
Vehicle F_ents X
Gr_nd Equt_ent:
No data available
Altitude:
Radio Interference:
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Temnerature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient Room Tempersture:
Thermal Shock:
Shock Impact (FlatDrop):
Leakage Rate:
Humidity:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vibration:
December 1965 III.6.1
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Nomenclature:
Ducts, Turbine
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratlc
Exeesslve Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillation/Fluctuation
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Exhau sts
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not LiKht
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-7, SA-8, and SA-9 Vehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: (including flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT HUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III.6.1
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N_menclature: Ducts,
Drying _er,: 2 0M50621
DATA m
, , , ,. u .
Saturn I Vehicle
,, T i
Estimated Design Life: _0_5 sec
Failure Rate.:
Number of Ccm_onents
this Data Rspresents: 9
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
Turbine Exhausts
. , , L ..
] vendor- Rocketdyne
• i
_at_- S-I Stage
ERVIROR_ERTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERP_I_m_:
Radio Interference:
_lt Spray:
(m Sec ;, 2283.8 sec
Total Sec of ope_t_:
3163.2 sec
v_icI, _uP.mt: X
Ground Equipment:.
No data available
_aO_k:
High Temneratmre:
Low Temperature:
kmb_emt Room Temperature=
" Th_nmal Skomk=_
_k Impac_ (Flat Drop)
Leakage Rate:
H_Idi_:
Random Noise:
Sine Wave Method:
Vlb ration:
)ecember 1965 III.6.t
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Nomenclature:
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Ducts,
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Turbine Exhausts
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
Impedance:
Low
Hi_ ....
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivl.ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillation/Fluctuation
out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamws:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5, SA-6 Vehicles (flight
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: data included)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III .6.1
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Nomenclature:
Drawing Numbers:
Saturn I Vehicle
_542o_, _51oo3i
SUMMARY SHEET
Turbine Assembly, Gas
Vendor: Rocketdyne
i
Estimated Design Life: 2025 sec
Location: S-I Stage
Failure Rate: 3538 x lO-6/_in DITBF (in
Total Number of Components
this Data Represents 43
Total Number of
Failures Reported ....0 _ .
_tn. ): 282.6 rain
Total M in. of Operation=
391.5 min
Vehicle Eq_tipment: X
Ground Equipment:
December 1965 III.7.i
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Nomenclature:Turbine Assembly, Gas
FREQUENCY
OF FA ILURE
OCCLrRRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
0scillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS:
III .7 .i
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FPd_-_UENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
INDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanlcal_
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
operative
Lamps:
Will Not Light
Stay On
MiecellaneQus:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
J
ant Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 through SA-9 Vehicles
data)
(less flight
Aece lera_ :.
A1 t It ude:
Radio Interferenee:_
Salt Spray:
Shock:
High Tem.e_M_ure:
Low _ee:
_l_t ROOm Temperature:
_l_e_ S_ock:
_oak- I_act (Plat D_op)_:
LesMaKe Rate:
Humid _ty.:.
Random Noise :
Sine Wave Method:
Vibratioa:
December 1965
LL -
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Pa,_e 30f7
Nomenclature: Turbine Assembly, Gas
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS OCCURRENCE TNDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
High
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensltiv[ty
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy.
None
Osci!lation/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronization
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Pressure:
High
Low
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDerative
Lamps:
Will Not LIzht
StayOn
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-5 and SA-6 vehicles (less
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
!
4
-7
,il
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INomenclature •
DATA m
,1.
Turbine Assembly,
u± -
454204
Saturn I Vehlele
Estimated Design itfel 2_25 sec
I I [ I i
Failure Rate: 6323. x 10_/rain
Number of Components
this Data Represents:
"27
Number of
Failures Reported: 0
,, ,,L
Gas --
r L ..
'v_, Rocketd_e " 7;
,....
I.
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION TESTS PERFORHED:
Acee l era_Acm_ ._
Altttude_
_m_ (m rain ), 163.3 mln
To_l minor Operation:
226.3 min
Vehicle Equipment: X
_u_,
No data available
Shock:
High Te_erature:
Low Temperature:
Ambient. _ Temperature:
K_dit_:
Random NOise:
Sine Nave Method:
Vib rat ion:
,ec ember 1965
I_I.7,i
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Nomenclature: Turbine Assembly,
FREQUENCY
OF FAILURE
OCCURRENCE INDICATIONS
Impedance:
Low
H_ ....
Output:
Distorted
Erratic
Excessive Null
Excessive Roll
Unwanted Signal
High
In Error
Intermittent
Loss of Some Voltages
Low
Low Sensitivity
Low Speed
No Lock On (Frequency)
Noisy
None
Oscillatlon/Fluctuatlon
Out of Specs
Out of Synchronisation
Over Modulation
Overspeed
Regulation
Shorted
Reverses Polarity
Reverses Direction
Gas
FREQUENCY
OF
OCCURRENCE
FAILURE
7NDICATIONS
Pressure:
High
LOW
None
Input:
Inoperative
Fuses:
Blows/Blown
Blowers:
Inoperative
Intermittent
Mechanical:
Pins Shorted
Indicators/
Dials Are In
Error
Indicators/
Dials Are In-
oDerative
Lamns:
Will Not Light
Stay On
Miscellaneous:
Reported as
Burned Parts
Other:
DATA SOURCE: MSFC Time/Cycle Logs, Inspection and Unsatisfactory Condition Reports
SA-7, SA-8, and SA-9 vehicles
CALENDAR TIME DATA REPRESENTS: (less flight data)
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION REPORT NUMBER, DATE AND SOURCE:
III .7 .i ....
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Additional information concerning the Gas Turbine Assembly
component:
The gas turbine assembly is an impulse type, tw0-stage
unit started initially by a solid propellant gas generator
and sustained by a liquid propellant gas generator consisting
of the gas generator control valve a_d the gas generator com-
bustion chamber assembly.
The turbine is part of the turbo-pump assembly.
page 4, 111.5.1.
4
See
,t ,
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